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PREFACE 
This study on the Maradjiri rite has been carried out in Arnhem Land 
Reserve (NT), one of the largest Aboriginal Reserves of Australia. It extends 
from the East Alligator River in the west to the Gulf of Carpentaria and south 
to Rope River (Map 1). The climate, under the influence of the Asiatic Monsoon, 
is characterized by two well - defined seasons, the wet and the dry season. The 
north-west monsoon arrives approximately in November and introduces a period 
of rain which lasts till March/April. Then the wind changes to the south-east 
and the dry season begins, a period with low humidity and mild temperatures. 
In October clouds start gradually building up again and announce the approaching 
wet season. 
For many years the indigenous inhabitants of Arnhem Land, approximately 
4000, have mainly lived in or near European dominated centres such as missions, 
settlements and towns. However at present a large number of Aborigines have 
left these centres and settled in their tribal land in order to become less 
dependent on white society and to maintain their own cultural identity. The 
basis of this cultural identity are the still existing close relationship 
between Aborigines and their tribal land, the social organization (moiety 
division, the subsection and kinship system, the clanstructure) and the 
religious life. Up till now European contact, whatever its influence might have 
been in other fields, has not disrupted these aspects of the Aboriginal way 
of life. On the contrary, intensive interaction between Aboriginal communities 
throughout Arnhem Land in recent years, made possible by modern means of 
transport such as planes, cars and motorboats, has even strenghtened these 
cultural features. This appears for example from the increase in ritual 
activities, of which the Maradjiri is a striking example. 
The situation in this more remote part of Australia is not representative 
of the entire Aboriginal population of Australia. In many parts of this vast 
country people of Aboriginal descent live as "fringe dwellers" near country 
towns or as "urban blacks" in the slums of the big cities. A study of my 
Nijmegen colleague Dagmar on the situation of Aborigines of Canarvon ( M ) , also 
carried out between 1972 and 1974, gives a picture of the often distressing 
circumstances in which these people find themselves. Rowley (1972) describes 
the position of Aborigines in many parts of Australia in a study which deals 
with the tragic history of the interaction between black and white Australians, 
and with the social, economic and political life of Australia's Aboriginal 
XIII 
population. 
The Maradjiri is an eastern Arnhem Land clan ritual in which members of a 
clan (the owners of the rite) and their close relatives of the opposite moiety 
present a decorated pole and other ceremonial artifacts to Aborigines from 
another area (the receivers). Several years before the performance of a 
Maradjiri a man of the receiving group gives a tuft of hair or a navelcord of 
a child to men of the Maradjiri owning clan, who return it ritually by 
performing the ceremony. The tuft of hair or navelcord is attached to the top 
of the pole which the owners transfer to the receivers of the Maradjiri at the 
end of a series of song and dance performances and ritual enactments, which 
altogether may take several weeks. 
These ceremonial activities deal with the dreamings (totems) of the 
Maradjiri owning clan, while the decorated pole to which the tuft of hair or 
navelcord is attached, represents the main dreaming of that clan. In return 
the receivers of the rite give small gifts such as tobacco, cigarettes, material 
(textile fabrics) and some money. In the past this rite has been a post-burial 
rite and instead of a tuft of hair or navelcord of an infant a fingerbone or 
hair of a deceased was used. Informants sometimes characterized the modern 
Maradjiri as a "birth-pole" rite, although the performance takes place several 
years after the birth of the child whose hair is attached to the pole. 
The Maradjiri rites I observed or heard of during my stay in the field 
all belonged to Aboriginal clans descending from areas east of the Blyth River 
(Map 1) and were presented to Aborigines living west of these areas, who did 
not have a Maradjiri rite of their own. I found it difficult to obtain an 
explanation of this phenomenon. One of the receivers of the rite once told me 
they just liked ceremonies from eastern Arnhem Land. R.M. and C.H. Berndt 
(1968: 33) point out that there exists a westward pressure of eastern Arnhem 
Land Aborigines and also mention (1970: 57 and 124) that important cultural 
influences in western Arnhem Land are from the east. For example the eastern 
Arnhem Land twofold (moiety) patrilineal division into Dua and Jiridja has been 
adopted by western groups. Important sacred mythological personages and rites 
appear also to have an eastern origin. 
This thesis is a description and analysis of the Maradjiri of the 
mlurgigandjar clan, the largest clan of the Djinang speaking community, which 
lived at the Government settlement Maningrida in northern Arnhem Land during 
my fieldwork. Between 1971 and 1974 members of this Djinang community performed 
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three Maradjiri ceremonies, all three of them belonging to the durgigandjar 
clan: at Goulburn Island in 1971, at Bamyili settlement near Katherine in 1973 
and at Croker Island in 1974. Of these three I was able to study the two last 
mentioned, whilst I also observed the greater part of a Maradjiri of Burara 
speakers (1973), who came from the Blyth River area to present the rite to 
Gunavidji people at Maningrida. 
Chapter 1 outlines the situation at Maningrida between 1972 and 1974 where 
Aboriginal communities «ire in the process of moving out from the settlement 
to establish so called "outstations" in their various clan countries. At the 
same time there exists an increase in ceremonial activities, especially in 
Maradjiri rites which have been performed frequently in recent years. 
Chapter 2 presents the social and religious classification as seen from 
the rturgigandjar point of view, the owners of the rite under discussion here. 
The former is about the social relations of the Wurgigandjar with others involved 
in their Maradjiri, whereas the latter deals with the dreamings of the 
Wurgigandjar clan, a cluster of species (animals, trees, natural phenomena and 
spiritual beings) which appears in Maradjiri myths, songs, dances and ritual 
enactments. 
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 describe respectively Maradjiri mythology, songs and 
dances. The myths presented in Chapter 3 are about the creative acts of the 
Wurgigandjar dreamings, carried out in the mythological Dreamtime. My 
mythological material was obtained in the form of stories and by interviews, 
but also as bits and pieces of information which Djinang informants gave when 
explaining spontaneously all kinds of phenomena. The dreamings of the 
Wurgigandjar clan form also the basis of a song cycle, which plays an important 
role in the Maradjiri as well as in other rites of this clan. Each dreaming is 
the theme of a particular song, consisting of a number of verses, and the order 
of presentation of these songs presents an interesting picture of the way the 
Hurgigandjar dreamings are structured (Chapter 4). The text of this song cycle 
is presented in an Appendix.A number of Wurgigandjar dreamings also compose a 
dance cycle, which is the subject of Chapter 5. 
Having dissected the Maradjiri in its three main components (myths, songs 
and dances) I describe in Chapter 6 the ritual sequence of the ceremony. The 
first section of this chapter is an effort to understand the relation 
between Maradjiri owners and receivers; the following two sections deal with 
the preparation of the rite and the last two with the actual performance in 
the village of the receivers. Finally in Chapter 7 I try to understand the 
XV 
structural changes which have occurred in the Maradjiri in recent years. 
To my knowledge the Maradjiri has not been studied in detail before, but 
there are a few short references to this rite. Thomson (Peterson, 1976: 104-5) 
gives a brief description of Maradjiri customs, whilst Hiatt (1965: 70) mentiones 
a rite called maradjura or rom. Dr. Alice Moyle kindly sent me a three page 
copy of notes of Dr. La Mont west, who recorded a Maradjiri at Beswick Reserve 
in 1962. R.M. Berndt (1951: 156-76) describes a number of western Arnhem Land 
exchange ceremonies, some of which (especially the Mamorung) show elements of 
similarity with the Maradjiri. The exchange of goods however, which occurred 
during the rites described by Berndt, is not part of the Maradjiri; the 
receivers only present some gifts afterwards. Hiatt (Ibid.) also states that 
the exchange of goods is not part of the maradjura rite tu which he refers. 
Finally some remarks on the use of certain terms. The term dreaming is 
used to refer to the more generally known term "totem". The Djinang and other 
Aborigines, (see also Stanner, 1966: 26) often choose this term for their 
totems when they use English. Meggitt (1974: 59) says that he prefers the common 
Aboriginal term dreaming to totem "in order to remind readers that Australian 
totemism is rather more complicated than that of most other societies". The 
term Dreamtime refers to the mythological creation time, both "a sacred, heroic 
time of the indefinitely remote past", but also in a sense "still part of the 
present" (R.M. Berndt, 1974: 7-9). I shall also follow the Djinang in their 
use of the English term country»which in their case refers to a area roughly 
between Gadji Creek and Djimbi Creek, about 100 kilometres south-east of 
Maningrida (Map 1 and 5). Both Hiatt (1962: 284) and Stanner (1965: 2) 
distinguish between the economic and ritual relationship between people and 
land. As the Djinang lived at Maningrida during my fieldwork I am unable to 
differentiate exactly between these two types of relationship. In this study 
the word country refers mainly, but not exclusively, to the ritual relationship. 
For a recent discussion on this subject I refer to Barker (1976: 225-39). 
Sugar bag is an Australian-English word meaning "wild honey". The Wurgigandjar 
call their main dreaming Sugar Bag when using English (Djareware in their 
language). 
Conditions of fieldwork. 
I obtained my data during fieldwork from September 1972 till December 1973 
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PREFACE 
This study on the Maradjir i r i t e has been c a r r i e d out i n Arnhem Land 
Reserve (NT), one of the largest Abor ig ina l Reserves o f A u s t r a l i a . I t extends 
from the East A l l i g a t o r River in the west to the Gul f o f Carpentaria and south 
to Rope River (Map 1) . The c l imate, under the i n f l uence of the As ia t i c Monsoon, 
is characterized by two well - defined seasons, the wet and the dry season. The 
north-west monsoon arrives approximately i n November and introduces a period 
of ra in which lasts t i l l March/Apr i l . Then the wind changes to the south-east 
and the dry season begins, a period w i th low humid i ty and mi ld temperatures. 
In October clouds s ta r t gradually bu i l d ing up again and announce the approaching 
wet season. 
For many years the indigenous inhab i tan ts o f Arnhem Land, approximately 
4000, have mainly l i ved in or near European dominated centres such as missions, 
settlements and towns. However at present a l a rge number of Aborigines have 
l e f t these centres and sett led in t h e i r t r i b a l land i n order to become less 
dependent on white society and to maintain t h e i r own c u l t u r a l i d e n t i t y . The 
basis of th is cu l tu ra l ident i ty are the s t i l l e x i s t i n g close re la t ionsh ip 
between Aborigines and the i r t r i b a l l and , the soc ia l organizat ion (moiety 
d i v i s i on , the subsection and kinship system, the c lans t ruc tu re ) and the 
re l ig ious l i f e . Up t i l l now European con tac t , whatever i t s inf luence might have 
been in other f i e l d s , has not d isrupted these aspects o f the Aboriginal way 
of l i f e . On the contrary, intensive i n t e r a c t i o n between Abor ig inal communities 
throughout Arnhem Land in recent years , made poss ib le by modern means of 
transport such as planes, cars and motorboats, has even strenghtened these 
cu l tura l features. This appears f o r example from the increase in r i t u a l 
a c t i v i t i e s , of which the Maradj i r i i s a s t r i k i n g example. 
The s i tua t ion in th is more remote par t o f A u s t r a l i a i s not representative 
of the ent i re Aboriginal population of A u s t r a l i a . In many parts of t h i s vast 
country people of Aboriginal descent l i v e as " f r i n g e dwe l le rs " near country 
towns or as "urban blacks" in the slums of the b ig c i t i e s . A study of my 
Nijmegen colleague Dagmar on the s i t u a t i o n o f Abor ig ines of Canarvon (WA), also 
carr ied out between 1972 and 1974, gives a p i c t u r e o f the of ten d ist ressing 
circumstances in which these people f i n d themselves. Rowley (1972) describes 
the posit ion of Aborigines in many parts o f A u s t r a l i a i n a study which deals 
wi th the t rag ic h is tory of the i n t e r a c t i o n between black and white Aust ra l ians, 
and with the s o c i a l , economic and p o l i t i c a l l i f e o f A u s t r a l i a ' s Aboriginal 
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populat ion. 
The Marad j i r i i s an eastern Arnhem Land clan r i t u a l in which members of a 
clan (the owners o f the r i t e ) and t h e i r close re la t ives of the opposite moiety 
present a decorated pole and other ceremonial a r t i f a c t s to Aborigines from 
another area ( the r e c e i v e r s ) . Several years before the performance of a 
Maradj i r i a man of the rece i v ing group gives a t u f t of hai r or a navelcord of 
a ch i l d to men o f the M a r a d j i r i owning c lan, who return i t r i t u a l l y by 
performing the ceremony. The t u f t of ha i r or navelcord is attached to the top 
of the pole which the owners t rans fe r to the receivers of the Maradj i r i at the 
end of a ser ies o f song and dance performances and r i t u a l enactments, which 
al together may take several weeks. 
These ceremonial a c t i v i t i e s deal wi th the dreamings (totems) of the 
Maradj i r i owning c l a n , wh i l e the decorated pole to which the t u f t of hair or 
navelcord i s a t tached , represents the main dreaming of that c lan. In return 
the receivers of the r i t e g ive small g i f t s such as tobacco, c igaret tes, material 
( t e x t i l e f ab r i cs ) and some money. In the past th is r i t e has been a post-bur ial 
r i t e and instead of a- t u f t of ha i r or navelcord of an in fan t a fingerbone or 
hair of a deceased was used. Informants sometimes characterized the modern 
Maradj i r i as a " b i r t h - p o l e " r i t e , although the performance takes place several 
years a f te r the b i r t h o f the c h i l d whose hair is attached to the pole. 
The Marad j i r i r i t e s I observed or heard of during my stay in the f i e l d 
a l l belonged to Abo r i g i na l c lans descending from areas east of the Blyth River 
(Map 1) and were presented to Aborigines l i v ing west of these areas, who did 
not have a Ma rad j i r i r i t e o f t h e i r own. I found i t d i f f i c u l t to obtain an 
explanation of t h i s phenomenon. One of the receivers of the r i t e once to ld me 
they j u s t l i ked ceremonies from eastern Arnhem Land. R.M. and C.H. Berndt 
(1968: 33) po in t out t h a t there ex is ts a westward pressure of eastern Arnhem 
Land Aborigines and a lso mention (1970: 57 and 124) that important cu l tu ra l 
inf luences in western Arnhem Land are from the east. For example the eastern 
Arnhem Land twofo ld (moiety) p a t r i l i n e a l div is ion in to Dua and J i r i d j a has been 
adopted by western groups. Important sacred mythological personages and r i t es 
appear also to have an eastern o r i g i n . 
This thes is i s a d e s c r i p t i o n and analysis of the Maradj i r i of the 
Wurgigandjar c l a n , the l a rges t clan of the Djinang speaking community, which 
l i ved at the Government set t lement Maningrida in northern Arnhem Land during 
my f ie ldwork . Between 1971 and 1974 members of th is Djinang community performed 
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three Maradjiri ceremonies, all three of them belonging to the durgigandjar 
clan: at Goulburn Island in 1971, at Bamyili settlement near Katherine in 1973 
and at Croker Island in 1974. Of these three I was able to study the two last 
mentioned, whilst I also observed the greater part of a Maradjiri of Burara 
speakers (1973), who came from the Blyth River area to present the rite to 
Gunavidji people at Maningrida. 
Chapter 1 outlines the situation at Maningrida between 1972 and 1974 where 
Aboriginal communities are in the process of moving out from the settlement 
to establish so called "outstations" in their various clan countries. At the 
same time there exists an increase in ceremonial activities, especially in 
Maradjiri rites which have been performed frequently in recent years. 
Chapter 2 presents the social and religious classification as seen from 
the 'wurgigandjar point of view, the owners of the rite under discussion here. 
The former is about the social relations of the Wurgigandjar with others involved 
in their Maradjiri, whereas the latter deals with the dreamings of the 
Wurgigandjar clan, a cluster of species (animals, trees, natural phenomena and 
spiritual beings) which appears in Maradjiri myths, songs, dances and ritual 
enactments. 
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 describe respectively Maradjiri mythology, songs and 
dances. The myths presented in Chapter 3 are about the creative acts of the 
Wurgigandjar dreamings, carried out in the mythological Dreamtime. My 
mythological material was obtained in the form of stories and by interviews, 
but also as bits and pieces of information which Djinang informants gave when 
explaining spontaneously all kinds of phenomena. The dreamings of the 
Wurgigandjar clan form also the basis of a song cycle, which plays an important 
role in the Maradjiri as well as in other rites of this clan. Each dreaming is 
the theme of a particular song, consisting of a number of verses, and the order 
of presentation of these songs presents an interesting picture of the way the 
Irfurgigandjar dreamings are structured (Chapter 4 ) . The text of this song cycle 
is presented in an Appendix.A number of Wurgigandjar dreamings also compose a 
dance cycle, which is the subject of Chapter 5. 
Having dissected the Maradjiri in its three main components (myths, songs 
and dances) I describe in Chapter 6 the ritual sequence of the ceremony. The 
first section of this chapter is an effort to understand the relation 
between Maradjiri owners and receivers; the following two sections deal with 
the preparation of the rite and the last two with the actual performance in 
the village of the receivers. Finally in Chapter 7 I try to understand the 
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structural changes which have occurred in the Maradjiri in recent years. 
To my knowledge the Maradjiri has not been studied in detail before, but 
there are a few short references to this rite. Thomson (Peterson, 1976: 104-5) 
gives a brief description of Maradjiri customs, whilst Hiatt (1965: 70) mentiones 
a rite called maradjura or rom. Dr. Alice Moyle kindly sent me a three page 
copy of notes of Dr. La Mont nest, who recorded a Maradjiri at Beswick Reserve 
in 1962. R.M. Berndt (1951: 156-76) describes a number of western Arnhem Land 
exchange ceremonies, some of which (especially the Mamorung) show elements of 
similarity with the Maradjiri. The exchange of goods however, which occurred 
during the rites described by Berndt, is not part of the Maradjiri; the 
receivers only present some gifts afterwards. Hiatt (Ibid.) also states that 
the exchange of goods is not part of the maradjura rite tu which he refers. 
Finally some remarks on the use of certain terms. The term dreaming is 
used to refer to the more generally known term "totem". The Djinang and other 
Aborigines, (see also Stanner, 1966: 26) often choose this term for their 
totems when they use English. Meggitt (1974: 59) says that he prefers the common 
Aboriginal term dreaming to totem "in order to remind readers that Australian 
totemism is rather more complicated than that of most other societies". The 
term Dreamtime refers to the mythological creation time, both "a sacred, heroic 
time of the indefinitely remote past", but also in a sense "still part of the 
present" (R.M. Berndt, 1974: 7-9). I shall also follow the Djinang in their 
use of the English term country,which in their case refers to a area roughly 
between Gadji Creek and Djimbi Creek, about 100 kilometres south-east of 
Maningrida (Map 1 and 5 ) . Both Hiatt (1962: 284) and Stanner (1965: 2) 
distinguish between the economic and ritual relationship between people and 
land. As the Djinang lived at Maningrida during my fieldwork I am unable to 
differentiate exactly between these two types of relationship. In this study 
the word country refers mainly, but not exclusively, to the ritual relationship. 
For a recent discussion on this subject I refer to Barker (1976: 225-39). 
Sugar bag is an Australian-English word meaning "wild honey". The Wurgigandjar 
call their main dreaming Sugar Bag when using English (Djareware in their 
language). 
Conditions of fieldwork. 
I obtained my data during fieldwork from September 1972 till December 1973 
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among the Djinang speaking people of Maningrida, a Government settlement in 
central northern Arnhem Land (Map 1). In May 1974 I paid a short second visit 
to the field. I carried out this research under the auspices of the Netherlands 
Foundation for the Advancement of Tropical Research (rtOTRO, the Hague) and 
the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies (AIAS, Canberra). 
In May 1972 my wife and I arrived in Australia and after three months of 
preparation in Sydney we left for Maningrida. The choice of Maningrida was 
made after consultation with Or. A.C. van der Leeden in Nijmegen, and Dr. K.J. 
Maddock in Sydney. Whilst still in Sydney I discussed the Maningrida situation 
with Dr. L.R. Hiatt and Annette Hamilton, who both had carried out fieldwork 
at Maningrida among the Gidjingali. The former suggested that I work with the 
Djinang. 
I spent most of the first three months of my fieldwork at Maningrida, where 
the Djinang were preparing for a Maradjiri ceremony for Bamyili settlement. In 
the beginning we lived in the European part of the settlement but after a few 
months we were able to move into a small house close to the Aboriginal living 
quarters. In January 1973 I travelled with the Djinang to Bamyili to attend 
the performance of the Maradjiri. The ceremony lasted two weeks, during which 
time I recorded songs, took slides of ceremonial activities and interviewed 
people involved in the rite. Back at Maningrida I started working out the data 
collected, mainly with the help of three informants, who also taught me their 
language. 
In April 1973 I attended the greater part of a Maradjiri performed at 
Maningrida by people from the Blyth River. At the beginning of the dry season 
I made several most instructive camping trips with Djinang families to their 
country, the Gadji-Djimbi area, for hunting and visiting a number of dreaming 
places. Half-way through the dry season the Djinang started preparing for another 
Maradjiri, this time for people at Croker Island. I assisted with collecting 
the materials necessary for the ceremonial artifacts and also attended the 
song- and dance performances carried out in preparation of the Maradjiri. The 
Djinang intended to perform this Maradjiri at the end of the dry season. 
However, organizational problems, the early arrival of the wet season and a 
series of other ceremonial commitments of the Djinang - mainly burial and post-
burial rites - forced them to postpone the rite till the next dry season. 
During the last months of my stay in the field I attended several post-burial 
rites (at Maningrida and at Milingimbi) and a Marndiella initiation ceremony 
(Maningrida). 
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In December 1973 we returned to Sydney where I started working out my 
fieldwork material. In May 1974 the Djinang sent a telegram to inform me that 
they were about to travel to Croker to perform the Maradjiri. With financial 
support of the AIAS I left immediately for Croker Island for a short fieldtrip 
of two weeks. As I had worked out already parts of my Maningrida material in 
Sydney I was in a position to study in detail all ritual songs and dances and 
to obtain supplementary information. Much to my regret I did not see the final 
stage of this Maradjiri (the presentation of the ceremonial artifacts), which 
was considerably delayed. Fortunately I had already attended similar 
presentations at Banlyili and Maningrida, and according to my Djinang informants 
the finale of this Croker Maradjiri would be carried out as usual. 
In December 1974 we returned to the Netherlands. 
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Chapter 1 
I can just like any other man 
I like the things I help to plan 
those folks that tell us what to do 
make me as mad as they do you 
THE MANINGRIDA SITUATION 
In August 1973 a group of Djinang-speaking people from the Government 
settlement Maningrida in north-central Arnhem Land left this residence for a 
couple of weeks to build a bushroad from their clanestates towards the 
roadsystem around Maningrida. These estates or "countries", called Gadji and 
Djimbi, are located some 100 kilometres south-east of the settlement (Maps 1 and 
5). To make a connection between the Gadji-Djimbi area and an existing road 
which ended 60 kilometres east of Maningrida, the Djinang had to clear a track 
of another 40 kilometres. With the help of a tractor, shovels and long chains 
they made a track of four or five metres wide, which cut down the travelling 
time by car from Maningrida to Gadji-Djimbi by half. The project was part of a 
plan to establish a more permanent Djinang outstation in the area mentioned 
above, and thus the Djinang followed the example of other Aboriginal communities 
at Maningrida who at that time had returned to their own countries becoming 
less dependent on Maningrida and breaking away from European domination. 
When most of the Djinang left for Gadji two elderly men stayed behind to 
collect all kinds of bushmaterial for a ceremony called Maradjiri, a ritual 
which the Djinang intended to perform at Croker Island later that year. In this 
ceremony the dreamings of a Djinang clan which originates from Gadji-Djimbi 
are enacted. By the time the roadparty returned to Maningrida the two men had 
collected sufficient material to start the preparations for this ceremony, an 
activity which kept the Djinang busy for the next three or four months. They 
said that this Maradjiri, the third in succession, was the last one to be carried 
out before the much discussed establishment of the Djinang outstation would 
be realized. 
1.1 The outstations. 
Both activities are illustrative of the present-day cultural, social and 
political situation in northern Arnhem Land where the process of establishing 
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decentralized communities in one's country is being accompanied by an increase 
in ceremonial activities. As for Maningrida the decentralization trends became 
very effective in the first years of this decade. Then most of its Aboriginal 
population, which consisted of Gunwinggu, Rembarngga, Gunavidji, Wulagi, 
Djinang, Gunadba, Gidjingali and Nagara 2 ) , moved away from the settlement and 
organized small and surveyable communities of their own. According to a report 
of the then superintendent of Maningrida, Mr. John Hunter, there existed 
already six such outstations at the beginning of 1973 (Map 2 ). A summary of this 
report (1973: 1 - 6 ) will give a picture of the development of these outstations. 
1. Cadell ', about 30 kilometres south-east of Maningrida, established in 
1968 by Gunadba speaking people. 
Initially the only way to travel to and from Maningrida was by boat via 
the coast, the Blyth River and the Cadell River. The boat landing was about 
three kiloflielres from the camp so all materials and food supplies had to be 
carried to the camp. These materials included corrugated iron, tools and 
coconuts and sweet potato cuttings for planting. When the first people, 
the older ones, were installed, the younger men commenced to handel ear a 
small area in order to plant the seeds, which were watered by bucket from 
the (Cadell) river. From this point on the camp was permanently inhabited. 
Later on, the men cut a track back to a fire-break at Gudjerama Creek, 
about 15 kilometres from Maningrida, so it became possible to travel, in the 
dry season, to Maningrida by car. In the meantime, the Forestry Department 
at Maningrida had improved roads in the area and soon travelling became 
possible all the year round. 
The garden was expanding and the population averaged 20 to 30 persons. 
Efforts to get the garden on its feet were succesful and in 1972 an official 
garden company was brought into existence: the Gunadba Garden CO.P/L. The 
Maningrida Progress Association (which amongst others runs the settlement's 
shop and craftshop) put another A.D. 15000, plus the services of a 
horticulturist into the further development of the garden. 
Some of the gardenworkers were still living at Maningrida, mainly 
because Cadell does not have a school, but there were requests for a school 
at Cadell so that all Gunadba families in Maningrida could move out. The 
report on Cadell concludes by saying that its future would seem to lie in 
the continuation of a settled community, a kind of satélite of Maningrida, 
thereby maintaining close communication with the settlement from where 
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certain services can be offered. In return Cadell, a potentially viable 
community, could supply the settlement with fruits, vegetables and the 
like. 
Guyun. about 25 kilometres south-east of Maningrida. 
This is a much more recent community than the previous one. It 
consists of Rembarngga- and Gunwinggu-speaking people. Most of the group 
settled there during a Jabuduruwa ceremony in August 1972. 
The problem of schooling was solved by a daily schoolbus while the 
people solved another problem, that of watersupplies, by digging a well of 
about 4,5 metres deep. With some guidance of the settlement's carpenter the 
men started building shelters. Most of the men there are fairly prolific 
producers of craftwork and paintings and would together sell a hundred 
dollars worth to the craftshop at Maningrida each week. As part of a 
nutritional education project, contributed by a sister of the hospital at 
Maningrida, the mothers visited the settlement regularly on the schooltruck 
and attended a bush type centre where the sisters gave advices on budgetry, 
buying in the settlement's shop and other aspects of foodmanagement. 
The Guyun community (of about 50 persons at the beginning of 1973) is 
not as well established as the Cadell outstation. The area is in fact not 
Rembarngga country and the people were looking towards their own areas 
further eastwards. 
Dugalajarin, about 60 kilometres south-east of Maningrida. 
A group of about 20 persons are living there, being an old man and his 
extended family. The head of the family is a Dangon man, who had lived at 
Oenpelli Mission and Maningrida. He has suffered hard times and decided to 
live away from settlement or mission in order to live his own life. At 
present he and his family are entirely self-containing; they have little 
need of Maningrida and avoid contact as much as possible. The members of 
the group have retained all traditional skills and have very little need 
of European technology. They are very mobile and do not stay for long at 
one place. During the wet season they stay in caves on the Cadell River 
where they only use bushfood. In the dry season there is some exchange 
of traditional paintings and stone implements for a basic supply of tabacco, 
flour, tea and sugar. Mostly the goods will be left behind at the Cadell 
Crossing but sometimes exchange takes place in the camp of the family '. 
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Mormaka, about 35 kilometres south of Maningrida. 
Mormaka is the home area of a small group of Gunwinggu, about ten 
persons, who keep travelling between this place and Maningrida or Guyun. 
However in recent years they have spent more time at Mormeka than at the 
settlement. They do not make demands for assistance, only for an occasional 
load of rations. The men are active hunters and speak of making a station 
there. 
Maragulidban, about 40 kilometres south-west of Maningrida. 
This country is the main Gunwinggu area and there are some 55 people 
living there. The Gunwinggu have visited this area every dry season to 
spend a couple of months there, returning to Maningrida in the wet season. 
At present they were clearing up a small area in the bush to make the place 
look occupied. There are acces problems because the area is very low lying 
and from Maningrida one has to cross the Mann River and Liverpool River to 
get there, so the road is generally only open from July or August through 
December. An airstrip has been constructed which is used regurlarly by an 
aircraft of the Oenpelli mission. 
Blyth River, about 40 kilometres east of Maningrida. 
This is an area, more than a specific location and this country has 
always been inhabited by Burara speaking groups '. People do not live in 
one specific location but follow a residential cycle according to the 
seasons. There is for instance a dry season camp called Kupanga, but it 
is difficult to live there during the wet season, due to waterlogging, 
grass and mosquitoes. The wet season camps are usually located on the coast 
where the north-west monsoon drives the mosquitoes back from the camping 
places. These places are rich sources of wet season food. 
The area has been the home for a hard core of about 30 residents who 
had occasional contact with the settlement and managed to send most of the 
children to the school at Maningrida. During a Gunabibi ceremony, when 
most of the families were already in the Blyth River area, people decided to 
stay there and did not return to Maningrida. The population increased to 
about 90 persons. People intended to settle in the region as they were not 
satisfied with the settlements life and were strongly attracted to this 
country. Because of an abundance of food they were able to provide the 
settlement with good quantities of shell-fish, crab, shells and fish, while 
the women would sell mats and baskets to the Maningrida arts and crafts. 
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They are probably the most strongly motivated group in the region and 
their internal organisation is strong. Requests for a local school resulted 
in the Kupanga Education Experiment (Kupanga being the name for the dry 
season camp). The leaders of the new community insist that the children 
should get the opportunity to read and write, but they want the school-
facilities itself to approximate to their own style of living. A trained 
nursing assistant provides the necessary medical assistance and has been 
functioning efficiently '. 
These outstations existed at the time this report was written. As for 
the Djinang, only plans for a permanent station in the Gadji-Djimbi area 
existed at that time. However the establishment of a more permanent outstation 
was mainly hindered by the considerable distance of about 100 kilometres (by 
truck) between Gadji Creek«where the Djinang mostly camped during the dry season, 
and Maningrida. Besides the region was such that travelling during the greater 
part of the year was impossible. 
The Djinang, as most of the other Aboriginal groups, did not want to cut 
off relations with Maningrida, so a better communication between the main 
settlement and the prospective outstation was a pre-condition for the succesful 
establishment of the latter. First they held several meetings among themselves 
to discuss their plans, then afterwards met with the Maningrida superintendent 
to ask assistance for the road project. The superintendent provided the 
Djinang with a tractor, chains, axes and other equipment and also organized a 
regular service by truck to the bush to supply them with food from the store. 
As the roadjob was going to make great demands on their time the men would be 
unable to hunt and therefore food from the store, in addition to what the women 
gathered, was thought desirable. Soon after the meeting nine Djinang men, six 
women and a number of children left for the bush and completed the job within 
three weeks. 
Because of ritual obligations and the early wet season of 1973 it was not 
before the second half of 1974 that the Djinang actually settled down in the 
Gadji-Djimbi area. Their most important ceremonial obligation was the Maradjiri 
ceremony for residents of Croker island and the preparation for this ritual 
took up quite some time in the dry season of 1973. In between these ceremonial 
preparations they also participated in a big Mandiella initiation rite and 
furthermore travelled to Milingimbi Island for a series of post-burial ceremonies 
in commemoration of a relative who had died there. Immediately after the wet 
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season, in May 1974, they went tc Croker Island to perform the Maradjiri. 
During their stay at. the island they repeatedly informed their hosts (and the 
anthropologist) that, having finished this ceremony, they would go and live in 
their own country. (Knowing that I was going to leave Arnhem Land soon one of 
the Djinang said: "You know, we first dance that Maradjiri and then you can 
go back to your country and we to our . . . . " ) . Indeed, after their return in 
Maningrida in June the first Djinang, mainly the elderly ones, settled down 
near Gadji Creek, to be followed by other Djinang in the following months '. 
1.2 Motives leading to the establishment of outstations. 
The details given above show that the establishment of outstations does 
not imply a return to isolationism. The relation with Maningrida is not cut 
off, only the character of this settlement is changing: instead of a European 
type of living and working residence with a guiding function in Aboriginal 
development it has become a centre from where surrounding communities are 
serviced and assisted in so far as the people involved express their need for 
it. In other words, the Aborigines are determined to change white domination and 
paternalism into self-determination and to achieve this goal they have chosen 
for small conmunities located in their own clanestates, a choice which in their 
conviction enables them much more than before to shape their lives at their own 
discretion. The outcome has neither been a return to the pre-European way of 
living, nor a continuation of the Maningrida life on a "smaller scale". Rather 
the result of this development is comparable with the findings of Cohen, who in 
his study about ethnicity describes the formation of ethnic groups (in towns) 
as a process involving a dynamic rearrangement of relations and of customs, 
which is not the result of cultural conservatism and continuity. 
The continuity of custom and social formation is certainly there, 
but their function change dramatically - although to the casual 
observer it will look as if there is stagnation, conservatism or 
a return to the past. 
(Cohen, 1974: xxiii). 
It might be obvious that the outstations discussed here differ in character, 
economical potentialities and their distance from Maningrida, so it would be a 
misconception to consider all of them as copies of one another. However the 
motives leading to their existence in a relatively short period are basically 
the same. Yet as this recent development is a reaction to a very complex 
situation it is not always easy for Aborigines to explain their motives to 
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non-Aborigines. 
In his address to the 45th ANZAAC Conference in Perth, 1973, Dr. H.C. 
Coombs, Chairman of the Council for Aboriginal Affairs, remarked in this context: 
It is, even for people like ourselves for whom self-analysis has 
become almost pathological, difficult to be aware of the motivations 
which impel us to action - especially where such action is a 
response to total complex situations. Furthermore, Aborigines know how 
important it is that what they propose should appear reasonable to 
white administrators, and their justification is often framed to 
conform to what, in their judgement, will receive white approval. 
(Coombs, 1973: 18) 
Nevertheless there are "persistent and recurring themes" in Aboriginal 
comment and Coombs (Ibid.: 18-20) then groups these themes as follows: 
1. Aboriginal relationship to the land. 
The entry of mining companies and white intrusion generally into Aboriginal 
land has caused great anxiety, a concern intensified when sites of religious 
significance have been damaged or desecrated. This has resulted in an 
increasing desire to establish Aboriginal presence as evidence of 
proprietorship and as protection against intrusion. Furthermore there is 
a very strong "spiritual" need for the people, especially when they 
grow older, to live and die within their own country. 
2. Limitations of Aboriginal society's capacity for social control. 
As Aboriginal conmunities traditionally were very small - often not much 
more than extended families - social discipline was readily maintained, 
without formal institutions, by tradition and by power of personal 
loyalties and affection. These controls are inadequate for larger communities 
such as missions and settlements, composed of different and possible hostile 
and mutually suspicious groups. Living in larger groups with different 
backgrounds makes necessary social institutions for which their tradition 
provides no basis and to which the Aborigines feel no loyalty, especially 
when institutions are imposed by an alien group. 
3. Black-white contact. 
Problems of social control are especially difficult in the black-white 
relation as there are problems and offences for which Aboriginal law has 
no relevance. For example conceptions of property, of contractual 
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commitment, in fact most of the things with which our law is concerned, 
must be mysterious to Aborigines. There is the desire to live within the 
familiar and comprehensible environment and enjoy privacy instead of 
arrogant intrusion and patronal ism. 
With these three themes as a starting point I will now discuss some of 
the specific problems at Maningrida where the Aboriginal dissatisfaction with 
the labour conditions and living situation at the settlement (related to 
Coomb's themes two and three) finally resulted in the Aboriginal solution, 
namely the establishment of decentralized communities in their land (theme 
one). 
An important feature of Maningrida as a European type of residence is 
- in strong contrast with an Aboriginal community - its growth, economically 
as well as demographically. Maningrida was established in 1957 and its aim was 
to attract and encourage Aborigines from the surrounding areas and the Aborigines 
who belonged to these regions but who were living in Darwin, at cattlestations 
and at missions elsewhere (Ibid.: 14). According to an official document quoted 
by Hiatt (1965: 10) the function of the settlement in this early stage would 
primarily be to provide trading and medical services for the area around 
Maningrida as a whole and not that of a compound into which all the Aborigines 
of the area would move, on the contrary: 
the natives were to be left in their tribal areas with a 
minimum of disruption initially, of their tribal patterns. 
In a survey of the development of Maningrida in its early stage between 
1957 and 1960 Hiatt (Ibid.: 10-12) shows that this concept was never realized 
and that from the beginning the settlement's staff employed members of outlying 
groups as well as local people in developmental and other work.Between 1958 and 
I960 an airstrip was built, as were corrugated iron buildings for staff residences 
store, a native kitchen and bathrooms, administration buildings, waterworks, 
garden and a school hospital. Aboriginal workers as well as white workers and 
staff employees were employed in these.projects with the result that the 
population of Maningrida increased considerably. In 1960 its population consisted 
of about 500 Aborigines, a number of contract workers and a staff comprising 
an acting superintendent, an assistant manager, a carpenter, a ganger, a clerk 
and two nursing sisters. 
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From there the settlement continued growing fast and in the next ten 
years the Aboriginal population, although not always permanent in number, doubled, 
while at the same time the European population also grew considerably. In 1972, 
when I started my fieldwork the Aboriginal population was approximately 1100 
whereas the number of white varied between 130 and 150 '. The last mentioned 
live in a European section which consists of 25 family houses, 2 residences for 
single men and women and some caravans. 
The economic development projects such as the Maningrida Progress 
Association (store, craftshop, fishing industry, garden, bakery), the Housing 
Association and the Forestry Department, and institutions like the school, the 
hospital, the administration and the public services offered employment for both 
the Aborigines and Europeans. But it might be obvious that because of schooling 
and training the responsible positions were occupied by Europeans, whereas 
most Aborigines, as untrained labourers in all these fields, were doing the 
unskilled jobs. 
Besides the question of qualification there also exists a difference in 
attitude towards this kind of labour: on one side representatives of the 
European society who have a fairly regurlar working schedule and work to make 
progress, to accumulate material wealth and to satisfy personal ambitions, and 
on the other side people with a totally different background and outlook on life. 
Their traditional economy is not based upon production and growth, nor are the 
Arnhem Landers interested as much as the Europeans in material prosperity or 
in the making of a career. Coombs remarks in this context that if Aborigines 
organize themselves for economic purpose on European lines 
they will inevitable come to think and behave like us -
individually, competively, acquisitively and agressively. 
(Ibid.: 20). 
A third point to be mentioned here concerns the ritual and social 
commitments of the Aborigines, which mostly take priority over obligations at 
the settlement. This implies that often they were absent from their work and 
hence looked upon as irregular workers. 
Because of these facts it is understandable that the Aborigines at 
Maningrida did not feel very confortable in their labour relations with 
Europeans for whom the specific requirements of their own system are self-
evident, understandable and rational. This resulted in a system of dominance, 
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patronage and control in which basically one side planned, took the decisions 
and gave instructions, whilst the other side, for whom it had started in the 
first place, had no hold over the situation and was unable to influence this 
development. The Djinang and other Aborigines expressed their feelings about 
this situation by saying that there were too many "balandas" (whites) at 
Maningrida, thereby not especially referring to a certain number of people but 
to a total situation. In a radio program broadcast about Maningrida a former 
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superintendent of the settlement described the problem thus ': 
It started out (Aboriginal) people trying to voice their frustation 
about the number of balandas (whites) at Maningrida. Of course this 
is not just a bitch about the physical number of people, it embodies 
a whole concept of patronage and control and all sorts of horrible 
things. 
In the same program a member of the Aboriginal Council of Maningrida 
expressed his opinion about this question by saying that ': 
in some ways Aboriginal people did not want European people 
to boss them over. When we used to get on jobs and Europeans used 
to watch us do that job, instead of helping us. He used to say, 
do this and do that instead of him giving us a helping hand, he 
didn't. 
He used to force himself on to us and he thought we were slaves 
for him to do that job. 
Apart from the problems discussed above there was also dissatisfaction 
with the living situation at the settlement. The Aboriginal communities at 
Maningrida lived in what Hiatt (1965: 33) calls "residential clusters", 
meaning a number of dwellings in a clearing separated from others by tall grass. 
This situation still existed in 1972, although modern houses were built in 
between these clusters. The residential cluster known as the Djinang camp 
consisted of fourteen dwellings of which seven were permanently occupied by 
Djinang speaking families, while the others belonged to people of various 
background. The area comprising the Djinang cluster was approximately 0,7 
hectares. Discontent with the living condition in the camp was mainly due to 
the bad quality of the dwellings and to the fact that according to Aboriginal 
standards too many people were living in such a small area. Hygiene in the 
camp was very poor: there was only one tap to be used by all its occupants and 
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two lavatories without flush, whereas the coimion bathrooms were about half a 
kilometre away. 
The dwellings the Djinang had built themselves were constructions of 
woooen frames and walls with corrugated iron roofs, comprising just one room 
of approximately 3 by 3,5 metres. Lack of light and fresh air attracted plenty 
of cockroaches and created a damp athmosphere, especially during the wet season 
when often people had to shelter from the daily rains. The new houses as such, 
constructed by the Housing Association at Maningrida, were of much better 
quality and consisted of several rooms with electricity and sanitation. However 
these buildings did not seem to be much of an improvement. The reason for this 
appears to be that the design of the new houses reflects the European way of 
living. Tnis implies that the construction of these houses is based upon the 
principle of the nuclear family and the (European) need for privacy of such a 
family, notwithstanding the fact that the people for whom the dwelling have 
been designed live togetner in extended families with very little need for 
privacy among themselves. 
Besides there is the question of housekeeping: women will have to learn 
to handle electrical equipment and furniture and at the same time to master 
family budgetting and the ability to save and spend money for household purposes 
instead of sharing money and other material goods with relatives in a complex 
net of financial obligations and demands. It is obvious that residing in such 
a house not just means another place to live in but another way of living, 
economically as well as socially. 
Another problem arose with respect to the relative positioning of the 
new houses. In order to cope with the fast growth of the settlement it became 
necessary to make effective use of the space available within the boundaries 
of Maningrida. Therefore the Housing Association started building the houses 
in a straight line, the one close up to the next. This is in strong contrast 
with the residential patterns of the Aborigines when they settled down at 
Maningrida. Hiatt (1965: 33) points out that in the first years of the 
settlement new arrivals settled near their traditional neighbours with the 
result that, on a reduced scale, the residential patterns roughly corresponded 
witn the spatial relationship among language areas in the Liverpool-Blytn 
region, the homelands of most of the Maningrida Aborigines. So in fact the 
relative positioning of the Aboriginal quarters in Maningrida was, on the 
micro-level, a copy of the total demographical macro-situation of tne entire 
region. 
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However the location of most of the new houses did not reflect such a 
structure while the relationship between families occupying these houses 
was different from that in the original residential clusters developed by the 
Aborigines. An important criterion in the choice of inhabitants for these houses 
was their adaptability to such a type of household, rather than the relationship 
between a group of neighbours. 
When the Aborigines at Maningrida discussed the problems as outlined in 
the previous pages with outsiders, they usually gave a number of stereotype 
answers such as "too many balandas"; "too much trouble here"; "this place is 
not our country" or "too much sickness". These sort of reactions could easily 
be misunderstood as complaints of people who are not yet ready for the "new 
things" presented to them. However considering these phrases against the 
background discussed above it is obvious that the cover a whole range of essential 
problems related to social relationships, the character of family life, the 
livelihood, economical values, health and mental well being. 
As a reaction to this threatening loss of cultural identity at the 
settlement the Maningrida Aborigines - as well as Aborigines from other Arnhem 
Land missions and settlements - have chosen for decentralization to obtain a 
certain degree of indépendance from the European way of living, a choice which 
is possible because of the still existing strong attachment for their homelands. 
Coombs remarks in relation to Maningrida: 
There have always been, and there continue to be. Aborigines in 
their own bush country around the settlement, and movement between 
the settlement and the bush continues to be common. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that there have developed around 
Maningrida at varying distances up to 50 - 60 miles a number of 
decentralised communities. 
(1973: 14) 
To achieve their goal the Aborigines have confronted local, regional and 
national authorities with their own ideas about the future of their communities. 
This active attitude seems to be indicative of a change in Aboriginal thinking 
and behaviour as in the past there has been no or very little involvement of 
Aborigines in the official policy white society had designed for them: a policy 
of protection in the first decades of the black-white contacts (after the 
number of indigenous people had been drastically reduced as a result of the 
first clash between the two societies), followed by a policy of assimilation, 
adopted by the Commonwealth Government in 1951. This policy was based on the 
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assumption that Aboriginal culture would disappear fairly soon and it would 
be inevitable to make Aborigines participants in white society, thus tryiinj 
to improve their standards of health, education and material prosperity. Both 
policies were characterized by a system of patronage on the one side and a 
state of political impotence and passivity on the other. 
In his discussion and analysis of the ΙθβΟ'ε when assimilation was the 
goal of the government. Haddock (1972: 1-20) describes several cases in which 
Aborigines have opposed this policy and have acted realistically to defend 
themselves. These occurrences have been a prelude to the changes taking place 
at present in Arnhem Land, resulting in demands for self-determination. As 
a tentative conclusion concerning the state of affairs in recent years Maddock 
(Ibid.: 19-20) states that 
Aboriginal culture appears in a struggle discussed now as a 
condition and now as a symbol: a condition of life actually led by 
Aborigines, in terms of which their longing to change their relation­
ship with Europeans is naturally formulated; a symbol of their 
distinction from Europeans, some of the feautures of which they are 
engaged in modifying. That their culture is a condition or symbol 
or both of struggle does not entail total rejection of European 
culture, even in the form in which it is most familiar to Aborigines. 
This is indeed made clear when they distinguish "blackfellow law" 
and "whitefellow law" and assert the wish to keep much of the first 
while acquiring something of the second. 
By establishing outstations the Aborigines of northern Arnhem Land try to 
give shape to this idea of keeping much of their "blackfellow law" while 
acquiring something of the European way of life. They withdraw from direct 
and predominating influence of white society and re-establish their close ties 
with the land, thus trying to remodel their society according to their own 
ideas. 
1.3 The importance of the ceremonies and in particular the Maradjiri. 
That the process of decentralization is accompanied by an increase in 
ceremonial activities is closely bound up with the fact that there exists a 
strong and intimate religious tie between an Aboriginal community and its 
homeland. This religious association is a well established fact in Aboriginal 
studies and referred to be many an anthropologist. Maddock for example points 
out that the Aborigines regard land as a religious phenomenon and that 
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the earth owes its topography to the acts of world-creative powers who (in 
the creation time or Dreamtime as Aborigines call it in English) moved about 
the surface before sinking into the ground or water or rising into the sky, 
leaving a formed and populated world behind them (Ibid.: 27). 
In Aboriginal philosophy rights to the land have to do with the design 
of the world and not with an alienable legal title. R.M. Berndt, (1974: 8-9) 
describes the intimate association between the mythical characters and the 
land. These beings, who moved across the land in the Dreamtime, left behind 
something of their spiritual essence of which some sites, rocks, trees, 
waterholes, sandridges, ochre deposits and so on are the tangible expression. 
Therefore these mythical beings are intrinsically part of the land and from 
an Aboriginal point of view the two are inseparable. The movements and 
incidents in the life of these beings are immortalized in songs and myths as 
well as ritual enactment. 
Also R.M. and C.H. Berndt have demonstrated this association in their study 
about the Gunwinggu people of western Arnhem Land and stressed that the tie 
of a patri-descent group with its territory is pre-eminently religious: 
A strong spiritual association between man and his natural 
environment binds him intimately to the land, his own land, his "home" 
(even though he is resident elsewhere), his place of origin, if not 
of birth. This attitude is basic to Gunwinggu thought, and has not 
decreased in importance. 
(1970: 213). 
The creative acts of the mythological characters are commemorated 
periodically in cult performances in which these beings appear as totems or 
dreamings. Through the medium of these dreamings, which are sung and danced 
and depicted in body designs, sand sculptures and ceremonial artifacts, the 
Aborigines affirm their close relationship with the land and with the design 
of the world or "plan of life" (Stanner, 1966) created by these beings in the 
course of their travels. This might explain the need for frequent ceremonials 
in the Maningrida region in recent years as especially here the Aborigines, 
who still feel closely associated with their homelands and the cosmology 
connected with it, are confronted with a fast growing European community which 
is in the process of taking possession of their land and of their identity. 
The ceremonies offer them the opportunity to express their philosophy of life 
and relationship with the land and such an ideology will only function, as Cohen 
puts it: 
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if it is maintained and kept alive by continuous indoctrination 
of moods and sentiments, and affirmation of belief. This is achieved 
mainly through ceremonials, in the course of which symbols are 
continuously charged with meanings that are relevant to the current 
problems of the group. 
(1974: 82). 
Among the many ceremonial activities in the Maningrida region in recent 
years the Maradjiri has been of such particular importance that I would dare 
say that no other ceremony has been performed as frequently as this one. During 
my fieldwork several groups descending from the areas east of the Blyth River 
have taken this ceremony to people in central and western Arnhem Land. The 
chronological account of Maradjiri activities between 1972 and 1974, which has 
been given before (see Preface) illustrates how much attention the Aborigines 
- and in particular the Djinang - have paid to this ritual. There has been, so 
to speak, a boom in Maradjiri ceremonies, and this is even more striking 
considering that in former days this ritual seems to have been relatively 
unimportant. One of my Djinang informants for example could recall only one 
Maradjiri from the past, while a further indication of its relative unimportance 
in the past might be the fact that this ceremony has hardly been described in 
anthropological literature, notwithstanding the fact that extensive fieldwork 
has been carried out in these areas over a long period. To my knowledge there 
exist only three short references to the Maradjiri (Preface). 
If I am correct in the assumption that the Maradjiri was a relatively 
unimportant ceremony in former days the question arises as to why this ceremony, 
fairly suddenly, has become one of the most frequently performed rituals. There 
are a number of characteristics in this ceremony which point to a possible 
correlation between the recent growth of the Maradjiri and the present-day 
socio-political development of this region as sketched out in this chapter; 
features which I think are powerful indications of the existence of such a 
correlation. These characteristics are: 
1. The rite deals exclusively with dreamings which are intrinsically 
connected with the estates of Maradjiri owning clans. These clan dreamings 
are continually sung and danced during the preparation and performance of 
the Maradjiri and thus the performers stress the indissoluble unity between 
a group of people, natural species (of which most of these dreamings are 
prototypes) and a certain locality. (Compare also Meggit, 1974: 63-4; and 
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Maddock, 1972: 27-8, who both discuss the close association between these 
three components). Through the Maradjiri they not only "profess" this 
unity among themselves but simultaneously demonstrate it to the people 
to whom the ceremony is presented. 
The people who perform the Maradjiri are the same as those who compose 
such an outstation. Taking the Djinang as an example, the relationship 
between the Maradjiri performers was basically similar to that existing 
among the Djinang at Maningrida (Chapter 2) who were about to establish 
an outstation in the Gadji-Djimbi area, the homeland of the clan to which 
the Maradjiri under discussion in this book belongs. So principally the 
Maradjiri is a ritual pre-eminently associated with a (decentralized) 
Aboriginal living and working community. 
As Aborigines travel as far as 300 kilometres to perform a Maradjiri, 
this ceremony offers them, may be more than any other ritual, the 
opportunity to establish and maintain contact with people from other cultural 
areas within Arnhem Land. The ceremonial context in which this contact is 
affirmed guarantees its continuity and brings about a feeling of oneness 
among otherwise remote people. This was evident, e.g.,in several speeches 
held during performances I observed, when people used to say that they 
were "one big family" and "we are one full blood Aborigines". Or, as 
happened at Croker Island, where the receivers of the Maradjiri expressed 
their desire for ceremonies from eastern Arnhem Land. This need for contact 
among Arnhem Landers to express their communal (Aboriginal) background, 
might be a reaction to white intrusion in general, which endangers their 
land an identity. 
A point of symbolical significance is that the character of the ceremony 
has changed: from a post-burial ritual, which it was in the past 
(Thompson's notes, compiled by Peterson, 1976; La Mont West, 1962; and 
Djinang information to be discussed in Chapter 3) it has become a life-
symbolic rite. This finds expression in the fact that instead of hair of 
a deceased, now hair or the navel cord of a baby or young child is ritually 
returned in this ceremony. The Djinang explain this change in a myth which 
says that the ownership of the Maradjiri is transferred from Crow, who is 
associated with death and composing bodies, to a bird called Geganggie, who 
is associated with the blossom of the string bark trees (M8, Chapter 3). 
This points to a diversion from death and what has gone to young life and 
attention for the future and confirms Cohen's statement, cited before 
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(page 15), that symbols are "continuously charged with meanings that are 
relevant to the current problems of the group". 
5. This concern with their cultural identity now and in the future appears 
furthermore from the presence of young children in the Maradjiri. For 
example Djinang children from about three years old were "brought in" 
the Maradjiri as informants called it and at such occasions their bodies were 
first painted with designs of the Maradjiri owning clan (Uurgigandjar), 
whereafter the children playfully tried to dance with their fathers in 
the easier parts of the ceremony. They were also involved in the 
preparations of the Maradjiri when the Djinang men took them to the 
ceremonial shade (hut). There the children watched the adults working at the 
ceremonial artifacts and listened to their Maradjiri songs. Thus through 
the Maradjiri the children receive their first religious education and are 
initiated into vital elements of the Aboriginal culture at a very early 
age. It is as if the Aborigines are determined to educate their children 
as "Aborigines" before these are subject to white indoctrination at a 
later age (e.g. school). The presence of children might also be an 
indication of the growing Aboriginal concern with their culture, and the 
Maradjiri, as a public ceremony with several relatively easy dances, offers 
the children a good opportunity to participate. Besides the presence 
of the children in the Maradjiri is consonant with the life-symbolic 
character of this rite. 
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Notes Chapter 1 
1. Little poem of Canadian-Indian origin, found at Croker Island in one of the 
issues of a local Aboriginal newsletter. Author unknown. 
2. This composition corresponds in broad outline with the situation at 
Maningrida in I960; compare Hiatt, 1965; 10-2. The same author, who has 
carried out fieldwork in the Liverpool-Blyth River region between 1958 
and 1960, also gives a survey of the homelands of the language groups 
residing at Maningrida (Ibid.: 1-3 and Map 1). 
3. As I worked with the Djinang, who had not yet established an outstation 
of their own (see pages 5 and 6 )» I have not been able to study these 
newly founded bush conmunities. Nevertheless I have had several 
opportunities to visit some of the here mentioned outstations for a couple 
of hours and such visits gave a first, sketchy idea of the functioning 
of these communities. The outstations I have visited are Cadell (1), 
Guyun (2), Dugalarajin (3) and Blyth River (6; both the wet season camp 
and the dry season one). In the last mentioned an anthropologist and an 
archeologist, respectively Mrs.B. Meehan and Dr. R. Jones have carried 
out extensive fieldwork. 
4. During such an exchange-visit the head of the family allowed me to take 
some pictures of his traditional camp and the surroundings, an area with 
outstanding rock informations and caves in which old rock paintings are 
to be found. The AIAS numbers of these slides are: 14275 - 14307. 
5. Hiatt points out that Burara (or: Burera) is an east Arnhem Land term for 
the Gidjingali and Gunadba people of the Blyth River region (1965: 1-3). 
Capell (Ibid.: 2, note 2) and Warner(1937/1958)also use the term Burera. The 
Djinang referred to the people of the Blyth River and Cape Stewart as 
"that Burara mob" and said that among them there also was a Marangu 
(Sugar Bag) clan. 
6. After their return from the field Meehan and Jones (see note 3) gave their 
impression of the blyth River outstation in the Sydney 
Morning Herald, 15-6-1974: 
Far from being a retreat from the realities of the modern world, 
this move to reoccupy their own country must be seen as a positive 
action - one which holds new possibilities for a better relationship 
between the two cultures of this nation. 
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From their privacy of their own community, and strengthened by a 
pride in their own traditions, and in the selfrespect which comes 
from forging their own lives, the Anbara are better able to come 
to terms with the immense trauma our industrial society has thrust 
upon them. 
They rely upon continuance of certain basic services, such as logistic 
support and imaginative strategy to cope with their medical and 
educational needs, which as citizens of Australia should be theirs 
right. In return, if we are but willing to listen, we have much to 
learn from them. 
I regret that I am unable to give more detailed information about the 
newly founded Djinang outstation in its initial stage of existence. As I 
had to finish my fieldwork shortly before they settled down in the Gadji-
Djimbi area I depend for further information on letters from Maningrida. 
From those letters I learnt that most Djinang are living permanently 
in their own country. A Djinang man wrote that two months after their 
return from Croker Island, where they had performed a Maradjiri ceremony, 
most of his "countrymen" had left for Gadji. He himself was still living 
at Maningrida, waiting for his wife to return from Darwin hospital. Then 
both would follow the others afterwards. 
Another younger Djinang, who also had been to primary school, wrote 
that he first went to Darwin to become a schoolteacher-assistant, 
whereafter he was to join his family in Gadji. The Djinang furthermore 
had asked for a grant to start a local art and craft industry at Gadji 
to be traded to the Maningrida craftshop. 
One of my regular informants, an older Djinang, dictated a short 
letter to a European at Maningrida in which he among others said: "That 
country Gadji and Djimbi - they all right - plenty people there". 
For this information I would like to express my thanks to Mr. Jimmy 
Buri nyala, Mr. Dick Smith Miwirri and his son Bobby Smith, (Djinang) and 
to Mr. and Mrs Gillespi and Mr. Graham MacKay (Europeans). 
These figures have to be approximates as both the number of Aborigines 
and Europeans at Maningrida altered constantly. During the dry season 
many Aborigines camped in their various countries so that the Aboriginal 
population of Maningrida at that time could easily drop below 500, whereas 
most of them returned during the wet. Such movement between Maningrida and 
the bush continuous to be common. Also the European population of Maningrida 
tended to be very mobile and only a small number could be considered as more 
or less permanent residents. 
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9. Manuscript from the Australian Broadcasting Commission, Science Unit, of 
the radio program Maningrida » A Quiet Revolution, broadcasted 20-8-1974, 
ABC Radio 2 & 3. 
Quoted speaker, Mr. John Hunter. 
10. Quoted speaker: Mr. Don Weibenanga. 
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Chapter 2 
THE WURGIGANDJAR CLAN: SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS CLASSIFICATION 
The Maradjiri performed by the Djinang community of Maningrida belongs to 
one of the clans of this comunity,namely the Wurgigandjar or Sugar Bag clan. 
The Wurgigandjar people, who are aligned to the Dua moiety, are the owners of 
this ceremony and it is their dreamings which are sung, danced and depicted 
in the ceremonial objects and bodydecoration of the Maradjiri. Their social and 
totemic classification is of vital importance for the understanding of the 
Maradjiri and therefore will be the object of this chapter. 
To facilitate understanding of the connection or nexus of social and 
religious classification as seen from the Wurgigandjar point of view I shall 
discuss in the first section how these people understand their social relations: 
on a language level as Djinang speakers; on an alliance level as members of a 
marriage community containing two other Djinang-speaking clans as well as two 
clans belonging to the Wul agi -speaking people; and on a clan level as part of 
an aggregation of Sugar Bag clans, each belonging to a different language group. 
The second section deals with the internal composition of the Wurgigandjar clan, 
whereas in the last section an account will be given of the way the Wurgigandjar 
clan classifies a number of species into what I shall call a dreaming-cluster. 
Sugar Bag (Wild Honey) is the main dreaming of the Wurgigandjar clan and the 
species connected with Sugar Bag form together the Wurgigandjar dreaming-
cluster. The Maradjiri performances of the Djinang deal exclusively with the 
species composing this Wurgigandjar cluster. 
2.1 The Wurgigandjar clan in relation to other clans. 
2.1.1 Languagelevel. 
The Wurgigandjar people speak Djinang, a language they share with seven 
other patr i l ineal clans. At the time of my fieldwork Djinang-speaking people 
were l iv ing at Maningrida, at Milingimbi and around Nanggalala, a Milingimbi 
mission outstation on the mainland twenty kilometres out of Milingimbi (Map 1). 
Of the eight Djinang-speaking clans, four are aligned with the Dua moiety 
{déuo:ngge in Djinang) and four with J i r id ja {jiridjingge). The Dua clans are 
named Wurgigandjar, Murungun, Gorbmorbmal and Manjarng. The J i r id ja clans are 
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named Mildjingi, Djardewitjibi, Monjebung and Balembe. 
These clans are unequally important. The clans generally recognized as 
Ojinang are Wurgigandjar, Murungun and Manjarng on the Dua side and 
Djardewitjibi and Mildjingi on the Jiridja side. The others are less widely 
known, largely because of their small size, and their members join in with 
the bigger group to which they are most closely related. 
For example the Djinang at Maningrida say that Gorbmorbmal has only one 
childless man and two old women left in it. This clan is now considered as 
"one" with Wurgigandjar and its country as part of Wurgigandjar territory. 
The dreamings of Gorbmorbmal are still recorgnized as belonging to this clan, 
although Wurgigandjar men have full knowledge of them and know how to sing 
and perform the associated ceremonies. They share the very important mythological 
being Julunggur (Watergoanna), which made a Wurgigandjar informant say that 
because of this two Gorbmorbmal women were so close to them that they were 
considered as sisters of the Wurgigandjar men. 
The location of the Djinang-speaking clans is as follows (Map 3): 
the Wurgigandjar country, including the Gorbmorbmal, is located between the 
Gadji-Djimbi area in the west and Nanggalala in the east. Wurgigandjar visit 
these areas frequently during the dry season. Murungun country is situated around 
Nanggalala and members of this clan live there. Manjarng people who live at 
Milingimbi have their country on the mainland opposite the mission village. 
Turning now to the Djinang-speaking clans of the Jiridja moiety, we find 
that Mildjingi country is on the mainland south-east of Milingimbi towards 
the Glyde River (see also Thomson, 1949: 87-88; and Warner, 1937/1958: 50). 
Two Mildjingi men who had married Wurgigandjar women belong to the Djinang 
community at Maningrida. Djardewitjibi country is around Ramengening, south-east 
of Nanggalala. Members of this clan and their families live at Maningrida and 
have the same relation to Wurgigandjar as the before mentioned Mildjingi men: 
they marry Wurgigandjar women. Therefore they also belong to the Djinang 
community. Monjebung has the same relation to Djardewitjibi as Gorbmorbmal 
to Wurgigandjar. The only Monjebung man at Maningrida lived with the 
Djardewitjibi, and his country is considered as closely linked with 
Djardewitjibi country. 
Although Balembe was mentioned as a Djinang-speaking clan, no member of it 
lived at Maningrida or in the country to the east. The Balembe countries are 
called Jatjilmere and Wolngere and according to Wurgigandjar information are 
located in the Djimbi area close to Wurgigandjar territory. Balembe was never 
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mentioned in the daily l i f e of the Maningrida Djinang and no r i tual or kinship 
relation existed between them. 
Shared language does not make a unity of these clans and i t would be 
unjustified te refer to them as a t r i b e . They do not form an organized whole 
or share a common interest. Where a strong relation exists between some 
Djinang-speaking clans, as for example between Wurgigandjar, Mildjingi and 
Djardewitj ibi, i t is based on kinship and not on the shared language. Thus 
Wurgigandjar people do not interact very much with Manjarng people from 
Milingimbi, although both clans speak the Djinang language. By contrast 
Wurgigandjar has an important alliance relation with the Wul agi-speaking 
Djelaworwor and Murungun clans (the Wulagi-speaking Murungun clan is different 
from the Djinang-speaking Murungun clan), and an important ceremonial relation 
with the Djambarbinggu-speaking Marangu or Sugar Bag people. 
2.1.2 АШапсе_1е е 1 . 
At Maningrida the Wurgigandjar people form a marriage community with 
members of the Mildjingi and Djardewitjibi clans, and the Wulagi-speaking 
Djelaworwor and Murungun clans. Together they form at Maningrida the so called 
Djinang community (Table 1 ) , notwithstanding the fact that two of the four 
clans of this community are Wulagi-speakers. However the Djinang-speakers 
outnumbered the Wulagi-speakers by far and furthermore the Wulagi language 
is almost similar to Djinang '. Following Hiatt's defenition (1965: 24) I 
use the term "community" for a group of people who customarily move about 
together. 
Clan: 
Wurgigandjar 
Djelaworwor 
Murungun 
Djardewitjibi 
Mildjingi 
Others *) 
Total 
male 
27 
2 
5 
6 
1 
41 
female 
14 
4 
1 
1 
6 
2 
28 
total 
41 
6 
1 
6 
12 
3 
69 
' comprising: one man from a clan called Monjebung, adopted by Djardewitjibi 
and two women from a clan called Gorbmorbmal, considered as "one" with 
Wurgigandjar (see 2.1.1). 
Table 1: Clan membership of Djinang community at Maningrida. 
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It is considered ideal for Wurgigandjar men to marry the Djelaworwor 
duaghters of Wulagi-speaking Murungun women, and for Wurgigandjar women to 
marry Mildjingi and Djardewitjibi men. This ideal scheme is shown in Figure 1: 
Qua ! Jindja 
Wurgigandjar (Djmang) ¡ Djelaworwor (Wulagi) 
Z,D ^ ^ ^ ^ ¡ M MBD 
ъ±/. 
Murungung (Wulagi) /l N y Mildjmgi/Djardewitjibi (Djmang) 
MMBD / ¡ 2S 
Figure 1 Matrilateral alliance —«- directions in wich women circulate 
This ideal, which is observed in most Wurgigandjar marriages (fourteen out 
of twenty-one recorded marriages of male and female Wurgigandjar), is for two 
reasons departed from in some cases. The first departure arises from the 
asymmetrical rule that a man should marry a woman who belongs to his mother's 
clan and to whom he applies the same term as to his mother's brother's 
daughter. If, because of a non-ideal marriage in the past, a Wurgigandjar man's 
mother does not belong to the Djelaworwor clan, he will probably marry a woman 
of the clan to which she and her brother belong. Thus an alliance relation 
can be perpetuated with clans outside the ideal scheme of affinal exchange. 
Case history: A Wurgigandjar man had children with a woman belonging to the 
Gunadba speaking people from the Cadell River area.This marriage was neither 
the traditional mother's brother's daughter-father's sister's son relation, 
nor the correct alliance with a woman from the Djelaworwor clan (compare 
Figure 1). However the eldest son from this marriage was promised to a girl 
from the Gunadba group who stood in the correct mother's brother's daughter 
relation to him. 
The eldest daughter of the same marriage was promised to a Mildjingi man, 
her real father's sister's son. So in the case of this Wurgigandjar daughter 
the correct alliance between Wurgigandjar and Mildjingi (Figure 1) could 
be maintained because her marriage with father's sister's son was not affected 
by the untraditional marriage of her father. The correct kinship ties between 
individuals appear to be more important than the correct alliance relation 
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between clans. The here mentioned case is schematically shown in Figure 2: 
ο Α ό 
Gunadba Gunadba 
Ι ι ι 1 
f\ promised /^ 
Gunadba Wurgigandjar 
Α ό 
Wurgigandjar Wurgigandjar 
A promsed λ 
v j ' '¿Λ 
Wurgigandjar Mildjmgi 
• 
Mildjmgi 
1 
Figure 2 : Departure from ideal scheme 
The second departure from the ideal alliance as shown in Figure 1 arises 
from the fact that there are some marriages or betrothals by which two clans 
have exchanged or will exchange wives mutually. In this case exchange is no 
longer matrilateral and asymmetrical, but bilateral and symmetrical. Wurgigandjar 
men held divided opinions on this second principle of affinal alliance: one 
told me that it is incorrect; another that it was permissible if the father's 
sister's daughter galligalli (see Figure 3 and 4) is "far away". 
This second departure from the ideal scheme has consequences for the 
use of kinship terms, especially galligalli and minini. If the ideal is 
observed the classification in ego's generation is as shown in Figure 3: 
<Γ~λ сГ~А сГ~1 
galligaHi 
IFZD) 
galligalli 
(FZS) 
L_ 
gardidi 
(Z) 
ego minim 
(MBO) 
minmi 
(MBS) 
Mildimgi Wurgigand/ar Djelaworwor 
О 
medie 
( M M B S D ) 
Murungun 
Figure 3 Ideal kin terms in ego's generation. - direction in which women circulate 
If, however, symmetrical exchange occurs, for example between 
Wurgigandjar and Mildjingi, the classification is as shown in Figure 4: 
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Figure 4: 
gar lidi ego 
L 
Wurgigandjar 
Alternative kin terms in ego's generation. 
¿ 
mmmi 
1 
^ 
A 
galliealli/mimni 
Mild/mgi 
directions in which women circulate. 
With synrietrical exchange ego would have a choice of two terms for his 
wife's brother: galligalU, the usual term for sister's husband (FZS); and 
тгпгпг, the usual term for wife's brother (MBS). 
In the two cases I knew of symmetrical exchange, ego used only galligalli, 
while his affine used mirdni. This suggests that even when the asymmetrical 
ideal is departed from kin terms are applied according to the preferred 
alliance system. By calling the Mildjingi man galligalli, Wurgigandjar ego 
stresses that a Wurgigandjar women (his sister) went to Mildjingi. Were he, 
instead, to use minini for the Mildjingi man, Wurgigandjar ego would be 
acknowledging that he had married a Mildjingi woman in contravention of the ideal 
rule. 
In other words, by using galligalli, ego stresses his sister's marriage, 
that is, his position as a member of a wife-yielding clan; by using mirtini, he 
would stress his own marriage, that is, his position as a member of a wife-
receiving clan. This preferential use of terms suggests that there is a status 
difference between wife-yielders and wife-receivers, which is just what one would 
expect in an ideally matrilateral system of alliance '. 
This relation between wife-yielders and wife-receivers is of importance 
for the organization and performance of the Maradjiri ceremony, as the men of 
the wife-receiving clans Djardewitjibi and Mildjingi act as managers ' for 
their wife-yielding clan, the Maradjiri-owning Wurgigandjar. Expressed in kin 
terms it means that the men to which Wurgigandjar men apply the terms 
galligalli (FZS) and gapire (ZS) play a major role in the organization of 
the Maradjiri ceremony. These men, on their part, refer to Wurgigandjar men 
respectively as their тгпгпг (MBS) and gaigie (MB). 
How this community works together and depends upon its members' 
cooperativeness was recently seen when the Djinang decided to build a better 
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road between Maningrida settlement and the Gadji-Djimbi area. The people 
doing the job were Wurgigandjar men with their Djelaworwor wives, their 
Wurgigandjar children and their Djelaworwor mother's brother; further Mildjingi 
and Djardewitjibi sister's sons with their Wurgigandjar wives and their Mildjingi 
and Djardewitjibi children. The members of this community who stayed behind at 
Maningrida were an old Mildjingi man {galligalli for the Wurgigandjar men) and 
an older Wurgigandjar man. Together they started to prepare the Maradjiri 
ceremony for Croker Island. Furthermore a Murungun mother-in-law (MMBD) also 
stayed in Maningrida with two daughters and their babies. 
This group is a sample of the present Djinang community which lives in 
Maningrida and is now in the process of establishing its own outstation in 
the Gadji-Djimbi area. In principle members of this alliance community are 
the participants in the Maradjiris owned by the Wurgigandjar clan and the kin 
relations discussed in this section determine the allocation of tasks during 
the preparations and performance of this r i te . 
2.1.3 Çlan.level. 
Wurgigandjar belongs to an aggregation of clans which all have Sugar Bag 
as their main dreaming. These clans are called Marangu and their dreaming-
clusters, to which expression is given in songs and ceremonies, are interconnected. 
East of the Djinang-speaking Marangu (= Wurgigandjar) is a Marangu clan 
among Djambarbinggu-speaking people, now living at Nanggalala, Milingimbi Island 
and Elcho Island (Map 4). West of the Wurgigandjar there is a Burara-speaking 
Marangu dan, and to the south-east a Wagilag-speaking Marangu clan. A few of 
its people live at Roper River. 
From a Wurgigandjar point of view, the Wagilag Marangu clan is the least 
known. Wurgigandjar informants were only able to remember a few Wagilag Marangu 
people and apart of Sugar bag, which they recognized as the main dreaming of this 
group, they did not know about other dreamings of the Wagilag Marangu dreaming-
cluster. 
Best known is the Djambarbinggu Marangu clan. Contact between them and 
Wurgigandjar is frequent. Sometimes they help each other in singing sequences 
and in some ceremonies. For example during the preparation of the Wurgigandjar 
Maradjiri ceremony for Croker Island, some Djambarbinggu Marangu who were then 
staying at Maningrida sometimes took over the singing and presented their own 
songs, which fitted very well into the Sugar Bag set of Wurgigandjar. 
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Djambarbinggu Marangu members took also part in the Wurgigandjar Maradjiri 
ceremony at Bamyili in 1973 (see also 6.3.2, Case Eight). In September 1973 
during a big corroborée weekend at Maningrida, Djambarbinggu Marangu people 
were guests of Wurgigandjar families and stayed with them for a couple of days. 
In February 1974 Djambarbinggu Marangu came from Milingimbi and Elcho Island 
41 to Maningrida to present ceremonial strings called malga ' to Wurgigandjar 
men. 
A remarkable fact concerning the close ritual relation between the two 
groups is that the name Wurgigandjar, which means "stringy bark flower" was 
given to the Djinang Marangu a long time ago by the Djambarbinggu Marangu ' . 
This fact was mentioned several times by Wurgigandjar informants as well as by 
Djambarbinggu Marangu. This flower is one of the Djambarbinggu Marangu 
dreamings and i t is closely connected with the Sugar Bag complex. The 
relationship among Marangu dreaming-clusters comes up for discussion in 4.4. 
2.2 Composition of the Wurgigandjar clan. 
The Wurgigandjar clan consists of f i f ty-eight people and is divided in 
two segments, called Nongere and Guragngere. I cannot translate these names. 
The larger of the two, Nongere, comprises thirty-three people, the other, 
Guragngere, twenty-five. Table 2 and 3 show that thirty-one out of the th i r ty -
three Wurgigandjar-Nongere belong to the Djinang community of Maningrida, but 
only ten out of twenty-five Wurgigandjar-Guragngere. This has consequences for 
the participation in Maradjiri preparations and performances as wil l presently 
appear. 
Location: 
Maningrida 
Darwin 
Total 
male 
19 
1 
20 
female 
12 
1 
13 
total 
31 
2 
33 
Table 2: Residence of members of Wurgigandjar-Nongere. 
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Location: 
Maningrida 
Darwin 
Bamyi1 i 
Nanggalala 
Unknown 
Total 
male 
8 
1 
4 
-
-
13 
female 
2 
-
6 
2 
2 
12 
total 
10 
1 
10 
2 
2 
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Table 3: Residence of members of Wurgigandjar-Guragngere. 
The division in two halves is not only applicable to the people composing 
the Wurgigandjar clan, but also to the estate or "country" of this clan. Sugar 
Bag, the most important dreaming of the Wurgigandjar d a n , made a dual division 
of the clan's estate when he was travelling through Wurgigandjar country in the 
Dreamtime. He came from the east and while going westwards cut Wurgigandjar 
country in two parts at Djimbi Creek (Map 5), which now is roughly the boundary-
line between Wurgigandjar-Nongere and Wurgigandjar-Guragngere (further mythological 
details concerning this division will be given in 3.1). 
Each of the segments Nongere and Guragngere is a patrilineal descent unit. 
Although both these patrilineal units coincide with the Nongere and Guragngere 
division they do have seperate names: the patrilineage which makes up Nongere 
is called Nirgening, and the Guragngere one is Daimerar '. When referring to 
the two segments of the Wurgigandjar clan in the forthcoming text I shall confine 
myself for practical reasons to the names Nongere and Guragngere. This will not 
only avoid confusion, generally caused by the use of many untranslatable and 
not easily definable native terms, but it is also in accordance with the dual 
classification of the clan's social and geographical world as seen by the people 
involved. Wurgigandjar members will specify their identity within the clan 
much more in terms of Nongere and Guragngere than by mentioning their patrilineal 
names. Furthermore areas within the Wurgigandjar homeland are always defind as 
Nongere and Guragngere, never in terms of patrilineal names. These patrilineal 
names of which there exist several for each unit, are mainly used at the end of 
Maradjiri songs and dances. Then a number of names related to each patrilineage 
are recited. 
The core of the Wurgigandjar-Nongere is formed by C2, C5 and С П (Diagram 
1). Because of their marriages with Djelaworwor women - a relation considered 
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as Ideal (2.1.2) - and the great number of children born from these marriages, 
they are the dominant men in the Wurgigandjar clan. Besides, the first mentioned 
man, C2, is the oldest Wurgigandjar and considered as what Aborigines use to call 
"boss" for the Maradjiri and other ceremonies of the Wurgigandjar clan. During 
Maradjiri preparations and performances he acts as Songman, thereby impersonating 
the clan's Cult Hero, Sugar Bag, who created the clan, its country with its 
specific features and the ceremonies by singing names. 
His brothers C5 and С П also play an important role in the Maradjiri 
ceremony, as do his sisters CI, C6 and C7. The last of these, C7, lives at Bagot 
Reserve in Darwin but she travelled both to Bamyili and Croker Island to 
participate in the Maradjiris of her father's clan. The second Wurgigandjar-
Nongere member living in Darwin (Table 2) did not take part in these Maradjiri 
performances, nor in other activities of the Djinang community. 
Children of the Wurgigandjar-Nongere segment who usually take part in the 
Maradjiri, or at least are taken to the performances, are the uninitiated sons 
and unmarried daughters of C2, C5 and С П . Members of the other clans of the 
Djinang community participating in the Maradjiri are the wives of C2, C5 and С П 
(Djelaworwor clan) and the sons of the Wurgigandjar women C6, CIO (Djardewitjibi 
clan) and C7 (Mildjingi clan). These men are the sister's sons of the 
Wurgigandjar C2, C5 and С П and therefore act as managers for the Maradjiri 
ceremony of the Wurgigandjar clan. Furthermore the mother's brother (Djelaworwor 
clan) of C2 and С П was involved in planning and preparing both Maradjiris 
observed. However because of his age he did not travel to Bamyili and Croker 
Island. The same was the case with the old Mildjingi man mentioned before. 
Compared with Wurgigandjar-Nongere the Guragngere men are ceremonially 
less significant. Apart from the greater numerical strength of the Nongere 
segment there exists furthermore a difference in age between the adult 
generation of Nongere (C, Diagram 1) and Guragngere (d. Diagram 2) which 
necessarily makes for a status difference in ritual matters. The Nongere adults 
are between forty-three and approximately fifty-five, whereas the oldest married 
Guragngere man at Maningrida (d6) is thrity-four '. 
Another contrast between the two segments of the Wurgigandjar clan concerns 
the composition of their households: the Guragngere ones are much less 
established than the large families of the Nongere men. Two adults (dio, dll) 
of Wurgigandjar-Guragngere are still unmarried and do not belong to a fixed 
household. Alternately they live in the one of the several existing houses 
for male bachelors or join temporarily one of the Djinang households. They 
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tend to be very mobile and do not spend as much time at the settlement 
as for example the Wurgigandjar-Nongere men. One of them took part in the 
Croker Island - Maradjiri, the other had to stay in Darwin for longer periods 
in connection with medical treatment. 
Another bachelor in this group, an elderly man (c4), was adopted in his 
childhood as a Wurgigandjar-Guragngere. He now lives permanently at Maningrida 
where he has a full-time job. At several occasions he took part in Maradjiri 
song sessions held at Maningrida and also travelled with some Nongere men to 
Croker Island to collect the hair of a young child, to be used in the Maradjiri 
ceremony for Croker in 1974. However he did not participate in the actual 
Maradjiri performances at Bamyili and Croker Island. 
Two Wurgigandjar-Guragngere men from Maningrida are married, the one (d6) 
with a Djelaworwor woman, the other (dl2) with a Ganalbinggu woman from the 
Nanggalala area. The latter has three children. Both families live in the same 
residential cluster as most of the Nongere people and their families. Temporary 
personal problems between one of these Guragngere men and some of the older 
Nongere were responsible for the fact that he and his brother refused to take 
part in the Maradjiri ceremonies '. 
The remaining Wurgigandjar-Guragngere men are living outside Maningrida and 
to my knowledge do not have contact with their clansmen at Maningrida. The 
only exception is a Wurgigandjar-Guragngere man (d2) who at present lives at 
Bamyili settlement. He made an important contribution in planning the Maradjiri 
ceremony for Bamyili. In this Maradjiri he was one of the central figures: 
through him the contacts between the people at Bamyili who had asked for this 
ceremony and the Djinang had come about. Furthermore he travelled to Maningrida 
to assist in the Maradjiri preparations and also participated in its actual 
performance at Bamyili in January 1973. (His role in this Maradjiri comes up 
for further discussion in 6.1). He was not involved in the Maradjiri rite 
performed at Croker Island, nor did he participate in other Djinang religious 
activities during my fieldwork. 
The implication of the above described situation within the Wurgigandjar 
clan is that one segment, Nongere, has the bigger share in the Maradjiri and 
other rites of this clan. The "boss" (C2) of the Wurgigandjar ceremonies 
belongs to Nongere and he and his brothers are the older ones, which is 
important in ceremonial matters. This does not imply that the Djinang are 
gerontocratie. Meggit (1974: 242-51) and Hiatt (1965: 141-7) have convincingly 
shown that in Aboriginal society old men do not stand out as general leaders. 
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However in matters of religion the old men have considerable prestige and the 
higher status. This, together with the numerical strength of the Nongere segment, 
their large families and their marriages according to the ideal scheme, makes 
Nongere the dominant of the two groups from which the Wurgigandjar clan is 
composed. 
In the Maradjiri activities observed - preparations as well as performances 
- the Guragngere men played more or less supporting roles in that they 
participated in the song and dance sessions which Nongere men organized. They 
did not take the initiative to hold such sessions themselves and one may say 
that in general Wurgigandjar ceremonies could only take place when the Nongere 
men organized them. As for the Maradjiri rite there also is the practical 
circumstance that because of its numerical strength the Nongere segment is able 
to provide the actors necessary to carry out the ceremony: a number of male 
dancers, their sisters and wives who play important roles in the Maradjiri dances, 
their children and, of great importance too, sister's sons who act as managers 
for the Maradjiris of their mother's brothers. (The significance of the various 
roles in the Maradjiri will be apparent from the details given in Chapter 5 and 
6). Wurgigandjar-Guragngere men on the other hand have no actual sister's sons, 
nor are their sisters, of whom none lived at Maningrida, involved in any of the 
ceremonial or other activities of the Djinang community. 
2.3 Wurgigandjar in relation to nature. 
When the Djinang perform the Maradjiri ceremony of the Wurgigandjar clan 
they dance and sing a number of dreamings of that clan. These dreamings together 
comprise a dreaming-cluster and the species of this cluster form the basis for 
all the ceremonial activities of the Wurgigandjar clan, including the Maradjiri. 
Therefore a close examination of the composition and internal ordering of this 
cluster will be necessary for understanding the Maradjiri mythology, songs, and 
9) dances. The Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster consists of the following species ': 
1 . Str ingy Bark (Gwidui) 
2. Sugar Bag (Djareware) 
3. L i t t l e b i rd cal led (Geganggie) 
4. Crow ( Wagire) 
5. Spiritual being named Mere 
6. Spiritual being named Mewal 
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7. L i t t l e bird called Djudo-Djudo 
8. Possum (Narge-Narge) 
9. Cabbage Palm (Gulwere) 
10. Mud Cod (Morgol) 
11. Bream (Wurdebal) 
12. North-west monsoon (Bora) 
13. Water (Охре) 
This group of dreamings is unique to Wurgigandjar . Each of the listed 
dreamings has its own songs and dances. Other clans have comparable constellations 
composed, however, of different species. The dreaming-clusters of the various 
Sugar Bag (Marangu) clans, of which the Wurgigandjar clan is one (compare 
2.1.3), are interconnected and it is likely that other aggregations of clans, 
for example the Murungun group, have similarly ordered dreamings. 
Although the species of the Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster form an 
interconnected set, the degree of emphasis given to each in a particular ceremony 
depends on the kind of rite in which they appear. In the Maradjiri ceremony 
the greater emphasis falls on the dreamings Sugar Bag, the birds Geganggie and 
Crow, and Bream. The other dreamings receive representation in the form of a 
short dance and in the songs of this ceremony, but they do not belong to the 
central themes of the Maradjiri. A brief description of the selective use of 
these dreamings in other Wurgigandjar clan ceremonies will be given in 4.2. 
Before dealing with the dreamings which are especially important in 
Maradjiri mythology, songs and dances, I shall first discuss the internal 
ordering of the Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster as a whole. Is this dreaming-
cluster just a random collection of species or is there a "logic" or "rationale" 
to their clustering together ? That there is such a logical relation is suggested 
by the following considerations relating to the natural habitat of the various 
species. 
Stringy barks grow in the drier and higher parts of the Wurgigandjar 
country, an environment described as "gravel country" in the Stringy Bark song 
texts. The tree is the mythological home for Sugar Bag, who in the Dreamtime 
came from the country of the Djambarbinggu-speaking Marangu clan into 
Wurgigandjar country bringing with him a great number of Honey Bees. In 
reality wild honey and honey bees can be found in those trees. The gravel 
country is also the habitat of little birds called geganggie who perch on the 
tops of stringy bark trees in the hollow interior of which they make their 
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homes. Where they perch is called matai-place, matai being the bud of what 
later will be stringy bark flower {wurgigandjar), after which the clan discussed 
here is called. 
According to mythology the bird Geganggie met Crow who was eating the 
rotting flesh of a dead body he had smelt. Crow then cut a pole from a young 
stringy bark tree used now in the Maradjiri ceremony and he showed Geganggie 
how to decorate it. Crow gave Geganggie the Maradjiri pole, but kept for 
himself the hollow log called doban or Largan, used now as a coffin for the 
bones of the dead. 
Crow had known about the dead body because the spiritual being Mere 
had drawn his attention to it. Mere, who is known in Aboriginal English as 
Devil-Devil, is connected with death, as is the other spiritual being Mewal. 
The distinction between them is not very clear, because in the myths their 
names are sometimes interchangeable. Furthermore the name Mere refers to a 
type of Cult Hero and then is connected with the main dreaming of this 
cluster, Sugar Bag. I shall discuss the concept Mere and its relation to Sugar 
Bag in the next chapter. Important here is the fact that in relation to these 
two spiritual beings the cluster has changed from the dry gravel country to a 
jungle type of environment, as both spirits are supposed to live in so-called 
dark jungle places with a dense vegetation. No one will take the risk of 
entering these spots of which several exist in Wurgigandjar country. Such an 
overgrowth of plants, grass and trees is evocative of water, even though water 
is not visible. 
The next dreaming of this cluster, the bird Djudo-Djudo, also lives in 
jungle places and he acts as a messenger for the spiritual beings. When people 
nowadays see a little bird of this species they know that the Devil-Devils are 
not far away. 
In addition to crows and the Devil-DeviIs possums are also connected with 
death. They live in hollow trees and mythologically Possum has to do with hollow 
log coffins, which are used for the bones of the dead. Because of this association 
between Possum's abode and the hollow log coffin, this dreaming plays an 
important role in certain Wurgigandjar death ceremonies. 
The connection between Possum and the next dreaming of the cluster, 
Cabbage Palm, is that Possums feed on cabbage palm fruits. These trees stand 
near water and were put there in the Dreamtime by the flooding caused by the 
North-west monsoon. Bara. 
When the country is very dry and the creeks and billabongs have almost 
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no water left in them mud cods and bream are trapped and close to death. Then 
the floods "push" them out into the growing creeks and give fish a new lease 
of life. The song texts about the dreamings Mud Cod and Bream frequently refer 
to this "life saving" act of running waters, mythological represented by the 
Dreaming Water (Gape). 
The environments described here as the homes of the various species of 
the Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster are all to be found in the country of this 
clan: from dry gravel places in the east to jungle to small creeks and 
billabongs in the lower western areas of the Gadji-Djimbi region. The internal 
relations between the species of this dreaming-cluster are based on close 
observation of their natural behaviour. At the same time these connections 
are mythologically interpreted and this combination of natural observation and 
mythological interpretation creates the logical background of the dreaming-
cluster. 
Concerning this logic or "rationale" there are a number of principles 
on which the composition of the Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster are based. 
These principles are: 
1. The cluster as a whole breaks down in what I shall call sub-clusters. 
The main connection between the dreamings of the same sub-cluster is that 
they share the same natural habitat. Thus there is a sub-cluster located 
at the dry gravel country, the higher parts of the Wurgigandjar clan's 
estate: Sugar Bag, Stringy Bark, Geganggie-bird and Crow. Then there is 
the jungle type of sub-duster living in places with a dense vegetation: 
the spiritual beings Mere and Mewal and the bird Djudo-Djudo. Finally 
there is the sub-cluster living in or around water places in the lower parts 
of the Wurgigandjar country:Possum, Cabbage Palm, Mud Cod, Bream and Water. 
2. These sub-clusters are connected because between them they cover the main 
types of habitat in Wurgigandjar country. Indeed the composition of this 
country is such that there are dry and higher parts with stringy bark 
trees and scrub growing on a reddish dry gravel ground, lower parts with 
creeks and billabongs and a jungle type of vegetation in between. 
Concerning this point the logic of the system becomes furthermore 
explicit in the constant movement between "land" and "water" themes as 
shown in the presentation of the song cycle and dances belonging to these 
dreamings (Chapter 4 and 5). 
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3. Additional connections are created by dose natural relationships 
between some species. The geganggie birds and sugar bag can be 
found in and around stringy bark trees, the species djudo-djudo is 
associated with the spiritual beings because they live in jungle places, 
possums eat cabbage palm fruit ("plums" called in Aboriginal English) and 
the monsoon provides the water In which the fish live. 
4. A last principle is the grouping together in dreamings associated with 
death: Crow, Possum, the bird Djudo-Djudo and the spirits Mere and Mewal, 
whereas the others can be considered as life symbolic dreamings as 
appears from the connected myhts, to be discussed in the following 
chapter. This division is important in relation to the Maradjiri ceremony 
as the dreamings of the life symbolic group such as Sugar Bag, Geganggie-
bird and the Fish, are the core of this ritual. The other dreamings of 
this cluster connected with death do not play a major role in the 
Maradjiri, except for Crow who is one of the important creatures in 
Maradjiri mythology and dancing. 
What is said above gives a short and schematic account of the natural 
and mythological relations between the Wurgigandjar dreamings. I have tried to 
show that they do not comprise just an odd ragbag of species but that there is 
an intelligible connection between them. This internal ordering and its 
relation to Wurgigandjar country and to the climatological conditions of 
Arnhem Land will be recurring themes in the following chapters which deal with 
the way these dreamings appear in mythology, in songs and in dances of the 
Maradjiri ceremony. 
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Notes Chapter 2 
1. Djinang informants who were married with Wulagi wives said that both 
languages are "very close", however at the same time stressed some 
differences. One of the Djinang gave the following examples: 
English 
no 
there 
where 
father 
mother 
brother 
sister 
mother's brother 
Wulagi 
ngege 
nguneban 
njimbere 
njonje 
anja 
arma 
ngumwe 
geda 
bebe 
Djinang 
'ngge 
ngununge 
'nja:benge 
gondjere 
ngambire 
wowe 
gardidi 
дагдге 
According to this informant other kinship terms of the Djinang 
and Wulagi language are the same. The Wulagi terms used for "mother", 
arma, and the second Wulagi name for "father", anja, correspond with 
the Gidjingali kinship terms (see Hiatt, 1965: 48; Figure 9). 
Among the sixty-nine members of the Djinang community at Maningrida 
there are only seven Wulagi speakers, six of the Djelaworwor clan and one 
of the Murungun clan (see Table 1, Chapter 2). 
2. Status difference between wife-yielding clans and wife-receiving clans 
have been discussed in more detail by De Josselin de Jong (1935: 6-7), 
Needham (1962: 111-7) and Leach (1961: 68-72). However this difference 
in status is only a relative one as every clan is both a wife-yielder 
and wife-receiver, which means that none can achieve absolute superiority. 
Maddock (1972: 184) points out that the clans are " equal among 
themselves, with none having rights of a kind that others lack. 
Egalitarian mutuality is the governing principle". 
3. Aborigines make a distinction between owners ("boss") and managers of 
ceremonies. The latter always belong to the opposite moiety to the owners. 
In this Maradjiri the managers are the "sister's sons" (sons-in-law) of 
the Wurgigandjar men.whereas also a "father's sister's son" sometimes acts 
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as such. They had a number of tasks such as decorating the ceremonial 
artifacts, collecting the materials for the decoration and organizing 
the transport of the participants and the ceremonial artifacts to their 
place of destination. The relation between owners and managers of this 
Maradjiri comes up for discussion in Chapter 6. This aspect of the 
moiety co-operation in ceremonial context is also discussed e.g., by Hiatt 
(1965: 54-68), R.M. and C.H. Berndt (1970: 116-7)and Maddock (1972: 36). 
4. Malga is a string of bushrope interwoven with down and feathers and used 
for ceremonial purposes. Unfortunately I learnt about this presentation 
only after leaving the field and the real meaning of such an exchange 
between the Sugar Bag clans is not clear to me. 
No malga presentation occured during my stay at Maningrida. This string 
is also used in the Maradjiri ceremony (see 6.2.2 and 6.3.3). {Malga 
{Malk) is discussed by Clunies Ross and Hiatt, 1977: 143). 
5. This must have taken place before 1926 when Warner started his fieldwork 
in north-eastern Arnhem Land, as he already menti ones that one of the 
groups of the Yandjinung Tribe (= Djinang; the prefix yan- stands for 
"language") is called Urkigaindjar (Warner's spelling), which he also 
translates as "Stringy Bark Flower" (Ibid. 1937/1958: 50-1). 
6. Wurgigandjar informants apply the same dual classification, Guragngere 
and Nongere, to other Djinang clans and to the Wulagi-speaking 
Djelaworwor and Murungun clans, although some of these consist of only 
one patrilineage. For example the members of the Djinang-speaking 
Djardewitjibi clan all belong to one patrilineage, which is classified 
as Guragngere. Nevertheless informants say that this clan too is composed 
of two parts, Guragngere and Nongere, notwithstanding the fact that 
nobody belongs to the Nongere segment. The same is the case with another 
Djinang clan, called Monjebung, and the Wulagi-speaking Murungun clan. 
These data suggest that the division of clans and their countries (see 
3.1, M2 and M3) in two segments is a dualistic construction of the 
Djinang mind, rather than a way of naming existing patrilineage groups 
within clans. Should the latter be the case such a dual division would 
be useless with those clans which are only composed of one patrilineage. 
7. Age figures obtained from the Welfare Branch of the Northern Territory 
Administration (NTA, Darwin; at present Department of Aboriginal Affairs). 
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The age of people born before World War II has been mainly based on 
genealogical data and estimates. 
8. The Djinang man in question expressed his point of view in the Maningrida 
Mirage, a mimeographed newsletter, as follows: 
"The trip south to Bamyili for my birth ceremony (marritjiri) will have 
to go without a few of us because some inconsiderate people in the camp 
who give all their little trouble to us and make many worries for me...". 
9. The order in which these species are presented here corresponds to their 
order of appearance in the song cycle devoted to them. I shall discuss 
this order of presentation in 4.3, where I analyse the songs of the 
Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster. These songs are an important part of 
the Maradjiri ceremony. 
I was unable to identify the birds called Geganggie and Djudo-Djudo. 
The former which I have seen several times (unfortunately always from 
a distance) is grey and the size of a pigeon. I have never seen the 
other bird. According to the Djinang it has a long pointed beak, which 
they mimic in dances. Djinang informants were unable to give English 
names for these birds and efforts to identify them with the help of 
Nevill W. Gailey's "What Bird is that" (Sydney 1970) failed as the 
informants said the birds were not in the book. 
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Chapter 3 
MARADJIRI MYTHOLOGY 
In this chapter I would like to examine more closely the mythological 
significance of the Wurgigandjar dreaming-duster, especially in connection 
with the Maradjiri ceremony. 
The most prominent figures in Maradjiri mythology are Sugar Bag, the 
spiritual being Mere and the pair Geganggie-bird and Crow. Sugar Bag travelled 
in Wurgigandjar country and created parts of the natural, social and religious 
world. The acts of this mythological being are interwoven and often identical 
with those of the spirit Mere, the most complex concept in Djinang philosophy. 
The creative acts of Sugar Bar and his relation with Mere are the main 
subjects of the first two sections; in section three a comparison will be 
made between Mere and cognate spiritual concepts in Arnhem Land. 
The fourth section will deal with Geganggie-bird and Crow. In the 
Dreamtime they argued about the ownership of the Maradjiri pole, which first 
belonged to Crow. The outcome of this argument was that Geganggie-bird became 
the new owner of the Maradjiri pole, the most important ceremonial object of 
this rite, whereas Crow got the hollow log for the bones of the dead. 
Less siginificant for Maradjiri mythology are the dreamings associated 
with water, although several members of this sub-cluster are sung and danced 
in the Maradjiri ceremony. These dreamings are the subject of the fifth 
section. 
3.1 Sugar Bag 
Sugar bag is the Aborginal-English term for wild honey, which can be 
found in the hollow interior of stringy bark trees. Aborigines consider it a 
delicacy.lt is produced from the nectar of stringy bark flowers by black 
bees smaller than the domestic bees of apiarists. These bees are called 
nagara in Djinang. The Wurgigandjar pay special attention to the organ with 
which the bee takes nectar: they call it the "nose" (ngore) of the honey bee 
and have devoted to it a dreaming place near Djimbi Creek. Furthermore the 
"nose" of the bee is represented in the Maradjiri pole and the sand,drawing 
of Sugar Bag. 
The Djinang word for wild honey is djareware ' but when this word is 
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used as the name of a dreaming (Djareware) it grasps more than the 
translation Sugar Bag might suggest. The dreaming Djareware comprises a 
complex of meanings: the spiritual essence of the Preamtime Honey, the Bees 
producing the honey, The "Nose" of the Bees and the humming noise made by 
Honey Bees. This complex of meanings becomes especially obvious when Sugar 
Bag is made visible in the Sugar Bag sand drawing and on the Maradjiri pole 
which also represents Sugar Bag. The decoration of the Maradjiri pole, to be 
discussed in detail in 6.2.2, comprises the symbolic portraiture of the Bees, 
the "Nose" of the Bees, Wild Honey, the stylistic Sugar Bag design and Stringy 
Bark (Figure 35). At the same time the entire pole is symbolic of all 
Wurgigandjar people, including the ancestors of this clan. All these meanings 
are simultaneously represented in the Maradjiri pole from which the Djinang 
say it is Sugar Bag. 
The same is the case with the Sugar Bag sand drawing.used in a purification 
ceremony called Wandjir. The complete design i¿ Sugar Bag, although it comprises 
the "Nose" of the Bees and the Wurgigandjar totemic well in which the spirits 
of the dead and unborn are staying. 
In mythology the concept Djareware refers at times to Sugar Bag (the 
Wild Honey) only and at times to the whole complex. Often both meanings occur 
in the same passage as will appear from the first lines of a Maradjiri myth, 
2) 
of which the literal text runs like this ': 
Ml. He (Sugar Bag) made humming noise all the way / from there 
(place unknown to me) he went to Barabumwala (place in the 
Djambarbinggu-Marangu country) / from B. he made the humming 
noise / Sugar Bag Fly (the Bees) he pushed in front of him 
( ) / there (at a place called Raimangir) he delivered 
them (the Bees) / Sugar Bag kept going from Raimangir / he 
was humming all the way / the Flies kept increasing in 
number / Sugar Bag pushed them (in front of him) / he was 
going ( ) / the Bees hum / Sugar Bag / Long nosed Sugar Bag. 
Here the Bees alternately appear as part of the concept Sugar Bag and as 
independent beings to be distinguished from it. In the first case Sugar Bag 
is described as Long nosed Sugar Bag who hums all the time during his 
journey from Djambarbingu-Marangu country to Wurgigandjar country, thus 
combining the idea of Sugar Bag (Wild Honey) and qualities belonging to 
Bees, such as humming, long "noses" and ability to increase in number. In 
the second case a distinction is made between Sugar Bag and Bees (sometimes 
called "Sugar Bag Flies): the former pushes forward the latter and delivers 
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them to several places in Wurgigandjar country. 
The above given example may show that the concept Sugar Bag is not 
always defined uniformly, it can be narrowed to the substance Wild Honey or 
widened to a number of associated meanings. It will usually be apparent from 
the context in which sense Sugar Bag is meant. 
Let us now consider more closely the creative acts of Sugar Bag. In the 
Dreamtime he came from the east, "from Yirrkala way", as informants expressed 
it, and he travelled to the country of the Djambarbinggu-speaking Marangu 
clan. The first place mentioned is Gulpayangala near Elcho Island (see Map 1) 
on the mainland of Arnhem Land, whence Sugar Bag brought the hollow log and 
malga, the ceremonial string made from bushrope, down and feathers (Chapter 
2, note 4). This string symbolizes Sugar Bag and is now used in a number of 
Wurgigandjar clan ceremonies. 
From Djambarbinggu-Marangu country Sugar Bag travelled to the Marangu 
country of the Wagi lag-speaking people, where he obtained the stone spear '. 
Next he moved to Djinang country, entering Wurgigandjar territory at a place 
called Wolgebimere. Here he made the Sugar Bag design for use in Wandjir 
purification ceremonies and for decorative purposes. In the Wandjir ceremony 
the Sugar Bag design is a sand drawing about seven to eight metres long in 
which some participants dance while others pour buckets of water over them 
in order to clean them of the malignant spirit of a recently dead relative. 
As decoration this Sugar Bag design is to be seen on the upper end of the 
Maradjiri pole (6.2.2) and on barkpaintings. Sugar Bag made this design also 
to use as a body decoration in dances devoted to him and for painting on 
dying or dead Wurgigandjar men and women. This design is painted diagonally 
from the right shoulder to the left tigh-bone (Figure 6). 
In one version of the myth about Sugar Bag's journey another distinction is 
made between Sugar Bag and the Bees: at Wolgebimere Sugar Bag went underground 
while the Honey Bees, who hummed continuously, flew above the ground. While 
travelling westward Sugar Bag made waterholes, named various species and places 
and instructed the local Dreamtime creatures: 
M2. "I am (Wurgigandjar-) Guragngere now, so you mob are Guragngere 
too(that is, you belong to the Guragngere segment of the 
Wurgigandjar clan. Compare 2.2) and this country is Guragngere, 
it belongs to you all". 
Then he gave these Wurgigandjar people from the Dreamtime their 
Ьииаиг-патез (names of the patrilineage) as well. These names 
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are: Daimerar, Djurpanbun, Dju:ldjirinjere and Daltjingo. 
That is why Wurgigandjar people from that area would say 
from now on: 
"ule are Wurgigandjar-Guragngere, our bundiœ is Daimerar". 
Among the places Sugar Bag named in this part of the Wurgigandjar territory 
which belongs to the Guragngere segment were: Djabididjabn, Wolgebimere, 
Wangebimere, Rarwurgem'ng, Raimangir, Gulambartje, Manguwe. 
Sugar Bag travelled further west untili he reached Djimbi Creek. Here he 
divided Wurgigandjar country in two parts by saying to the Dreamtime creatures 
there: 
M3. "At this place I change myself. Now I am (Wurgigandjar-) Nongere 
and my bundur (patrilineage) will be Nirgening. This country 
will be Nongere country, not Guragngere anymore. So you mob 
are now Nongere and your bundur-nmes are Nirgening, Ganiga, 
Djungalbuma, Bapeniggar, Ganadjardjar". 
Then he continued by saying: 
"In Wolgebimere (located in the country of the Wurgigandjar-
Guragngere segment) I made waterholes; this is dry country. 
Guragngere country is along the water, this part of Nongere 
country is a dry place". 
The place near Djimbi Creek where Sugar Bag made this dual division of the 
Wurgigandjar clan and its territory is called Panegedjare and is an important 
part of the Wurgigandjar country. Close to this place, at a spot called 
Rordjare, Sugar Bag made a very important dreaming place which refers especially 
to the "Nose" of the Honey Bee. Along Djimbi Creek he made furthermore the 
Sugar Bag secret emblem called rangga К 
Finally he named the areas west of Djimbi Creek which also belong to the 
Wurgigandjar-Nongere segment. He called them Bambildjare and Malidjal 
respectively. Because of Sugar Bag's activities along Djimbi Creek this area 
is full of religious significance nowadays and the people in question feel 
responsible for the many sacred sites located there. 
During his journey in Wurgigandjar territory Sugar Bag was accompanied 
by other creatures, some of whom travelled all the way with him, but others 
of whom travelled only part of the way in Wurgigandjar country. The beings 
mentioned as Sugar Bag's companions differed according to the informant and 
51 the occasion on which the information was given '. 
Honey Bees, which are intrinsically connected with the concept Sugar 
Bag, always accompanied him. Sugar Bag travelled mostly underground, but the 
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Honey Bees flew "on top", that is above the ground. They made their homes 
inside Stringy Bark and made Wild Honey in there. 
Monsoon also travelled all the way with Sugar Bag. Monsoon is mentioned 
mostly in passages which describe Sugar Bag making waterholes and Creeks, 
especially those in Wurgigandjar-Guragngere country. It was said that "Monsoon 
came up the rivers and made big water all the way", which presumable could 
mean that Monsoon brought the rain to fill the holes and beds made by Sugar 
Bag when he travelled underground. 
A creature who travelled part of the way with Sugar Bag is Yulungur. 
The name Yulungur is widely known in north-eastern Arnhem Land and refers to 
a snake which plays a key role in the Wagilag (or Wauwalak) mythological 
constellation (compare Warner 1937/1958: 244-334 and R. Berndt, 1951a). 
Warner (Ibid.: 260-1) describes Yurlunggur (Warner's spelling) as "the great 
python deity" and "The Great Father Snake". According to the Djinang Yulungur 
is the Watergoanna and this creatures is symbolically represented by a large 
didgeridoo on which Watergoannas are painted. The mythological episode in 
which the meeting of Sugar Bag and Watergoanna is recorded runs like this: 
M4. At Banambardje (in Wurgigandjar-Guragngere country) Sugar Bag 
stopped and heard somebody. Then he asked: "What are you doing ?" 
"Well, I am acting Watergoanna" the other being answered. 
Then they went underneath and travelled together as far as 
Djabididjabn and Wangebimere (in Wurgigandjar-Guragngere 
country). 
At Wangebimere they came out and Watergoanna excreted there. 
His excrement became red ochre (in another version the eggs 
of Watergoanna became red ochre). 
Sugar Bag excreted also and thus produced the white ochre. 
They also travelled in Wurgigandjar-Nongere country where 
Watergoanna made Djimbi Creek and an important waterhole at a 
place called Malidjal. (At present there is an important sacred 
site of Watergoanna in the shallow waters of the lower parts 
of Djimbi Creek). At Malidjal Watergoanna and Sugar Bag 
separated. 
In one account in which Watergoanna was mentioned as travelling underground 
with Sugar Bag two other dreamings were said to have accompanied them, namely 
Crow and the bird Geganggie who both flew above the ground. One informant said 
that the spiritual beings Mewal and Mere, too, travelled with Sugar Bag. These 
spirits come from jungle places and are always running. 
When the different answers to the question whom were Sugar Bag's 
companions are considered, it becomes clear that whatever the dreaming or 
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dreamings mentioned, they invariably form pairs of oppositions. This is 
shown in the following scheme: 
1. Sugar Bag 
travels underground, 
subterranean 
Honey Bees 
fly through the air, 
aerial 
2. Sugar Bag 
underground, 
subterranean 
Monsoon 
"up the river", 
aquatic 
3. Sugar Bag and Watergoanna 
underground, 
subterranean 
Crow and Geganggie-bird 
fly through the air, 
aerial 
4. Sugar Bag and Watergoanna Mere and Mewal 
underground, 
subterranean 
surface, 
terrestrial 
Crow and Geganggie-bird 
fly through the air, 
aerial 
After having finished his creative acts in Wurgigandjar country, Sugar 
Bag, including the Honey Bees, travelled further to another Marangu territory, 
which according to Djinang informants belongs to Burara-speakers. This Marangu 
country is located somewhere on Cape Stewart north-west of the Wurgigandjar 
homeland. There Sugar Bag's travels ended. 
3.2 The Spiritual Beings Mere and Mewal. 
The creative acts of Sugar Bag are interwoven and often identical with 
those of Mere, the most complex spiritual concept of Djinang philosophy. The 
popular English translation for Mere, used by Aborigines and non-Aborigines 
over a wide area, is Devil-Devil. However this translation is too simple 
as it suggests an "evil" force. The concept Mere does indeed include a negative 
aspect but this aspect is not so much moral evil as trickiness (he is said 
to be "tricky"). This quality is only part of the concept Mere and forms 
together with its other characteristics a complex of ideas. 
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The Djinang often use Mere as though it were a singular term. When used 
in that way Mere is the Cult Hero who came from an island called Murunga 
("a saltwaterplace") far to the east to the Marangu countries and, when 
ended with his creative activities, continued westwards. His place of origin, 
Murunga, is most probably a mythological place as the Djinang informants 
only knew that it is located far to the east, where the sun rises. Nor did 
they exactly know where this spiritual being went to after he had ended his 
activities in the Marangu countries, only that he travelled westwards. Therefore 
it is said that Mere travelled from "sun up to sun down". 
In the Marangu countries he visited a number of places and performed acts 
similar to those performed by Sugar Bag. Indeed, Mere is sometimes described 
as the "First Sugar Bag Man" and in that capacity is identical or interchangeable 
with Sugar Bag. Thus informants ascribe at one time the creative events of 
the Dreamtime to Sugar Bag and another time to Mere. In explaining how their 
ceremonies and the natural and social environment came into existence, informants 
said mostly that these phenomena were given by "our Dream" (ngerang gulugulung): 
"Our Dream taught us how to dance and how to sing";"Our Dream cut the country 
in two and thus made Wurgigandjar-Nongere and Wurgigandjar-Guragngere"; "Our 
Dream showed us how to collect Sugar Bag and how to catch fish"; and in 
general: "We do this (in such and such way) because our Dream has told us before". 
When asked to identify this "Dream" (or Dreaming) the names Sugar Bag or Mere 
would be given in answer, depending on the occasion and person who described 
the act in question. 
Apart from his role as Cult Hero (the "First Sugar Bag Man") in which he 
is identical with Sugar Bag, Mere also appears in mythology as an old man 
who collected honey everywhere in Marangu countries. He used to look for 
honey bees and when he discovered some he would follow them because he knew 
that they would fly to the tree in which they had their nest. When the honey 
bees went into a tree Mere would cut it with his stone axe and collect sugar 
bag in his duly bag. In doing so he would use a "spoonstick" made of paperbark. 
Nowadays people know how to find and collect sugar bag because in the Dreamtime 
Mere showed how to do it. The way in which Mere followed bees, cut trees and 
collected sugar bag is rendered in a short rite during the final stage of the 
Maradjiri ceremony (to be described in 6.3.3). 
Another important act of Mere (as an old man) in connection with the 
Sugar Bag theme is given in the following myth: 
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M5. At Wolgebimere (a place located in Wurgigandjar-Nongere 
country) Mere collected honey and cooked it on a hot stone. 
Then he gave the hot honey to young men and young women. They 
ate hot honey and because of that were able to get children. 
(Another informant said that only young men ate hot honey: 
"young men such as Kenny and Ronny", thereby referring to 
Wurgigandjar boys who were initiated but not yet fully adult). 
Mere also took sweat from his armpit and rubbed it on the faces 
of the young men and women in order to "make them understand". 
Furthermore the sweat made them strong and prevented them from 
becoming sick. 
Then everybody ate hot honey and became one family. The bird 
Djudo-Djudo too ate hot honey but burnt his tongue with it, 
which is why he can no longer speak. People now do not eat 
hot honey, it was only a Dreamtime act. 
The association of hot honey with fertility is obvious and sexuality and 
fertility are symbolically expressed in parts of the Maradjiri, especially 
in a short rite at the end of this ceremony (6.3.3). The passage recording 
the misfortune of the bird Djudo-Djudo, one of the beings of the Wurgigandjar 
dreaming-cluster (see 2.3) describes how he lost his tongue and explains the 
fact that now this bird only makes guttural sounds. This finds its expression 
in Djudo-Djudo dances during the Maradjiri ceremony when the actors imitate 
the sound of this bird which goes something like "glu... .glu....glu...." 
etcetera. 
Having discussed the appearance of the spiritual being Mere in singular 
form, as identical with the dreaming Sugar Bag ("our Dream") and as an 
Old Man I shall now analyse this complex concept in its dual aspect, as 
sometimes the name Mere refers to a pair, male and female. 
The male and female Mere belong to the same subsection of the Dua 
moiety. Consequently they are Brother and Sister. My informants, who were 
Balang, placed the pair in Gamerang (male) and gamanjan (female), the 
subsections of their father and father's sister (Table 4). 
The Brother and Sister pair created the kinship system and was 
responsable for the division of sexual and ritual activities between women 
and men ): 
Мб. First the Mere Sister possessed not only sexual power and 
fertility but also all ritual knowledge. But she decided to 
make a division between the two abilities and she gave the 
ritual knowledge to her Brother while she kept for herself 
the power of reproduction: 
"I shall give you all the mardaiin (ritual knowledge, the 
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"old time law") because I am still the boss for this one", she 
told her Brother while pointing to her vagina. 
"I will stay at home and look after the food, you can have all 
the business (ceremonies)". 
Subaeotion names 
(male and female subsection names are in capital and small letters respectively) 
DUA moiety 1 WAMUD 2 GAMERANG 3 BALANG 4 BURALANG (GELA) 
wamudjan gamanjan bilinjan galinjan 
Jiridja moiety 5 BANGARDI 6 GODJOG 7 NGARIDJ 8 BULAIN 
bangaridjan godjan ngaridjan bulainjan 
Scheme of marriage Zinks 
mother 
husband 
children 
or: 
1 
5 
6 
7 
2 
6 
5 
8 
3 
7 
8 
5 
4 
8 
7 
6 
5 
1 
2 
4 
6 
2 
1 
3 
7 
3 
4 
2 
8 
4 
3 
1 
Table 4: Djinang subsections 
The most important principles of the kinship system of the Djinang came 
into existence as a result of the pair's incestuous relationship. At the time 
of the pair's first appearance only the Dua moiety existed, but the male Mere 
fathered on his Sister's Son who consequently became a member of the Jiridja 
moiety, subsection Bulain (Table 4). With the Mother's Brother's - Sister's 
Son relationship the origin of the other relations and subsections, although 
not explained further in mythology is implied: the Sister's Son marries his 
Mother's Brother's Daughter which in this case can be either bilinjan or 
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ga "I inj an, whereas their male children, who are Bangardi and Godjog, marry 
wamudjan or again gamanjan, and so on. 
The fact that the male Mere was at the same time the Father of his 
Sister's Son is not important here, because in Djinang eyes subsection membership 
is determined by the mother. As in this case the Mother was gamanjan her Son 
necessarily was Bulain and Bulain (of the Jiridja moiety) has Gamerang (the 
subsection of the male Mere) as his Mother's Brother but never as his Father '. 
The fundamental importance of the MB-ZS type of relation is shown by 
Hiatt (1965: 53-74) who describes its economical, sustaining and ritual 
significance. Also in the Maradjiri ceremony this relation plays an important 
role as appears from the allocation of tasks and the cast before and during 
the performance of this ritual (Chapters 5 and 6). 
Another act of the Brother and Sister pair, to which only Wurgigandjar-
Nongere men pay attention, was the division of Nongere country in two parts 
named Djimbi and Bambildjare. The first part was given to the male members 
of the Wurgigandjar-Nongere segment and acquired thereby the characterization 
3o:lamere, "men's country". The second part was given to the sisters of the 
Wurgigandjar-Nongere men and became mo:ngamere, "women's country". No such 
male-female division seemed to have taken place in the country of the 
Wurgigandjar-Guragngere segment, even though the Mere pair created several 
names there '. 
In addition to being the name of a Cult Hero and of a Brother and Sister 
pair, the concept Mere is also used as a general term to refer to a class of 
spiritual beings. These "Mere"-like beings have the name of Mewal in the 
Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster (2.3) and likewise are called "Devil-Devil" in 
Aboriginal English. The name Mewal is used to denote the whole species of these 
spiritual beings, as well as to refer to any one of them singly. As Mewal, 
these beings who may be male or female, belong exclusively to the Wurgigandjar 
people. The members of this clan occasionally refer to themselves as Mewal and 
sometimes are addressed as this by other Aborigines. 
In spite of the close relation between the members of the Wurgigandjar 
clan and Mewal, their description of this group of Devil-Devils is unflattering. 
Mewal beings are characterized as "cheeky buggers"."wild buggers" and as 
"a tricky mob". They run about all over Wurgigandjar country looking for people 
to trick. One of the tricks they play is to lure somebody into jungle where 
he will lose himself. When in the bush a Mewal might notice people there. He 
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would make strange sounds like "he...,he...,he..., to catch the attention 
of a lagging member of the group. When the victim walks in the direction, Mewal 
would run away a little and then again make the same sound. In this way the 
person is lured further untili he finds that he is lost in the jungle. Mewal, 
on the other hand is familiar with such places, for they are the home for him 
and his fellow Devil-DeviIs '. 
A last remark about the character of Mere concerns a connection with the 
spirits or souls of the dead. Again reports are vague but the opinion is that 
Mere in this context is the dangerous part of a man's soul and has to be 
expelled into the jungle. After a death, relatives perform "Devil-Devil" 
dances, often near the dead body to neutralize the possible harmful effects 
of this, the "tricky" part of the souls. The concept Mere is thus used in the 
same way as is described by Warner (1937/1958: 591) for Mokoi. The Djinang know 
this word and compare it with Mere. They call the "good" or benificent part 
of the soul Birimbir and this part goes to the totemic well. 
The concept Mere in all its forms: the singular (Cult Hero), dual 
(Borther and Sister pair) and plural (Devil-Devils) is found in every Djinang 
clan. The Wurgigandjar clan, however, brings this concept into its own system 
of dreamings by giving it exclusively Wurgigandjar names and qualities. Thus 
the Wurgigandjar clan adopts Mere in his form as Cult Hero by identifying 
him with Sugar Bag. From when he enters Marangu countries near Elcho Island 
until he leaves them on the Burara side, his acts are one with those of 
Sugar Bag. In his dual form. Mere sometimes appears as the Mewal Brother and 
Sister, though when Djinang speak of this pair the names Mere and Mewal are 
used interchangeable. 
The same process of adoption of a general concept into one's own 
clansystem may be seen with Mere in its plural form. The "Mere"-like 
spiritual beings do not belong exclusively to one clan, but are widely known 
among Djinang-speaking people and their neighbours, but the Wurgigandjar 
clan has brought them into its dreaming-cluster by giving them a Wurgigandjar 
name: Mewal. Under this name the Devil-Devils are exlcusively Wurgigandjar. 
Other clans have operated in a similar way, as for example the Wulagi-
speaking Djelaworwor clan of the Jiridja moiety, the clan of the Wurgigandjar 
mothers, mothers' brothers and wives. They possess a class of Devil-Devil 
beings called Warabunbun and their character was described to me as follows: 
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When you go walking in the bush only by yourself he (Warabunbun) 
might see you and makes you bush (makes you lose your way). He sings 
out: ga...ga...ga..., and then you go and look to find out where it 
comes from. You think that somebody is singing out, but it is the 
Devil-Devil. 
This description resembles that given for the Wurgigandjar Mewal Devil-
Devils and is an additional example of the way the clans assimilate and 
particularize general principles by giving them a clan identity. In this way 
the clans of a certain area stress a common philosophy and belief system, 
thereby giving themselves a feeling of unity, but at the same time keep 
distinctive identities, thereby making themselves unique. That a like process 
of unity and differentiation is at work will be shown when the Wurgigandjar 
dreaming-cluster is compared with those of other Marangu clans (4.4). 
The relation between the dreamings discussed may be summarized as follows: 
General concept: 
Wurgigandjar 
specification: 
Mere 
singular 
Cult Hero 
(First Sugar 
Bag Man, 
identical with 
Sugar Bag 
. dual 
B-Z pair, 
(also spoken 
of as 
Mewal pair) 
plural 
1. Mewal 
(species of 
spirit tricksters, 
Devil-Devils). 
2. Spirits of the dead 
(dangerous part). 
To separate these dreamings, although unavoidable in order to explain in 
English what they mean in Wurgigandjar cosmology, is unsatisfactory, since 
Aborigines make no explicit verbal distinctions. What they mean by Mere, 
Mewal or Sugar Bag has to be judged from context, and, as remarked, 
Wurgigandjar informants often refer simply to "Our Dream or Dreaming" when 
explaining things vitally important to their existence. 
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3.3 Mere compared with other Arnhem Land concepts. 
The complex concept Mere invites comparison with such other Arnhem Land 
concepts as Bolung (Maddock, 1970a: 444-6 and 1972: 120-3), Wongar (Warner 
1937/1958: 412-50) and Wudal (C.H. Berndt, 1970: 1311-5). 
First I shall show a connexion between Mere and the western Arnhem Land 
word Bolung by citing the first lines of a Maradjiri text told in the 
Rembarngga language by a Wurgigandjar man who has lived quite a time at Bamyili 
on the Beswick Reserve (Map 1). Because he has married into the Rembarngga 
comnunity and lived a long time among Rembarngga-speaking people, he speaks 
their language as fluently as his own. His knowledge of Rembarngga mythology 
is considerable and he takes part in their ceremonies. He started his story 
by saying: 
M7. I'll tell you a story (from) long time (ago) about old people / 
when he came, Bolung, he made himself Sugar Bag ( ) / he made 
humming noise all the way / from these (place where he came 
from) he went (to)'Barabum'wala (located in the Marangu 
country of the Djambarbinggu-speaking people) (See note 2). 
The interesting points here are that the name Bolung is used and that its 
bearer turns into Sugar Bag. The transformation occurs when he enters Marangu 
country from the east where the Djambarbinggu-speaking Marangu people live. 
In the rest of the text the narrator uses only the name Sugar Bag. He describes 
Sugar Bag's travels in Wurgigandjar country, his creative acts and his relation 
with other Wurgigandjar dreamings important in the Maradjiri. 
After ending the part of the story dealing with Sugar Bag in Wurgigandjar 
country the narrator reverted to the name Bolung, saying: "Bolung organized 
it all, but that means ( ) me, I've got to do this". That is to say Bolung 
told the first people how to do evenrything concerning the Maradjiri and 
this knowledge came down to the narrator through the line of his father's 
father and father. All men of today have the duty and responsibility to act 
correctly because " he (Bolung) put it up for us". 
Some similarities between the concept Bolung known among Rembarngga and 
Dalabon people, and the concept Mere used by the Djinang are obvious. According 
to Maddock (1970a:444-6) the term Bolung has a key position in Dalabon cosmology. 
It belongs to the Rainbow Serpent mythos but the translation Rainbow Serpent 
is too concrete and zoomorphic. Spirit or Divinity would be more apt as a 
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translation. 
The Aborigines often use Bolung as though it were a singular term, 
that is as though it meant a single entity only (cf. God, Julius 
Ceasar). When so used the term means a being who is spoken of in 
English as The Mother-of-us-All. In other contexts, they use the 
word as though it were a genera! term, that is, as though it meant 
any one of an indefinite number of entities (cf. book, soldier). 
(Ibid.) 
Furthermore Maddock states that Bolung connotes especially creativity and 
power: 
The creative is natural and cultural, for it is beings of whom the 
word is used (....) who formed the world and contemporaneously 
instituted the culture and social order of the Aborigines. 
(Ibid.) 
Like Bolung, the name Mere can be used as a singular term and is in that 
case identical with the main creative being. Alternatively it can be used as 
a general term (within which I have distinguished dual and plural forms), in 
which case it manifests itself in a number of entities, namely the Devil-Devil 
types of spiritual beings like Mewal. As an singular term Mere, unlike 
Bolung, is not a being spoken of as "The Mother-of-us-АП". However Mere, as 
a transformation of Sugar Bag, is described as "Our Dream". When people use 
this description they are not speaking about any dreaming (cf. Crow, Bream) 
but about th£ Dream, the one who organized everything to be the way it is 
nowadays. Mere, then, in its singular form connotes, like Bolung, the creativity 
and power formative of the natural, cultural and social orders. 
My Djinang informants at Maningrida did not know very much about the 
concept Bolung which the Wurgigandjar man at Bamyili related to Sugar Bag. 
But the way in which the concept Mere is connected with Sugar Bag suggests a 
similar relation: Sugar Bag is a manifestation of the general concept Mere. 
A further indication of this is given by the routes over which Mere and 
Sugar Bag travelled. Just as Bolung became Sugar Bag only in the countries of 
the Marangu clans, so too it is only in those Marangu countries that Mere's 
creative acts are identified as Sugar Bag's. 
Wongar, a word described by darner (Ibid.) is another term comparable 
with Mere. Although Warner does not explicitly distinguish singular and general 
usages the distinction is implied in his descriptions of this term and its 
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application in a number of circumstances. In his chapter on Mortuary Rites 
(Ibid.) Wongar occurs several times as a singular term: a Wongar man (Wongar 
yolno) arrived on the shores of north-eastern Arnhem Land by canoe from a 
distant island, an island far out in the sea. He came in with the tide and 
then started walking west and south-west (Ibid.: 418-22). As sung in the Eastern 
Dua Sea Cycle of Songs (Ibid.: 421-2) he carried a basket in which to put turtle 
eggs and made a fire to cook them. A variation on this theme is found in the 
Wurgigandjar song cycle and mythology according to which Mere, who also came from 
overseas (from an island called Murunga, a "saltwaterplace") and entered Arnhem 
Land in the north-east, carried a basket in which to put honey and made a 
fire to cook it (M5 and Appendix. Song VI: Mere; page 201). 
Like the concept Mere, the term tfongar is also used to explain why something 
is the way it is. "Wongar did it this way" (Ibid.: 391) and therefore Warner 
characterizes the concept Wongar as the totemic spirit itself (Ibid.: 265). In 
the same way Djinang informants ascribe the origin of things and customs to 
the creative acts of Mere: "Mere taught people how to do it (fishing, collecting 
honey etcetera)", and in another context: "Mere is walking he calls 
names (by singing them) he gives names to country, to the flowers, to 
everything ". 
Warner's Wongar character is qualified as yolno, meaning "man", obviously 
cognate to the Djinang and Djambarbinggu jo:l. However jo:l not only means 
"man" as distinct from "woman" but has also the meaning of "human" or, nowadays, 
"Aborigine" as distinct from "European" or "Chinese". Jo:I is used, too, as 
another qualification for Mere; informants said that "Mere is really jo:l", 
which can be interpreted as "an Aboriginal man" as well as the abstract 
"(Aboriginal) human". 
As a plural concept Warner applies the term Wongar to totemic spirits 
of the mythological time "when the totems inhabited the earth and were 
frequently like man" (Ibid.: 592). 
Finally we may make a comparison with the term Wudal described by C.H. 
Berndt (Ibid.). This creature shows a striking resemblance to Mere in his role 
as the First Sugar Bag Man.The song cycle in which Wudal is the main character 
is shared by several linguistic um'ts and the one analysed by Berndt belongs 
to Djambarbinggu-speaking people. As is the case with Mere, Wudal is a name 
which can refer to many beings as well as to one or two. He, or they, bel on· 
to the Dua moiety, and the song-sequence about his travels and creative acts 
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in the Dreamtime corresponds in many ways with the songcycle of the 
Djambarbinggu-Marangu clan (see 4.4): there are references to the Stringy Bark 
Tree, the Stringy Bark Flowers, Honey Bees and Crow but also to several 
dreamings not shared by Wurgigandjar, such as Blanket -Uzzard and Caterpillar. 
3.4 Crow and Geganggie. 
The two birds Crow and Geganggie play an important role in Maradjiri 
mythology. The "pole"-ceremonies of the Wurgigandjar clan were divided between 
them, Crow getting the hollow log used in death ceremonies and Geganggie the 
young straight stringy bark pole used in the Maradjiri or "birthpole" 
ceremonies. 
The myth telling of this division depicts tension between the two birds. 
First, Crow, who knew how to perform the Maradjiri and how to decorate its 
ceremonial pole, wished to keep the ceremony for himself. But eventually 
Geganggie-bird obtained this Maradjiri from Crow who was left only with death 
rituals. Secondly, Crow wished to keep the Maradjiri as a secret ceremony, 
but Geganggie was against this and made the ceremony and its pole open to all. 
A myth about the separation of the Maradjiri and Hollow Log ceremonies is as 
follows: 
M8. Crow met a Devil-Devil, Mewal (sometimes Mere), carrying a 
dead person and crying for it (in several accounts the corpse 
is said to be that of a child). Mewal explained why he was 
crying, whereupon Crow said: "Oh well, then I must cut a 
Maradjiri pole". 
Crow looked about for a young stringy bark tree and when he 
found one he cut it down with his stone axe. He scraped away 
the bark and cut two grooves a few inches below the top end of 
the pole. 
Next Crow lit a fire in which he briefly put the pole in order 
to straighten it. Then he finished the pole by decorating it 
with feathers and string and painted it with several kinds of 
ochre. 
But nobody trusted Crow with the Maradjiri pole because they 
knew he wished to make a secret out of it. He tried to hide the 
decorated pole in order to stop people from seeing it. The bird 
Geganggie objected to this. He told Crow: 
"I am going to take the Maradjiri pole so that everybody can 
see it, men, women and children. You better go back to the dead 
body and look after that one, then I shall look after the 
Maradjiri". 
Crow accordingly returned to the dead body and collected its 
flesh. He said: 
"I shall take the hollow log for the dead bones. Geganggie is 
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boss for the Maradjiri, I am boss for this one". 
Geganggle went to the Stringy Bark Tree and made his home in 
its hollow parts. Ever since then he belongs with the Stringy 
Bark Tree and is sitting on top of it where it blossoms. 
Sugar Bag's part in this passage differs slightly in the accounts I had. 
Sometimes his role is limited to telling Crow to cut the Maradjiri pole, all 
other actions then occurring without any direct interference from him. But 
sometimes he is more active and is portrayed as having mediated or arbitrated 
between Crow and Geganggie-bird: he directed Crow back to the dead body and 
gave him the hollow log, but instructed Geganggie to take the Maradjiri and 
make it public. In the light of the details given before it might be not 
surprising that instead of Sugar Bag the name Mere (as First Sugar Bag Man) 
is also sometimes used in this context. One statement I noted down from a 
Wurgigandjar man started as follows: 
M9. He, Mere, went / pole, he cut it, that (Maradjiri) pole, wood, 
stringy bark: gundui, he cut it, Mere, he brought it back and 
gave it (the pole) to Crow to decorate it.( ) Mere cut that 
Stringy Bark. 
As to why the myth (M8) transfers the Maradjiri from Crow to the bird 
Geganggie, a possible explanation is that in recent years this ceremony has 
changed in character. My informants said that at one time people used to 
attach a fingerbone or tuft of hair from a dead person to the top of the 
Maradjiri pole before presenting it to the receiving group. This happened 
after the other post-burial rites (such as Bugabud, Lorgon or Hollow Log 
Rite) had all been performed. In consequence the Maradjiri would take place 
a long time after the death when the mortuary aspects of the ceremony would 
have seemed to be much less important than the opportunity afforded a clan 
to show off its songs and dances. 
The three recent Maradjiri performances of the Wurgigandjar clan, in all 
of which members of the whole Djinang community from Maningrida took part, were 
held between 1971 and 1974 and in each case the hair of a young baby was 
attached to the pole. Fingerbones or tufts of hair from a dead person had not 
been used for a long time. 
The Djinang explain this change in the Maradjiri's character by saying 
that " when we bury our dead people now, we bury them forever". This 
indicates that in recent times the exhumation of corpses has been 
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discontinued '. The main cause for the abandonment of earlier mortuary 
practises was the emigration during and after the second World War to missions 
and towns. Aborigines who died in them - often in hospitals - were buried 
in common graveyards and government and mission alike discouraged exhumation 
even when not actually forbidding it. This implied that in many cases it 
became impossible for Aborigines to fulfil the post-burial obligations, for 
which the bones of the deceased person's body were needed. 
It appears also from what older Djinang men say that living in and 
around Darwin after the war disturbed their ceremonial life. Most members of 
the present Maningrida Djinang community walked together after the war from 
the Milingimbi area, where they had been living, to Darwin. There they split 
up. Some stayed in Darwin without regular jobs, one man became a patrol 
assistant officer and another went to Katherine, became a stockman and travelled 
about, getting as far as Alice Springs '. 
After Maningrida was established in 1957 (Hiatt, 1965: 8-13) most of 
the Djinang people congregated there and have lived since as a community 
sufficiently large to fulfil most of its ritual obligations again. 
The mythical transfer of the Maradjiri from Crow to the bird Geganggie 
and the division between the hollow log coffin and the "birthpole" ceremony 
might thus reflect the change actually taking place in the Maradjiri when bones 
or hair of the dead were hard to obtain. By using the hair or navelcord of a 
living baby instead people would have been able to carry on with Maradjiri 
customs from the past, but now adapted to the new circumstances. And although 
the character of the ceremony had changed, the clans would still be able to 
present their songs and dances and dreamings to other groups, thereby 
establishing or consolidating ritual relationship. In the Maradjiri ceremonies 
observed this aspect was much more important than the individuality of the young 
child whose hair or navelcord was used on the pole (6.1). 
With the shift to a living infant from an adult corpse the bird Geganggie 
would have became far more appropriate than Crow as a "boss" for the 
Maradjiri. Crows frequent places where rubbish is to be found and eat rotten 
food. The myths, songs and dances about Crow credit him with having smelt 
the decomposing flesh of a corps and with having collected and eaten it so 
that the bones could be used in the hollow log ceremony (cf. the themes of 
the Crow dances described in 5.3.3). 
Geganggie on the other hand lives in and around Stringy Bark Trees and 
according to the songtext he sits on top of these trees at the mafcr£-place, 
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matai being the bud of the stringy bark flower (iwgi)· In the Dreamtime 
Geganggie told people that the matai-place belonged to him. 
Furthermore Crow's hollow log conies from an old tree, while Geganggie's 
Maradjiri pole is cut from a very young and straight stringy bark. In these 
ways the two birds are opposed to each other so as to accentuate and emphasize 
the opposition between life and death, between living infant and dead man. 
3.5 The Watergroup of dreamings. 
The remaining sub-cluster in the Wurgigandjar dreaming cluster is composed 
mainly of creatures associated with water. They are Bream, Mud Cod, Caboage 
Palm, Monsoon and Water. None of them plays an important part in the Maradjiri 
mythology. When telling Maradjiri myths Djinang informants used to concentrate 
on Sugar Bag, the spiritual beings Mere and Mewal and the birds Crow and 
Geganggie. By the time the themes of the watergroup were introduced the most 
important acts for the Maradjiri had been told. However this does not imply 
that every member of the water sub-cluster plays an inferior role in the 
Maradjiri ceremony. Bream for example is celebrated in elaborate dances, in 
body paintings and in songs, whereas also Mud Cod and Cabbage Palm appear 
in short dances during the Maradjiri. 
In the Dreamtime Bream and his companion Mud Cod seemed to have lived 
in saltwater, but as the floodwaters, which covered the formless earth, 
receded they took fresh water. At present Bream may be found in small creeks 
at places where the water flows rapidly. His dreaming place is called Banambardje, 
a place located in the country of the Wurgigandjar-Nongere segment. 
Myths and songs about Bream and Mud Cod tell how by the end of the 
dry season when hardly any water remained in the creeks and billabongs the 
fish were in trouble, but were saved by the rain from the south-east (Wulma), 
which marks the end of the dry season, and by the north-west monsoon (Bara) 
which brought a lot of water. The flooding caused by these rains saved the fish. 
These Dreamtime events are reflected in present-day climatological conditions, 
for at the end of the dry season the countryside is hot and dry and there is 
hardly any water left in the creeks and billabongs. The first rains of the 
south-east, followed by the heavy rains of the monsoon, bring abundant water 
and give the fish a new lease of life. 
The role of fish in mythology, songs and dances is quite passive, this 
as contrasted with dreamings such as Sugar Bag, the bird Geganggie and Crow. 
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In the Dreamtime the fish were flushed out of their traps by the flood and 
caught by people as food. The former is conveyed in myths and songs, the latter 
mainly in the dances. The catching of fish is an important theme in the 
Maradjiri and will be discussed in greater detail in 5.3.4. 
The dreaming Cabbage Palm plays only a small part in the Maradjiri 
ceremony, being represented in a short dance. His role in Maradjiri mythology 
is of minor importance. The Tree's home is said to be in Djinba country, south-
east of Djinang territory, and informants told that Cabbage Palm is important 
in the Gunabibi ceremony. In mythology Cabbage Palm sometimes is described 
as a trouble maker: 
MIO. Mere (as the First Sugar Bag Man) called the Cabbage Palm 
"cheeky" because he suffered diarrhoea after eating its fruits. 
Cabbage Palm, who acted as a person in the Dreamtime, said to 
everybody: 
"I can make a lot of trouble because I have cheeky plums". 
Therefore people have to treat its fruits by inmersión in 
water for a few days before eating. 
The Possum, Narge-Narge, also climbs Cabbage Palm to eat its fruit. The 
act is described in the song about Possum (Appendix, Song IX, page 213). This 
dreaming seems to be the least important in the Maradjiri: its mythology gives 
no information about Possum's Dreamtime activities and there is no dance 
devoted to him in this ceremony. Possum is represented in the Maradjiri only 
by a few verses of the Wurgigandjar song cycle.which give some information 
about his home in the hollow parts of trees (such as the Bunyan tree) and about 
his food habits(he leaves his home in order to collect the fruit of Cabbage 
Palm). 
Likewise unimportant is Monsoon. The Monsoon (Bara) came with Sugar Bag 
and continuously made rain (compare 3.1). After leaving Wurgigandjar country 
he travelled north-west to Burara country. From there the monsoon rains come 
nowadays. Monsoon is not danced in the Maradjiri, although sometimes the 
women decorate their breast and shoulder with the Monsoon design and dance at 
the edge of the dancing ground during the Sugar Bag performnaces by men. The 
songs about Monsoon mainly refer to the climatologi cal conditions of the 
so called pre-wet (season) when the clouds are building up and the humidity 
is very high (roughly the last weeks of November and the first weeks of December; 
compare Table 5,Chapter 4). The countryside is still very dry then and the 
Monsoon songs describe how Monsoon brings relief with his rains, which * 
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guarantee several kinds of food, such as fish and shells, and makes the grass 
grow (Appendix, Song I; Monsoon; page 188). 
The significance of the dreaming Water (Gape) is also slight. 
Occasionally the verses of the Water songs are sung during the Maradjiri 
preparations and performances.These songs mention many species connected 
with water, several kinds of fish and a pelican being the most important of 
them. The pelican is described catching fish in his great bill, which Djinang 
associate with a special fishing net they use. Mere was the first to use this 
net (called mulitje) and he taught people how to catch fish with it. 
Furthermore there is reference to the Milky Way, the darkness of the 
night and the time when the first morning light breaks. The Milky Way is 
considered to be a big river carrying fish, plants and trees connected with 
water, such as the paper bark and cabbage palm. In the Dreamtime these species 
were brought on earth by heavy rains from the south-east and from the north-
west. The first rains came from the south-east and dater brought in its 
stream plants, trees and fish, forcing them along and putting them in their 
proper places where they live nowadays. 
The dreaming Water is especially associated with the Hollow Log ceremony, 
in which final stage Water-themes play a major role. Men have sung all night 
and when the first morning light appears they break a number of the above 
mentioned fishing nets and put them into the hollow log coffin together with 
the smashed bones of the deceased in commemoration of whom the ceremony is 
organized. A number of fish mentiond in the Water song are painted on the 
hollow log coffin. 
It is only in connection witn this ceremony that the importance of the 
dreaming Water can be understood properly. In the Maradjiri ceremony this 
dreaming as such plays a minor role and the emphasis here is much more on the 
several species depending on the presence of water, such as bream, mud cod 
and cabbage palm. 
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Notes Chapter 3 
1. To distinguish the empirical referents of dreamings from their mystical 
or transcendental quality I use initial capitals for them in their latter 
capacity. Hence Sugar Bag denotes a dreaming, sugar bag one of its 
empirical referents. 
2. For this text and the text of M7 (page 54) I am greatly indebted to 
Graham McKay, himself engaged in linguistic research among Rembarngga 
speaking people, who kindly sent me the transcirption of a Wurgigandjar 
Maradjiri myth told in the Rembarngga language by a man who originally 
was Djinang. 
3. In some accounts it is said that Sugar Bag came straight from 
Djambarbinggu country. Details about Sugar Bag's activities in Wagilag 
country remain obscure. His wanderings in Djambarbinggu country are of 
much more importance to the Wurgigandjar. In this context it should be 
kept in mind that there exists a close ritual relation between the 
Djambarbinggu-Sugar Bag clan and the Sugar Bag clan of the Djinang-speaking 
'Wurgigandjar,(compare 2.1.3). 
4. Warner (1937/1958: 591) defines ranga as a totem of higher order. The 
word usually refers to the emblem symbolizing the totem (dreaming). 
He distinguishes between these more sacred emblems and the lower, more 
profane emblems called дата. The latter are used in the general camp 
and may be seen by women and children, whereas ranga may not. 
The Maradjiri pole and other emblems belonging to this ritual are 
of the ^ cmna-type of ceremonial artifacts. Thomson (Peterson 1976: 20) 
mentiones that "these solid emblems look like rangga (....)but may be 
seen by women and children and are said to represent the clan's ancestral 
morkoi or spiritual being". 
5. After having heard several accounts of Sugar Bag's Dreamtime adventures 
I was puzzled by the fact that in the same passages different dreamings 
were mentioned as having been his travelling companions. My question 
"who were (in Maradjiri context) Sugar Bag's companions", asked at 
intervals, had the same result. The scheme given here is a "stocktaking" 
of a number of answers to the above asked question. 
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6. This story is a Djinang version of a general mythological theme in Arnhem 
Land, which explains that in the beginning the women possessed all the 
power and knowledge, sexual as well as religious. However a division 
between the two spheres took place through which men achieved the ritual 
knowledge while women kept their power over sexuality and fertility. In 
most versions the men obtained the ritual power by stealing from the 
women a dilly bag containing ceremonial emblems. This is worked out e.g., 
R.M. Berndt (1951a and 1952), Sierksma (1962: 81-92), whose psycho-analytic 
approach is based on Berndt's (Ibid.) description, and Maddock (1976). 
In the Djinang variation the division was brought about by the 
generosity of the women (or the First Sister). 
7. According to C.H. Berndt (1970: 1315) the eastern Arnhem Land concept Wudal, 
which shows a great number of similarities with Mere (see 3.3), is also 
associated with the introduction of the subsection system. In the same 
paper Berndt (Ibid.:1324) mentions the theme of the incestuous act, 
resulting in the MB-ZS relation. 
A comparative analysis of anthropological studies on subsections in 
nortn-eastern Arnhem Land had been made by Barnes (1967: 9-27). 
8. That no such division seemed to have taken place in the Wurgigandjar-
Guragngere part of the country could possible be connected with the fact 
that Wurgigandjar-Nongere men had a number of "Sisters" important in 
ritual and kinship matters, whereas Guragngere men did not (compare 2.2). 
9. This motive is also widespread in Arnhem Land. In his paper "Thundering 
Gecko and Emu" Van der Leeden (1975) describes in detail south-eastern 
Arnhem Land myths in which Emu plays this trick with a lagging young boy 
whom she steals from his parents. 
10. Two small incidents may illustrate how this "tricky" or malignant aspect 
of Mere (Devil-Devil) impresses children. Once I visited an informant after 
dark and on arrival at nis camp found that he was absent, dhen I was just 
about to leave again one of his children, a five year old boy whom I had 
not yet noticed, awoke with a start and was frightened for a moment. Then, 
a bit shy, he explained his nervousness by saying that at first he had 
thought Mere was somewhere walking about. I tried to reassure him and 
replied something like "Oh, don't be afraid. Mere is not here in the 
camp, he is far away in the bush" or words to that effect. But the little 
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boy pointed to the direction of the Maningrida cemetry, some 750 metres 
from the camp, and told that Mere used to hang about there. His father, 
who had returned in the meantime, confirmed his son's explanation and said 
also that Mere live at such places. 
Another night, when we were camping near Gadji Creek one of the 
children was crying for quite a time and kept everybody awake. Efforts to 
stop her did not lead to much until I heard her father say that her crying 
would attract the attention of Mere who then might come to the camp. 
11. Nevertheless, the Djinang did talk during my stay about post-burial rites 
and planned to hold them in the near future. In 1973 I was told that 
members of the Murungun clan had performed a Bugabud (exhumation rite) 
recently. At the end of the same year I witnessed the final stage of a 
Hollow Log ceremony at Milingimbi, for which the presence of the 
pulverized bones of a dead person is needed. 
12. See also Hiatt (1965: 8-10 and 148-54) who gives a description of the 
Aboriyinal emigration to Darwin during and after World War II and the 
beginning of their return to the Maningrida area in the late fifties. 
One of my wurgigandjar informants. Jack Mirritji, describes the 
Djinang emigration to Darwin in an autobiographical booklet called "My 
People's Life, an Aboriginal's own story", printed and published at the 
Milingimbi Literature Centre (1976). 
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Chapter 4 
THE blURGIGANDJAR SONG CYCLE. 
This chapter deals with the song cycle of the Wurgigandjar clan which is 
frequently sung during the preparation and performance of the Maradjiri ceremony. 
As this song cycle is not only used in the Maradjiri but also in all the other 
ritual activities of the Wurgigandjar clan I shall describe in the first two 
sections the occasions in which the songs play a prominent part. In the third 
section the internal composition of the song cycle is analysed, whereas in the 
final section a comparison is made between the song cycle of the Wurgigandjar 
clan and related cycles of other Sugar Bag (Marangu) clans, in particular the 
one of the Djambarbinggu-speaking Sugar Bag clan. 
4.1 Performances of the song cycle. 
Each dreaming of the Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster (2.3) is the theme of 
a song and each song is composed of a number of verses. All these songs 
together from the Wurgigandjar song cycle, which is performed on many different 
occasions: when somebody is very sick or dying; when somebody has died and his 
corpse is still in the camp; when relatives paint the Sugar Bag design on the 
body of a deceased Wurgigandjar; or when guests are leaving to ensure them a 
safe trip. 
Equally important is the role of this song cycle in connection with the 
wurgigandjar clan ceremonies, of which the Maradjiri is the most extended one. 
The preparation of these ceremonies as well as dancing performances always are 
accompanied by the songs devoted to the Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster. 
To illustrate the importance of the songs in the daily life of the Djinang 
community I first shall describe a few typical situations on which the 
Wurgigandjar song cycle has been performed outside of tne direct ceremonial 
context. 
1. In September 1973 a message came from Milingimbi Island about the death 
of a male relative of the Wurgigandjar. The dead man was a member of the 
Liaagalomir clan who was called gorong ("FZDS") by some of the Wurgigandjar-
Nongere men of generation С (see 2.2). That night members of the Djinang 
community gathered and the Wurgigandjar men sang their song cycle. A few 
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weeks later, when the community was about to perform a purification 
ceremony in commemoration of the deceased gorong, the Wurgigandjar men 
started their song cycle eighteen hours before the actual ceremony was due 
to begin. They continued all night with occasional short intervals. 
2. In October 1973 a group of Djambarbinggu-speaking Sugar Bag people came 
from Milingimbi Island and Nanggalala to visit the Djinang at Maningrida. 
On the occasion of this visit several singing sessions were held, mostly 
by night, and both the Djinang and Djambarbinggu Sugar Bag men presented 
their related song cycles. These nights under a starry sky, with people 
gathered around a small fire in the centre of the camp, breathed an 
atmosphere of cordiality and hosts and guests alike reacted enthusiastically 
and complimentary to each other's performances. Such "exchanges" of song 
cycles are common when people of different communities visit each other. 
Similar sessions took place when the Djinang visited Bamyili and Croker 
Island to perform the Maradjiri ceremony there. Several times when the 
dancing of the ceremony had ended late at night it occurred that 
participants and spectators stayed on the ceremonial ground and began, more 
or less spontaneously, with their several song cycles. These occasions were 
characterized by an amicable and sociable atmosphere. 
3. A Croker Island man visited Maningrida to discuss with the Djinang the 
organization of the forthcoming Maradjiri ceremony for his community. The 
night before he returned to Croker Island the Wurgigandjar men and their 
families gave him a so-called "farewell-singing" as a gesture of friendship 
and also to ensure him a safe flight home. The visitor taped the songs 
together with a short speech by a Wurgigandjar man and took the casette 
with him to his home (April, 1973). 
4. During "Maradjiri time", i.e. the period in which the ceremony is in 
preparation, people gather at night to sing the songs of the Wurgigandjar 
dreaming-cluster. By their singing they both express their interest in the 
forthcoming ceremony and start with the transfer from profane time into 
the sacral time of the Maradjiri. As the ceremony comes closer the frequency 
of song sessions increases. 
The number of participants in such song gatherings varies depending on who 
is available at the time. However the party which sings the Wurgigandjar dreaming-
cluster always is formed around a core of people determined by the kinship system. 
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The three oldest men of the Wurgigandjar clan, all brothers to each other, are 
the most important singers. They are C2, C5 and Cil (cf. Chapter 2, Diagram 1) 
and belong to the Wurgigandjar-Nongere segment. A song performance cannot take 
place without the co-operation of one of them. At almost all sessions I attended 
C2, the "number one boss" for the Wurgigandjar song cycle and other ceremonial 
activities of the clan, was present. Usually several men of the Wurgigandjar-
Guragngere segment, generation с and d (cf. Chapter 2, Diagram 2), take part 
in the singing but during my stay in the field none of them ever organized 
a session. This had to be done or authorized by C2. Although members of the 
Guragngere segment sing the same dreaming and use the same words as their 
clansmen of the Nongere segment, there is sometimes a slight difference in 
pitch which I am unable to describe. 
In addition to the clapsticks used by singers the didgeridoo is played 
by one of the Sister's Sons of the Wurgigandjar singers. A Mother's Brother 
of the songmen plays the didgeridoo occasionally, but being old, he mostly 
restricts himself to comenting upon the songs and enjoying the event. 
The wives of the singers and some of their children also attend the 
performance. Usually one or two Sisters of the songmen are among those present 
and now and then dance in the background with the other adult women. Casual 
passers-by who join the people around the fire for a while complete the party. 
Witn the recent introduction of small casetterecorders it has become common 
to tape song sessions in order to be able to replay the music in one's spare 
time or while manufacturing artifacts for the craftshop at Maningrida. 
4.2 The song cycle in the Wurgigandjar clan rites. 
Apart from the situations sketched above the songs are inseparable from 
all the rituals of the Wurgigandjar clan. They are sung during the preparation 
of the ceremonial artifacts, during the decoration of the bodies of participants 
and during dancing performances. Thus the Wurgigandjar song cycle not only belongs 
to the Maradjiri ceremony but is an intrinsic part of all the Wurgigandjar clan 
ceremonies. These will now be briefly described in their usual order of 
performance '. 
In Dada the belongings of a recently buried person are burnt. The mourners 
"clean" themselves and those belongings of the deceased which cannot be burnt 
(for example a car) with leaves from the fire. This ceremony usually takes 
place around twilight or early evening. While preparations are made and during 
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the ceremony i t se l f , men sing their song cycle and women dance. 
In the early morning after Dada has f in ished Wandjir is performed. Wandjir, 
too, is a cleaning ceremony, but th is time water i s used instead of f i r e . People 
start to sing for Wandjir after Dada f in ishes and continue without a break unt i l 
daybreak. In the meantime others .mostly managers, make a large sand sculpture 
to represent the main clan design of the deceased (Sugar Bag in the Wurgigandjar 
case). The people to be cleaned stand inside t h i s drawing and while two or three 
men pour buckets of water over them others sing parts of the Wurgigandjar song 
cycle. After Wandjir the drawing is wiped out by the fee t of men dancing and 
singing Crow. Sometimes Wandjir does not fo l low a Dada ceremony immediately, 
but is postponed for a week or two. In such a case the singing starts in the 
afternoon and continues with a dinner break u n t i l morning next day. 
Some months or even years after the bur ia l the Bugabud ceremony takes 
place. The bones are exhumed and ceremonially cleaned wi th water. Cleaning 
usually occurs in a shade (ceremonial hut) outs ide the general camp and when 
finished the bones are tied up in a blanket and brought in to the camp to be 
distributed among close male and female re la t i ves of f a the r ' s and mother's side. 
They wi l l keep them in d i l l y bags to use them years l a t e r in the Doban or Hollow 
Log ceremony. The emphasis in Bugabud singing i s on Mere, Mewal, Possum and Crow, 
who as mentioned, are mythologically associated w i th death. 
In the Doban or Hollow Log ceremony the bones are broken and put in a 
hollow log, called doban. While the hollow log is prepared men sing Crow songs. 
The whole wurgigandjar song cycle is used during the course of the ceremony, 
but as in Bugabud, there is emphasis on Possum, the Devil-Devi Is Mere and Mewal 
and Crow. In addition however, another dreaming plays an important role: Water. 
This dreaming refers to the very beginning of time when the earth was formless 
and floodwaters came, bringing paperbark, cabbage palm, a l l kinds of f ish and 
plants to where they are found today (compare 3 .5 ) . 
Finally there is the Maradj ir i , the most elaborate ceremony of the 
Wurgigandjar clan and the one which makes most use of the song cycle. 
I t is f i r s t sung when Wurgigandjar men t rave l to the receiving community in 
order to cut the hair of a baby or young c h i l d . This act takes place several 
years before the actual Maradjiri is performed. From that time on the songs of 
the Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster w i l l accompany a l l preparations for the 
ceremony: decorating the ceremonial a r t i f a c t s and organizing a number of song 
and dance sessions in the months before the pole i s taken to the family which 
asked for the ceremony. During the ceremony i t s e l f the songs can constantly 
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be heard from the shade outside the v i l lage where the actors paint and decorate 
one another's bodies, and on the dancing ground on which a l l the ceremonial 
ac t iv i t ies take place ( to be discussed in detail in Chapter 5 and 6). The most 
important dreamings sung i n the Maradjir i are Sugar Bag, Stringy Bark, Crow and 
Geganggie-bird, Cabbage Palm and the Fish. 
Although a l l dreamings of the Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster are sung in 
the ceremonies descr ibed, the emphasis each time is on some species and these 
give the ceremony a d e f i n i t e character. This emphasis appears mainly from the 
frequency with which the selected dreamings are presented in the song 
performances and in dancing acts at the v i ta l moments of the r i tual in question. 
In Dada and Wandjir the emphasis is on Crow, one of the characters 
associated with death. In Bugabud the death theme is conveyed by the prominence 
of the sp i r i tua l beings Mere and Mewal, Possum and again Crow. The same group 
features also in Doban, the l as t r i t ua l for an individual before his sp i r i t 
can jo in his clan ancestors. However, the Doban or Hollow Log r i te adds Water, 
that i s , the floodwater which gave shape to a formless earth by pushing a certain 
number of species to where they now belong. By adding Water to the "death 
dreamings" the Wurgigandjar express simultaneously two aspects: on the one hand 
reference to death by using Mere, Mewal, Possum and Crow, on the other hand 
reference to l i f e by using the creative and life-bringing Water. This dual aspect 
is in accordance wi th the general Djinang belief about death and l i f e : the body 
is destroyed but the s p i r i t l i ves on in the collectively of the clan ancestors 
after the proper ceremonies, of which Doban is the last , have been performed. 
In Maradjir i the main enphasis during presentations of the song cycle is 
on the sub-cluster located in the dry gravel country (Sugar Bag, Stringy Bark, 
Geganggie bird and Crow) and on the members of the sub-cluster connected with 
water (Cabbage Palm, Mud Cod and Bream). Usually one of the jungle dreamings, 
Mewal or the b i rd Djudo-Djudo 1s sung between the themes of these two opposite 
sub-clusters, thus marking a gradual transit ion from the dry to the wet elements 
of this song cycle. This aspect of the order in which the Wurgigandjar species 
are sung w i l l be discussed in the next section. The presence of Crow, a death 
theme, in th is l i f e -symbo l i c ceremony is explained in Maradjiri mythology, which 
says that the Maradj i r i pole f i r s t belonged to Crow (3.4). However he gave i t 
to Geganggie and showed him how to decorate the stringy bark pole. 
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4.3 The order of presentation. 
One of the remarkable points in the Wurgigandjar song cycle ' is the 
regular order in which the species of this cluster are sung: in moving between 
the two polarities "extreme dry" and "extreme wet", the themes observe all the 
gradual transitions from the one extreme to the other. This order is, as I hope 
to show, firstly inherent in the natural structure of the Wurgigandjar clan 
estate, the habitats of which are symbolically represented by the various 
dreamings of this cluster, and secondly also inherent in the seasonal conditions 
in northern Arnhem Land. 
The most common sequence during singing performances is to put first the 
sub-cluster associated with the dry gravel country, i.e. Stringy Bark, Sugar 
Bag and the birds Geganggie and Crow. Then the songmen "move" via species of 
the jungle sub-cluster, i.e. the Devil-Devils, the bird Djudo-Djudo and Possum, 
to the water sub-cluster, i.e. Cabbage Palm, Mud Cod, Bream, Monsoon and Water. 
Whether or not all these dreamings are actually sung during a particular 
session depends on casual circumstances such as the time available or the mood 
of the singers and audience. However even when the songmen do not present the 
complete cluster they keep to the order described here in that the themes used 
always show a dry-wet polarity with a transition in between. This means that 
when for one reason or other the participants are unable or unwilling to sing 
the complete cluster with its thirteen elaborated themes, they will choose 
dreamings from each sub-cluster and sing them in the order I have stated. A 
possible selection might be: Sugar Bag, the birds Geganggie, Crow and Djudo-
Djudo, Cabbage Palm, Mud Cod and Bream Fish. Although a number of dreamings 
have been omitted there is no deviation from the underlying order of presentation 
as both the dry-wet polarity and the gradual transition between these two 
extremes have been observed. Striking in this respect is that whatever dreamings 
are chosen to be sung, the trio Cabbage Palm, Mud Cod and Bream are always 
included and presented in that order. This is a further reference to the 
conscientious attention which is paid to the gradual change from one inhabitat 
to another. Cabbage palms grow on the land in the swampy soil near waterplaces. 
Mud cods live at the margin of land and water, flopping about on the muddy 
banks when the tide ebbs from the tidal creeks and rivers and swimning when 
the tide flows in to submerge their habitat. After mud cods come bream fish, 
whose home is right in the water. The songmen are aware that there is a proper 
order of presentation of their dreamings, which appears from their expression: 
"When we sing, we sing from the top to the bottom" (or: " from the land to 
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the water"). 
An explanation for the regular order of themes in the Wurgigandjar song 
cycle might be found in the close fit between the dreamings of the Wurgigandjar 
clan and the natural features of its estate. To illustrate this relation 
(mentioned briefly in 2.3), I shall describe in detail the Wurgigandjar landscape 
by giving an account of a day's walk a Djinang man and I made from Gadji Creek 
to Djimbi Creek and back, thereby crossing the larger part of the Wurgigandjar-
Nongere territory as well as parts of the Wurgigandjar-Guragngere areas. 
The walk from Gadji Creek towards Djimbi Creek (Map 5) took us up from 
swampy lowland to dry country where the soil is rockey and gravelly and water 
very short for most of the dry season. During that time the upper reaches of 
Djimbi Creek dry up completely, though the larger Gadji Creek keeps plenty of 
water throughout the year. 
We camped near Gadji Creek on the border between Wurgigandjar-Nongere 
country and Djelaworwor country, the clan estate of the Wurgigandjar Mothers 
and Mother's Brothers. Gadji Creek and the many small creeks which flow into 
it are filled with fish and turtles, which attract many species of waterbirds. 
Cabbage palms and paper bark trees are numerous in the muddy stretches between 
these small streams. 
From there we walked eastwards. Gradually the ground became drier and the 
vegetation changed to a jungle type with scrub and high grass. Although the 
density varied, it was always hard to penetrate. Some areas were so thickley 
clad with trees and vines as to be virtually impenetrable and now and again we 
had to make detours to avoid them. My companion explained that such places were 
the abode of the spiritual beings Mere and Mewal. 
Soon we reached the lower part of Djimbi Creek where I was told about 
Watergoanna whose dreaming place is in the stagnant water near the roots of a 
large tree on the opposite bank. 
Walking upstream the creek we found water becoming scarcer and before long 
the bed of the creek was completely dry. The vegetation around the creek also 
changed becoming much less dense. Thorny scrub and a reddish stony soil were 
predominant in this "dry gravel country" as the Djinang call it. Most of the trees 
were stringy barks. The bed of the creek had become broken and at several 
places its high and steep banks made small gorges. It was here that Sugar Bag 
had used his stone axe to cut Wurgigandjar country in two parts: Nongere and 
Guragngere. The whole area, in spite of being unsuitable for inhabitation 
because of its stony soil, its dryness and its scanty game and vegetation, is 
full of sacral significance because of the important creative acts performed 
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here by Sugar Bag. The meaning of the area for the Djinang and their emotional 
attachment to it was shown when my informant started to cry. An old man, he 
had not been in the area for a considerable time. He told me afterwards that 
the whole place made him think of his Dreaming and of his dead clansmen. Among 
the many places of religious significance he drew my special attention to one 
spot, a remarkable hole in the gravelly ground which turned out to be a 
dreaming place of the Honey Bee '. 
Returning westwards to our camp near Gadji Creek we passed through the 
landscape described here in the reversed order. Not far away from our camp my 
companion showed a small billabong from which Watergoanna and Sugar Bag had 
emerged after their underground trip together from Djimbi Creek. They separated 
at this billabong, Watergoanna to travel north and Sugar Bag to travel north-
west to the Sugar Bag (Marangu) country of the Burara-speaking people. 
It is apparent that the habitat depicted via the sequence of species in 
the Wurgigandjar song cycle is like the reality of the Wurgigandjar clan estate. 
Travelling from the east to the west (or north-west), as Sugar Bag did, the 
landscape can be divided into three main types, corresponding to the habitat of 
the three sub-clusters to which the song cycle is devoted: dry gravel country 
with little water or game and many stringy bark trees; lower areas whose dense 
vegetation indicates that water is plentiful although not yet visible; and 
finally swampy ground clothed with paperbarks and cabbage palms around small 
streams which flow into Gadji Creek. 
The three sub-clusters, like the corresponding types of landscape in the 
clan's estate are not absolutely separate, since just as one type of scenery 
fades out into another, so do the dreaming species interpenetrate one another's 
habitat. Thus when species of the dreaming-cluster are sung it is not only the 
main types of habitat of the various species that are represented but also the 
transition from the one type to the other. Crow, for example, is usually sung 
after the bird Geganggie and before the bird Djudo-Djudo or the spiritual beings 
Mere/Mewal. By doing so the singers convey the gradual nature of the change 
from gravel country to jungle, for on the one hand Crow is associated with 
Geganggie, whose habitat is the stringy bark tree on the stony gravel ground, 
and on the other hand also connected with death, just like the spiritual species 
of the jungle. Similar "intermediate" positions have, for example, the dreamings 
Possum, who lives in areas with dense vegetation but according to Djinang 
information feeds on the fruits of the cabbage palm; Cabbage Palm, growing on 
the land in muddy places close to visible water, and Mud Cod, who marks the 
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transition between the muddy banks and the water of small streams and creeks. 
Summarizing the structure of the dreaming cluster in its relation to the 
natural condition of the Wurgigandjar clan estate one could say that there are 
species who are most typical for a certain type of landscape (cf. Sugar Bag, 
Stringy Bark and the bird Geganggie for the dry land; the spirits and Djudo-
Djudo bird for the jungle habitat, and Bream Fish, Monsoon and Water for the 
swampy part of the Wurgigandjar territory), as well as species who mark the 
gradual nature of the change from the one type of habitat to the other (cf. 
Crow, Possum, Cabbage Palm, Mud Cod). 
The consequence for the order of presentation of this division are that 
the first mentioned dreamings, the ones who are "most typical" for a certain 
type of landscape, are interchangeable among one another, whereas the ones 
who function as "intermediates".are much more fixed to a certain position in the 
song cycle. For example, it does not seem to matter very much whether to sing 
first either Sugar Bag or Stringy Bark as both dreamings are inherent to the 
dry gravel country and the correct order of presentation according the 
principles described above is not affected by starting the song cycle alternately 
with one of them. 
The position of the "intermediates", however, is much more tied to a certain 
position within the cycle, which for example appears from the rigid order in 
which the dreamings Cabbage Palm, Mud Cod and Bream Fish are presented. 
After the discussion of the intimate relation between the Wurgigandjar 
cluster and the landscape of the clan's estate I shall turn to the connection 
of this cycle with seasonal changes in Arnhem Land. That such a relation exists 
is certainly suggested by the song texts (see Appendix), which, explicitly as 
well as implicitly, refer to climatological conditions in tropical Australia. 
These references are most evident in the text of Monsoon, which not only 
mentions a number of features of monsoon-time such as clouds building up from 
the north-west, rains, grass beginning to grow again and abundant fish, but alsc, 
in contrast, speaks of the time preceding the monsoon, when the sun "makes the 
earth very hot" and the heat is oppressive because of the high humidity. 
Apart from the Monsoon text there are references to the seasons in a number 
of other songtexts. The Stringy Bark verses (Appendix) describe 
how the branches of the stringy bark trees "sing out and move" because of the 
strong wind which my informant identified as the monsoonwind (Stringy Bark, 
Song II Al,3,4; Notes 1 and 4). A similar theme is mentioned in Cabbage Palm 
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(Song X A 1, 4» 7; Notes 2 and 7) where it is said that the strong wind blows 
down a branch of this tree '. The Possum text says that he complains of the 
heat, which causes such discomforts as headache (Possum, Song IX, note 5). The 
verses of Mud Cod, which also refer to other fish, describe the dangerous 
situation in which these fish find themselves at the end of the dry season when 
there is hardly any water left in the creeks and billabongs. The fish are 
trapped and close to death, but relief is brought by the rains of the wet season. 
The text and the informant's interpretation of it picture how the running water 
"pushes" fish out of their traps into the creeks, now full of water (Mud Cod, 
Song XI B; notes 5, 6 and 7). 
Apart from many references to the end of the dry and the beginning of the 
wet season, the song cycle refers also implicitly to the season in which the 
stringy bark tree blossoms: the Geganggie-bird text says that the bird perches 
on top of the stringy bark tree when the stringy bark flower (wurgi) is in 
blossom(Geganggie,Song VII,C12, note ll).The Djinang call the stringy bark blossom 
time, which roughly falls in May and June, wurgi-time. This period is part of 
5) the midauxzr-seàson (Table 5) and marks the start of the dry season '. 
Because of their close mystical relation with stringy bark flowers and 
the whole complex connected with them (bees, nectar, stringy bark trees, geganggie 
birds,sugar bag) it is not suprising that the Wurgigandjar emphasize this season 
as well; after all it is from this flower that they derived their clan's name. 
As such they are part of an aggregation of Sugar Bag clans, all of which have as 
common elements in their identity flowers, wild honey, bees and stringy barks. 
Thus, by accentuating this season in their songtexts, the Wurgigandjar not only 
relate their clan-dreamings to a general datum, namely the seasonal conditions 
of Arnhem Land which are equally important for all clans, but make an exclusive 
reference to a time of special meaning to them alone: the time when stringy bark 
blossom and bees produce an abundance of honey. 
Having indicated that, in addition to the intimate connection between the 
dreaming-cluster and the clan's country, there also exists a clear relation 
between this cluster and the seasonal cycle, the next question to ask, then, is 
whether or not this relation again finds its expression in the order of 
presentation of the dreamings as was the case in the dreaming-cluster - country 
relationship. 
Two obvious similarities between the order in which dreamings are sung and 
the seasonal cycle are, firstly, the dry-wet polarity and, secondly, the smooth 
transition from one extreme to the other. The seasonal cycle turns slowly from 
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Season 
bava 
gioma : I 
djimoro 
midaJar : 
mattai-time ] 
wurgi-time ' \ 
rarandjar 
walir 
wulma 
Corresponding calendar 
months 
December 
January/February/March 
April/May 
May/June 
June/July 
July/October 
October/November 
November/December j 
: Characteristics 
: start north-west Monsoon, 
j grass beginning to grow. 
j wet season, daily rain from 
1 west and north-west, vegetable 
; foods, high grass. 
• strong winds and regular rain 
: from the east, grass "knocked 
: down" by the wind, all sorts 
: of vegetable foods and fish. 
: wind from the east, little 
: rain, "cold weather time", 
• country drying up, grass is 
• burnt down. 
1 the stringy bark tree is 
in flower (mattai: blossom, 
wurgi: flower). 
dry season, wind from the 
south-east. 
towards close of the dry 
season, earth is dry and very 
hot, "When you are walking, 
you burn your feet" 
{walir = sun). 
thunder storms, high humidity, 
"sticky weather", wind and 
occasional rain from east and 
north-east, so-called "pre-wet". 
*) Wurgigandjar classification only, other names generally used in Maningrida 
area. Compare also Thomson 1948. 
Table 5: Seasonal Cycle. 
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heavy rains brought by the north-west monsoon, to extreme drought caused by the 
dry inland winds from the south-east and then changes suddenly to the wet season 
- the only abrupt change in the seasonal sequence. 
However this makes for a contradiction because the dreaming-cluster sung 
in the order described before and thus in accordance with Sugar Bag's wanderings 
from the east to the west, reverses the seasonal cycle. For the latter does not 
change gradually from dry to wet, but from wet to dry: extreme wet - to less 
wet - to almost dry - to dry - to extreme dry, after which the same process 
starts again with the abrupt change to wet. This means in fact that the song 
cycle would have to combine two contrasting principles: on the one hand to 
express the spatial relationships of species which, following the travels of 
the Dreaming, means moving gradually from the dry to the wet pole, and on the 
other hand, to express the same species, which, following the way the seasons 
proceed, means moving gradually from extreme wet to extreme dry. The only way 
this dilemma could be solved, would be to sing, alternately, from dry to wet 
and vice versa. As said before, this is hardly ever done in singing sessions, 
because these are sung from the dreamings of the gravel country via the jungle 
species towards the members of the water sub-cluster. 
In this respect it is therefore interesting briefly to look at the other 
way in which the dreaming-cluster can be expressed, namely the dances (to be 
discussed in detail in 5). Concerning the order of presentation of the dances 
it is important to mention that in all, except two cases ' the performances 
start with Bream Fish, Mud Cod and Cabbage Palm - again this trio is inseparable -, 
then continue with the "jungle" bird Djudo-Djudo and conclude with one or two 
dreamings of the gravel sub-cluster (e.g. Geganggie, Stringy Bark). So the 
order in dances, for which the songs serve as accompaniment, is exactly the 
reverse of the order persued in the plain singing sessions. 
People sometimes explain this fact by saying that " when we dance, we 
dance from the bottom to the top", and, although for an outsider this statement 
does not throw much light upon the interesting question as to why such a reversal 
of order takes place, it does show that the actors, who also say that they sing 
from the "top to the bottom" (see page 71), are conscious of this reversal and 
seem to have a certain implicit intention with this course of things '. 
On the ground of the foregoing data I would therefore like to put forward 
the hypothesis that the reversal of the order of presentation between singing -
and dancing sessions finds its explanation in the fact that thus the dreaming 
cluster is "made appropriate" to both the structure of the clan's estate and 
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the sequence of the seasons. Assuming that this interpretation is correct, the 
dilemma mentioned above would have been got around as this reversed order creates 
the possibility to express with one set of dreamings the structure of the 
clan's country, which, as travelled by the dreaming, shows a gradual change 
from dry to the muddy areas, as well as the seasonal change with its gradual 
transition from an extreme wet north-west monsoon towards quite the opposite 
phenomena, the extreme dry south-east monsoon. In this way the Aborigines seem 
to combine simultaneously the notion of time (the seasons) and space (the 
country) in one system viz., a cluster of related dreamings, by means of which 
I think they try to grasp intellectually the natural setting which conditions 
the limitations and the possibilities of their way of living '. 
A discussion of principles and structures as hold in this section might 
easily give the impression that the people involved are completely controlled 
by such principles and behave automatically according the prescribed rules. To 
avoid creating this impression I will give some examples of observed song 
sessions which will show a number of variations and demonstrate that owners of 
a song cycle are, within a certain context, very well able to "play" with the 
elements from which a dreaming-cluster is constructed. 
A notable variation I recorded several times was to start a singing session 
with the Dreaming Monsoon, a member of the water sub-cluster, after which the 
expected order (gravel-, jungle- and waterspecies) followed. This procedure, 
somewhat puzzling at first, is to my knowledge the only example of an abrupt 
change and is, as it were, a breach in the otherwise gradual transitions. The 
two opposite principles of the dry-wet scale are coupled together here. 
A man with whom I discussed one of these sessions, commented that it was 
the heavy monsoon wind which made the branches of the stringy bark trees move 
and "sing out" (Stringy Bark,Song II, A3 and notes 1 and 4)With this explanation 
he linked two opposite elements of the dreaming-cluster. Monsoon and Stringy 
Bark, with the climatological reality in which there is also an example of a 
succession of two opposite periods in the otherwise gradual changing seasons, 
namely when the dry season is followed by the north-west monsoon. This period 
has a great impact on an Arnhem Land people like the Djinang, which furthermore 
appears from the fact that the conjunction of Monsoon with its opposi te,dryness, 
is not an isolated case but crops up also on other occasions. There is for 
example the mythological account of Monsoon and Sugar Bag travelling together 
in Wurgigandjar country (3.1) and heading north-west to the country of the 
Burara-speaking Marangu people. This combination of Monsoon and Sugar Bag appears 
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again in the Sugar Bag dance of the Maradjiri ceremony when men wearing the 
Sugar Bag design dance the theme of Sugar Bag, while women wearing the 
Monsoon design painted over their breasts perform the Monsoon dance in the 
background. This is the only Uurgigandjar d a n dance in which men and women 
instead of dancing the same theme together display opposite motifs. So it 
seems that the occasional conjunction of Monsoon and Sugar Bag/Stringy Bark, 
in myth, songs and dances, expresses symbolically a concern with the most 
crucial stage of the seasonal cycle, namely that when the dry time has to be 
followed by the monsoon rains in order to guarantee the survival of man and 
nature. It remains a puzzle to me as to why these two opposite themes should 
be only sometimes presented together and why, when they are, it is just on 
that occasion. 
A number of other variations in the presentation of the song cycle are 
merely "aacidental" and result from practical circumstances. For example a 
first song session for the Maradjiri ceremony at Bamyili ended after only a 
few songs, which were Geganggie bird, Djudo-Djudo bird and the spirits Mere 
and Mewal. The main reason for this short session was the lassitude the 
singers fell after their day's journey from Darwin to Bamyili by bus and truck 
and the heavy drinking they had enjoyed. 
At another time the session, held in commemoration of a recently deceased 
relative from Milingimbi Island was interrupted and this interruption caused a 
remarkable deviation of the normal order of presentation: the singers had 
started with the spiritual being Mere and then continued with Monsoon, Stringy 
Bark, Geganggie bird. Sugar Bag, Crow, the spirit Mewal and again Mere. After 
the break the singers carried on with toater, Bream Fish, Mud Cod, Possum and 
the bird Djudo-Djudo. Obviously the unwanted interruption had caused some 
confusion to which the unusual order of presentation was a reaction, but even 
then, it is interesting to see what order the singers chose to sing. Firstly 
the session began with the spiritual being Mere, a rather unusual starting 
point which is probably to be explained by the special reason of this gathering: 
the death of a relative. Mere is the spiritual being associated with the 
spirits of the dead and it is some such emphasis on a certain dreaming which 
gives a singing performance its specific character. Here Mere was sung twice, 
which, for example, is in contrast with singing sessions organized in preparation 
of or during the Maradjiri ceremonies. Then Mere is sung briefly or not at all, 
for this ceremony is concerned mainly with life and only incidentally with the 
theme of the death. 
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A second ramarkable point in this particular session was that after the 
interruption the singers gave part of the cycle in reverse order. This was the 
only example I know of in which singers followed the order usual in dancing 
performances. 
That a performance may flop completely was shown once when, after a day 
filled with Maradjiri activities, the Djinang decided to finish with a final 
presentation of their song cycle. Everybody felt rather tired, which was no 
surprise as all had been busy from ten o'clock in the morning till late at 
night with ceremonial activities such as bodydecoration and singing and 
dancing the themes of the tourgigandjar dreaming-cluster. Apart from the 
leading singer, a number of other people, who just had finished dancing, took 
part in the singing session and there was little agreement about what themes 
to sing and how many verses of each theme. 
They started with the song of the bird Djudo-Djudo (three verses) and 
Crow (one verse). Then they stopped because of a mistake in the order of 
presentation and decided to sing Djudo-Djudo bird again (one verse). This, too, 
appeared to have been mistakenly rendered and the singers decided to make a 
fresh start. They now sung Monsoon (one verse). Stringy Bark (six verses), the 
bird Geganggie (five verses), Djudo-Djudo (three verses) and Crow (seven 
verses). Again something went wrong as one singer continued with Crow, whereas 
the others tried to continue with Cabbage Palm.This was the end of the session 
as the participants at this stage were too tired to discuss again the desirable 
order in which the dreamings should be sung (AIAS tape A2774a). 
Such performances, however, were exceptional and in Table б I have tried 
to demonstrate this by showing a number of representative performances recorded 
during the Maradjiri ceremony at Bamyili Settlement, at a day when the Djinang 
were able to give their full attention to the songs (AIAS tapes A2770b, A2771a, 
A2771b and A2771b). 
As mentioned before the Djinang sometimes present a kind of summary of the 
song cycle by choosing one or more dreamings from each sub-cluster, or, should 
they prefer to sing just a few dreamings, present only some dreamings from one 
sub-cluster. Furthermore, there is the example of the Croker Island Maradjiri 
where the hosts, who were particularly found of the dances and songs devoted 
to Crow, sometimes would ask their Djinang guests to sing a few more verses 
of Crow as an encore. 
These examples show that in practise the singers feel free to vary their 
rendering according to the situation. With great skill and creativity they 
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Song sessions: 
1. Sugar Bag 2. 
Stringy Bark 
Crow 
Cabbage Palm 
Mud Cod 
Bream Fish 
Sugar Bag 3. Sugar Bag 
Stringy Bark 
Geganggie bird 
Crow 
Cabbage Palm 
Mud Cod 
Bream Fish 
Stringy Bark 
Geganggie bird 
Djudo-Djudo bird 
Crow 
Mud Cod 
(recorded on 8-1-1973 at Bamyili; sessions 2, 3 and 4 on tape 
AIAS respectively A2770ab, A2770b, A2771a, A2771b, A2772a). 
Dancing performances: 
1. Bream Fish 
Mud Cod 
Cabbage Palm 
Djudo-Djudo bird 
Geganggie bird 
Stringy Bark 
Crow 
2. Bream Fi 
Mud Cod 
Cabbage 
sh 3. 
Palm 
Djudo-Djudo 
Crow 
Stringy Bark 
Performance 1 recorded at Maningrida, 2-9-1973; tape A2963b. 
Performance 2 observed 
Performance 3 observed 
at Maningrida, 20-
at Croker Island, 
•11-1972. 
24.-5-1974. 
4. Sugar Bag 
Stringy Bark 
Geganggie 
Crow 
Mere (spirit) 
Mewal (spirit) 
Djudo-Djudo 
Possum 
Cabbage Palm 
Mud Cod 
Bream Fish 
, archive numbers 
Bream Fish 
Mud Cod 
Cabbage Palm 
Stringy Bark 
(short session) 
Table 6: Song and Dance Sessions. 
(examples of the order of presentation) 
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arrange the elements of the song cycle in such a way that few performances 
are really the same, yet, on nearly every occasion the performers comply 
9) largely with the rules underlying the structure of the song cycle '. 
4.4 The song cycles of related Sugar Bag clans. 
Having analysed the Wurgigandjar song cycle in its internal dynamical 
structure I now would like to pay attention to the relation which exists 
between this cycle and the song cycles of two other Marangu (Sugar Bag) 
clans. These clans are respectively to be found east of the Djinang clan 
estates among the Djambarbinggu-speaking people, and among the Burara-speakers 
to the north-west of the Djinang. Especially interesting is the association 
between the song cycle of the Wurgigandjar and the Ojambarbinggu-Marangu clan 
as both cycles show a great number of related themes, though the differences 
are important as well. Both groups have frequent ritual contact before and 
during the Maradjiri ceremony and exchanged song cycles at several occasions. 
Such gatherings do not take place between Burara-speaking Marangu clansmen and 
the Wurgigandjar, notwithstanding the fact that Djinang informants held the 
view that representatives of the Burara-Marangu should become involved in the 
Wurgigandjar Maradjiri ceremony. However, as things are now, the Djinang 
know much more about the Djambarbinggu Sugar Bag people and their dreamings 
than about the Sugar Ban clan of the Burara-speakers, which also had 
consequences for the information I was able to obtain with regard to the song 
cycles of these two related Sugar Bag clans. 
The relation between these Marangu dreaming-clusters is summarized 
in the following scheme: 
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(Burara) 
(Stringy Bark) 
(Sugar Bag) 
(Crow) 
(Devil-Devil, Mere) 
(Seabird, Gomólo) 
(Seabird, Djarag) 
(Salt Water Turtle) 
(Bream Fish) 
(North-west Monsoon, 
Bara) 
(Water, or Rain) 
Marangu clans 
Djinang 
Stringy Bark 
Sugar Bag, 
Honey Bee 
L i t t l e Bird 
Geganggie 
Crow, 
Spearstick 
(Madjalanggo) 
Devi l-Devi l 
{Mere/Mewat) 
Jungle-bird 
Djudo-Djudo 
Possum 
Cabbage Palm 
Mud Cod 
Bream Fish 
North-west Monsoon 
Bara 
Water, or 
Rain 
Djambarbinggu 
Stringy Bark 
Stringy Bark Flower 
Sugar Bag, 
Stable Fly 
Birds Wwnddj (green 
parrot) and Wivrijag. 
Crow, 
Spear 
(Ooa:ngul) 
Devil-Devil 
[Mere) 
Dilly Bag 
(Sa.-tji) 
Blanket Lizard 
Caterpillar 
Rainbow Snake 
South-east Clouds 
and Rains, Wulma 
Water, or 
Rain 
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The song cycle owned by the Djambarbinggu-speaking Marangu people ' 
starts with the dreamings connected with Sugar Bag and the dry gravel country. 
First comes Stringy Bark, but then an item is added which is absent from the 
Wurgigandjar Stringy Bark song, viz. Wurgi, the Stringy Bark Flower. As 
mentioned before the Djinang-Marangu are called after this flower: Wurgigandjar, 
a name given to them by the Djambarbinggu-Marangu, who sing about it. The 
Wurgigandjar Stringy Bark text puts more emphasis on the place where stringy 
bark trees stand, namely the red and dry gravel country, and on the way the 
wind tosses them. Then instead of the little bird Geganggie, the Djambarbinggu-
Marangu continue with two birds: Wuruidj and Wiwijag.The first is a little 
green parrot who eats stringy bark seeds. Why the second bird should appear 
is not clear to me, the only fact I learned being that Wiwijag installed the 
initiation ceremony for young men. Then follows Mere, here sometimes with the 
special name of Ganangalg-ngalg. Again he accompanies all the cluster's 
dreamings and acted creatively by singing the Djambarbinggu-Marangu song cycle. 
Sugar Bag comes next and is similar to the Wurgigandjar Sugar Bag. He came 
from Djambarbinggu country before he entered Djinang territory. Mere carried 
honey in a duly bag (ba:tji) which gives the theme for the next songs . This 
dilly bag is not mentioned in the Wurgigandjar text, which instead refers to 
a spoonstick {bongbere) with which Mere collected the honey and put it in his 
dilly bag. As in the case of Stringy Bark, each of these clans take a certain 
aspect of the subject or action involved and leave others to the fellow Marangu 
clan. 
To find honey Mere followed a Stable Fly called Nom Nom. This species or 
fly is related to honey: the Djinang informants said that this fly "uses sugar 
bag wax", and the fly's present is accordingly a sign that honey is about. This 
is another example of the way the two Marangu clans complement each other in 
their classification of species. The next dreamings are Crow and a spear 
(dja:ngul). The Wurgigandjar Crow text mentiones a spear but of another type 
(madjalango). In addition to collecting honey, the spiritual being Mere 
killed a blanket lizzard (midijuwa). This creature is the theme for the next 
song, followed by Rainbow Snake [wititj) and Caterpillar (djapalain).Thousands 
of the latter appear at a certain stage in the pré-wet season. 
With Rainbow Snake and Caterpillar the change towards the watergroup of 
dreamings is begun and the last two members of the cluster are Rai nel oud 
(djobwda), who come from the east and the south-east, and Rain or Water 
(walitjan). The clouds and rain come from the south-east (mima), whereas the 
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Wurgigandjar singing deals with the clouds"and rain from the north-west (bora). 
Concerning the dreaming-cluster of thé Burara-speaking Marangu people, 
Wurgigandjar informants told me that the spiritual being Mere went with Sugar 
Bag to Burara country, accompanied by stable flies and honey bees. Some other 
dreamings mentioned as belonging to the Burara-Marangu clan are Stringy Bark, 
Crow, two seabirds called Gomólo and Djarag, a saltwater turtle named Gariwa, 
Bream Fish, Monsoon and Rain or Water. Although this enumeration is most 
likely to be incomplete it shows again the move from land species towards 
waterspecies '. 
Sugar Bag and the dreamings accompanying him travel from Djambarbinggu 
country in the east to Djinang country and then westwards to Burara country. 
Wurgigandjar, who consider themselves in the middle of the Sugar Bag complex, 
take over the principles and dreamings of the Djambarbinggu-Marangu cluster 
but not in a way identical to that of their neighbours. 
On the one hand they omit some of the Djambarbinggu characters and 
replace them with their own dreamings who are mostly typical, but not exclusive, 
inhabitants of the Wurgigandjar country and have their dreaming place there. 
On the other hand, where they share dreamings with the Djambarbinggu-Marangu, 
they emphasize another facet of these dreamings. Thus the two clans fill each 
other "gaps" by adding complementary information. The same seems to happen 
when the Sugar Bag group of dreamings have finished their activities in 
Djinang country and travel to Burara places (See also note 9; this Chapter). 
Through this combination of similarities and differences each clan is a 
member of a larger aggregation, but has a distinctive identity within the 
system. This state of things is expressed in a popular saying of Marangu 
clansmen: "We are one company, but still different". 
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Notes Chapter 4 
1. I have observed several performances of the Dada, Wandjir and Maradjiri 
ceremonies. Information about the Bugabud and Doban ceremony was obtained 
through interviews. As these ceremonies, except the Maradjiri, are 
generally known in north-eastern and northern Arnhem Land, they have been 
described and analysed before by anthropologists. 
For further references to these rites see Chapter 7, note 1, page 184 . 
2. Of this song cycle I have recorded most sessions during the preparations 
and performances of the Maradjiri ceremony. 
3. In a series of lectures for ABC-Radio Stanner (1968: 44-5) described the 
relationship between an Aborigine and his country as follows: 
No English words are good enough to give a sense of the links between 
an aboriginal group and his homeland. Our word "home" warm and 
suggestive though it be, does not match the aboriginal word that may 
mean "camp", "hearth", "country", "everlasting home", "Totem place", 
"life source", "spirit centre" and much else all in one. Our word 
"land" is too spare and meagre. We can now scarcely use it except 
with economic overtones unless we happen to be poets. The aboriginal 
would speak of "earth" and use the word in a richly symbolical way 
to mean his "shoulder" or his "side". I have seen an aboriginal 
embrace the earth he walked on. To put our words "home" and "land" 
together in "homeland" is a little better but not much. A different 
tradition leaves us tongueless and earless towards this other world 
of meaning and significance. When we took what we call "land" we took 
what to them meant hearth, home, the source and locus of life, and 
everlastingness of spirit. At the same time it left each local band 
bereft of an essential constant that made their plan and code of 
living intelligible. 
4. This theme of the heavy wind breaking branches of certain trees is also 
mentioned by C.H. Berndt (1970: 1312-1313) in her discussion of the 
so-called Wudal cycle, a song cycle belonging to Djambarbinggu-speakers. 
This cycle, told by women, resembles the Wurgigandjar cycle and especially 
the dreaming-cluster of the Djambarbinggu-speaking Marangu clan 
(discussed in 4.4). 
5. By emphasizing this period of the seasonal cycle the Wudal cycle (see 
note 4) again resembles the Wurgigandjar cycle. The time referred to is 
the period when the grass is burnt down an the stringy bark flowers. 
C.H. Berndt (1970: 1313) pays some special attention to the wind in this 
time of the season, which is the "honeywind" coming from the southern 
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inland. I t is the time when 
new bees are starting to f l y but t h e i r wings are s t i l l s o f t , and 
when honey is flowing so p l e n t i f u l l y t h a t people must eat fas t to 
avoid waisting any. This wind, t h e r e f o r e , "belongs to the honey and 
the bees" ( Ib id) . 
C.H. Berndt concludes this paper on Monsoon and Honeywind with the remark 
that the north-west monsoon and the honeywind from the south are both 
dua, and in that as well as in c e r t a i n other respects they are the same. 
However they are also "d i f ferent" , in d i r e c t i o n , in force and in flood 
associations; and they are complementary, two facets of a to ta l pat tern, 
like for example male and female and dua and jiridja ( I b i d : 1325). 
During the Maradjiri ceremony the dreamings Sugar Bag and Geganggie-
bird are sometimes chosen as the main theme of a cer ta in performance. In 
that case the actors start that p a r t i c u l a r performance with e i ther 
dreamings. This detail wi l l be discussed i n the Chapters 5 and 6. 
Concerning the level of consciousness in r e l a t i o n to the many aspects 
of such cycles, C.H. Berndt (1970: 1317) points out that both cross-
references and some degree of i n t e r p r e t a t i o n are 
. . . . at level of conscious awareness, mostly they are not spelt out, 
or not spelt out except in a piecemeal way, i f only because they are 
assumed to be generally known, or a v a i l a b l e - again with provisos 
regarding age-sex status, soc io- reg iona l relevance and personal 
interest and abi l i ty , but the basic common groundwork is there. 
Stanner (1968:31) refers to th is ind isso lub le season-country relat ionship 
as the "mobile-rythmical mould" and describes the great impact of th is 
natural setting on the Aborigines as f o l l o w s : 
Water and food were d is t r ibu ted unevenly and people who l ived by 
hunting and foraging had to be mobile to surv ive . But both water and 
food usually had a seasonal d i s t r i b u t i o n too . Aboriginal l i f e thus 
had to be rythmical or patterned as wel l as mobile. They sensibly 
adapted weapons, chattels and the i n s t i t u t i o n of property to these 
basic conditions. In the same way, and wi th good sense, they shaped 
ordinary activit ies so as to accomodate to the mobile-rhythmical 
mould: meeting friends and r e l a t i v e s , conducting ceremonies, trading 
settl ing grievances, j o l l i f y i n g humdrum, and much else beside. The 
pattern of mobility and rhythm thus took on a premiai emotional 
and aesthetic appeal. I t seems to have been a law of aboriginal 
l i f e to embroider the unavoidable. I n t h i s t h e i r true humanity was 
well revealed. 
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What t h i s " m o b i l e - r h y t h m i c a l mould" means f o r an Aborigine is 
demonstrated by a D j i n a n g who has been able to w r i t e down some of his l i f e 
s t o r i e s . He pays f o r example a t t e n t i o n to a number of shelters they used 
t o b u i l d i n t h e o l d days and shows t h a t every type of shelter was 
a s s o c i a t e d w i t h a c e r t a i n s t a g e i n the seasonal cyc le. He also described 
how t h e i r nomadic p a t t e r n was determined by the rhythmical pattern of the 
seasonal c y c l e : 
I n the d r y season we walked t o the inland away from the coast. A l l 
the w a t e r h o l e s and b i l l a b o n g s were dry and people from the islands 
l i k e M i l i n g i m b i , who were v i s i t i n g re lat ives in the in land, were 
dy ing f o r w a t e r b u t we and the other h i l l country people knew how to 
g e t water f r o m t h e p a p e r b a r k t r e e . These trees stand near the 
b i l l a b o n g s o r swamps. When we c u t the f l a t part of the tree a l l 
countrymen can d r i n k t h e w a t e r j u i c e coming out of the t r e e . I t i s 
s a l t y w a t e r , n o t v e r y d e l i c i o u s but when you are dying for water you 
are g l a d t o d r i n k i t ( M i r r i t j i , 1976: 7- 11). 
The way the f i r s t w h i t e s e t t l e r s in northern Austra l ia must have 
experienced t h i s r h y t h m i c a l p a t t e r n o f mobi l i ty is conveyed touchingly by 
the words o f a n o v e l i s t : 
In Wet Season t h e r i v e r drove them (the s e t t l e r s - B.) into barren 
h i l l s i n which i t was i m p o s s i b l e to l i v e during the harsh Dry Season 
through l a c k o f w a t e r . ( ) In fact as the f i r s t s e t t l e r s saw 
i t , the whole f a s t t e r r i t o r y seemed never to be anything for long 
b u t e i t h e r a swamp d u r i n g t h e Wet Season or a hard-baked desert 
d u r i n g t h e d r y . D u r i n g t h e seven months of a normal Dry Season never 
d i d a drop o f r a i n f a l l and r a r e l y did a cloud appear. Fierce suns 
and harsh h o t w inds soon d r i e d up the lavished moisture. I t was 
beginn ing t o l o o k as though t h e land i t s e l f was h o s t i l e to anyone 
but the c a r e f r e e nomads t o whom the Lord gave i t (Xavier 
H e r b e r t ' s Caprioormia, pages 1 and 2 ) . 
For s c i e n t i f i c a c c o u n t s o f t h e seasonal cycle in Arnhem Land see f . e 
Warner, 1937/58: 379- 82 and H i a t t , 1965: 3-5. 
9. Apart f rom t h e many r e f e r e n c e s t o t h e clan's country and the seasonal 
c y c l e the s o n g t e x t o f one o f t h e dreamings pays also some attent ion t o 
another c y c l e , namely t h e day and n i g h t cycle. The verses of the dreaming 
Water mention s e v e r a l s t a g e s between nighttime and the f i r s t morning l i g h t . 
The t e x t r e f e r s t o t h e dead o f n i g h t (mundjadjine) when there is no l i g h t 
except f o r the s t a r s o f t h e M i l k y Way. Then reference is made to a time 
d e s c r i b e d as " n i g h t t i m e , b u t c l o s e t o sunrise" (wuradal'njana), and to 
s u n r i s e , when " t h e f i r s t m o r n i n g l i g h t is coming" (Ъега'ЪегасЦгпе). 
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A comparison with Berndt's description of the Wudal cycle (1970: 
1311-15), which belongs to a Djambarbinggu-speaking clan, learns that this 
cycle refers to sunset when the sky is red and the night is falling. If 
this cycle does belong to the Djambarbinggu Sugar Bag clan - and the 
many resemblances between the Djambarbinggu-Sugar Bag cycle I collected 
and this Wudal cycle suggest that such an assumption is likely - then 
this information would fit in the point I discuss in 4.4, namely that 
Sugar Bag clans complement each other in their classification of phenomena. 
In this case it means that both clans deal with one aspect of the day and 
night cycle: the Wurgigandjar with sunrise and the Djambarbinggu-Sugar 
Bag clan with sunset. In 4.4 some more example of such a "complementary 
classification" among ritually related Sugar Bag clans will be given. 
10. I have been able to attend two song sessions of the Djambarbinggu-
speaking Sugar Bag people and was invited to tape the second performance 
(AIAS tape A1964ab and A2965a). The morning after this recording I 
analysed the themes of this Djambarbinggu-Sugar Bag song cycle with the 
help of a Djinang informant and one of the Djambarbinggu singers. 
The order described here is according the order of presentation of 
the recorded session. 
11. I have put the Burara cluster between brackets because the information 
about their dreamings could not be obtained through tape recordings of 
the corresponding song cycle, or through interviews with the people 
involved. Details of the Burara-Sugar Bag dreamings presented here were 
given to me by Wurgigandjar informants, who did not have as much knowledge 
about this cluster as they had about Djambarbinggu-Marangu dreamings. In 
the meantime I learnt from L.R. Hiatt (personal communication 3-11-1975) 
that one of the dreamings of the Burara-Marangu cluster, Seabird (Gomólo) 
is Jiridja, so it could not belong to this clan as Marangu clans belong to 
the Dua moiety. Furthermore the Burara would not allow Water as a Dua 
dreaming. 
Notwithstanding these uncertainties regarding the exact composition 
of the Burara-Marangu cycle I present it here, firstly because Wurgigandjar 
informants think the Burara-Marangu classify their dreamings this way, 
secondly I am convinced that despite the inadequate presentation here this 
cluster too is composed according to the same logical principles which 
underly the Wurgigandjar dreaming cluster. 
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Chapter 5 
THE DANCES 
In addition to the myths and songs the dances from a third medium through 
which the dreamings of the Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster can be expressed. 
By means of traditionally transmitted stylized dances the actors re-enact the 
important Dreamtime exploits of their clan heroes, thus following up the 
instructions of what they usually call "our Dreaming" (Sugar Bag). This Being 
showed how to sing and dance and in this way created the natural species 
and phenomena which now belong to the Wurgigandjar clan. 
In the Maradjiri ceremony eight of the thirteen Wurgigandjar dreamings 
are danced, the remaining five,which are less important in this ceremony, 
appear only in the many song performances organized before and during the 
Maradjiri. In this respect an essential difference becomes manifest between 
the way in which the songs on the one hand and a number of dances on the other 
hand function in a Wurgigandjar clan ceremony. The song cycle, which in 
principle consists of all dreamings of the Wurgigandjar cluster, is presented 
many times in any clan ceremony and does not exclusively belong to one particular 
ceremony. A series of dances of a particular Wurgigandjar ceremony, however, 
does not comprise all the dreamings of the cluster but consist of a carefully 
selected group of dreamings which differs for every ceremony, and it is from 
such a selection of a certain number of dreamings - and the omission of others -
that a clan ceremony such as the Maradjiri derives its definite character. The 
Wandjir purification ceremony, for example, selects especially the dreaming 
Crow upon which, by means of a number of Crow dances, great emphasis is placed. 
This is in accordance with the post-burial character of Wandjir, as Crow is, at 
least in public ceremonies, the being within the Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster 
mostly associated with death. In the Maradjiri, a ceremony of a quite different 
nature, another selection of themes is made, a selection of eight dreamings 
which together compose what I shall call the Maradjiri dance cycle. This cycle 
is, as contrasted with the song cycle, exclusive to this ceremony and through 
it the distinctiveness of the Maradjiri among the other Wurgigandjar clan 
ceremonies becomes obvious. In the present chapter I shall describe and analyse 
the dances of the eight dreamings the Wurgigandjar have chosen for the Maradjiri 
ceremony. 
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5.1 The dreamings composing the Haradjiri dance cycle. 
Because of this selection of dreamings to be danced in a particular ceremony, 
such as the Maradjiri, one may speak of a hierarchy among the dreamings of the 
Wurgigandjar cluster. Of course this hierarchy is not an absolute but a relative 
one since the central dreamings of the one ceremony may be of little importance 
for another ritual, depending on the character of the ceremony in question: the 
main dreamings of the Maradjiri do not feature as such in the Hollow Log ceremony, 
whereas rfandjir and Bugabud (exhumation of bones) on their turn emphasize other 
themes again. 
The hierarchy of Wurgigandjar dreamings in the Maradjiri appears from two 
principles: firstly from the distinction, already mentioned above, between the 
dreamings which are selected for the Maradjiri dance cycle and the ones which 
are omitted; and secondly from a differentiation which exists within the 
selected dreamings between important and less important dreamings. 
The first principle results in the choice of the following eight dreamings, 
which together compose the Maradjiri dance cycle: Sugar Bag, Stringy Bark, the 
bird Geganggie, Crow, the bird Djudo-Djudo, Cabbage Palm, Mud Cod and Bream 
Fish. The remaining dreamings, being the spirits Mere and Mewal, Possum, Monsoon 
and Water, are only represented in the many song performances organized before 
and during the Maradjiri, and even then are not sung as frequently as the eight 
more typical Maradjiri dreamings '. The absence of the spirit Mere as a dance 
might seem contradictory to the previous given description of its importance for 
the Wurgigandjar clan (see 3.2), however it is not since Mere, when featuring in 
song and dance, is associated with the spirits of the dead and as such of less 
importance for the Maradjiri. Mere in his role of Cult Hero (the First Sugar 
Bag man, the "One who organized it all"), from which the dreaming Sugar Bag 
seems to be a transformation, is embodied by the Songman of the Wurgigandjar 
clan who accompanies every dance with the sacred words and rythms originally 
created by Mere in this capacity. As such Mere is the ever-present dreaming 
in the ceremonies of the Wurgigandjar. 
The second principle, through which the hierarchy among the dreamings of 
the Maradjiri becomes further specified, is to be found within the eight 
dreamings of the dance cycle, where a distinction exists between elaborate and 
simple dances. The criterion upon which this distinction is based is the 
complexity of the choreography of the dances. The more important Maradjiri 
dreamings are danced in an elaborate way, a splendid combination of songs, mime 
and theatrical enactments. Such elaborate dances, which average about ten minutes 
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per dance, are performed for the dreamings Sugar Bag and Bream and the birds 
Geganggie and Crow. They form the central themes of the Maradjiri. 
In contrast to the elaborate dances are the dancing patterns which are of 
a much simpler nature. These simpler performances take only as long as one verse 
of a song, which Is approximately fifty to sixty seconds. The pattern of these 
simple dances is basically the same for every dreaming: the actors dance towards 
the Songman, return to their point of departure and come forward to the Songman 
once more. This then is repeated several tines, depending on the number of verses 
the Songman chooses to sing for a particular dreaming. On this basic pattern a 
number of variations are created, variations which differ according to the 
dreaming to be performed. 
Now, every one of the four important Maradjiri dreamings is danced in an 
elaborate performance, which is immediately followed by a number of simple 
dances of that same dreaming, whereas the less important dreamings of the 
Maradjiri dance cycle, being Stringy Bark, the bird Djudo-Djudo, Cabbage Palm 
2) 
and Mud Cod, are only performed as a simple dance '. This division within the 
Maradjiri dance cycle between central and simple themes is shown in Figure 5: 
Figure 5: 
MARADJIRI DANCE CYCLE 
(eight dreamings) 
CENTRAL THEMES ^ SIMPLE THEMES 
elaborate and simple dances : 
7. Sugar Bag 
2. Geganggie bird 
3. Crow 
4. Bream Fish 
simple dances only : 
5. Stringy Bark 
6. the bird Djudo-Djudo 
7. Cabbage Palm 
8. Mud Cod 
Central and simple themes in the Maradjiri dance cycle. 
For example a Sugar Bag performance consists of an elaborate dance and a 
number of dances of the simple pattern, however a dreaming such as the bird 
Djudo-Djudo, not one of the central themes in the Maradjiri, is only presented 
by a series of simple dances. 
Related with this division is the body decoration of the actors involved: 
only in the case of elaborate dances are bodydesigns and other decoration used. 
An exception to this rule is the Crow dance, for which the actors only use 
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black with white dots 
SUGAR BAG 
body painted white 
BREAM FISH 
\ 
bundle of 
twigs 
black with 
yellow ochre 
and white dots 
(two variations) 
BIRD GEGANGGIE BARA ( women only I 
COLOURS : 
body : reddish brown, 
designs : ι ι white, тиимпипм yellow ochre, 
painted white 
reddish brown, black 
Figure 6: Body designs in the Maradjiri 
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white ochre. This, however, is explicable since the elaborate Crow dance of the 
Maradjiri deals explicitly with the theme of death, 
The bodydesigns of the other three central Maradjiri themes are shown in 
Figure 6. 
5.2 The ceremonial ground. 
In the time preceding a Maradjiri ceremony several dance performances are 
organized in the Djinang camp at Maningrida, in which case the dances are 
carried out near the house of one of the Djinang where an improvised ceremonial 
ground has been made. During the actual Maradjiri ceremony, when the Djinang 
are the guests of the people who had asked for this rite, the ceremonial ground 
usually is situated on the outskirts of the hosts' village. 
In contrast with the ceremonial grounds of the secret rituals ' such as 
the JabUduruwa and Gunabibi, the dancing place of the Maradjiri, or "ringplace" 
as the Djinang call it in English, is a very simple one. It is just a plot of 
ground of approximately fifteen metres long and ten metres wide, which has been 
cleared of grass, scrub and stones, whereupon the place is levelled and swept 
with a broom to make its surface as smooth as possible. No designs or decorations 
are made. 
The positions of the participants are as follows: the male actors make use 
of the entire ceremonial ground to perform the various dances, whereas the 
female dancers, being the wives, daughters and sisters of the Wurgigandjar men, 
stay at the edge of the dancing ground where they perform their version of the 
dances in question. The Songman and didgeridoo-player sit down in front of the 
dancers (Figure 7). 
The observed number of male dancers varied on an average from eight to 
twelve, that of female dancers from three to five. These numbers were larger 
when the children of the Djinang were brought into the ceremony as novices. 
This happened regularly during the performances I was able to observe. 
The Songman ' of the Wurgigandjar clan is always C2 (see 2.2), the 
"Number One Boss" for the Maradjiri and other clan ceremonies. Occasionally 
one or two of the Wurgigandjar dancers may, when tired of dancing assist him. 
The dances in the following sections are described from the point of view of 
the Songman, so that the terms "left", "right", "backwards", "forwards" etcetera 
are the positions as the Songman sees them. Furthermore I shall, when the 
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edge of / 
ceremonial ground 
male dancers 
(starting points) 
ft t 
f a female 
ftâ d a n c e r e 
i l l songman Dklgeridoo-player f a f ft 
»ffllllllllflllllHltMlflHlM 
spectators • • • • • • a • • • specato,, 
Figure 7: Ceremonial ground. 
roles of particular dancers have to be specified, consider him as Ego. Two 
relatives of special importance are Younger Brother (YB), who acts as the leading 
dancer, and Sister's Son (ZS), who occasionally also plays a special role in 
the dances. For analytical purposes the dances, the elaborate as well as the 
simple ones, have been divided in scenes, however it should be kept in mind 
that in reality every dance forms a complete whole, which is performed without 
a break. No special attention will be paid to the dancing patterns of the women 
as I have found it impossible to observe properly their complicated and very 
stylized movements of feet, legs, arms, hands and head. They perform certain 
subtle variations for every dreaming, which will be mentioned in so far as 
possible. The abbrevations SM and DP in the following Figures stand for Songman 
ano Didgeridoo-player respectively. 
5
·3 The dances of the four central Maradjiri themes. 
The dances of the central themes Sugar Bag, Bream Fish and the birds 
Geganggie and Crow are twofold: first the actors perform an elaborate dance of 
one of these dreamings, and then continue, after a short break, with several 
dances of what I have called the simple pattern of such a dreaming. 
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5.3.1 §ugar_Bagi 
scene a. 
The leading dancer, YB, lines up the actors in such a way that they stand one 
after another and face the Songman, who in the meantime has started with the 
first verses of the Sugar Bag song. The actors sing out:"ooooh ooooh 
rnrnm....mmmm ooooh...." etcetera, thus imitating the sound of the honey bees 
which they enact. Their feet move up and down slowly and they do not leave the 
spot where they have been lined up. Next the leading dancers starts running 
around the line of actors. At this stage the position of the actors is as follows: 
-'""Г^ 
' ' '
 ч
^ 
\ 1У 
t " ι 
sm dp 
Figure 8: Sugar Bag, elaborate dance, scene a. 
scene b. 
Now two men, the leading dancer YB and his ZS, come forward and start dividing 
the line of actors into two part, the one half moves to the left, the other 
to the right. This division is carried out by ZS, whereas YB watches and gives 
instructions. The former uses a ceremonial stick, called balaidj with which he 
gently pushes the actors alternately to the left and right until the division 
into two groups is accomplished. The position of the actors is: 
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« f 
I i 
YBff tzs 
• f 
sm dp 
Figure 9: Sugar Bag, elaborate dance, scene b. 
The dancers still face the Songman, except YB and ZS who look at the two 
groups of actors. During all these activities the actors keep producing a humming 
sound and simultaneously move their feet up and down, while the Songman 
accompanies the performance constantly with the verses of the Sugar Bag Song. 
scene с 
The two parts are formed into one line again and the position of all actors is 
as in Figure 8, scene a. Now the leading dancer YB swings a ceremonial stick 
to the left and the right, an action resembling the way a baseball player 
tries to strike the ball with his club. Simultaneously the line of actors bends 
over to the left and right too. YB sings out a number of names, among which are 
the names of several wind directions such as djimoro (east), lunggurma (north­
east), bara (north-west). The leading dancer,still in front of the actors and 
facing them, dances towards the line of actors until he is close to the first 
man in the line, ZS. He then beats the ceremonial stick against a similar stick 
held fast by ZS and the line of actors start slowly bending over to one side -
a kind of slow-motion action - until they are lying on the ground. Only the 
leading dancer is still on his feet. 
The situation is now: 
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Figure 10: 
v У 
/ 
J 
running around 
Л 
\ 
«4 
1 
sm 
'£ 
; 
І ^ 
* 
i ^ Z S 
Sugar Bag. elaborate dance, scene с 
N 
\ 
\ 
1 
1 
/ 
/ 
У 
\ 
dp 
scene d. 
In the next stage of this elaborate Sugar Bag dance the actors jump back to 
their feet and, headed by the leading dancer run spirally around ZS who joins 
the dancing party as last man. This action is as follows: 
Figure 11: 
\ "F / 
t ' 
^JLX-' 
t 1 
sm dp 
Sugar Bag. elaborate dance, scene d. 
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scene е. 
From this position everybody returns towards the initial point of departure 
(scene a) at the opposite end of the ceremonial ground. Here the actors quickly 
line up again, however this time not behind one another as they did in the scenes 
a, b and c, but side by side: 
f t f f t t f t f f f f f a l l t h e actors, including YB and ZS. 
! '"> 
О О Ш О О Ш «"Ιposftion 
I t 
sni dp 
Figure 12: Sugar Bag, elaborate dance, scene e. 
In this formation the actors dance towards the Songman, their bodies a 
little bit sideways while making chopping movements with their right hands; 
palm of the hand downwards. At the same time they sing out a series of names 
which all are related to Sugar Bag ("they all belong to Sugar Bag"): Djareware, 
Margololo, Marihuana (see also Appendix, Song III: Sugar Bag). Having arrived 
at the Songman's place the actors return again to repeat the same action once 
more. Then they finish in front of the Songman, facing him. With this scene the 
elaborate part of the Sugar Bag performance is ended. It has taken between 
eight and ten minutes of uninterrupted actions to perform it. 
Djinang explanation. 
The dancers represent the honey bees, whereas the Songman and the leading dancer 
YB both play the part of Cult Hero '. In the Dreamtime this Cult Hero (Sugar 
Bag or First Sugar Bag Man) came from the east, from the Marangu (Sugar Bag) 
country of the Djambarbinggu-speaking people, and brought with him a constantly 
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increasing number of honey bees (scene a). When he arrived in the Wurgigandjar 
territory he divided the bees into two parts, which became Nongere and 
Guragngere, at present being the two segments from which the Wurgigandjar clan 
is composed (see 2.2). This division is danced in scene b. 
Being divided in this way the bees were going to find themselves a home, 
which became the stringy bark tree. In the hollow interior of these trees they 
started producing honey: first they flew to the flowers of the bush - especially 
the flowers of the stringy bark trees - to collect the nectar and then turned 
to their "homes" where they made the honey. The Cult Hero, who was looking for 
wild honey all the time, followed the bees when they returned to their stringy 
bark trees and learnt thus where to find the honey (sugar bag). 
Next he chopped down one of the trees to collect the honey, an action 
which is imitated in the Sugar Bag dance (scene c) by YB, who beats the 
ceremonial stick against a similar stick held fast by ZS. And as the stringy 
bark tree fell when chopped down by the Cult Hero, so the actors, who now have 
been transformed into the stringy bark tree, start also falling down to one 
side. 
When the actors jump back to their feet (scene d) and dance to the Songman, 
they all imitate with their hands those chopping movements, thus repeating 
the act of the Cult Hero when he showed for the first time how to find and 
collect honey. 
Having finished the elaborate Sugar Bag dance the actors, Songman and 
Didgeridoo-player take a couple of minutes rest before continuing the Sugar 
Bag performance with some repetitive scenes of what I have called the simple 
pattern of dancing ': 
Dance 1, scene a. 
When the Songman starts with the first verse of the Sugar Bag song, the dancers 
line up and stride from the right side of the ceremonial ground clockwise to 
the left side. Again their hands make chopping movements: 
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scene b. 
From there they form one line, and side by side they dance in a fast tempo 
towards the Songman, while in the meantime imitating the Cult Hero's act of 
chopping down a stringy bark tree. Then they dance back again to the point of 
departure to return to the Songman once more. This scene is as follows: 
M i l l t t · t « 
I / · 
I I 
dp 
Figure 14: Sugar Bag, first simple dance, scene b. 
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Now the first of the simple Sugar Bag dances is finished; the actors walk 
back to the other side of the ceremonial ground and take a short break. 
Dance 2, scene a. 
This scene is the opposite of scene a. of the f i r s t simple dance (Figure 13): 
again the actors dance half a c i r c l e , however this time they start on the l e f t 
side and move anti-clockwise towards the right end of the ceremonial ground. 
This scene is as follows: 
Figure 15: 
start 
ι 
ft ft 
sm dp 
Sugar Bag, second simple dance, scene a. 
scene b. 
This scene is similar to scene b. of the first simple Sugar Bag dance, visualized 
in Figure 14. 
Dance 3. 
Having performed the two dances in which opposed semi-circles ' are depicted, 
the actors conclude their Sugar Bag performance with a number of dances such as 
described in scene b. of the first simple dance (Figure 14). They dance towards 
the Songman, return and stride forwards to the Songman once more. In the 
meantime they keep making chopping movements with their right hand and sing out 
a number of names for Sugar Bag (see also scene е., elaborate Sugar Bag dance, 
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page 99). alternated with sounds without a special meaning such as "ssss.... 
ssss ssss " and "heeee....heeee....heeee ". 
They may perform several such dances, but as these actions are carried 
out at the end of a quite long and demanding Sugar Bag performance the number 
of dances is mostly limited to two or three. During the Maradjiri at Croker 
Island, for example, there was a total of five simple Sugar Bag dances: two 
dances with the opposed semi-circies and three according to the pattern 
described here under Dance 3. The whole Sugar Bag performance, elaborate and 
simple dances, takes between fifteen and twenty minutes. 
5.3.2 Ib§_!?ir<LC§9?Q99i?i 
The elaborate dance of the bird Geganggie is a remarkable performance 
which differs from all the other dances in that it is not carried out at the 
ceremonial ground but presented as a dancing-tour of the village of the 
Maradjiri receiving group. A second notable point is the practical nature of 
this elaborate dance: the actors perform the Geganggie dances alternately in 
front of several houses, from which the occupants are supposed to put gifts 
in the dilly bags fastened to the actor's shoulders. The main purpose of this 
elaborate part of the Geganggie-bird dance seems to be the collection of food, 
tobacco, cigarettes and money in return for a good show. The dance as such 
has no reference to the Maradjiri mythology, except for the generally accepted 
datum that the instructions for this performance also come from "Our Dreaming". 
scene a. 
The actors, who have attached a bundle of leafy twigs to both their shoulders 
as an imitation of the bird's wings, start with a first performance next to 
the shade (ceremonial hut) outside the village where they have been busy for 
hours decorating one another's bodies. The dance they perform here for the 
first time will be repeated several times in front of the houses of the 
community which is going to receive the Maradjiri pole. The choreography of this 
scene is as follows: the actors form two groups, equally large, who face 
each other. They sit on their heels and imitate the sound of the bird in 
question: "glu glu glu....". 
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scene b. 
Next the actors are going to reverse their positions. The ones on the left 
move to the right side while simultaneously the other group dances to the 
left: 
Figure 17: 
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This action is carried out twice, whereby the dancers move forward in a 
"crouching" position. All the time they imitate the sounds and movements of 
Geganggie-bird, while the Songman sings the verses of the Geganggie Song 
(see Appendix, Song VII). 
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This basic pattern of the elaborate Geganggie dance will be performed a 
number of times, all at different places. First the male actors proceed towards 
a small shade which is used by the Djinang women and located some thirty 
metres from the men's shade. There they repeat the Geganggie dance(Figures 16 
and 17) for the women, who are sitting down in front of their shade. As soon 
as the dancing begins the women start crying, a phenomenon which occurs several 
times during the Maradjiri ceremony and for which a number of explanations 
are given: 
- "we are worried for the Maradjiri we leave behind here"; 
- "it makes us think of all the dead (Wurgigandjar) people"; 
- "we are worrying for (names of two Wurgigandjar men) who are at 
Maningrida and cannot come to us" (explanation noted down during the 
Maradjiri at Bamyili). 
Next the actors walk to the village where this Geganggie dance will be 
repeated in front of the various houses in which members of the Maradjiri 
receiving group are living. During these performances one of the Djinang men, 
painted white for this occasion, collects the gifts of the occupants to put 
these in the dilly bags fastened to the shoulders of the dancers. Having 
performed one dance the actors, accompanied by a rapidly growing number of 
spectators, walk to another house in front of which the next performance is 
given. While going from one place to another the Songman and the actors 
imitate the sound of the bird Geganggie. This dancing-tour of the village 
ends at the ceremonial ground where the Djinang are going to perform a series 
of simple Geganggie performances. 
After a short rest the actors start with the simple dances, the pattern 
of which resembles Dance 3 of the simple Sugar Bag performance (see page 102-103): 
the actors dance towards the Songman, dance back again to their initial point 
of departure and return to the Songman once more (Figure 18). 
YB, again the leading dancer, dances a few steps ahead of the others and 
acts as a kind of conductor who sets the movements to be made. With their 
arms the dancers imitate the flying Geganggie-bird and also sing out the 
sounds of these birds, already mentioned before. Occasionally they make a 
hissing noise:"ssss ssss ssss " etcetera, which can be heard in several 
simple dances of the Maradjiri. The number of these simple Geganggie dances 
usually varies between three and five. 
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Figure 18 : Geganggie, pattern of simple dances. 
5.3.3 Çrow. 
The Crow performance gives expression to the theme of the death. The 
elaborate dance of Crow concentrates on a dead body and the activities of a 
number of crows discovering the corpse: 
scene a. 
Before the actors line up at the other end of the dancing ground, they sing 
together with the Songman some verses of the Crow Song to get the right 
atmosphere. Thereupon one of the actors, or, as occured several times during 
the Maradjiri ceremony, one of the Wurgigandjar children (a son of the owners 
of this rite) lies down on his back in front of the Songman, impersonating 
a dead body. 
The actors, who represent a group of Crows, sit on their heels at the 
opposite end of the ceremonial ground. One of them, YB, detaches from the group 
and moves on his heels towards the corpse, in the meantime imitating the walk 
of a crow and it's call: "wag wa::::g; wag wa::::g etcetera. He 
approaches the body very cautiously and his motions resemble the behaviour 
of crows, which also move around a desired object warily before taking action. 
With his forefinger - representing the beak of Crow - the actor then 
touches the flesh of the corpse in front of him several times, whereafter he 
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imitates the pecking motions of a crow eating carrion. The other actors stay 
behind and watch the activities of their leading dancer. They too mimic the 
bird's call and movements. The positions of the dancers at this stage of the 
dance is as follows: 
Figure 19: 
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Crow, elaborate dance, scene a. 
•scene b. 
The leading dancer returns to the others, who still herd together at the other 
end of the dancing ground, and then leads the group to the corpse. They walk 
on their heels and keep their bodies bent, whereby the call of the bird is 
mimicked constantly. Having arrived at the corpse they move around it and with 
their forefinger imitate the pecking motions of crows eating. While walking 
on their heels, they hunch up their shoulders and keep their arms somewhat 
behind their backs. The position of the dancers is as follows: 
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Figure 20: Crow, elaborate dance, scene b. 
scene e. 
Now the actors turn round the corpse several times, whereupon all the men, 
including the actor who has impersonated the dead body, jump to their feet 
and start dancing together. They dance to the other end of the ceremonial 
ground and from there back again to the Songman. During this action, which 
is the final one of the elaborate Crow dance and, as it were, a prelude to 
a number of simple Crow dances, the actors rub their hands constantly and 
make a hissing sound: "sssss sssss sssss ", etcetera. When they 
finish in front of the Songman they yell "wa:::::g - wag !!" once more and 
then walk back to take a short rest before continuing with the simple Crow 
dances. The performance has taken between five and eight minutes. This final 
scene of the elaborate Crow dance looks as follows: 
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Figure 21: Crow, elaborate dance, scene с. 
Djinang explanation 
In the Dreamtime Crow and his travelling companions smelt decaying flesh and 
soon they found a dead body lying on the ground. Crow (the leading Crow or 
"the number one boss") went first to investigate the object, while the others 
kept at a short distance. With his beak he touched the body several times 
before returning to his mates. Then the whole party, with Crow walking in front, 
went to the corpse and ate some of its flesh. Afterwards they turned round 
the corpse several times, an action constantly accompanied by the songs of 
the Cult Hero (represented by the Songman) and this combination of songs and 
dances somehow seems to have brought back life into the dead one who then 
joined the others in a dance. 
Having enjoyed a short rest with a chat and a smoke the dancers continue 
the Crow performance with a number of short simple dances. These simple dances 
take about one minute each, which corresponds with the length of one verse 
of the Crow Song. Usually the Djinang perform about four or five of these 
dances. On one occasion, however, they danced no less than twelve simple Crow 
dances. This happened one night during the Maradjiri ceremony at Croker Island, 
where the hosts were particularly fond of the Crow performances and asked 
for twelve short dances, a request to which the Djinang agreed (see also 
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6.3.1, Case 7). I have chose to describe these twelve simple dances here as 
it is interesting I think to observe how in such a case the Djinang create a 
number of variations in the basic pattern of this type of dances; variations 
which mostly are omitted when, as usual, only four or five simple Crow dances 
are performed. 
Dance 1 and 2. 
The actors dance towards the Songman whereby they rub their hands and make 
hissing sounds (see also scene c , elaborate Crow dance, page 108).The leading 
dancer, YB, strides around them in an anti-clockwise direction. From the 
Songman they dance back to their point of departure and return to the Songman 
once more: 
Figure 22: Crow. 
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end second simple dance. 
Dance 3. 
The same as the first two dances, except that this time the leading dancer 
runs around the actors clockwise: 
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Figure 23: Crow, third simple dance. 
Dance 4. 
Now the leading dancer runs twice around the actors, first anti-clockwise, 
then clockwise: 
Figure 24 : Crow, 
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fourth simple dance-
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Dance 5. 
The actors return to their starting point and are going to sit on their heels. 
In this position they move slowly forward and copy the call of crows, thus 
resembling a group of crows walking around. Half way they jump up and dance 
forward to the Songman in the usual way, whereby two actors, YB and ZS, dance 
ahead of the others. They all rub their hands while dancing: 
Figure 25: Crow, fifth simple dance 
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Dances 6, 7 and 8. 
Are the same as Dance 5. 
Dance 9 and 10. 
The actors start dancing forward very fast, running as it were. Then halfway 
across the ceremonial ground they suddenly slacken their pace and from there 
continue in the usual tempo to the Songman. The actors have changed their 
"wag wa::::g" - call of the previous four dances into the hissing noise: 
"sssss sssss sssss "etcetera. 
Dance 11. 
The same as Dance 4, see Figure 24. The leading dancer YB strides around the 
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others, however this time first clockwise and then anti-clockwise. 
Dance 12. 
The same as Dance 11, except that this time there are two leading dancers, 
both YB. The one moves around the group clockwise and the other anti-clockwise. 
From the description given above it is obvious again that the choreography 
of these simple dances consists of a great number of opposite movements. This 
was also shown in Figure 13 and 15 (simple Sugar Bag dances) and will furthermore 
appear from a number of simple dances to be described in the fortcoming 
sections. 
A characteristic feature of the elaborate and simple Crow dances is that 
the actors rub their hands. I was not able to find out about the meaning of 
this action ("oh well, that's how we do" is the answer most likely to such kind 
of questions) but a possible explanation might be that this frequent act of 
the Crow dances, both elaborate and simple, is an expression of the indigenous 
way of making fire, or at least is related to it. There are some indications 
suggesting such a relation. First there is the resemblance between these 
rubbing motions and the traditional use of the firestick, which is rubbed between 
the hands in a similar way. Secondly there is mythological as well as ritual 
evidence supporting this assumption as both in myth and rite Crow is repeatedly 
connected with fire and smoke '. It is said, for example, that Crow's present 
domicile is a "cloudplace", a nebula of stars in the southern sky which indeed 
resembles a cloud, and that this cloud is the smoke of a fire Crow is making. 
Then there also are ritual activities which connect the dreaming Crow with 
smoke and fire. This is, amongst others, the case with the Maradjiri preparations 
when the pole is turned around in a fire "to make him straight" (this activity 
will be discussed in detail in 6.2.2). The Djinang accompany this activity 
with songs and some short dances of Crow. In the Dada ceremony, a post-burial 
rite, the Djinang sing Crow songs and imitate the bird's call when the belongings 
of a recently dead person are thrown into a fire and the performers as well as 
the bystanders are ritually cleansed with the smoke from that fire. 
5.3.4 Bream_Fishi 
Bream Fish is the fourth elaborate dreaming of the Maradjiri ceremony. The 
Djinang name for the fish in question is wurdebal and their translation Bream 
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Fish is not an accurate one as they apply this English name very generally to 
several kinds of fish. As the English or Latin terminology is unknown to me I 
shall follow the Djinang in using the name "Bream Fish" on the understanding 
that this translation is only a vague description of the being referred to 
as wurdebal. 
A typical feature of the elaborate Bream Fish dance is the presence of a 
greater number of children than in any other dance of the Maradjiri. This is 
perhaps because in this Bream Fish dance the infants are able to play an easy 
part, whereas the other dances offer no such opportunity. Together with their 
fathers the boys play enthusiastically the role of fish to be caught, whereas 
the girls assist the adult women who also play a certain part in this elaborate 
dance. 
A further characteristic of the Bream Fish dance is the presence of an 
angler and fishing gear, which consists of a long wooden stick serving as 
fishing rod, to which a rope and "bait" (a piece of paperbark) have been attached. 
The female dancers, who play an active role in this elaborate dance, carry dilly 
bags to put the fish in. 
scene a. 
The actors, including the (male) children, form a row and walk slowly towards 
the angler, who stands in front of the Songman and faces the actors. The 
leading dancer YB, heading the group, holds a roll of paperbark in his hands. 
All the dancers imitate the movements of fish swimming cautiously to the bait. 
With bended knees they dance slowly forwards, thereby keeping their eyes fixed 
on the bait which the angler throws at them. During this and the following 
actions the dancers call out at short intervals the sounds characteristic of this 
dance, being "dip....a-dip a-dip...."etcetera. The position of the actors at 
this stage is: 
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Figure 2 6 : Bream Fish,elaborate dance, scene в. 
scene b. 
As the dancers come closer the angler throws the bait again at the first man 
of the row, YB, who pretends to bite. However, instead, he suddenly jumps as 
high as he can, dances back and falls in behind the others. Next come the children, 
who put the piece of paperbark (the bait) in their mouth, thus imitating fish 
caught by an angler. The latter "throws" them ashore in that he directs the 
children, as it were hanging on his fishing line, to the right side of the 
ceremonial ground. There they lie down and shake their bodies like fish do when 
they just have been thrown ashore. 
Some of the adult actors follow the example of the children and put the 
fishing line in their mouth.whereas others act as their leading dancer: they 
only pretend to bite, jump up and dance back to repeat this action for a 
second or even for a third time. But after a while everyone has put the piece 
of paperbark, attached to the fishingline, in his mouth and is thrown ashore. 
Usually the leading dancer is the last actor to be caught and his 
performance is the most impressive one as he very dramatically enacts the 
struggle between angler and fish. Having put the fishing line in his mouth he 
starts a perfect imitation of a fish which is desparately trying to escape, 
while at the same time the angler alternately pulls the fishingline and lets 
it run out again. But finally the fish loses his fight and is also thrown 
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ashore, where he joins the others. The course of events in this scene is: 
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Figure 27: Bream Fish,elaborate dance, scene b. 
scene с 
Now the women, who have watched the previous scenes, come into action. With 
dilly bags in their hands they walk to the actors lying on the ground and pretend 
to empty these dilly bags over the actors' bodies. The women carrying out 
these activities belong to the category Z, MBD and D. 
scene d. 
When the women have finished their part in this elaborate performance the 
male actors jump back to their feet and start dancing again. They form a closed 
c i r c l e and face one another. The leading dancer keeps in his right hand a 
piece of paperbark which he beats rythmically up and down. The others, who do 
not have such a rol l of paperbark, make similar motions with clasped hands and 
sing out a number of fish names. This scene looks as follows: 
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Bream Fish, elaborate dance, scene d. 
The women and their daughters do not take part anymore; they will dance 
again in the simple Bream Fish dances. The young sons of the male actors are 
still part of the group but do not really dance here since the dancing pattern 
of this part is too complicated for them. However they are allowed to join the 
adults, who usually enjoy the playful imitations of the infants. 
scene e. 
The actors line up - side by side - and dance towards the Songman. Again the 
leading dancer YB heads the actors. When approaching the Songman they push 
their elbows into their sides, unclench their hands and proceed with their 
knees bent. The pose of each dancer at this stage looks as follows: 
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Figure 29' Bream Fish, scene e: pose of the dancers. 
When the actors have stopped in front of the Songman, the elaborate Bream 
Fish dance is finished. 
Djinang explanation. 
Mere (Cult Hero) was fishing in our countries Djimbi and Gadji. He caught all 
kinds of fish, including Bream, and threw them ashore. That is what he taught 
us and what we dance and sing. Dreamtime women carried dilly bags in which they 
kept poison made from a jungle plum. Before Mere started fishing the women put 
poison in the water and also sprinkled it over the fish after they were caught. 
91 The poison made the fish drunk '. The roll of paperbark which (name of 
YB) has in his hands is called dulpan. The Dreamtime people used those rolls 
to splash in the water, which forced the fish to swim in a certain direction. 
That fish could jump really high. Thrown ashore the fish were shaking all over. 
The women sprinkled poison over the fish and then put them in their dilly bags. 
J«terpre tation. 
Although the various elements of this elaborate Bream Fish dance are 
understandable and explicable, their composition into a complete dance raises 
some questions. There is, for example, the angler with his fishing gear who 
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catches the fish and throws them ashore, whereafter the actors perform the 
scenes with the poison and the roll of paperbark; actions which, according to 
Djinang explanations, are also carried out to catch fish. So it seems that the 
elaborate Bream Fish dance expresses twice the act of fishing and that 
elements of two distinct fishing techniques are represented here. The first 
time the fish are caught by one individua! person, the angler, who uses a 
fishing rod, a line and bait. In the second case fishing is a joint effort 
of several people who hunt the fish in one direction by splashing in the water, 
then close them in, and use poison to make the fish float on the surface. The 
first method is, as far as I know ', an introduced one: the fishing gear is 
on sale in the settlement shop and the requisites used in the Bream Fish 
performance, being a wooden stick, a rope and a piece of paperbark as bait, 
represent this equipment. This technique»rendered in the first part of the 
dance (scenes a and b. Figure 26 and 27) requires just one person and therefore 
the cast consists of one angler and a number of actors imitating fish to be 
caught. 
The latter method, on the other hand, is indigenous and has to be carried 
out by a group of people. This is enacted in the second part of the dance (scenes 
с and d, Figure 28) when all the participants have changed into human 
(Dreamtime-) beings who symbolically express elements of this traditional fishing 
technique: the actors follow their leading dancer in that they imitate the 
smashing motions he makes, while at the same time they all form a circle, similar 
to the way people close in when hunting fish according the method to which 
expression is given here. 
What we may conclude from the foregoing is that the present-day situation 
finds concrete shape in this dance, as both the introduced way as wel as the 
indigenous fishing techniques are applied in reality. The elaborate Bream Fish 
dance deals with both ways simultaneously. As such this dance is an example of 
the way Aborigines use myth and rite to incorporate and integrate introduced 
elements which they consider valuable into their own culture, so that those 
new elements are brought within "the sphere of culturally formulatable fact" 
(Geertz, 1969:16). 
Before turning to the simple Bream Fish dances I would like to describe 
a Bream Fish performance, recorded at Croker Island during the Maradjiri 
(21-5-1974), which shows a quite different pattern compared with the other 
six Bream Fish performances I have been able to observe. I hesitate to call 
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this performance an elaborate Bream Fish dance since the dancing pattern 
resembles somewhat the basic patterns of the simple dances. Like these simple 
dances, this dance too consists of a series of very stylized movements which 
do not depict explicitly a Dreamtime occurence as usually is the case with 
elaborate dances (see the elaborate dances of Sugar Bag, Crow and Bream Fish). 
However to characterize this performance as a simple dance would not be proper 
either because this dance has the length of an elaborate Bream Fish dance, 
which is about ten minutes, to only about one minute for a simple dance. 
Besides it was carried out in substitution for the usual elaborate Bream Fish 
dance, and also followed by a series of simple dances. In this particular 
performance the women, children and the angler with his fishing gear were 
absent. A further feature was that the actions were danced very slowly.. 
scene a. 
The actors form a single file and spiral to the centre of the ceremonial ground. 
The spiral is danced clockwise: 
Figure 30: 
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Bream Fish, variation on elaborate dance, scene a. 
scene b. 
From the centre they return to their point of departure at the opposite end of 
the ceremonial ground. There they line up again, however this time the one 
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next to the other. Two dancers, both YB, act as leaders and head the actors when 
they move slowly to the Songman and back again: 
Figure 31 : 
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Bream Fish, variation on elaborate dance, scene b. 
scene с 
The same as scene a. of this variation (see also Figure 30). but this time the 
actors dance anti-clockwise: 
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D u r i n g t h e s e a c t i o n s t h e a c t o r s s ing out s e v e r a l names f o r f i s h , 
a l t e r n a t e d w i t h a v a r i e t y o f sounds such as "mnrmn mmnmm mimmi "; 
hee::::hee::::he::::" and "dip a-dip a-dip ". With this scene the 
variation of the elaborate Bream Fish dance is finished. 
The simple Bream Fish dances, which again are performed after the elaborate 
dance in question, show the same basic pattern as most of the other simple 
dances. They too are one-minute performances in which the actors dance towards 
the Songman, return and dance forward once more. The opposed circle or spiral 
movements are carried out here by the leading dancer YB who alternately runs 
around the actors clockwise and anti-clockwise. Some characteristic features 
which distinguish these simple dances from others are the typical sounds the 
actors make and sometimes the pose of the actors when they approach the 
Songman. This typical pose has been visualized in Figure 29. The average number 
of simple Bream Fish dances is four or five, however I shall confine myself to 
the description of three variations observed. 
Dance 1. 
The actors dance in a fast tempo towards the Songman, return to their starting 
point and come forward once more. This pattern, which is also the basic pattern 
of the other simple Bream Fish dances, is as follows: 
шшні t 
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Figure 3 3 : Bream Fish, first simple dance. 
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Dance 2. 
Again the actors dance towards the Songman, but now the tempo is slow and their 
pose is as in Figure 29. The leading dancer YB, who in the previous dance was 
part of the group, runs around the actors anti-clockwise. 
Dance 3. 
The same as Dance 2, except for the leading dancer, who moves around the actors 
clockwise. 
5.4 The dances of the other Maradjiri themes. 
In the Maradjiri ceremony the four themes under discussion in this section 
- Stringy Bark, the bird Djudo-Djudo, Cabbage Palm and Mud Cod - are not danced 
in an elaborate version but only performed as a series of simple dance (see 5.1 
where I have discussed this division between elaborate and simple Maradjiri 
themes in greater detail). The structure of these performances is similar to 
the one of the simple dances of the central Maradjiri themes: short one-minute 
performances whereby the actors start at the other end of the ceremonial ground 
and dance twice towards the Songman. The leading dancer YB mostly heads the 
group of actors. The pattern for the simple dances to be described here as 
fol 1ows: 
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Figure 34 : Pattern of the four simple Maradjiri themes. 
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Within this basic pattern a number of differences exist, through which 
every simple theme is distinguished from the others. 
5.4.1 String^Bark^ 
Since wild honey can be found in stringy barks the Wurgigandjar dreaming 
which represents these trees. Stringy Bark, has featured already in the 
elaborate Sugar Bag performance, namely in the scenes where the collection of 
the honey has been danced (see 5.3.1, scene c. Figure 10). However this 
dreaming also appears in the Maradjiri ceremony as an independent theme and as 
such belongs to the category of simple dances. The dancing pattern is as 
follows: 
The dancers line up alongside one another at the opposite end of the 
ceremonial ground. The leading dancer, alternately a YB or a ZS, stands in front, 
facing the group. When the actors start moving the leading dancer conducts them 
in that he keeps a ceremonial stick called balaidj (see 5.3.1, scene b) 
horizontally above his head and moves it from the left to the right. The others, 
who dance without such a stick imitate the motions of their leading dancer by 
moving their hands, held up above their heads, from the left to the right. The 
Djinang women who are dancing at the sidelines make similar motions with a 
piece of rope in their hands. The male actors sing out a number of names which 
"belong to" the dreaming in questions and also make sounds such as "sssss 
sssss sssss " and "rrrrr rrrrr rrrrr ". The latter sound is 
an imitation of the branches of the stringy bark trees moved by the wind (see 
also notes 4 and 5 of Chapter 4 and Appendix, Song II: Stringy Bark, note 1). 
The female participants sing out a number of sounds as well. 
The simple Stringy Bark dances are carried out in a somewhat slower tempo 
than most of the other simple dances. There is little variation among them, 
except that sometimes two leading dancers, YB and ZS, head the actors instead 
of one. The number of Stringy Bark dances in the dance performances observed 
varied between four and seven. 
5.4.2 îbÊ.blCd.QJy^ozQJydOi 
A remarkable difference from the other simple dances concerns the rythm 
of the songs and dances of these Djudo-Djudo performances. Usually the Songman 
beats his clapsticks continuously in a certain rythm; sometimes the rythm of one 
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dance is faster than that of another, but it remains uninterrupted. The rythm 
in a part of this dance, however, is different: after every third beat the 
Songman leaves out the fourth. So if the coninon rythm of these simple dances 
is a constant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 etcetera, the rythm here is 1 2 3 (-) 1 2 3 
(-) 1 2 3 (-) etcetera. To this rythm the actors dance three steps forward, 
stop, dance three more steps, stop again and continue that way until they have 
arrived in front of the Songman. 
At the beginning the dancers line up alongside one another. The leading 
dancer before them, YB, faces the Songman and heads the actors when they all 
dance forward to the Songman according to the rythm described above. 
Simultaneously they point their index-finger of the right hand towards the 
Songman and Didgeridoo-player. This particular motion is also made to the rythm 
of the clapsticks whereby the actors move the right hand with outstretched 
index-finger forward twice and pull it back to the third beat. It is held that 
the index-finger represents the beak of the bird Djudo-Djudo, whereas these 
specific dance-steps are meant to imitate the bird's way of walking. While 
dancing the actors mimic the call of Djudo-Djudo which goes something like 
"glu! glu! glu! etcetera. It is a high guttural sound produced 
without lip-motion because the Djinang say that the bird is unable to speak 
properly since he burnt his tongue when eating hot honey cooked by the Cult 
Hero in the Dreamtime (see 3.2, M5 and Appendix, Song VIII: Djudo-Djudo, note 
5). 
After the actors have danced towards the Songman for the first time the 
rythm of the song is changed into the more usual uninterrupted pattern and 
the dancers follow this rythm. Thus the rythm of the remaining part of a 
Djudo-Djudo dance - dancing back to the opposite end of the ceremonial ground 
to return once more to the Songman - is as with the other simple dances. All 
the dances of the dreaming Djudo-Djudo are performed in this way, except for 
the actions of the leading dancer, which vary from dance to dance. An example 
from the Croker Island Maradjiri may illustrate such variations: during one 
of the dance performances the Djinang danced five simple Djudo-Djudo dances as 
described in this section. The actors started with the 1 2 3 (-) rythm and, 
having arrived in front of the Songman, changed for the remaining part of the 
dance to the usual rythm, thus following the Songman's lead. During this 
second part of every dance the leading dancer, a YB, performed a solo part 
again. In the first dance he ran around the actors clockwise, in the second 
dance he headed the group without moving around it, and in the dances three, 
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four and five he danced again around the others, respectively anti-clockwise, 
clockwise and finally anti-clockwise (recorder 22-5-1974). 
5 . 4 . 3 СаЬЬаде_Ра1пі
л 
The men line up as usual with the leading dancer in front. Every actor 
clasps his hands and moves them up- and downwards to the rythm of the 
clapsticks. Here too the dances are repeated severa! times, although not as 
frequent as the other simple dances. I was told that Cabbage Palm was much 
more important for the Gunabibi ceremony. The meaning of the up- and downwards 
motions of the hands remains obscure but there might be a connection between 
these and similar actions of the simple Bream Fish dances (see 5.3.4) 
the more so as the poison for fishing is made from fruits of cabbage palm 
trees. Sometimes the leading dancer uses a roll of paperbark for those up-
and downwards motions, which is also the case in the simple Bream Fish dances. 
5.4.4 Mud Cod; 
These dances resemble the ones of Cabbage Palm (5.4.3), including the 
up- and downwards motions. The only difference lies in the names the actors 
sing out, which now belong to Mud Cod. Again the leading dancer, YB or ZS, 
who heads the group as usual, has sometimes a piece of paperbark in his hands 
as is the case in the simple Bream Fish and Cabbage Palm dances. The number 
of Mud Cod dances in the performances observed varied from two to five. 
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Notes Chapter 5. 
1. An exception is the Monsoon theme, which the women occasionally dance during 
the elaborate Sugar Bag performance of the men. Then the female dancers 
wear the Monsoon design painted over their breasts and dance, as usual, at 
the edge of the ceremonial ground. The men never dance Monsoon in the 
Maradjiri ceremony. Other connections between the dreamings Sugar Bag 
and Monsoon can be found in mythology (see 3.1) and in the presentation 
of the song cycle (4.3) whereby one of the variations in the order of 
presentation also suggests a connection between Sugar Bag (and Stringy 
Bark) and Monsoon. 
2. Since in the Maradjiri ceremony Monsoon is danced only occasionally by 
the women, and is then part of the elaborate Sugar Bag performance 
(see note 1) , I do not include this dreaming in the dance cycle of the 
Maradjiri. 
3. On this point the Maradjiri ceremony seems to be an exception, as in 
general the ceremonial grounds of Arnhem Land rituals, and especially the 
ones of the secret cults, are complex and full of symbolical meaning. 
R.M. and C.H. Berndt (1970: 112-46) e.g. describe the ceremonial grounds 
of the Ubar ceremony, the Maraiin and the Kunapipi from the western Arnhem 
Land region, whereas R.M. Berndt (1951a: 61-70) has also given a 
detailed account of a Kunapipi dancing ground from eastern Arnhem Land. 
El kin (1961a: 181, 188 and 193) and Maddock (1969: 84-8) have analyzed 
the composition of the Jabuduruwa ceremonial ground. 
That in Arnhem Land elaborated ceremonial grounds are not exclusive 
for secret rituals is shown by Thomson (Peterson, 1976: 102), who deals 
with sand sculptures designs of the public Wandjir ceremony, and by 
Peterson (1972: 20), who presents several clan designs used in ceremonies 
which are publicly performed sequences of clan totemic ritual. This also 
appears from my observations of Dada and Wandjir mortuary rites organized 
at Maningrida and Milingimbi . 
4. Elkin (1964: 267-8) describes the importance of the Siongman, especially 
in Arnhem Land, as follows: 
The Songman is not simply a man with a good voice, but one who has 
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been taught by, and inher i ted his positions from, his father or 
uncle, and so on in a l inea l succesion. Up to twenty names in such 
lines have been recorded. The Songman is the owner of his heritage 
of songs and of those which he composes, and no one can sing them 
without his consent and without "paying" him. ( ) A Songman is 
a great acquisition to a camp. Once he starts tapping his sticks, 
and his didjeridu accompanist takes up his posit ion, a group gathers 
around. 
5. In the Dreamtime the Cult Hero sung and danced his creative acts in 
Wurgigandjar country. The Songman and the leading dancer represent this 
Cult Hero, whose appearance constantly transforms into the dreaming to 
be danced (cf. Sugar Bag, Crow and so on). 
6. The following description is chosen from a dance performance of the Croker 
Island Maradjir i , where the elaborate Sugar Bag dance was followed by f ive 
simple Sugar Bag dances. Other simple Sugar Bag dances are danced 
accordingly, although the number of these dances do not necessarily have 
to be f ive . 
7. I use the description "opposed semi-circles" to denote semi-circles of 
opposed direction, the one in a clockwise direction, the other in an 
anti-clockwise direct ion. 
8. As far as I know Crow is not the inventor or bearer of f i r e in Arnhem 
Land mythology. A Djinang explanation about the origin of f i re conformed 
with myths given by Warner (1937/1958: 519-20) and Maddock (1970b: 174-99). 
The exact nature of Crow's association with smoke and f i r e in Djinang 
cosmology is not clear to me. 
9. The Djinang and other Aborigines not only apply the English tenn.."drunk" 
to the effect of too much alcohol but also to a series of conditions 
varying from uncontrolled motions of the body to dizziness. When for 
example several dogs suffered from a disease of the nervous system, as a 
result of which they walked in a rather shaky way and looked dazed, the 
Djinang called them "drunk". The same is said of f ish which has been 
sprinkled with l ight poison. 
10. When the Djinang went to f ish they e i ther used fishing spears or gear 
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bought from the settlement s h o p , w h i c h u s u a l l y c o n s i s t e d of a l i n e 
and some hooks. I have not seen t h e D j i n a n g a p p l y i n g o t h e r me thods , which 
mainly results from the fact t h a t d u r i n g my f i e l d p e r i o d t h e D j i nang did 
not live permanently in the b u s h . T h i s i s a p r e c o n d i t i o n f o r t h e use of 
the more complicated methods w h i c h i n v o l v e t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n o f t r a p s , the 
preparation of poison and other* j o i n t o p e r a t i o n s . B e s i d e s , Man ingr ida 
had its own professionally run f i s h i n g i n d u s t r y , so t h a t p e o p l e res id ing 
at Maningrida were able to buy g o o d q u a l i t y f i s h i n t h e shop as w e l l . 
Wit the establishment of new b u s h c o m m u n i t i e s a r o u n d M a n i n g r i d a several 
indigenous methods have become p o p u l a r a g a i n as I l e a r n t when paying short 
visits to some of these c o m m u n i t i e s . F u r t h e r m o r e one o f t h e teachers 
at Maningrida was able to make a f i l m a b o u t f i s h i n g methods as app l i ed 
again in Aboriginal communities a l o n g t h e B l y t h R i v e r and i n t h e so-cal led 
Stone Country, respectively a b o u t f i f t y and s i x t y k i l o m e t r e s o u t o f the 
settlement. 
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C h a p t e r б 
PREPARATION AND PERFORMANCE OF T H E MARADJIRI 
6 . 1 The r e l a t i o n b e t w e e n M a r a d j i r i owners and receivers. 
One o-f t h e r e m a r k a b l e f e a t u r e s o f t h e Maradjiri ceremony concerns 
t h e r e l a t i o n b e t w e e n t h e o w n e r s a n d r e c e i v e r s of this r itual. The two Djinang 
M a r a d j i r i c e r e m o n i e s o b s e r v e d , a t B a r n y i l i settlement near Beswick Reserve and 
a t C r o k e r I s l a n d , c o n - f i r m T h o m s o n ' s e a r l i er observation that owners and 
r e c e i v e r s a r e " b o t h g e o g r a p h i c a l l y a n d socially distant" from each other 
(Thomson, i n : P e t e r s o n , 1 9 7 6 : 1 0 4 - 5 ) . 
B a r n y i l i s e t t l e m e n t i s a p p r o x i m a t e l y 300 kilometres from Maningrida, while 
Croker I s l a n d i s a b o u t 2 0 0 k i l o m e t r e s . The "social distance" in both the 
Barnyil i and C r o k e r I s l a n d M a r a d j i r i w a s such that before the ceremony took 
p l a c e t h e D j i n a n g h a r d l y knew t h e f a m i l y to which the Maradjiri was going to 
be p r e s e n t e d . T h e n e c e s s a r y c o n t a c t s b e f o r e the performance were carried out 
by a m i d d l e m a n i n b o t h i n s t a n c e s . T h e same happened with a Djinang Maradjiri in 
1971 a t G o u l b u r n I s l a n d , w h i c h w a s t h e f i r s t in the series of three. The man 
whose d a u g h t e r ' s h a i r was u s e d i n t h e M a r a d j i r i at Barnyili originated from 
t h e King R i v e r a r e a , s o u t h o f K a t h e r i n e , whereas the man at Croker Island who 
had asked f o r a M a r a d j i r i o f t h e D j i n a n g had a Tiwi background and came from 
M e l v i l l e I s l a n d . I n b o t h c a s e s t h e r e w e r e no indications whatsoever that kin 
t i e s e x i s t e d b e t w e e n a n y o f t h e D j i n a n g and the people with whom Maradjiri 
c o n t a c t s had b e e n e s t a b l i s h e d . B e c a u s e o f this geographical and social distance 
the r e l a t i o n b e t w e e n o w n e r s a n d r e c e i v e r s of the Maradjiri can therefore better 
be d e s c r i b e d a s t h a t o f " a c q u a i n t a n c e " t h a n as "kin". 
G i v e n t h e f a c t t h a t t h e M a r a d j i r i contacts cannot be explained as resulting 
from c e r t a i n k i n t i e s , t h e i n t e r e s t i n g question arises as to why a certain 
community d e s i r e s a M a r a d j i r i c e r e m o n y f r o m another community, despite the fact 
t h a t b o t h b e l o n g t o d i f f e r e n t c u l t u r a l a r e a s . An effort to answer this question 
i s h i n d e r e d by t h e t i m e l a g b e t w e e n t h e request for a Maradjiri and its actual 
p e r f o r m a n c e : t h e f i r s t c o n t a c t s f o r t h e Barnyili Maradjiri were established 
about t e n y e a r s b e f o r e t h e p e r f o r m a n c e o f the ritual, while the time elapsing 
between t h e r e q u e s t a n d p e r f o r m a n c e o f t h e Croker Island Maradjiri was about 
t h r e e y e a r s . T h i s i m p l i e s t h a t b o t h c o n t a c t s took place before my stay with the 
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Djinang so that I have not been a b l e t o o b s e r v e t h e m a n d c o n s e q u e n t l y had t o 
rely on verbal accounts r e c o r d e d y e a r s l a t e r . My i n v e s t i g a t i o n s c o n c e r n i n g 
this question did not point i n t h e d i r e c t i o n o f c e r t a i n k i n s h i p r e l a t i o n s 
between the two groups i n v o l v e d , n o r i n t h e d i r e c t i o n o-f e c o n o m i c m o t i v e s , as 
the basis of Maradjiri contacts . 
To reconstruct, as far as p o s s i b l e , t h e n a t u r e o f M a r a d j i r i c o n t a c t 
between two groups in its f i r s t s t a g e I w i l l c o m p a r e t w o s h o r t a c c o u n t s o f 
Maradjiri ceremonies from e a r l i e r d a t e s w i t h t h e i n f o r m a t i o n I o b t a i n e d through 
interviewing the people c o n c e r n e d o f b o t h t h e B a m y i l i a n d C r o k e r I s l a n d 
Maradjiris. These two accounts o f M a r a d j i r i c e r e m o n i e s f r o m t h e p a s t a r e a 
compilation of Dr. Donald T h o m s o n ' s f i e l d n o t e s f r o m 1937 ( P e t e r s o n , 1 9 7 6 ) and 
notes prepared by Dr. La Mont W e s t , w h o r e c o r d e d s o n g s f r o m a M a r a d j i r i held at 
Beswick Reserve near Katherine i n 1 9 6 2 . 
Thomson's notes on Maradj i r- i c u s t o m s f r o m n o r t h - e a s t e r n A r n h e m Land are 
the earliest observations I k n o w o f . He a p p l i e s t h e w o r d тссхгг*сі.-Ссіо- тчс~С 
(Thomson's spelling) among o t h e r - s a s a t e r m f o r a c l a s s o f d e c o r a t e d s t r i n g s 
which were mainly used to g a t h e r - p e o p l e f o r p o s t - b u r i a l c e r e m o n i e s ( P e t e r s o n , 
1976: 104-5). The mcarpai-dj-i-xn^ù s t r i n g s a r e made f r o m f i b r e a n d t h e h a i r o f a 
deceased person. These and o t h e r a s p e c t s o f T h o m s o n ' s M a r a d j i r i o b s e r v a t i o n s 
will come up for further d i s c u s s i o n i n t h e f i n a l c h a p t e r . I m p o r t a n t here i s 
Thomson's further information t h a t t h e p e o p l e who e s t a b l i s h M a r a d j i r i con tac t 
are socially and geographical l y d i s t a n t . Thomson does n o t s p e c i f y t h i s 
"distance" but a point of c o n t a c t i s a n o t h e r s t a t e m e n t ( I b i d . : 9 8 - 9 ) say ing 
that the hair of a deceased p e r s o n , w h i c h p a r t l y i s i n c o r p o r a t e d i n these 
marraidjirri strings, is s e n t t o a f a i r l y d i s t a n t r e l a t i v e who u s u a l l y , 
although not always, is of t h e o p p o s i t e m o i e t y t o t h e d e c e a s e d a n d t h a t common 
choices are in the category o f M F / F M B , MB, MBS, WMMB. The i n f o r m a t i o n g iven 
here indicates that in the p a s t , when M a r a d j i r i c u s t o m e s w e r e m a i n l y connected 
with post-burial rites, the t w o g r o u p s i n v o l v e d i n a M a r a d j i r i r e l a t i o n s h i p 
were usually of the opposi t e m o i e t y . T h i s d e t a i l i s r e i n f o r c e d b y p l a t e 9 of 
the paper under discussion h e r e , w h i c h shows an A b o r i g i n e w e a r i n g a marxOrCdaiirpi. 
message string. The s u b - t i t l e i n f o r m s t h a t t h i s p e r s o n , a m e s s e n g e r , i s a man 
" of the yi.i*i-tâcx m o i e t y (who) a r r i v e d a t M i l i n g i m b i wea r i ng 
a ¿tua moiety maxrca.'CtZo'ùznri. message s t r i n g . He h a d come t o c a l l the 
people to Elcho I s l a n d f o r t h e f i n a l d i s p o s a l o f t h e bones o f a 
Tjamborapoingo man" . 
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T u r n i n g n o w t o L a M o n t W e s t ' s n o t e s a b o u t a Maradjiri performed in 1962 
we s e e a g a i n t h a t b o t h g r o u p s i n v o l v e d a r - e geographically and socially distant; 
t h i s c e r e m o n y w a s c a r r i e d o u t a t B e s w i c k C r e e k (south-west Arnhem Land) by 
p e o p l e c o m i n g - f r o m t h e G o y d e r V a l l e y ( n o r - t h - e a s t Arnhem Land). I t was the last 
s t a g e o f p o s t - - F u n e r a l r i t u a l s - F o l l o w i n g t h e death of a male Aborigine about 
t w e l v e y e a r s b e - F o r e . F o r t u n a t e l y L a M o n t W e s t has been able to give some more 
d e t a i l s a b o u t t h e s o c i a l r e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n the two groups and this 
i n f o r m a t i o n s h o w s t h a t t h e k i n t i e s , h o w e v e r loose they may be, point again 
i n t h e d i r e c t i o n o f o p p o s i t e m o i e t i e s : 
" I n 1 9 6 2 t h e d e a d m a n ' s h a i r , w h i c h had been kept in the possession 
o f h i s w i f e ' s d a u g h t e r ' s h u s b a n d , was conveyed to the men from the 
G o y d e r V a l l e y , h o m e l a n d o f t h e d e c e a s e d , who prepared the Maradjiri 
p o l e a n d c o n d u c t e d a c e r e m o n y t o solemnize the o f f i c i a l return of 
t h e h a i r t o t h e p a t r i l i n e a l d e s c e n t group of the deceased. These 
m e n i n t u r n p a s s e d i t o n t o t h e i r c l a s s i f i c a t o r y brothers-in-law 
( u n d e r l i n i n g В . ) , w h o a r e r e s p o n s i b l e for using i t in connection 
w i t h t h e M a r a j i n r i t e s ( s a c r e d сeremonies-B.) of the deceased 
p a t r i - g r o u p " . 
( I b i d . , 1 9 6 2 , n o t e s f o r t h e A . I . A . S . , unpublished). 
H e r e t o o t h e men w h o r e c e i v e t h e h a i r - a r e o f the opposite moiety because 
t h e y b e l o n g t o t h e c a t e g o r y o f c l a s s i f i c a t o r y brothers-in-law, which in north­
e a s t e r n A r n h e m L a n d w i t h i t s M u r n g i n t y p e o f k i n s h i p usually means "MBS". 
The c o n c l u s i o n w h i c h m i g h t b e d r a w n f r o m t h e information available is that 
i n t h e M a r a d j i r i c u s t o m s f r o m t h e p a s t t h e r e l a t i o n between owners - either 
f r o m t h e тсасхнх-Ссіс'-Сгт^й s t r i n g s o r f r o m t h e M a r a d j i r i ceremony - and the 
r e c e i v e r s w a s a v a g u e o n e a n d h a r d t o r e c o n s t r u c t at present, but that there 
was n e v e r t h e l e s s a p r e f e r e n c e t o s e n d t h e h a i r o f a deceased, which had to be 
r i t u a l l y r e t u r n e d a t a l a t e r s t a g e , t o p e o p l e o f the opposite moiety. A 
c a t e g o r y m e n t i o n e d i n b o t h T h o m s o n ' s a n d L a M o n t West's notes is that of "MBS". 
A c o m p a r i s o n o f t h e r e l a t i o n s h i p g i v e n in the two accounts presented 
a b o v e a n d t h e r e c e n t M a r a d j i r i c e r e m o n i e s s h o w s that the kin t ies between 
r e c e i v e r s a n d o w n e r s o f t h e r i t e , a l r e a d y l o o s e i n the past but s t i l l regulated 
t o a c e r t a i n e x t e n t , s e e m now t o h a v e d i s a p p e a r e d completely. As mentioned 
b e f o r e t h e c o n t a c t s b e t w e e n t h e D j i n a n g a n d t h e receivers had been established 
v i a m i d d l e m e n w h o k n e w b o t h t h e D j i n a n g a n d t h e family whose chi ld's hair was 
a t t a c h e d t o t h e p o l e . A c l o s e r l o o k a t t h e p o s i t i on and background of both 
t h e m i d d l e m a n a t B a m y i 1 i a n d t h e o n e a t C r o k e r Is land wi l l shed some more 
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l ight on the nature of relationship involved in the modern Maradj ir i . 
The person acting as middleman for the Maradjiri at Bamyili, Peter ' , 
was a Wurgigandjar man himself (d2; see Chapter 2, Diagram 2) who had already 
lived at Bamyili settlement for about twelve years. The reason why he, as the 
only Djinang, stayed at Bamyili i s unknown to me, but there was some vague 
gossip about "women's business". Anyhow he now was f u l l y integrated in the 
Rembarngga-speaking community of Bamyili settlement, had two wives and seven 
daughters and a l l seemed to feel at ease there. Peter spoke the Rembarngga 
language as well as the Djinang and, being fond of ceremonies and song sessions^) 
he also knew many myths, songs and dances of the people with whom he was l i v i n g . 
To a certain extent, however, he kept ident i fy ing himself with the r i tual 
legacy of his father's clan and was a keen performer of the Wurgigandjar songs 
and dances, which was evident from the f a c t that he participated 
enthusiastically in the preparation and performance of the Maradjiri for 
Bamyili. During the ceremony he used to speak highly of the Maradjiri , 
which was also his, and seemed t o be happy with the opportunity to show this 
Djinang ceremony to the Bamyili people. Therefore i t might easily have been 
possible that in the past, Peter being an enthusuastic dancer and singer, had 
managed to make others at Bamyili interested in his ceremonial background 
and that thus the f i r s t Maradjiri contacts had come about. Peter himself, to 
the best of his recollection, said about these i n i t i a l contacts: 
I had collected the ha i r of a young Ngalbon g i r l (on her father's 
request - B.) and promised to ask Tommy (a Wurgigandjar-Guragngere 
man - с 4, Chapter 2, Diagram 2 - who l ived at Maningrida). 
I said to Tommy: 
"Can we do a Maradjiri at Bamyili ?". And Tommy asked me: "What do 
you have ?". I said again: "Hair". 
Then Tommy took the h a i r , kept i t at Maningrida and decided to bring 
i t back in a Maradjiri some time l a t e r . 
Why exactly that Ngalbon man wanted a ceremony for his daughter remains 
obscure and further investigation with the man in question was not possible 
as he had died several years ago. However i t should be borne in mind that 
there existed, and s t i l l ex is ts , a t r a d i t i o n of exchanging ceremonies among 
the Arnhem Landers (see for example R. Berndt, 1951b: 156-77 and Thomson's 
notes on mrraidjirri customs i n Peterson, 1976: 105-5) and that as such the 
request for a ceremony from another group was not uncommon. Within this context 
i t might be plausible that the permanent residence of a Djinang at Bamyili, 
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a man who moreover happens to be an outstanding s inger, dancer and s t o r y - t e l l e r , 
has resul ted i n the o rgan iza t ion o f a Maradjir i ceremony. 
My Djinang informants from Maningrida were unable to give substantial 
information about the f am i l y to whom the Maradjir i pole would be presented 
and mostly re fe r red to Peter when questions about th i s matter came up, or j u s t 
said that the "Bamyil i mob" l i k e d t h e i r Marad j i r i . The Wurgigandjar Songman, 
the most important person i n the ceremonial hierachy of his c lan, only knew 
that Peter had received the c h i l d ' s h a i r at Bamyili whi le singing Wurgigandjar 
songs, whi le h is f u r t h e r statements af f i rmed Peter's information (see above). 
The ro le of the middleman in the organization of the Maradj ir i i s not 
completed a f t e r the f i r s t contacts have been establ ished. On the contrary , 
i n the years to come he usua l l y keeps regular ly in touch with the Djinang 
and may v i s i t them when necessary t o discuss various matters of organizat ion. 
In the Marad j i r i ceremonies observed both the middlemen f e l t , more than anyone 
e lse , a r e s p o n s i b i l i t y towards the f a m i l y which had asked for the ceremony. 
Peter 's behaviour i n the Bamyil i case i s a good i l l u s t r a t i o n of tha t . Four 
months before t h i s Marad j i r i was go ing to take place he came from Bamyili to 
Maningrida w i th a par ty of Rembarngga people to par t ic ipa te in a dancing 
f e s t i v a l organized f o r a great number o f Arnhem Land communities. During the 
f e s t i v a l , i n which the Djinang also took par t , Peter danced with the Rembarngga, 
but af terwards, when everybody e lse had gone back home, he stayed behind at 
Maningrida w i th h is Wurgigandjar clansmen. At that time the preparation fo r 
the Marad j i r i was already wel l i n hand, but the progress was a b i t too slow 
in Peter 's op in ion . However, through h i s presence, his constant ta lk ing about 
Maradj i r i matters and his enthusiasm f o r the song- and dance performances 
which are also par t of the p repara t ion a c t i v i t i e s , he put pressure upon the 
others to make a b i t more haste w i th the already delayed ceremony. From then 
on the Djinang spent more t ime in the ceremonial Maradj i r i shade ' outside 
t he i r camp to decorate the M a r a d j i r i p o l e , a time-absorbing j ob , and prepare 
an image of the b i r d Geganggie ( t o be discussed in de ta i l in 6.2) . They now 
also organized several song- and dance performances in preparation for the 
Bamyili M a r a d j i r i . 
In the beginning of December 1972, when time pressed because of the 
rap id ly approaching wet season, the preparations had not yet been completed 
and therefore several o lder Djinang suggested postponing the ceremony u n t i l the 
next dry season. Peter , on h is p a r t , seemed not to l i k e the idea at a l l and 
his power of persuasion must have been very convincing because at the end 
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of the same month the Djinang decided to travel to Bamyili soon, despite the 
fact that now the ceremony would have to be carried out in the first stage of 
the wet season, a rather unusual course of events. In the first week of 
January 1973 the Djinang, including Peter, left for the Bamyili settlement. 
A further example of Peter's sense of responsibility for this Maradjiri 
appeared from an incident which happened about four weeks before the departure 
to Bamyili. The Djinang discovered to their horror that the Maradjiri pole, 
kept in the ceremonial shade, had been damaged. Feathers and down at the top 
of the pole had been pulled out. Apart from the sacrilege there was also the 
aspect of the extra time necessary to repair the damage. It usually takes many 
trips to the bush to collect the red breast feathers of parakeets and the 
white down of other birds. Then these small feathers and fluffs of down have 
to be attached, one by one, to the top of the pole (see 6.2). It is 
understandable that everybody was upset, but nobody reacted as furiously as 
Peter. He took off all his clothes except for his naga (loincloth), grabbed 
a spear and worked himself into a most frightful rage. He strode around in the 
camp, loudly accusing the others of not having been careful enough with the 
pole. He also threatened to make reprisals should he find out about the 
offender(s). The others kept quiet an accepted his behaviour for which they 
showed understanding. The culprit(s) was never found but afterwards the 
Djinang had the suspicion that children might have done it. 
This incident illustrates once more the special responsibility Peter, as 
a middleman, felt for this Maradjiri. He was the one who had cut the child's 
hair, even before he was sure that his fellow Djinang at Maningrida would 
agree with a Maradjiri, and through that he had raised certain expectations 
with the child's family. And after the Djinang had decided to comply with the 
request it took about ten years before the promises could be fulfilled. At 
long last Peter seemed to feel uncomfortable about this; after all his prestige 
at Bamyili was at stake. 
From the above it is obvious that Peter played a keyrole in both entering 
into contact with the Ngalbon family and keeping it up. In fact Maradjiri 
contact between them and the Djinang would probably never have been established 
without Peter, who through more or less casual circumstances had become an 
inhabitant of the Bamyili Settlement. 
The contact between the Djinang and the Aborigines from Croker Island 
who wanted to have a Maradjiri ceremony also came about with the help of a 
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middleman, named Samuel. His relationship with the Djinang however is not» as 
in the Bamyili case, that of close kin. He was acquainted with several Djinang 
and therefore invited to mediate between a Croker Island family who asked for 
an eastern Arnhem Land ceremony, and the Djinang. He gave the following 
information about his background and the initial contacts between Croker 
Islanders and Djinang for which he had offered his service. 
My mother and grandmother came from eastern Arnhem Land, close to 
the Djinang country. I know the Djinang people quite well. Bill 
(the man whose daughter's hair was used for this Maradjiri-B.) 
told me that he would like to have a ceremony from eastern Arnhem 
Land and because I know people from there, he asked me to organize 
it. bill himself is a Tiwi from mother's side and has a Jiwada 
father, иіе knew about this (Djinang) Maradjiri because my brother 
at Goulburn (Island) organized a Maradjiri from the Djinang 
himself some time ago. He organized it for one of his tribal 
brothers there. 
The Maradjiri ceremony of Goulburn Island to which Samuel refers took 
place in 1971 and was the first of the series of three recent Djinang 
Maradjiris of which this one for a group of Croker Islanders was the last. 
As I had no opportunity to meet people from Goulburn Island I was unable 
to find out why, in their turn, Goulburn people wanted a Maradjiri from the 
Djinang, but Samuel's statement illustrates that at present one Maradjiri 
performance can easily result in a request for another one elsewhere. Samuel 
had seen a Djinang Maradjiri organized by his brother at Goulburn Island 
and when he was asked to assist in the organization of a ritual from eastern 
Arnhem Land he suggested this ceremony, the more so as he was acquainted 
with several Djinang for quite some time. In connection with this it is 
interesting to mention that the Maradjiri at Bamyili also resulted in a 
request for another one. However the Djinang Songman declined this because 
there was still the Maradjiri for Croker Island to be organized at that time; 
after which the Djinang intended to go ahead with the establishment of their 
own outstation at Gadji. Besides he held the view that three Maradjiri 
ceremonies within a relatively short time (1971, 1973 and 1974) would do for 
the time being and that through an eventual fourth Maradjiri other ceremonial 
obligations would be delayed. These other ceremonies to which he referred 
were a Gunabibi, a Hollow Log ceremony and an initiation ceremony for one 
of the Djinang juveniles. 
A further discussion about the nature of the first Maradjiri contact, 
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noted down at Croker Island on various occasions, resulted in the following 
information. Bill, the man at Croker who had asked for an eastern Arnhem 
Land ceremony, affirmed Samuel's statement: 
I wanted dances from eastern Arnhem Land and have asked Samuel to 
help me. He knows these people from there (the DJInang), already 
for a long, long time. 
One of the Wurgigandjar, a YB of the Songman, told about the Maradjiri 
ceremony at Goulburn Island in 1971: 
David (Samuel's brother who organized the Maradjiri at Goulburn) 
is our friend for long time and he liked a Maradjiri for his 
young daughter. He liked that Maradjiri from us because he has 
been a friend. 
This statement needs some comments as further inquiries at Croker Island 
showed that this information was inaccurate in so far as the role of David 
(the middleman at Goulburn Island) is concerned: the Maradjiri in question 
had not been organized for David's daughter but for a child of one of his 
so called tribal brothers; David acted only as a middleman between receivers 
and owners of this ceremony, just as his actual brother Samuel did at Croker 
Island. 
Another Wurgigandjar informant made a similar mistake concerning the 
Croker Island Maradjiri because at first he assumed that this ceremony had 
been organized for Samuel's daughter. These examples once more put the emphasis 
on the fact that owners and receivers of a Maradjiri are socially and 
geographically distant, as both groups appears not to know much of one another, 
at least not before the ceremony starts. Furthermore it is obvious that the 
identity of the father who wanted the ceremony - let alone his child's -
is not really important and might only be known to the few Djinang who went 
to collect the hair years before the actual performance took place. As La Mont 
West's account illustrates (Ibid.) this aspect of the Maradjiri, namely that 
not much account is taken of the individual historical personality whose hair 
is ritually returned, appears also to have existed when the Maradjiri was a post-
funeral rite. 
A final quotation to be mentioned here comes from the Wurgigandjar Songman 
who puts the question of Maradjiri contacts into words that are short and to 
the point: 
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(Through the Maradjiri) we're getting friends;we want to make 
friends. For long time we had no friends, too far away. But now 
with planes and cars it's allright. We are one full blood Aborigines. 
To achieve this goal ("getting friends") in the modern situation, in 
which ever expanding social and geographical distances can be bridged, the 
institution of middleman has become essential and Samuel's role before and 
during the Maradjiri ceremony is a further example of that. After the first 
contacts for the Croker Island Maradjiri had been established he, like Peter 
in the öaniyili case, kept regularly in touch with the Djinang. In the months 
preceding the Maradjiri performance at Croker Island Samuel visited the Djinang 
at Maningrida to discuss with them matters of organization, including financial 
questions about the airfares from Maningrida to Croker Island (6.2.4) and also 
various aspects of tne stay of the Djinang on the island. The night before he left 
for Croker the Djinang offered him a song session as farewell present and 
Samuel, honoured with this gesture, taped these Murgigandjar songs as well as 
a speech from one of the Djinang (a Wurgigandjar man), intended for the hosts. 
After Samuel was back at Croker Island he and the Djinang maintained 
regular contact with each other via the mission radio and through telegrams. 
During the stay of the Djinang at Croker Samuel kept offering his service 
to both guests and hosts, thus playing a major role in regulating the 
relationship between owners and receivers of this ceremony. 
6.2 Maradjiri preparations. 
The preparations for a Maradjiri ceremony consist of the following 
activities: collecting a tuft of hair of a baby or young child, whose parents 
have made the request for this Maradjiri; decorating the ceremonial 
paraphernalia, for which feathers, down, strings, glue and several ochres are 
needed; performing a series of song- and dance performances at Maningrida in 
honour of the forthcoming Maradjiri; and finally organizing the travel to 
the settlement where the ceremony will take place. 
6.2.1 ÇoIleçting_the_tuft_of_hair. 
To that end some Djinang have to visit the family in question and cut a 
tuft of their child's hair, which at a later stage will be attached to the 
top of the Maradjiri pole and ritually returned to the receivers of the 
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ceremony '. During this action they sing the songs belonging to the 
Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster. It does not really matter which Djinang are 
going and how many, as long as one or two of them are of the Wurgigandjar clan 
in order to sing this particular song cycle. According to Djinang information 
about four men had visited Croker Island to collect the hair, whereas the hair 
used in the Bamyili Maradjiri was cut by Peter, the Wurgigandjar man who 
happened to live there (6.1). Apparently he had acted on his own initiative 
and only afterwards consulted his clansmen at Maningrida. 
The time elapsing between collecting the tuft of hair and the actual 
performance of the ceremony differs considerably in the two Maradjiri cases 
observed: ten years in the Maradjiri of Bamyili and about three years in the 
case of the Croker Island Maradjiri. The Djinang hold the opinion that the 
time lapse between collecting and performance in the former ceremony was 
too long and that the course of things in the latter was more appropriate. 
However comparing both the Bamyili and Croker Island Maradjiri with the one 
observed by La Mont West, who mentions a time lag of about twelve years, 
shows that on this point the Bamyili ceremony has been more in conformity with 
previous practices than the one of Croker Island, so that the present-day 
opinion of the Djinang about this matter seems to be of recent date. This is 
not so surprising because the initiatives for the Maradjiri of Bamyili were 
taken in a period in which Aborigines still performed this ceremony as the 
last stage of a series of post-funeral observations. La Mont West's account 
from the Maradjiri at1 Beswick Reserve in 1962 is an example of that. Then the 
time elapsing between collecting the (dead person's) hair and performing the 
Maradjiri had to be between about eight and twelve years at least as it 
usually takes that long before the other post-burial rites which precede the 
Maradjiri, such as Dada, Wandjir, Bugabud and Hollow Log ceremony, have been 
carried out (see Chapter 7, Figure 37). So this considerable difference in 
time was a necessity and did not change abruptly when the ceremony started 
developing into a so called "birth-pole" ritual, from which the Bamyili 
Maradjiri most probably is one of the first examples. But now that the 
Maradjiri has become primarily a "birth-pole" ritual and one of its main 
purposes is, as an informant has put it, "to make friends" (see quotation 
page 138), the necessity for this great time lag has disappeared. It would 
indeed be undesirable. 
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6.2.2 The ceremonial garaghernalia. 
The first preparations of the Maradjiri ceremony start several months 
before its performance, usually half-way through the dry season when the 
country has dried up and travelling in the bush is easy and pleasant. Then the 
Djinang regularly pay visits to the Gadji-Djimbi area and other places in the 
bush to collect the materials necessary for the manufacture and decoration 
of the ceremonial paraphernalia used in the Maradjiri. The most important 
artifacts are the Maradjiri pole, with which the Djinang start their 
preparation activities, an image of the bird Geganggie and a small hollow log, 
representing the nest or "home" of this bird, which is the mythological owner 
of the Maradjiri. 
The work on the Maradjiri pole begins with the search for a young, straight 
stringy bark tree with a trunk of about four meters in length. The men who go 
out in the bush to look for such a tree are rather choosey and take their time 
to discuss several specimens before they decide which one to chop down. 
Case One, Maningrida 22-8-1973 '. 
Most of the Djinang had left for Gadji to work at the track from there 
to the road system around Maningrida (see Chapter 1). Only two men 
stayed behind to start the preparations for the Croker Island Maradjiri. 
One of them was a Wurgigandjar man of the Nongere segment (СП, see 
Chapter 2, Diagram 1) the other his "FZS" ( g a l H g a l l i ) , an old man of 
the Djinang speaking Mildjingi clan, Jiridja moiety. This Mildjingi man 
belonged to the managers of ceremonies of which the Wurgigandjar were the 
owners and his main task at this stage was to supervise the preparations 
and give instructions. 
Both men left the settlement to look for a suitable stringy bark. 
About two miles from Maningrida they found several young stringy barks 
from which they, after a critical examination, finally chose one. From 
this specimen they cut a pole of about three and a half to four meters, 
which they transported by vehicle to a ceremonial shade just outside 
Maningrida. A few weeks before this shade had been used for a Marndiella 
initiation ceremony in which several Djinang, among whom the Wurgigandjar 
Songman and two of his Djinang ZS's, had played an important part. The 
two men intended to use this shade temporarily until the return of the 
other Djinang, who then were going to assist in erecting a proper 
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Maradjiri shade of their own. 
The transport of the pole to the shade has to be carried out secretly as 
no women are supposed to see it at this stage. In the shade the men put both 
ends of the pole on fork-sticks to facilitate its decoration. With an axe, 
knife and file they first strip off the bark and then smooth the entire pole 
to remove every uneveness. They also have a second look at the length and may, 
if necessary, correct this by cutting off small parts. 
Case One, continued, Maningrida 22-8-1973. 
Having transported the trunk to the shade the Wurgigandjar and his 
Mildjingi companion immediately started working at it. They spent all 
afternoon in the shade and had to return the next day to complete their 
activities. Once more they filed the pole to get it as smooth as possible 
and also decided, after some discussion, to cut off a small part. With 
this the first part of the preparation had been completed and for further 
action the presence of the other Djinang, who were expected to return 
to Maningrida fairly soon, was required. 
These and the following preparation activities have to be carried out 
according to instructions given in a myth, which says that, after the 
ownership of the Maradjiri pole had been transferred from Crow to the bird 
Geganggie (see 3.4, M 8), the former showed the latter how to cut and decorate 
the long pole of the Maradjiri ceremony. The literal text of the myth runs 
like this 6 ) : 
Mil I (Crow) have to cut Maradjiri pole - he cut it he cut 
Maradjiri (pole) - he cut top off, he cut the bottom - he made 
grooves, he ground it, smoothed it (with a stone axe), he 
heated it in flames, he straightened it, he started to decorate 
(with strings, feathers and paint), feathers, put them on here, 
hair string don't use it, leave it, hair leave it, and this 
one (feathers, down, strings) use it to decorate, do it like 
that. 
He showed how to do it, he showed how to do it, little 
bird, for little bird (Geganggie) he showed how to do it. Crow 
showed how to do it. 
After the pole has been cut and smoothed in accordance with the mythological 
instruction of Crow, the Djinang continue with a short fire ceremony in which 
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the pole is, as Crow showed it, heated and straightened. They light a fire and 
keep the pole above the f lames,turning it around slowly. As a result the wood 
becomes more flexible, which enables the men to make the pole as straight as 
possible. This is done by pinning one side of the heated pole under a fallen 
treetrunk and pushing the other side up and down until every possible curve 
has disappeared and the pole is as straight as it can be. While several men are 
at work on this job others are busy performing a short rite which accompanies 
these activities. This ceremony belongs to Crow, and the actors, headed by a 
YB in his function as dance leader, dance around the fire over which others 
keep the pole. They also imitate the motions and call of Crow, while at the 
same time the Songman sings the verses of the Crow Song (Appendix,Song IV). 
The dances carried out in this short rite are of the simple pattern (5.3.3). 
Women are not allowed to see these ceremonial preparations, although there is 
no objection to the presence of the children. 
Having performed this fire ceremony the men start now coating the pole 
with red ochre up to thirty centimeters from the top where they carve two 
grooves round the circumference. During these operations some of the Wurgigandjar 
sing the Songs of the dreamings Stringy Bark and the bird Geganggie (Appendix, 
Song II and VII respectively). 
Case One, continued, Maningrida 26-8-1973. 
The Djinang returned from the bush where they had completed the track to 
their country, Gadji-Djimbi. The two men who had stayed behind at 
Maningrida informed them about their preparatory activities and urged 
them to visit the shade and see the Maradjiri pole. Everybody, except 
the women, went and approved of the chosen specimen and the job done so 
far. Then the men decided to perform the fire ceremony and all those 
present participated, either in singing and dancing or in the decoration 
of the pole. There were thirteen adults, some of whom started singing 
Monsoon, Sugar Bag and Stringy Bark, while others, a Wurgigandjar and 
two of his "ZS's", lighted a fire and made other preparations for the 
fire ceremony. Two other men, also of the category "ZS" turned the pole 
slowly round above the flames and straightened it afterwards. Several 
children watched their fathers and took a keen interest in the things 
going on. 
Afterwards the Djinang stayed in the shade for a while, chatting 
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about their experiences of the last three weeks in the bush and planning 
the Maradjiri activities of the coming months. The next day one of the 
"ZS's" started to build another shade, exclusive for the Maradjiri 
preparations. This new shade was closer to the Djinang houses than the 
temporarily used Marndiella shade. Other men transported the pole secretly 
to this new shade. 
Now that the elementary preparations have been carried out the Djinang 
are going to spend many a day collecting the materials required for further 
decoration of the Maradjiri pole. These materials are: 
a. Bushrope (munda:n). The men collected twigs (sanpai) of the large Bunyan 
tree and give them to the women, who, in their turn, manufacture strings 
from them. They first chew the twigs to make them soft and then unravel 
them so that they get a number of threads. Next they take several threads 
in their hands and rub them over their upperleg.thus turning these threads 
into a thin but very strong rope. Later on the men are going to tie 
this rope round the entire pole, except for the small part between the 
two grooves and the top. Many twigs of the Bunyan tree are required to 
manufacture sufficient strings for the Maradjiri pole and the other 
ceremonial artifacts. 
b. White down of birds (ma:pal). At intervals this is interwoven in the 
strings before these are tied round the Maradjiri pole. White down is also 
used for the decoration of the small hollow log and the statue of the 
bird Geganggie. 
с Red breast feathers of parakeets (ganbalaidj ). As with the white down 
the red parakeet feathers are also interwoven in the strings which are 
tied round the pole and round the two other ceremonial objects. 
Furthermore the Djinang use these feathers to decorate the top of the 
Maradjiri pole as well as for a ceremonial string called malga, which 
serves as bodydecoration during parts of the Maradjiri ceremony. The 
Djinang say that the red parakeet feathers, processed in this manner, 
really represent sugar bag '. 
d. Glue. A sticky substance of a plant called mandadja in Djinang is used 
as glue. If not enough of these plants are available or people have no 
opportunity to collect them glue bought from the settlement's shop will 
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do as well. They glue the rope and the red parakeet feathers at the top 
fast to the pole, so that these requisites will not come unstuck during 
the preparation, transport and presentation of the pole. 
e. Ochres. White, red and yellow ochre (in Djinang respectively gamcmunggu, 
mege and budjalag) are the main ingredients used in painting the 
ceremonial artifacts. Black, a mixture of ashes, some glue and a little 
bit of water, is also used for decoration. 
Considerable quantities of the materials mentioned above have to be 
collected and this is a time consuming business. More than once the preparations 
in the ceremonial shade may come to a standstill because of a shortage of such 
materials. Then several men, or sometimes even a few families, go out into the 
bush to shoot birds or gather plants and twigs. Only the parakeets are to be 
found close to the vicinity of Maningrida and usually two or three men go 
on the hunt for these colourful birds, from which about eight to ten have to 
be shot to collect sufficient red feathers. Hunting these parakeets requires 
a lot of skill and patience as they live high up in the trees and one shot 
makes them disappear for miles. Therefore the bag of half a day shooting 
seldom exceeds three or four birds. 
To collect the twigs of the Bunyan tree the Djinang have to travel 
further into the bush as such trees do not grow close to Maningrida. Often 
the men take their wives and children with them to combine collecting twigs, 
down and feathers with a staying in the bush for one or more days. Although 
the women are not allowed to watch the men decorating the ceremonial 
paraphernalia in the shade, they do play an active part in the collection of 
the materials. 
Case Two, Maningrida August/September 1973. 
In this period the Djinang made several trips to the bush to look for 
the various materials required for the decoration of the ceremonial 
artifacts. One day I accompanied a Wurgigandjar, named Charley, on one 
of his parakeet shootings. About five kilometres outside Maningrida he 
spotted the first swarm of parakeets and Charley stalked towards the tree 
in which the birds perched. His first shot brought down one parakeet 
and chased away all the others. After about half an hours walk we saw 
again some of these birds, but unfortunately Charley missed this time and 
it took again quite some time before he managed to find some more 
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parakeets. In this way we continued for about four hours and when we 
finally returned my companion had shot three birds. Two weeks later there 
was again a shortage and on a Saturday morning Charley went out once more, 
now accompanied by another Djinang, a ZS of the Djelaworwor clan. They 
left about 11.30 and did not return before four o'clock in the afternoon 
with only two parakeets. 
About one week later the men ran out of down and rope so that they 
decided to make another trip to the bush. This time three of the Djinang 
took their wives and children with them. The party left Maningrida early 
morning by truck and travelled to a place called Gubo'lobolo, which is 
located about fifty kilometres east-south-east from Maningrida. There is 
plenty of water and an abundance of game, especially waterbirds, from which 
the Djinang shot as many as they needed for their own consumption and for 
relatives left behind at Maningrida. They also killed one bird of prey 
(name unknown - B.) and plucked its down for the decoration of the 
Maradjiri pole. In the afternoon several Djinang men and children walked 
for about a kilometre to find a huge Bunyan tree, of which they gathered 
a few bundles of twigs. Towards evening everybody returned to Maningrida. 
When the Djinang have gathered a sufficient stock of the necessary material 
they continue with the next stage of the decoration of the pole. From now on the 
men most involved in the forthcoming Maradjiri pay almost daily visitis to 
the shade to work at the decoration of the pole. On weekdays they usually come 
there in the afternoon when the settlement work is done, whereas in the 
weekends they might even spend all day in the shade where they not only decorate 
and sing but also eat, sleep and chat. (This was especially the case in the 
weekends in between the fortnightly payday. The other weekend, following 
payday - Friday -, was partly spent on shopping and playing card. Usually there 
were less ceremonial activities during these weekends). The shade has, as it 
were, become their second home and their meeting place. Children are allowed 
to be present, whereas also other Aborigines may occasionally pay visits and 
show their interest in the activities carried out there. Only women are 
forbidden to come too close and when they bring some food or a billy of tea 
they put it down some fifty metres from the shade. Every night before the men 
leave the shade to have their daily ration of beer in the so called Maningrida 
Happy Club (the wet cantine) they cover the pole with blankets to protect it 
against possible rains or insects and other inquisitive animals, which might 
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damage the decoration. 
After the Maradjiri pole has been straightened and painted with red 
ochre the Djinang start smearing this artifact, inch by inch, with glue and then 
tie fast pieces of rope round it. In between the rope and the pole tufts of red 
parakeet feathers and white down are stuck. This part of the job requires 
accuracy and patience and on the average it takes about two hours before five 
centimetres of the pole is covered this way. Usually a Djinang of the category 
"ZS" carries out this part of the decoration, although one of the Wurgigandjar 
owners of this Maradjiri may assist occasionally. Mostly, however, the 
Wurgigandjar present accompany these and other occupations with the songs of 
their dreaming-cluster and therefore clapsticks and a didgeridoo belong to the 
permanent equipment of the shade. 
Apart from the rope tied round the pole in this manner there are 
furthermore a number of special ceremonial strings in which also parakeet 
feathers and down are interwoven. At intervals of about five centimetres these 
strings are attached to the pole in such a way that they hang from it as a kind 
of garlands.The pole is coated with rope and strings up to about thirty 
centimeters below the two grooves. From there up to these grooves the men only 
stick the red breast feathers of parakeets to the pole. The part between the 
two grooves and the top of the pole is not pasted because the Sugar Bag design 
will be painted there at a later stage. This happens after the pole has been 
transported to its ultimate destination, namely the hosts' village. There the 
decoration of the pole will be completed: first the Djinang draw Sugar Bag 
at the top and then paint white, red and yellow dots all over the pole. 
Finally a thin piece of wood is attached on top of the pole, with which the 
decoration of this ceremonial artifact is completed (see Figure 35). 
Djinang explanation. 
The meanings of symbolic items as the Maradjiri pole is usually subject to 
various interpretations. I noted down a number of statements about this artifact, 
of which the essence is that the pole represents Sugar Bag (Djareware) in all 
its aspects. Earlier I have discussed the fact that the word Djareware grasps 
more than the translation Sugar Bag might suggest and that this concept comprises 
a complex of meanings, such as the Dreamtime Honey, the Bees, the "Nose" of the 
Honey Bees and the humming noise made by them, while at the same time Djareware 
rendered in visible form (sand drawings, paintings, the Maradjiri pole) is 
symbolic of all Sugar Bag people, including the ancestors of the clan (see 3.1). 
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The decorated Maradjiri pole especially expresses these elements as may 
appear from my informant's explanations: the red parakeet feathers interwoven 
in the strings and attached to the pole under the top are said to be wild 
honey (sugar bag, djareware), whereby sometimes further specifications are 
given whicn I did not understand altogether. For example when explaining the 
meaning of the red breast feathers they use, apart from djareware, words like 
galanjan, translated as "sugar bag wax", mengalnge, described as "the fat" 
(goldje) of djareware, and dolge, which they translate as "eggs" (perhaps 
larvae). The great number of dots painted on the pole are interpreted as the 
many Honey bees (nagara) which travelled together with sugar Bag in the 
Dreamtime, humming all the way (see 3.1, M 1). The thin stick placed on top 
of the pole stands for the "Nose" (gedare) of the bees, an item also connected 
with the dreaming Djareware (Sugar Bag). 
Emotionally the pole expresses the clan identity and the togetherness of 
all that which belongs to the Wurgigandjar clan: the living, the dead but also 
the clan's estate and its dreamings. To the Wurgigandjar children who watched 
the decoration activities in the shade they just say that the pole is "ngerang 
gulugulung": our Dreaming; words pronounced with respect and a certain tenderness. 
To outsiders such as for example the Croker Island middleman Samuel, they 
elucidate their attitude towards this ceremonial relic in terms of "Djareware" 
(Sugar Bag) which "belongs to us" or "makes us think of our country, of our 
fathers and grandfathers, people from the old days". This emotional attachment 
to that which the Maradjiri pole represents for its owners becomes even more 
obvious during the last stage of the ceremony under discussion here when the 
Djinang men and women convey this artifact to their hosts, a moment in which 
they all burst into tears (to be discussed in 6.3.2 and 6.3.3). 
Two other ceremonial objects of the Maradjiri ceremony are the image of 
the bird Geganggie and a small hollow log. The image of the bird is a paperbark 
construction of about fifty centimetres high. Its bodypart is first painted 
black and then covered with many white and red dots, whereas the neck- and 
headpart of this statuette is white upon which red and yellow dots are painted. 
The wings are made from strings in which many red parakeet feathers have been 
interwoven. 
The small hollow log, which is said to represent the nest of the bird 
Geganggie, is also made from paperbark and about thirty centimetres high. This 
item too is first painted black and then covered with red, white and yellow 
dots. Both sides are decorated with white, red and black circles (Figure 35). 
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6.2.3 §ÍD3ÍD9.2Gd_ÍEG£ÍQ9· 
Maradjiri song- and dance sessions dominate the ceremonial activities 
of the Djinang in the months preceding the actual performance of this rite. The 
first Maradjiri songs and dances can be heard and seen during the fire ceremony 
in the course of which the pole is heated and straightened. From that time on 
the Djinang hold a series of song- and dance sessions in which the dreamings 
of the Maradjiri owning clan, Wurgigandjar, are performed. These activities, 
which all take place at Maningrida, can be subdivided as follows: 
a. Singing in the shade. 
While one or two men, usually of the category ZS, are at work on the 
ceremonial paraphernalia, the Wurgigandjar sing the songs from their 
songcycle. Decorating the pole may take hours each day and therefore the 
Wurgigandjar men, who then have to sing many verses, usually take turns. 
At some times the mood-is such that all those present participate in the 
singing, whereas at other times only one Wurgigandjar may, more or less 
humming, accompany the decorator(s) with his songs, while the others 
chat or just take a nap. The function of the songs here seems to be to 
sanctify the transformation of the ordinary materials into sacred ceremonial 
objects. 
b. Song sessions in the camp. 
Another part of the ceremonial preparations for a Maradjiri ceremony 
concerns the public song sessions in the camp, which the Djinang organize 
regularly. At such occasions men, women and children assemble in front of 
one of the Djinang houses early night and sit down round a fire. Such 
gatherings last about two or three hours and the atmosphere in the camp 
is usually pleasant. For a more detailed description I refer to 4.1, in 
which I have given examples of such performances and analysed the 
composition of its participants. 
с Dance performances in the camp. 
These performances take place somewhere in the Djinang camp where a plot 
of ground has been cleared to serve as dancing ground (5.2). Mostly the 
Djinang perform their dances in the weekends, either in the afternoon 
before going to the Maningrida Happy Club to have a beer, or at night 
time which is usually the case on Sundays when there is no Club. Not only 
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Djinang men and vomer but also their children energetically participate 
in these occasions. The youngsters are painted just as their fathers: 
white ochre on body, arms, legs and face, and red fish figures on chest 
and upperlegs (5.1, Figure 6: Bream Fish). For them such sessions offer 
excellent opportunities to become familiar with some of the easier parts 
of the dances, in which they are going to participate during the actual 
performance of the Maradjiri. 
Compared with the number of song sessions there are less dance 
performances which mainly results from the fact that the organization 
of the latter takes much more time. The cast is more complex and before 
planning such a performance one has to be sure that the various parts 
are filled (Songman, didgeridoo-player, Wurgigandjar dancers of whom 
one or two act as leading dancer, their young sons and daughters, their 
wives and sisters, their ZS's and preferably also some men of the category 
MB and MBS) whereas in case of a song session it is sufficient to know 
that some Wurgigandjar men and a didgeridoo-player, usually a ZS or a 
MBS, are able to come. Besides the actors need quite some time to decorate 
their bodies and a plot of ground has also to be cleared for the dancing. 
Usually about three or four of such dance gatherings are organized in 
the months preceding a Maradjiri. 
Case Three, Maningrida 2-9-1973. 
After having spent the (Sunday) afternoon in the shade decorating and 
singing the Djinang decided to organize a dance performance. At about 
seven o'clock the actors assembled in front of the Songman's house, 
where the session was going to take place. The male dancers were three 
Wurgigandjar men of the Nongere segment (two YB's and one adult S), two 
Wurgigandjar of the Guragngere segment (of the category "YB"), two men 
of the Djardewitjibi clan (ZS), one Mildjingi (ZS) and two elderly men 
of the Wulagi-speaking Djelaworwor clan (both MB) who, because of their 
age, only occasionally joined in and mostly sat down commenting upon the 
activities. The female participants were two Wurgigandjar-Nongere (Z) 
and a Djelaworwor women (MBD), whereas a number of children also took 
part. The Songman was assisted by a Wurgigandjar-Guragngere man ("YB") 
and a Mildjingi ("MBS") who played the didgeridoo. 
The male actors painted their bodies only white, except two of them, 
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a Wurgigandjar-Nongere YB and a "ZS" of the Djardewitjibi clan who both 
were going to act as dance leader. The fortner drew red fish figures and 
stripes over his white painted body, while the latter covered his body 
over with white ochre dots. 
The actors started, as usual at those occasions (see below), with 
the elaborate version of the Bream Fish dance and continued with a series 
of simple dances of the dreaming Bream Fish, Mud Cod, Cabbage Palm, the 
birds Djudo-Djudo and Geganggie, Stringy Bark and finally Crow. 
The dance performances organized in preparation for a Maradjiri are 
similar in that Bream Fish is the central theme of those sessions. Not only 
the body decoration of the male actors (and sometimes also the children) point 
to that but also the fact that the Bream Fish dance, with which the actors 
start, is an elaborate dance, whereas the other dreamings are only presented 
as simple versions. Consequently the order of presentation at such occasions 
follows the gradual transition from dreamings of the water sub-cluster via a 
dreaming of the jungle sub-cluster (Djudo-Djudo) to the dreamings of the dry 
gravel country. This order of presentation in song- and dance performances 
has been discussed in detail in Chapter 4.3. 
Informants explained this order by saying that they dance from "bottom to 
the top", which most probably is from "wet" to "dry" (4.3), and therefore 
start with the elaborate Bream Fish dance. This is a reversal of the usual 
order of presentation in song performances. Apart from this explanation there 
might be two other reasons why Bream Fish is chosen to be the central theme 
of the dance performances under discussion here, and thus determining its 
typical order of presentation of Maradjiri dreamings. Firstly the choreography 
of the elaborate Bream Fish dance is much easier than the elaborate versions 
of the other three central Maradjiri themes and offers the children a good 
opportunity to participate and train. Secondly I have the idea that the other 
elaborate Maradjiri dreamings (Crow, Geganggie and Sugar Bag) would not fit 
these occasions as central themes: Crow is associated with death and too much 
emphasis on this dreaming in just one dance performance is not in conformity 
with the character of the Maradjiri ceremony; the bird Geganggie as an elaborate 
dance is performed during a Maradjiri to collect money and other gifts, which is 
irrelevant here; and finally Sugar Bag seems to be too important and sacred to 
dance outside the ceremonial atmosphere of an actual Maradjiri ceremony. The 
sphere of the elaborate Sugar Bag dances observed during the Maradjiri rites 
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of Bamyili and Croker Island was solemn and serious, whereas the performances 
under discussion here, organized in preparation of the actual Maradjiri, were 
more cheerful. The children's effort to imitate their fathers often caused 
merriment and the adults, in their turn, did their best to offer the audience 
a spectacular performance of fish struggling with an angler. 
6.2.4 The_journe^; 
A quite different aspect of the Maradjiri preparations concerns the 
organization and financing of the journey to and from the settlement where 
the ceremony will be carried out. Both the Maradjiri trips I made with the 
Djinang showed that many problems have to be overcome. Because of the large 
distances between Maningrida and the places of destination - Bamyili 
Settlement and Croker Island - the Djinang had to travel by public transport 
such as busses and planes, enterprises for which money and organizational skill 
were essential. 
The financial question caused the greater difficulty, especially for the 
married Djinang who in both Marajiri rites observed preferred to take as many 
members of the family with them as possible. However in some cases the expenses 
of these journeys exceeded the family budget considerably and this implied 
that several Djinang had to borrow money or else had to stay behind. Another 
consequence of the Maradjiri rites was that those Djinang who were employed 
at the settlement, and most male adults were, had no income during their 
absence. Thus in every respect the performance of a Maradjiri is, financially 
spoken, a costly enterprise. 
Case Four, Maningrida - Bamyili, January 1973. 
In the first week of January sixteen Djinang (ten adults and six children) 
were about to travel to Bamyili settlement. The journey costed A$ 66 
each, being A$ 50 for the airfares Maningrida - Darwin, both ways, and 
A$ 16 for a return busticket Darwin - Katherine. 
During the last pay-day before the trip one of the Mildjingi men, a 
ZS who acted as manager for the ceremony, collected the money which 
turned out to be only sufficient for the journey out. However this did 
not deter the Djinang from going. The Mildjingi man booked for 
fifteen persons - one Djinang was already staying in Darwin - but the 
party had to split up because the small Connair planes (Conells Airlines) 
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only contained twelve seats at the most and many of them were always booked 
in advance by others travelling to Darwin. They managed to travel on three 
consecutive days {2, 3 and 4 January), whereby the second group took 
charge of the Maradjiri pole and stored this ceremonial artifact for one 
night at Darwin airport. On the fifth of January all the Djinang, except 
two stragglers who did not turn up, went to Katherine by Pioneer Bus, a 
five hour's trip. There a settlement truck from Bamyili picked them up. A 
large house close to Peter's camp (the middleman) was available to them 
for the next three weeks. 
New problems arose after the completion of the ceremony as there 
was hardly any money for the return trip. The Djinang managed to borrow 
A$ 65 from the Bamyili council and got some more money from others, which 
all together was just enough to travel by bus back to Darwin. There they 
stayed at Bagot Reserve, trying to raise the money for the return ticket 
to Maningrida. Some received money from relatives at Maningrida, whereas 
others, as I was told afterwards, found a job for a couple of weeks at 
Bagot. On the tenth of February the larger part of the Djinang returned at 
Maningrida. 
Concerning the financing of the journey there was a remarkable difference 
between the Bamyili and Croker Island Maradjiri. In the latter case the hosts 
themselves raised the funds for the journey, while in the former the travel-
expenses were almost entirely for the Djinang's own account. Therefore I am 
i nable to say which procedure is customary, but perhaps there is no general 
custom yet concerning these expenses as travelling that far (by public transport) 
for a Maradjiri ceremony is a quite recent development and thus the consequent 
financial problems are also relatively new ones. 
Case Five, Maningrida - Croker Island, May 1974. 
The travel expenses for the Maradjiri ceremony at Croker Island were 
shared by both the Aboriginal Theatre Foundation in Darwin and by Croker 
Islanders. During a short stay at Maningrida (6-9-1973) the Director 
of the Aboriginal Theatre Foundation, Mr. Lance Bennet, had paid a visit 
to the ceremonial shade of the Djinang, where Maradjiri preparations 
were in progress, to discuss the defrayment of the journey to Croker. As 
I learnt at Croker in May 1974 the Foundation had been able to contribute 
A$ 600, whereas A$ 300 was raised by Croker Islanders. From this amount 
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a one-engine mission plane was chartered which transported twenty-one 
Djinang in three separate flights from Maningrida to Croker Island on the 
20th of May 1974. Another Djinang, one of the managers for this ceremony 
(the Mildjingi man mentioned in Case Four) had to fly via Darwin by 
Connair as the charter was too small to transport the long Maradjiri 
pole and there was no direct regular service from Maningrida to Croker 
Island. When he finally arrived at Croker he was delayed for one week, 
which had some consequences for the progress of this Maradjiri (to be 
discussed in 6.3.1, Case Seven). The Djinang stayed in a couple of sheds 
near the beach, although the splendid weather of the early dry season 
enabled them to spend most time in the open air. 
As I had left the island before the Djinang did I am not sure about 
the return fare, but while still at Croker the middleman, Samuel, said 
he would look after the matter. During a short visit to the office of the 
Aboriginal Theatre Foundation, paid in Darwin on my way to Sydney, I was 
told that perhaps the Foundation would be able to contribute again to 
the travel expenses. I do not exactly know which settlement was finally 
made,but from a copy of the Maningrida Mirage,sent to me in Sydney later, 
I learnt that in June all Djinang had returned to Maningrida by plane. 
One of the Wurgigandjar told the editor of the Maningrida Mirage: "We 
didn't have enough money for the plane back. We stayed there one week 
trying to raise money. We rang up Lance Bennet (of the Aboriginal Theatre 
Foundation) and he helped us to get the DC 3 to bring us all home" 
(Maningrida Mirage, 14-6-1974). 
6.3 The performance of the Maradjiri. 
Soon after arrival at their destination the Djinang men start building a 
ceremonial shade on the outskirt of the settlement, just out of sight of its 
inhabitants. Maradjiri shades are domeshaped structures which vary in size. 
At Maningrida the shade in which the preparations for the Croker Island 
Maradjiri had been carried out was about two and a half metres across and 
one and a half metre high, similar to that one of Burera speakers from the 
Blyth River who performed Maradjiri ceremony at Maningrida in April 1973. That 
at Bamyili was about three and a half metres across and two metres high. The 
Maradjiri shade at Croker Island was a gift of nature: a group of low palmtrees 
enclosed a space which made an excellent natural shade and the Djinang did not 
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hesitate to use it, the more so as it was just far enough away from the 
settlement. 
The doorway of a shade is large enough for a man to enter if stooped 
and both at Maningrida and Bamyili it was facing east. In this respect Maradjiri 
shades resemble those of Jabuduruwa ceremonies (compare El kin, 1961a: 166-209 
and Maddock, 1969: 84-8). During a Maradjiri the Djinang usually spend most 
of the day in the shade, busy finishing off the decoration of the ceremonial 
artifacts, singing and painting their bodies for the dance performances of 
late afternoon or early night. At a distance of approximately fifty metres the 
women also put up a shade, however this is a much smaller one and in fact no 
more than a windscreen. They sit down there with the children, having a chat 
or playing cards and only shortly before the dances they begin to decorate 
themselves with white ochre. On the whole they pass much less time in this shade 
than the men in theirs. 
The hosts are not allowed to visit the shade of the men as on no account 
are they permitted to see the ceremonial paraphernalia before the final stage 
of the ceremony. At Bamyili nobody but the participants stayed in the shade 
and at Croker only the middleman and a visitor from the mainland once paid a 
visit. The former came to discuss matters of organization and while there the 
Djinang explained to him the meaning of the various ceremonial artifacts; the 
latter (Yirwala, a famous Arnhem Land barkpainter) was acquainted with some 
Djinang. 
Once the shades have been built the actual Maradjiri ceremony can start. 
The ritual activities to come are composed of three main elements: firstly a 
series of dance sessions which are performed almost daily; secondly the 
relevation and public exhibition of the Maradjiri pole during a dancing-tour 
of the village, to be followed by the third and last part of this ceremony, the 
presentation of the ceremonial paraphernalia to the receivers of the Maradjiri. 
6.3.1 î!3§.dançe_perforiiiances. 
The dance performances take up most of the time of a Maradjiri. The number 
of these daily sessions is not prescribed and depends largely upon the period 
the Djinang intend to stay. At Bamyili for example the ceremony lasted two weeks 
during which time they performed eight sessions, four in the first week and four 
in the second with a break in the weekend. At Croker Island on the other hand 
the Djinang at first had intended to stay for one week only but when the 
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Maradjiri pole did not arrive in due time (to be explained in Case Seven) they 
had to wait for it and therefore, as things were, decided to continue with 
the daily dance sessions for at least another week. The third Maradjiri I 
observed, a ceremony of Burara people (Jiridja moiety), lasted no less than 
five weeks, although the dances were not performed as regularly as in the 
Djinang Maradjiris and most activities took place in and round the weekends. 
Some such flexibility is made possible by the structure of the dance 
sessions, which basically is as follows: of the four central Maradjiri 
dreamings (see 5.1) the Djinang have chosen three, namely Sugar Bag, the bird 
Geganggie and Bream Fish, to be in turn the principal theme of a daily dance 
performance. The position of the fourth important Maradjiri dreaming. Crow, 
comes up for discussion later. Having agreed which one of the three is going 
to serve as the principal theme of a particular day - a choice usually made 
after the men have assembled in the shade in the morning - the Djinang then 
start decorating their bodies with the corresponding design and also will 
begin the performance later that day with an elaborate version of the chosen 
dreaming. Besides they may say when asked about the coming performance: "Oh 
well, today we dance Bream Fish" (or Sugar Bag or Geganggie), notwithstanding 
the fact that the elaborate Bream Fish dance will be followed by other dances 
of the Maradjiri dance cycle. So alternately one of the three dreamings 
mentioned here is, as it were, "theme of the day" and on the basis of this 
principle the number of dance performances may be extended as long as required. 
For example when the Djinang have decided to dance Bream Fish as the principal 
theme of that day the start the performance with the elaborate Bream Fish 
version and then continue with the other dances of which most are of the simple 
pattern. Thematically the order of presentation shows a gradual transition 
from water to land dreamings. (Such a session in which Bream Fish is the 
central theme is similar to the dance performances organized at Maningrida 
in preparation of an actual Maradjiri. See 6.2.3, Case Three.) The next day 
they might choose Sugar Bag and, having performed the elaborate version of this 
dreaming, they again proceed with mostly simple dances of the other dreamings. 
However compared with the previous example, in which Bream Fish featured as the 
main theme, the order of presentation here is a reversal because once having 
started off with a representative of the land sub-cluster (Sugar Bag) they now 
gradually move towards the dreamings of the water sub-cluster. Apparently 
here the principle of the gradual transition between the dry-wet polarity has 
priority over the usually pursued pattern of dancing which moves from water to 
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land themes. Therefore a dance performance beginning with a representative 
of the land sub-cluster will be continued with other dreamings of that cluster 
to change gradually to the dances of the water group. Thus, the characteristic 
order of dancing has been reversed indeed but the principle of the gradual 
transition, which also underlies the structural composition of the song 
performances, stands (see 4.3). 
The same happens when the bird Geganggie features as "theme of the day". 
Such a session begins with a dancing-tour of the village, whereafter the 
actors return to the ceremonial ground to perform a series of other dances, 
which again show a gradual change from land to water dreamings. 
Actually the choice of Sugar Bag, Geganggie or Bream Fish as "theme of 
the day" did not show a fixed order in the Maradjiris observed, nor did these 
dreamings, as the foregoing might suggest, compose symnetrical three-day cycles 
which were reiterated over until the final stage of the Maradjiri. Sometimes 
one of these dreamings featured as central theme for a second time, while 
another had not yet had its turn. The sequence of these principal themes in the 
Maradjiri at Bamyili illustrates this: 
Case Six, Bamyili, January 1973. 
The series of dance performances started on Monday (8-1), three days 
after arrival at the settlement, with a preliminary short session in which 
only a few simple dances were presented. In such a first session, with 
which the Maradjiri at Croker Island also started off, there is no "theme 
of the day" and this performance seems to serve more or less as a warming-
up for the days to come. 
The central themes of the three following days were respectively 
Bream Fish, Sugar Bag and again Bream Fish. I do not know what made them 
choose Bream Fish for a second time instead of Geganggie but a possible 
consideration might have been the fact that the last mentioned performance 
took place on the day before pay-day (Thursday the eleventh) and at such 
a time the shortage of money, food, tabacco and the like is proverbial. 
Consequently the pre-condition for a succesful elaborate Geganggie 
performance - a tour of the village to collect money and other gifts -
was absent altogether. 
Because of this pay-day and the following weekend there were no 
ceremonial activities till Monday when the Djinang continued with a song 
session in the afternoon. The dances started again on Tuesday (16-1) and 
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the order of the principal themes for the next four days were respectively 
Geganggie-bird, Bream Fish, Sugar Bag and once more Geganggie-bird. With 
that the dance performances came to an end and the Djinang began with the 
exhibition and presentation of the Maradjiri artifacts. 
An important dreaming, which before has been called a central Maradjiri 
theme (together with Sugar Bag, the bird Geganggie and Bream Fish, see 5.1) 
but does not feature as "theme of the day" in the dance performances, is Crow. 
This dreaming occupies a somewhat special position in these sessions: on the 
one hand there is no Crow body design in the Maradjiri, as is the case with 
the other three dreamings featuring as central themes, nor does a dance 
performance ever start off with the elaborate version of the Crow dance. 
Furthermore I have never heard the Djinang say during a Maradjiri "Today we 
dance Crow", whereas they do mention anyone of the other three dreamings as 
principal theme for a particular day. So in this respect Crow can hardly be 
seen as a "theme of the day" in the same way as the other three are. On the 
other hand Crow does appear in the Maradjiri as an elaborate dance, but then 
in the sessions of which Sugar Bag, Geganggie or Bream Fish are the principal 
themes. 
An example may elucidate this rather complicated state of affairs. When 
Bream Fish is the main theme of a Maradjiri day the actors will begin their 
dances, as already mentioned, with an elaborate Bream Fish dance and continue 
for example with a series of simple dances of Bream Fish, Mud Cod, Cabbage 
Palm and the bird Djudo-Djudo. When, according to the principle of gradual 
transition, the actors have arrived at Crow they mostly perform the elaborate 
version of this dreaming, whereafter they conclude with one or two simple 
dances of dreamings of the land sub-cluster (e.g. Geganggie and Stringy Bark). 
The same is the case when Sugar Bag or Geganggie-bird are the principal themes 
of a performance, then Crow too is usually presented as an elaborate dance. 
So in most dance performances during a Maradjiri there are two elaborate 
dances, one of the principal theme of that day with which the actors start a 
performance (Sugar Bag, Geganggie or Bream Fish), and one of Crow which the 
actors dance somewhere halfway through the session, thereby maintaining the 
almost everpresent gradual transition between the dry-wet polarity. Thus this 
creature is, so to speak, the cuckoo's egg in the other three dreamings' nests 
and as such may feature even more often as an elaborate dance than Bream Fish 
or Geganggie or Sugar Bag. 
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Now that the structure of the daily dance performances of a Maradjiri 
has been outlined I shall conclude this section with a detailed account of 
a series of dances of an actual Maradjiri. 
Such a description, for which the first week of the Croker Island Maradjiri 
has been chosen ', will illustrate the points made before and simultaneously 
show a series of divergencies which arise from specific circumstances as well 
as from, what Hart (I960: 82) has called in another context, "the unpredictability 
of human beings and their fondness for trying to excersize choice instead of 
following a set pattern". 
Case Seven, Croker Island 20-5 / 26-5, 1974. 
On the day of arrival, the 20th, the Djinang organized a short dance 
performance which was similar to the first performance of the Maradjiri 
of Bamyili (Case Six). For this prelude no special theme was chosen and 
, the dancers had just decorated their bodies with white ochre. At about 
seven o'clock Bill, the man who had asked for this Maradjiri, arrived at 
the ceremonial ground with his wife and daughter of about five for whom 
the ceremony had been organized. They sat down next to the Songman, whereas 
their close relatives and other spectators were sitting behind them or 
along the sides of the dancing ground. 
For the greater part the session proceeded according to the usual 
pattern: the actors started with Bream Fish, Mud Cod and Cabbage Palm, of 
which three simple dances each were performed. They left out the dreaming 
of the jungle sub-cluster (the bird Djudo-Djudo) and carried on with 
three simple dances of the dreaming Geganggie. Crow was going to be the 
last dreaming of this performance and the Songman proposed to dance the 
elaborate version. Apparently he thought that otherwise this session, 
which up till then had only taken half an hour, would have been finished 
too soon. Besides most of the spectators had just arrived. The actors 
agreed and together with the Songman they first sang a few verses of the 
Crow Song, whereupon they danced the elaborate version of the Crow dance. 
Two young Wurgigandjar boys also took part, one playing the role of dead 
body which is brought back to life afterwards, the other joining in with 
the adults. The women danced at the left side of the ceremonial ground, 
opposite the Songman. The performance of this elaborate Crow dance was 
succesful and had not failed to impress the audience, as would appear from 
a series of requests for Crow dances during the coming days. The Djinang 
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concluded this first session with three simple Crow dances. 
The next morning (21-5) from about ten o'clock several Wurgigandjar 
men took turns in singing their clan songs, while others of the Djinang 
party had a look around or played cards. There was some disappointment 
about the fact that the Djinang responsible for the transport of the pole 
(the manager) had failed to arrive from Darwin the day before. As the 
next plane from there was not due before Saturday (25-5) they discussed the 
situation. Carrying on without the pole in the shade seemed to be rather 
unusual and not proper, but just hanging about and waiting for days would 
not be a solution either. They decided to carry on with the daily dance 
sessions in the hope that the pole would be on the next plane. 
In the afternoon the men went to the shade to sing and to decorate 
their bodies with the Bream Fish design. At 6.30 p.m. the second dance 
performance of this Maradjiri started off with an elaborate Bream Fish 
dance, the principal theme of that day, whereafter four simple versions 
of this dreaming followed. The actors continued with the simple dances 
of Mud Cod (3) and Cabbage Palm (4) and, as the day before, an elaborate 
crow performance. Next came the bird Geganggie, Stringy Bark and Djudo-
Djudo bird, of which respectively four, six and five simple dances were 
presented. This dance session of the second Maradjiri day was concluded 
with an extended Sugar Bag performance consisting of songs, the elaborate 
dance and a number of simple dances. First there was only singing. While 
the Songman sang Sugar Bag the actors, sitting down at the opposite 
side of the ceremonial ground, accompanied him by singing out a melodious 
"oooooooh oooooooh ". At the beginning the Songman cried, 
just as he did once at Maningrida when the preparations for this Maradjiri 
started and he sang the words of the Sugar Bag Song for the first time 
during the decoration of the pole. After the singing the actors danced 
the elaborate Sugar Bag version and ended the session of that day with 
seven simple Sugar Bag dances. 
The ceremonial activities of the following day (22-5) did not start 
before seven p.m.. In the daytime some Djinang made an excursion to the 
bush and the beaches of the island, while others visited the shop, played 
cards or just sat back somewhere under a tree, chatting with the islanders. 
Compared with Bamyili this was a rather unusual state of affairs for 
the daily dance performances of that Maradjiri were always preceded by 
hours full of ritual occupations in the shade. However this time there 
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were no ceremonial artifacts yet to work on and this appeared to effect 
also a certain apathy in relation to other daytime activities such as 
singing and bodydecoration. The dances, on the other hand, were carried 
out enthusiastically and to the taste of the onlookers who repeatedly 
showed their approval by rythmical handclapping and cheers at the end 
of every dance. Especially Bill, the man on whose request this Maradjiri 
had been organized, had soon become a devoted student of Maradjiri dances 
and he praised his guests frequently. The Djinang, on their part, 
performed better and better as the week wore on for they are (like other 
Arnhem Landers) very susceptible to compliments about their art of dancing. 
However, that day the mood was a bit low at first and the Djinang had no 
special theme in mind when they finally went to the ceremonial ground to 
perform their third session of Maradjiri dances. 
The actors, painted plain white, began with a series of simple 
dances of Stringy Bark (7), Geganggie (4), Djudo-Djudo bird (5), Cabbage 
Palm (3), Mud Cod (2) and Bream Fish (7). The order of presentation, 
quite exceptional for such an occasion, was a reversal of that of the 
day before. It looked as if the session had come to an end after the 
seven simple Bream Fish dances for all the dreamings of the dance 
cycle save one (Sugar Bag) had been performed. However Bill appeared to 
be in the mood for more dancing and he asked the Songman for the 
(elaborate) Sugar Bag performance which he had seen the day before and 
apparently had come to like. Although the request was not in accordance 
with the rather rigid order in which the dances usually are presented, 
the Djinang made no objections as here too the customer is always right. 
On the contrary they gave an excellent Sugar Bag performance which consisted 
of an elaborate version and four simple dances. 
Having enjoyed the Sugar Bag dances the same man then made a request 
for the Crow performance, thereby publicly expressing his admiration 
for this dance as well. He said that he liked Sugar Bag and Crow dances 
most and stimulated the spectators to participate by clapping their hands 
to the rythm of the songs and dances. The Djinang, tired but also flattered 
by the many compliments and enthusiasm.performed the elaborate Crow dance 
in the usual way. Thereupon Bill requested no less than twelve more 
(simple) Crow dances, a request with which the actors again complied. With 
that the dancing of that night came to an end. The performances, however, 
had created such a festive air that both the Djinang and their hosts did 
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not feel like going to sleep and therefore most of those present decided 
to stay for a while. After a short break the Djinang and the Croker 
Islanders formed a circle around a fire and started exchanging songs for 
the next hour and a half. 
The fatigues of that night brought on a quiet fourth Maradjiri day 
(23-5). After sunset the Wurgigandjar presented a series of Maradjiri 
songs, of which Sugar Bag and Crow were long versions. Next one of the 
other members of the Djinang party, a man of the category galli-galli 
("FZS") who was a Wulagi speaker from father's side and Djinang from 
mother's side, took over with a series of Jiridja moiety songs, of which 
North-east \i\nà{lunggiama) was the most important theme. The ceremonial 
activities were concluded at about 10.30 p.m. with a short song and 
dance session from Croker Islanders. 
At two o'clock of the next day (24-5) the Djinang went to the 
shade to prepare for a dance session in which Bream Fish was going to 
be the principal theme. Up till five o'clock they were busy decorating 
their bodies with Bream Fish designs and singing Wurgigandjar songs. Three 
of the children, in age varying from three to six, were also painted with 
white ochre and they joined the adults in the elaborate Bream Fish dance. 
Because of pay-day and the Friday night movie at Croker Island it was 
thought fit to finish before dark this time and therefore the session was 
a short one. It ran as follows: the elaborate Bream Fish dance and one 
simple dance of this dreaming, Mud Cod (5), Cabbage Palm (4) and Stringy 
Bark (4). 
Saturday morning (25-5), when the regular flight from Darwin was due, 
the Songman, one of his brothers and Samuel, the middleman, went by truck 
to the airstrip - an hour's run - to see if the manager, responsible for 
the transport of the Maradjiri pole, was on the plane with his ceremonial 
luggage. This indeed was the case. Greatly relieved they transported the 
pole, covered in blankets, to the shade where almost immediately after 
arrival the Songman started singing Sugar Bag songs. The middleman was 
invited to have a look at the pole and a Wurgigandjar gave him some 
information about it. The Djinang also decided to dance that afternoon 
and for the first time in this Maradjiri the dreaming Sugar Bag became 
"theme of the day". The session was composed of the elaborate Sugar Bag 
dance, followed by three simple Sugar Bag dances; Stringy Bark (3); the 
elaborate Crow performance also followed by three simple dances of this 
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dreaming; and the simple dances of the birds Geganggie (2) and Djudo-
Djudo (5). The actors concluded the session with a number of simple 
dances of Bream Fish (7), Mud Cod (3) and Cabbage Palm (4). 
The arrival of the pole led to an increase of activities in the shade. 
The Djinang not only started finishing up the decoration of the ceremonial 
artifacts but also paid more attention to bodydecoration and singing. On 
one of the following days (the 26th) they even organized two dance sessions, 
one in the afternoon, the other at night. Also the elaborate performance 
of Geganggie-bird, which had not been danced yet, was presented in the 
second Maradjiri week. The composition of the performances I was able to 
attend that week (three) were of the same kind as those described here. 
The Djinang intended to carry on with the dances up till the exhibition 
and presentation of the ceremonial artifacts, which as I understood, 
depended largely upon the date of their return to Maningrida. This was 
still an open question by the time I had to return to Sydney. 
6.3.2 Exhibition_of_the_Maradjiri_gole. 
In the Maradjiri ceremonies observed this part of the ritual and the 
subsequent presentation of the ceremonial artifacts took place in the weekend. 
The series of dance sessions, of which a detailed example has been given 
before, usually come to an end on a Friday or Saturday afternoon. After the 
last dances have been performed the actors return to the shade to make the 
final preparations for the exhibition of the pole. Till this stage only the 
male Djinang, their children and an occasional visitor had permission to see 
the pole and the other artifacts, but soon the relic will be carried around the 
camp and shown publicly to the Djinang women and the inhabitants of the 
settlement, especially to those who belong to the Maradjiri receiving group. 
The only exception is the family to whom the Djinang are going to present the 
pole the next day for they are not allowed to watch the public display and 
do not see the pole before the final stage of the ceremony. The people in 
question have been informed about this procedure and therefore stay away 
from the ceremonial procession. 
After sunset the men take the fully decorated pole out of the shade and 
carry it first to the small women's shade where all the female participants 
and their children have been assembled. Meanwhile the men sing the songs of 
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Geganggie-bird, the dreaming to which this ceremony belongs. When they approach 
the small shade with the pole on their shoulder the women start crying, heavily 
and emotionally, and most of them are going to sustain this during the whole 
procession. From the women's shade both male and female participants walk to 
the first houses of the settlement to start the tour of the village. The men 
are also excited and the one or the other might occasionally burst into tears. 
They alternately sing songs of the dreamings Geganggie-bird and Sugar Bag, 
loudly with trembling voices and this in combination with the yelling and 
crying women brings about a hectic atmosphere (AIAS tapes A 2774b, A 2775a and 
A 2775b). Soon the procession attracts a rapidly growing number of spectators 
who accompany the Djinang on their ceremonial tour. The Djinang carry the 
Maradjiri pole from house to house to show the relic to its inhabitants. 
The performers usually visit the houses of the residential cluster or 
quarter of the Maradjiri receiving group, although I got the impression that 
the route of this tour of the village is not strictly prescribed and that 
there is much room for improvisation. For example at Maningrida, where I observed 
the Jiridja moiety Maradjiri of a group of Blyth River people, the participants 
visited mainly the houses of Burara speakers and not those of other Aboriginal 
conrnunities residing at the settlement. At Bamyili, a settlement smaller than 
Maningrida, the Djinang extended their tour to almost the entire village. 
After about an hour the procession ends at the ceremonial ground where 
a number of simple Sugar Bag dances are performed. Next the pole is transported 
to a place out of sight of the ceremonial ground and put upright there for the 
rest of the night. The following morning the Djinang are going to take the 
pole from this place back to the ceremonial ground to present it, together 
with the two other ceremonial artifacts, to the receivers of this ceremony 
who are waiting there, accompanied by relatives and a great number of spectators. 
Having erected the pole out of sight of the ceremonial ground all the 
Djinang, including the children, assemble around it for a kind of night-watch 
which will last till sunrise. Others may join the party for a while but as the 
night wears on most of the spectators usually go home for a sleep. The male 
Djinang spend the night singing, whereas the women and children watch and 
listen and occasionally may fall asleep. Sometimes the singers receive 
assistance from others for their all-night session, as appeared for example 
at Bamyi1 i : 
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Case Eight, Bamyili, Saturday night, 19/20-1-1973. 
Temporary frictions between the Wurgigandjar-Nongere segment of the 
clan, to which the Songman belongs, and a dominant Wurgigandjar-Guragngere 
man resulted in the absence of this man and some of his close brothers. 
Because of this there were less Wurgigandjar at Bamyili than originally 
was intended. (The relation between both segments of the Wurgigandjar 
clan has been described in 2.2). Besides the two men who had missed the 
bus in Darwin (Case Four) did not turn up so that initially the Djinang were 
short of actors. Fortunately two young bachelors of the ritually related 
Marangu (Sugar Bag) clan of the Djambarbinggu-speakers were staying at 
Bamyili at the time and both joined in the Maradjiri. Also that last 
ceremonial night they were present and took over whenever the Wurgigandjar 
songmen became fatigued. 
Towards midnight the Djinang received further assistance from two 
Rembarngga. One of them had come from the nearby Beswick Reserve to visit 
the Djinang, of whom he knew several, and to participate in a secret 
Mardaiin ceremony near Bamyili the next day. The other man was an inhabitant 
of Bamyili settlement. These three groups alternately presented their songs 
till about six in the morning. At about one o'clock there was a short 
interruption when the Djinang and their assistants had to take shelter from 
a heavy shower. They went to sit down under the shed of a nearby house 
which was the temporary lodging of most Djinang. There they stayed, 
singing monotonously their songs and gazing at the rain which at first 
poured down but soon changed into a di zzi e for the rest of the night. 
A remarkable aspect of this part of the Maradjiri is the fact that the 
exhibition of the Maradjiri pole during the tour of the village takes place 
after sunset when the village is all in darkness and one cannot see the pole 
properly. Questions about this did not lead to much, however recalling the 
atmosphere of the Maradjiri ceremony I suppose that this way of acting is part 
of the dramatic build-up to a climax which finds its apotheosis in the 
procession to the ceremonial ground and the following presentation of the 
ceremonial artifacts. Besides the sacred Maradjiri pole, which has been 
concealed carefully in the shade all the time, might be too holy ("dear" is 
the expression Aborigines sometimes use) to be exposed abruptly to the eyes of 
the Djinang women and the villagers and therefore is revealed gradually: during 
the tour of the village and the rest of the night only a shadowy outline of the 
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relic is visible, but when the first morning light breaks its contours become 
clearer and soon the full glare of the morning sun will illuminate every inch 
of the beautifully decorated artifact. 
6.3.3 Finale^thepresentationofthe.ceremonial _Р?ГЁРЬ§ГПЁІ!5І 
The preparations for the final stage of a Maradjiri start early morning 
at sunrise, immediately after the all-night song session has come to an end. 
Everybody gets back on his feet and the men inspect the pole for a last time 
as some of the paint or feathers might have come off during the tour of the 
village (or as happened at Bamyili, that feathers and strings have faded from 
the rain of that night). Next the Djinang carry the pole to the fringe of the 
bush where they are going to perform a short rite, in which the collection 
of sugar bag is symbolically rendered. A Wurgigandjar man takes a piece of 
down between his indexfinger and thumb and blows it in the air. This bit of 
fluff, carried away by the wind, is said to represent the honey bee, which 
flies in the air on its way to the hive inside the stringy bark tree. As soon 
as the ulurgigandjar has blown away the down two other actors look in the air 
and pretend to have caught sight of a bee returning to the hollow tree. They 
both get excited and call out to each other phrases like "Look '. There it 
is ! Follow it !", thereby pointing to where the bee is supposed to fly. The 
down does not really play a role anymore as it might have landed somewhere in 
the grass or the scrub. The actors however keep looking in the air at the 
imaginary bee and run towards a tree some fifty metres further. They run fast, 
not in a straight line but zigzagging, thus giving a perfect imitation of 
people who try to follow the unpredictable flight of a bee. One of the actors 
carries a billycan, the other an axe and when arrived at the tree to where the 
bee has led them they symbolically chop it down and pretend to collect wild 
honey. Thereupon they return to the others who have watched these scenes and 
accompanied with songs of Sugar Bag. This act is repeated several times and 
each time the actors will choose another tree. 
Now the time has come to take the pole, the statuette of Geganggie-bird 
and the small hollow log to the dancing ground where the audience, among whom 
is the receiving family, has assembled. Before moving the male and female 
participants paint their bodies white and one of the Djinang fastens a long 
string of about five metres, in which down is interwoven, to the small piece 
of wood at the top of the pole. The atmosphere is charged with a certain tension 
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and the relaxed, easy and often cheerful mood which is characteristic of the 
preceding dance- and song sessions has now disappeared completely. The actors 
look excited and their emotions will escalate as the moment of presentation 
draws nearer. Obviously the transfer of the Maradjiri pole as the symbolic 
representation of the Sugar Bag clan pre-eminently to which attention has been 
paid for many months, is experienced as a loss and evokes sentiments of sorrow 
and nostalgia. 
When the group is ready to start some Djinang take up the pole and carry 
it on their shoulders, while others walk and dance around them. Wurgigandjar 
women (real or classificatory sisters of the Songman and his brothers) head 
the procession, thereby keeping the long string which has been fastened on top 
of the artifact in their hands. Other women such as the wives of the Wurgigandjar 
men and their daughters are walking with the children close behind the men. 
The positions of the participants and the Maradjiri pole are as follows: 
The procession does not proceed uniformly. First the participants walk 
slowly for a while, whereafter those who carry the pole and the women in front 
of them suddenly start running. They stop as abruptly as they have begun, 
then walk backwards a little to move slowly forward again. In this way they 
move along the processional route and such a behaviour creates the impression 
that when it comes to the point the owners of the Maradjiri still hesitate 
between presenting the pole as fast as possible and keeping it in their own 
possesion. 
During the procession the Songman sings Sugar Bag songs. His chants 
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however are often deafened by the sound of wailing and crying women or 
emotionally reacting men of whom several also give free course to their tears. 
At the ceremonial ground in front of the audience a hole has been made in 
which the Djinang are going to put the pole upright. Yet before this is done the 
men first push the underside of the pole half-way into the hole and then pull 
it back again, an action which is repeated several times. But at last the 
relic is placed in the hole and erected. 
The next and final Maradjiri activity is the presentation of the 
statuette of the bird Geganggie and the small hollow log. This occurs in a short 
ceremony in the course of which one of the men belonging to the category ZS 
will sit down on his knees with the small hollow log clenched between his 
upperlegs. A Wurgigandjar is going to sit on his heels just in front of his 
ZS and faces him. The former holds the Geganggie statuette also between his 
upperlegs and then with his hands he pushes the head and neck of the bird into 
the hollow log. The two actors are shaking and trembling all over and when 
the bird finally has been pushed into the hollow log both men are sweating 
and exhausted by the wild and excited motions of their bodies. During this 
act the other participants are standing round both actors, yelling and shouting, 
while the Songman sings the verses of the Geganggie-bird song. 
This performance clearly recalls association with sexual intercourse, 
however the Djinang, when asked about its meaning, explain simply that the 
hollow log is the nest of the bird in question and that therefore they both 
belong together when presented. In the case of the presentation of the pole, 
an act which also suggests sexual symbolism, they say that the pole is pushed 
into the hole and pulled back several times because this action is like the 
waves of the sea rolling ashore. 
The bird and the hollow log are now presented to the receivers of the 
Maradjiri, and with that the ceremony is finished. The Djinang collect the 
packets of cigarettes, tobacco and materials displayed on the ceremonial 
ground, while later on the receivers of the Maradjiri will take the pole 
with them and strip off its decoration which they are going to use in their 
future ceremonies. Once the presentation of the ceremonial artifacts has been 
made the tension and emotions subside. One of the Wurgigandjar may speak a 
few concluding words, such as for example happened at Bamyili where one of 
the Songman's younger brothers said to the receivers: "Well, this was it ! 
We now leave the pole with you and go back to Maningrida". 
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Then the Djinang, bathed in perspiration, have accomplished their task and 
the only thing which really counts for the time being is a draught of water 
and a long, uninterrupted sleep for the rest of day. 
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Notes Chapter 6 
1. The names of informants in this chapter have been changed. 
2. Peter demonstrated his zest for the ceremonial especially during the last 
weekend of the Maradjiri at Bamyili. After two weeks full of ceremonial 
activities the final stage of the Maradjiri had arrived and all the 
Djinang danced and sang from Friday afternoon till Saturday morning 
eleven o'clock (see 6.3.2 and 6.3.3), with only two short breaks. Having 
finally presented the pole the performers were exhausted and everybody, 
including my wife and I, went to sleep. However an hour or so afterwards 
we were woken up by banging at the door. It was Peter who invited me for 
a song performance which a group of Rerabarngga Aborigines from Bamyili 
were about to start. I went with him and attended this performance, 
organized in commemoration of a recently died person. Peter, with hoarse 
voice, also took part. After the singing he invited me for another 
ceremony, a secret Maraiin of which a dance session was going to take 
place the next day. Again Peter participated in this rite and danced the 
whole Sunday afternoon. The following morning we all left for Maningrida 
and said good-by to Peter who stayed with his family at Bamyili. I met 
him again at Maningrida about eight months later when he came with a group 
of Rembarngga dancers from Bamyili to take part in a ceremonial festival. 
3. Shades are ceremonial huts or shelters. Amongst others described by R.M. 
Berndt (1951a)and Maddock (1969: 84-8). In 6.3 I give a more detailed 
description of Maradjiri shades. 
4. I have not observed such an activity; the information was obtained through 
interviews. 
5. In this chapter I shall illustrate the general description of the 
organization, preparation and performance of the Maradjiri with a number 
of cases. These cases, chosen from the Bamyili and Croker Island Maradjiri 
may exemplify some specific problems which arise before and during such 
ceremonies as well as give a picture of the atmosphere in which the ritual 
activities are carried out. On the whole the two Djinang Maradjiris 
observed were similar to each other but specific problems and accidental 
occurences in each of them brought about several variations and alterations 
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within the general scheme. 
Transcription from Mr. Graham McKay. See also note 2, Chapter 3. 
R.M. Berndt (1952) mentioned the use of parakeet feathers in the Djanggawul. 
In this ceremony the red breast feathers of parakeets are associated with 
the sun's rays. The mythology of the Djanggawul rite says that the sun's 
rays caught the redness of the breast feathers of these birds (Ibid.: 27). 
Berndt also states that these feathers are said to represent the heat of 
the sun and that they symbolize the concept of fertility, for the small 
breast feathers represent the children, each individual feather being a 
"child", and the warmth necessary for natural increase to take place. In 
the same study Berndt also describes several times the phallic symbolism 
of ceremonial poles, especially those decorated with the red breast 
feathers of parakeets. 
The Djinang gave no such explanations in relation to the pole and 
the use of parakeet feathers, but it remains possible of course that 
fertility is also part of Maradjiri symbolism. The children play an 
important part in this rite, whereas acts with the pole and the statuette 
of the bird Geganggie - both richly decorated with red parakeet feathers -
during the finale of the Maradjiri suggest sexual symbolism (6.3.3). 
Besides one of the Djinang myths (M5, Chapter 3) point to a relation between 
wild honey, according to Djinang information symbolized by the red 
parakeet feathers, and fertility. 
Since this Maradjiri took place after I had spent nearly fifteen months 
in the field and four months in Sydney where I had worked out already parts 
of my Maradjiri notes I was in a position to study the dances of this 
Maradjiri in great detail. This was not the case at Bamyili at the 
beginning of 1973 when I first saw a Maradjiri. Then the dances were hard 
to follow, whereas at Croker I knew fairly well what to expect and was 
familiar with the dances which I had observed several times before and, 
assisted by informants, had analysed with the help of notes and a great 
number of slides. 
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Chapter 7 
CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN THE MARADJIRI 
In recent years the Maradjiri has changed from a post-burial ceremony to 
a so-called "birth-pole" ritual. That is, the ceremony has ceased to be the 
last post-funeral observation for an individual and instead has become the 
first ceremony in the life of an Arnhem Land Aborigine. 
The birth of a child is not an occasion at which a particular ceremony is 
performed, although a song performance might be organized some days or even 
several weeks afterwards. But once the infant is four or five years old it may 
become involved in its first "real" ceremony, the Maradjiri, either as a child 
of the Maradjiri receiving group whose hair or navelcord is ritually returned, 
or as a child of the Maradjiri owning group, in which case it participates in 
the ceremonial activities of its parents and other close relatives. From there 
the (male) Aborigine follows the well-known ritual career: initiation at 
puberty whereafter the sacred religious knowledge is gradually revealed to him 
by means of the important ceremonies such as Marndiella; Gunabibi if he belongs 
to the Uua moiety, or Jabuduruwa if he is of the Jiridja moiety; and Maraiin -
a process which Warner has characterized as "age grading" (1937/1958: 125-38). 
Ultimately he dies and others perform a series of burial and post-burial 
rites such as Dada, Wandjir, Bugabud and Lorgon '. In the past, when a fingerbone 
or hair of a deceased were still used in the Maradjiri, this rite came after the 
Hollow Log rite as the "last series of personalized funerary observations" 
(La Mont West, 1962). Finally the spirit of the deceased is commemorated in the 
sacred ceremonies of his relatives (Gunabibi, Jabuduruwa, Maraiin) so as to be 
transformed from an individual entity into an undifferentiated part of the long 
2) line of clan ancestors '. 
Among this series of "rites de passage" which an Aboriginal man, and 
afterwards his spirit, has to undergo, the Maradjiri has shifted considerably 
(see Figure 37). At first sight it looks as though this shift has brought about 
a complete break with former Maradjiri rites and that the ceremony in its modern 
setting ("birth-pole" instead of post-funeral rite) is exactly the opposite 
of the old one. 
However a careful examination and comparison of the material available 
- field observations, informant's testimonies about the past and reports of 
Thomson and La Mont West - shows that such is not the case. Rather the form 
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Figure 37: Position of the Maradjiri in anAborigine's life cycle. 
and content of the present-day Maradjiri rites has been arrived at by: 
a. the continuation of its structural framework and one of its functions; 
b. the elaboration of an already existing feature; 
c. the re-arrangement of the existing symbolical elements of which this 
ceremony is composed, viz. the dreaming-cluster, and 
d. innovation. 
The continuity between the old and new Maradjiri (a) is apparent in that 
both the structural framework and one of the main functions of the rite are 
basically being maintained. The continuity of its structural framework, since 
at present as well as in the past the members of a clan, assisted by their 
close relatives of the opposite moiety, present their clan dreamings in the 
form of songs, dances and ritual enactments to Aborigines of a remote community 
to celebrate the official return of a tuft of hair (or fingerbone.or navel cord) 
which the Maradjiri receiving group had conveyed via certain lines to the 
Maradjiri owning group several years before. The continuity of one of its main 
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functions, since at present as well as in the past the Maradjiri, given this 
specific structure, offers the opportunity to establish ritual contacts between 
remote groups. As one Djinang informant put it: "(Through the Maradjiri) 
we're getting friends, we want to make friends" (see quotation, 6.1 page 138). 
There might be a difference between the past and the present in so far as 
the organization of the ceremony is concerned: in former years the contact 
between the two groups involved in a Maradjiri relationship seems to have been 
established via certain kinship lines, whereas at present both communities in 
question enlist the service of a middleman (6.1). However this is not so much 
an essential break with the past as the consequence of the improved 
infrastructure in Arnhem Land in recent years (planes, boats, cars; improvements 
in the road-system), because of this expanding distances can be bridged and kin 
ties, already loose and hard to define in the past in relation to the Maradjiri 
(as Thomson shows, see Peterson 1976: 104-5), have ceased to function altogether 
in this context. 
It is also plausible that the migration to Darwin and other European centres 
during and after the second World Mar has resulted in a number of contacts which 
have come about other than along traditionally defined kinship lines. Djinang 
accounts of their temporary stays in Darwin, at Croker Island and at cattle 
stations point in that direction. But this development has not essentially 
effected the total setting of the Maradjiri, it merely has expanded its 
geographical possibilities. The Maradjiri as ritual model which enables people 
of remote communities to establish ritual relationships by means of the 
ceremonial return of a tuft of hair (fingerbone, navelcord) has not basically 
changed on this point. 
The second point mentioned, the elaboration of an already existing feature 
(b), refers to the participation of children. This is one of the important 
characteristics of the modern Maradjiri and, as I have argued in Chapter 1, is 
closely associated with the life-symbolic meaning of the modern Maradjiri and 
with the present-day socio-political development of this region. Given this 
correlation between the presence of the infants and the new character of the 
modern Maradjiri one would expect that the involvement of children is a recent 
feature. However there are reasons to assume that the role of the children is 
sooner an elaboration of a feature which, in one form or the other, already 
appears to have existed in the past, than the introduction of a completely new 
aspect. This conclusion is based upon fieldnotes of Dr. D.F. Thomson (compiled 
by Peterson, 1976), who in his study on mortuary customs of north-east Arnhem 
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Land in the thirties also presents a short description of marraidjirri customs 
(Thomson's spelling). To elaborate this point further I shall first briefly 
deal with Thomson's notes on these marraidjirri customs. As already mentioned 
before (6.1) Thomson uses the word mzrraidjirpi, among others, as a term for a 
class of decorated strings which are mainly used in port-burial ceremonies. He 
furthermore states that: 
Each clan has its own marraidjirri forms representing totems associated 
with the clan ( ). These strings ( ) are really representations 
of big (or proper) marraidjirri constructed around wooden or sometimes 
paperbark centres and used at the bukubut (the exhumation ceremony, 
at present also spelled Bugabud - В.). Ibid.: 104-5. 
It appears from this description that the term marraidjirri, here used as 
a name for strings comparable with the strings in the modern Maradjiri ceremony, 
is associated with the dreamings of a clan and that the customs connected with 
these marraidjirri are post-mortuary in character. This conforms to Djinang 
testimonies about the past and to La Mont toest notes on the Maradjiri performed 
at Beswick Reserve (Ibid.). However Thomson mentions another point which is 
especially interesting here, namely that these strings also play a role in the 
social development of children. The association between these marraidjirri 
strings and the social development of children is as follows: 
a small child picks up any natural object such as grass, a 
shell, fruit or small lizard and gives it to its parents. This 
object is then tied into a small bundle and sent to an acquaintance 
both geographically and socially distant. This person fashions the 
object into his own clan's large marraidjirri and presents it to 
the child's parents in a large public ceremony. The parents then 
make a payment of traditional wealth of considerable proportions 
to the maker of the marraidjirri. On completion of the ceremony the 
string is removed from the core about which it is bound and made 
into arm bands or used for adorning certain kinds of men's baskets 
( ). Some marraidjirri strings may be used in love magic after 
they have been used in one of the foregoing ceremonies. A sweetheart 
or errant wife is believed to be impelled to follow the man involved 
when the marraidjirri string is looped over her hands. (Ibid.). 
Although not an exact copy of the modern Maradjiri ceremony, the rite 
described here shows points of similarity with it (as well as with some of the 
exchange ceremonies of western Arnhem Land studied by R.M. Berndt, 1951b). The 
relation between this custom and the post-mortuary application of the marraidjirri 
strings remains obscure and the details available do not allow of far-reaching 
conclusions. However two points appear to be clear, namely in the first place 
that the concept marraidjirri was simultaneously associated with several customs 
and ideas, whereby those connected with post-burial ceremonies and the notion 
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of death were dominant at Thomson's time, and secondly that already then infants 
played a certain role. How important exactly the part was they played in this 
series of mctrraidjirvi customs is a matter open for speculation, however judging 
from the other accounts of Thomson about the marraictfirri, from La Mont West's 
description and from Djinang information it seems fairly correct to assume 
that the social development of children was a feature which had been kept in 
the background in former years. La Mont West, who calls the Maradjiri the last 
rite " in a series of personalized funerary observations" does not mention 
the presence of children at all, nor did Djinang informants who in this context 
only mentioned the replacement of body parts of the dead by a tuft of hair or 
the navelcord of a child. This emphasizes the difference between the rite's 
association with death in former times and its life-symbolic character of today. 
In summary one may conclude from the details available that in former 
years children already played a certain role in marraidjirri context, but that 
on the whole the death-character of these customs predominated. Comparing this 
with the modern Maradjiri formulae one sees that the involvement of children 
has become one of the central features, whereas the rite's association with 
death has lost its importance and at present only appears from one dance only, 
viz. the elaborate Crow performance. In other words an already existing element, 
most likely of minor importance in the past, has been elaborated so as to give 
the ceremony its new symbolical meaning. This happened at the cost of the 
post-mortuary aspect which instead has been pushed into the background. This 
occurence is symbolically rendered in the myth of Crow and the bird Geganggie 
(Chapter 3.4, M8), which reflects the shift in emphasis discussed here. This 
myth is discussed later in more detail. Such a process of elaboration in rituals 
is not exclusive to the Maradjiri as appears from Maddock's study of the 
Jabuduruwa in which he shows that elaboration is one of the permanent processes 
responsible for change (Ibid., 1969: 289-90). 
The next point (c) that needs to be explained in this discussion concerns 
the arrangement of the Wurgigandjar dreamings. As has been shown in Chapter 5 
and б there is a hierarchy of dreamings in the Maradjiri: certain dreamings of 
the Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster play a more important role than others and 
it is from such an arrangement of dreamings that the Maradjiri derives its 
definite character. 
This intrinsic connection between the selection of dreamings - and the 
omission of others - and the character of the modern Maradjiri implies that in 
former years, when the ceremony was different in character, the arrangement 
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of dreamings must have been different too. This is to say that the structural 
composition of the dreamings of the modern life-symbolic Maradjiri must have 
been arrived at by rearranging the hierarchy of dreamings of the old post-
burial Maradjiri. 
If there existed a detailed account of such a former Maradjiri of the 
Wurgigandjar clan we could easily compare the earlier structure of dreamings 
with that of today, and see how on this point the old Maradjiri has been 
transformed into the rite we know at present. As no such account exists it 
is impossible to give a precise reconstruction of the internal process of 
transformation within the Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster. However despite this 
lack of information it still remains possible I think to gain some insight 
into the basic principles by which Aborigines operate in such cases, namely 
by comparing the way the dreamings of the Wurgigandjar dreaming-cluster are 
arranged in the various contemporary clan ceremonies. 
What I have said above about the specific arrangement of dreamings in 
the Maradjiri is also applicable to other Wurgigandjar clan ceremonies: in each 
single Wurgigandjar rite emphasis is laid upon certain dreamings at the cost 
of others so as to define the character of each individual rite (see also 2.3, 
3.5 and 4.2). To express for example the death-character of ceremonies such 
as Dada and Wandjir, performed shortly after the funeral when the flesh is 
decaying, the Aborigines accentuate the role of Crow, the bird that lives on 
carrion. Dreamings like Possum (related to the bones of the dead) and the 
Devil-Devil spirits (related to the souls of the dead) appear as the most 
important dreamings in the Bugabud ceremony, when the body is exhumed and the 
bones are cleansed. 
On the other hand Sugar Bag and the bird Geganggie, associated with the 
blossom of the stringy bark flowers, feature as the dominant dreamings in the 
modern Maradjiri and it is mainly through them that the Djinang give shape to 
the present-day life-symbolic character of the rite. This skilful manipulation 
of a limited number of dreamings (the dreaming-cluster of a clan) in order to 
define and express the nature of a rite, results in a certain arrangement of 
dreamings (a relative hierarchy) which is characteristics of each single clan 
ceremony. 
This basic principle by means of which Aborigines express the different 
nature of their contemporary clan ceremonies could also give an indication of 
the way a shift in the nature of one of these ceremonies is brought about: 
namely by replacing the dreamings which are typical of the old rite with a number 
of others which determine the symbolical significance of the new rite. Applied 
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to the Maradjiri of the Wurgigandjar clan this would imply that the dreamings 
associated with death, which today play an important role in the clan's burial-
and post-burial rites, also have been of great importance in the old Maradjiri 
but that the life-symbolic elements of the dreaming-cluster, e.g. the bird 
Geganggie and Sugar Bag, have taken their place. 
As said before detailed accounts of former Wurgigandjar Maradjiri 
performances do not exist, but there are a few points which support the 
conclusion drawn here. There is Thomson's statement (Ibid.: 140) that the 
marraidjirrn. emblems are said to represent the clan's ancestral morkoi or spirit 
being and that this morkoi is different from the clan's ancestral hero. 
Translated in Wurgigandjar terminology it means that in former years a 
Maradjiri emblem such as the pole represented Mere or Mewal, the spiritual 
beings of the Wurgigandjar clan (see 3.2 and 3.3), and not Sugar Bag. Mere, as 
Spirit of the dead, is identical with the concept mokoi (Warner 1937/1958: 591; 
see also 3.2) or morkoi as Thomson spells it. In this case the Maradjiri pole 
as symbolic representation of the clan's Cult Hero (Sugar Bag) would be a 
recent phenomenon. 
Another point is the myth of Crow and Geganggie which indicates that Crow, 
the former owner of the Maradjiri rite, is replaced by the bird Geganggie. A 
third indication that a replacement of dreamings as described above really has 
occured was given by a Djinang informant (the Wurgigandjar Songman) during a 
taped interview on the role of dreamings in the post-burial rites of the 
Wurgigandjar clan (tape A2967ab). He made a short reference to the Maradjiri 
and said that Possum, Mere and Mewal were not danced anymore in this ceremony 
and that instead they danced "that Gundui mob", being the dreamings associated 
with Stringy Bark. This passage of the interview runs as follows: 
"(In the Maradjiri) no more Possum, Mere, Mewal, that (is) what 
we leaving, all this mob, because him (the Dreaming) bin say: you 
dance Mewal, and Narge Narge (Possum) and Mere but you leave 
them for Lorgon (the Hollow Log rite) Bugabud (exhumation rite) 
).No more for Maradjiri dance ( )but that mob from Gundui 
referring to the dreaming Stringy Bark and associated dreamings like 
Geganggie-bird and Sugar Bag) you dance, him bin say (the Dreaming)". 
The process discussed here confirms Maddock's suspicion that "the 
existing rituals have been arrived at by arranging elements from a total stock 
( ) and that changes in ritual are effected by rearranging these elements" 
(Ibid., 1969: 282). In the case of the Wurgigandjar clan this "total stock" 
of ritual elements, of which their rites are composed, is based upon the clan's 
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dreaming-cluster. These dreamings form the themes for a series of myths, songs, 
dances and ritual enactments and by arranging these elements in different ways 
the Aborigines arrive at a number of rites such as Dada, Wandjir, Bugabud, the 
Hollow Log rite and the Maradjiri. By rearranging the elements of one of these 
rites (e.g. the Maradjiri) the Aborigines are able to transform a given rite 
into another type of rite. 
In this discussion on the development of the Maradjiri from a post-burial 
into a "birth-pole" rite I have tried to show that the modern Maradjiri formulae 
is firmly based upon existing Maradjiri customs from the past, notwithstanding 
the fact that the position of the Maradjiri among other clan ceremonies and its 
character have changed considerably (see Figure 37). On the basis of the existing 
structural framework, which has essentially been maintained (ad a ) , the 
Aborigines have elaborated certain features (ad b) and rearranged, like true 
bricoleura, the symbolical elements of which the ceremony is composed (ad c) 
so as to bring about the changes described here. 
In addition to these kinds of transformations there is one other process 
which has contributed to the form and content of the new Maradjiri, namely 
that of innovation (d). It concerns the introduction of a tuft of hair or 
navelcord of an infant, an element which has not existed in the old Maradjiri. 
This innovation is both simple and efficient, and as such revealing of 
Aboriginal culture. It is simple because it just replaces the hair (or fingerbone) 
of a deceased, thus fitting very well in the existing ritual context: the child's 
hair is attached to the pole and ritually returned in the same way as the dead 
person's hair in olden times. At the same time this innovation is very efficient 
because it is exactly this minor alteration which has led to the present-day 
character of the Maradjiri. The new element marks the diversion from death 
and what has gone to young life and concern for the future, it emphasizes the 
position of the children in the Aboriginal culture instead of the attention 
for the deceased. 
Of course one may remark that this replacement was not so much a free 
choice of Aborigines as the result of the impact of European civilization. 
Aborigines have moved to missions, towns and cattle stations during and after 
the second World War and this emigration from one's own country to European 
centres, where people often died in hospitals and were buried in common 
graveyards, has had far-reaching consequences for the post-mortuary ceremonies 
in the forties and fifties. However this argument would only explain why the 
Maradjiri as a post-burial ritp has ceased to exist and not answer the question 
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why the Aborigines have felt the need to revive the same ceremony in a different 
setting (To avoid repetition I refer to Chapter 1 and 3.4 where I have tried 
to answer this question by discussing the correlation between the impact of 
European civilization and the development of the Maradjiri as one form of 
Aboriginal reaction against this impact). 
How and when this innovation was introduced remains obscure. Sometimes 
variations and innovations in religious matters are brought about by somebody 
who says that he has had a dream in which such alterations have been revealed 
to him by his totemic clan ancestor. Such a person discusses his dream with 
his clansmen and the innovation might be accepted. Maddock gives an example of 
this procedure from south-western Arnhem Land: 
Corroborées are continually being originated or added to in this way. 
During my fieldwork at Beswick a DUA moiety man dreamed of a new 
set of Gunabibi songs. I was told of another DUA man, now dead, who 
had dreamed of Gunabibi songs about the whirlwind after a whirlwind 
had struck the camp at Tandandjal, His songs were attributed to the 
appearance to him of Nagorgo, and have now been incorporated in the 
cult song cycles. (Ibid., 289). 
I noted down a similar explanation for a certain variation in the rythm 
of the Crow songs: instead of beating the dapsticks, as usually is done, the 
songmen sometimes rythmically slapped the ground while singing verses of the 
Crow Song. One of the Wurgigandjar men explained that his father had dreamed of 
this variation and had introduced it afterwards. 
Apart from revelation in dreams innovations are sometimes also brought 
about by "conscious" or waking wish (Ibid.). Whilst at Croker Island I was 
told about such a type of innovation. The Djinang told that they had shown the 
Maradjiri pole to some men of the Djambarbinggu-speaking Sugar Bag clan before 
they left for Croker Island. On that occasion the Djambarbinggu men had suggested 
enlarging the part of the pole covered with red parakeet feathers (the symbolical) 
representation of wild honey) in future Maradjiri ceremonies. The Djinang said 
that they intended to follow that advice. 
These are two examples of minor alterations I happened to witness in the 
field. However it is much harder, if not impossible, to obtain information 
about ritual changes when they have occured years ago as has been the case with 
the Maradjiri. Whether the replacement of hair has been initiated by dreams or 
by "conscious" wish; when this change was actually introduced and who has (have) 
been responsible for it, are questions I am unable to answer. In fact this 
"historical" outlook on changes, which keeps European minds busy when explaining 
developments of the kind I have described, does not bother Aborigines very 
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much. Stanner remarks in this context that the absence of a time-datum is a real 
embarrassment in such a study and that 
it is a painful wrench for a European mind to have to deal with 
so shallow a perspective on time, and with mentalities that are 
ahistorical in outlook, while asserting the contrary. (Ibid., 1966:148). 
Their real concern is to bring a historical fact such as the replacement 
of hair, which has had far-reaching consequences for a whole ceremony, in 
accordance with the general notion of a timeless Dreamtime in which the "plan 
of life" (Stanner) is established once and for all, and simultaneously with 
the Aboriginal philosophy that important customs, such as rites, are as they 
are at present because of acts carried out by dreamings, not by living people. 
Hence the explanations Aborigines give in such cases are ahistorical in nature 
in that they do not make references to certain persons who have introduced 
certain important changes in such and such period. Instead they use the 
symbolical forms of mythology which absorb historical events, and the outcome 
of this process is an account, projected in the eternal Dreamtime, which 
concentrates upon the symbolical meaning of changes and not upon the historical 
context in which those changes actually have occured. 
An illustration of this mode of thinking offers the myth of Crow and 
Geganggie (3.4; M8) which is told as an explanation of the replacement of hair 
in the Maradjiri and the allied shift in symbolical meaning of this ceremony. 
This story explains, and at the same time justifies, the change from post-burial 
to "birth-pole" rite by relating a Dreamtime event between two beings. One of 
these is Crow who is associated with carrion and death, the other the bird 
Geganggie who is associated with the blossom of the stringy bark flowers (see 
also 3.4 and Appendix, Geganggie Song C12 and note 11) and young life. The 
Maradjiri was transferred from the former, who went back to the dead bodies, 
to the latter, who made his abode on top of the stringy bark where it blossoms. 
Whether this transfer from Crow to Geganggie-bird, through which the 
Maradjiri changed in character, happened as a free act of both dreamings or 
has been the result of a fight between them is not clear as Djinang testimony 
on this point was divided. However the point that really matters is the same 
in the various versions, namely the symbolical relation between Geganggie and 
Crow who are opposed to each other so as to emphasize the opposition between 
life and death, between a tuft of hair of a living infant and of a dead man, 
between the life-symbolic character of the modern Maradjiri and its association 
with post-burial practices in former times. 
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The processes (a) - (d) have transformed the old Maradjiri into the 
ceremony we know today and the outcome is a rite which, in summary, is 
composed of the following units: 
1. A body of myths, among which the account of Crow and Geganggie as the most 
typical Maradjiri story. 
2. A song cycle. 
3. A dance cycle in which the dreamings are arranged in a certain way so as 
to express the life-symbolic character of the modern Maradjiri. 
4. A number of ceremonial attributes like down, string, breast feathers of 
the red parakeet, a tuft of hair of an infant and several ochres. 
5. Ceremonial artifacts such as the pole, the statuette of the bird Geganggie 
and a small hollow log. 
6. A series of ritual enactments: the Crow fire rite, the symbolical 
collection of wild honey, the presentation of the pole and the performance 
with the Geganggie statuette and the hollow log during the finale of the 
ceremony. 
In their studies on Aboriginal religions both Stanner (1966) and Maddock 
(1969) have paid attention to aspects of change brought about by forces internal 
to Aboriginal life and shown that Aboriginal tradition and religion is, as the 
latter calls it, "dynamic and not moribund" (Ibid., 288). In the foregoing I 
have also been concerned with the internal dynamic of Aboriginal religion, but 
this time in relation to changes which initially have been brought about by 
forces external to Aboriginal life, viz. European civilization. 
The changes caused by this foreign "agent" have had their impact upon 
the Maradjiri and the development of this ceremony in recent years. However at 
the same time these changes have been incorporated in the Maradjiri rite and 
its mythology and translated in terms familiar to Aboriginal philosophy so as 
to make them comprehensible. Stanner (Ibid., 143-4) points out in connection 
with the changing rites of the Murinbata (north-western part of the Northern 
Territory) that this is a process in which "history" is both accepted and yet 
defeated by 
being made captive to symbolic forms ( ). But to be 
acceptable the new apparently had to be put in symbolic continuity 
with the familiar. In the upshot neither the past was disowned nor 
change made impossible. 
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The Maradjiri rite and its mythology exemplify the two sides of the coin: 
on the one hand a flow of historical events which have brought about changes 
in the ceremony and the mythology, and on the other hand the symbolical forms 
of the same rite and myths which succesfully have incorporated these events 
so that it looks as if no change has occured. 
In the Maradjiri the hair of a deceased has been replaced by a tuft of 
hair of a living infant and the ceremony became life-symbolic. This is a 
recent development but the people involved present a symbolical explanation 
which is ahi stori cal: the ceremony is as it is because of certain Dreamtime acts 
through which Crow owns the death rituals and Geganggie-bird the Maradjiri. 
Thus the explanation has been stripped of its historical context to which no 
reference is made at all, and yet it is precisely this context which is 
responsible for the modern Maradjiri and the existence of the myth of Crow and 
Geganggie. 
So rite and myth have the capacity to absorb history but at the same 
time history intrudes upon rite and myth and brings about changes in 
composition and content. Pouwer (1975: 81-110) has shown this from a semiological 
point of view in a detailed study of Mimika myths (New Guinea). One of his 
conclusions is that"the schemata and codes of a myth accomodate and incorporate 
the flow of events as signified by particular people. In terms of this process 
there is no change. However ( ) history, conceived as a flow of events, can 
by the very act of signification intrude upon a myth and can change its 
composition ( ) provided that this impact (of the signified events upon 
mythology) is sufficiently strong and continuous". 
Aborigines, whose perception of the concept "time" is predominantly 
cyclical, emphasize the former process (no - change) at the cost of the latter 
in that they, as Stanner puts it "impose on time and change an image of 
persistence as the main character of reality" (Ibid., 168). However this 
perception of reality is constantly challenged by "history" which keeps 
intruding upon the image of persistence and performance. The modern Maradjiri 
offers one example of the way Aborigines have tried to solve this dilemma. 
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Notes Chapter 7 
1. The ceremonies mentioned on this page have, except for the Maradjiri, 
been studied before in great detail by other anthropologists. The Gunabibi 
(or Kunapipi) has been described and analyzed, among others, by Warner 
(1937/1958), R.M. Berndt (1951a) and Maddock (1972); the Marndiella 
ceremony by Marner (Ibid.), the Jabuduruwa (or Yabuduruwa) by Elkin 
(1961a) and Maddock (1969) and the Marai iη (Maraian) by Elkin (1961b and 
c) and R.M. and C.H. Berndt (1970). 
Studies of post-mortuary rites have, amongst others,been made by 
Thomson (Peterson, 1976), R.M. Berndt (1965), R.M. and C.H. Berndt (1970), 
Hiatt (1965), Warner (1937/1958) and Maddock (1972). 
2. Maddock (1972: 158-76 and Figure 9) describes the chronological order in 
which some of the rites mentioned here are performed after a person's dead. 
The same author also discussed the doctrine of reincarnation (Ibid. 22, 
175-6). 
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APPENDIX 
Transcript of the Wurgigandjar song cycle. 
After having spent about one year with the Djinang I had attended many 
of their song sessions, but had no idea yet what the text they sang was all 
about. I only knew that the theme of each song corresponded with one of the 
dreamings of the wurgigandjar dreamingcluster (2.3) and that there existed a 
fairly regular order in which these themes were sung (4.3). By then I had 
taped a dozen of these sessions and intended to translate one of them with 
the help of one of my regular informants. However this proved to be very hard, 
if not impossible, and after a few attempts we had to give up. The sessions 
are sung by several men (4.1) who don't always sing in close harmony: some 
may exclaim the song words, while others more or less murmur. It also sometimes 
occurs that each of the participants sing the words of a particular verse in 
his own order, which makes it hard even for insiders, such as my informant -
let alone for outsiders - to figure out from a tape who is exactly singing what. 
Besides, the songs are rythmically accompanied by clapsticks, hand clapping 
and didgeridoo music. Add to this the sound of laughing or crying children, 
the comments of bystanders, the occasional barking of dogs or various other 
background sounds and it may be imagined that the recordings, however much 
they may reflect the real athmosphere of such gatherings, are unsuitable to the 
purpose of translation. 
So this attempt failed and therefore I asked the informant whether he 
was able and willing to give a kind of "studio-performance" in my caravan 
instead, preferably without clapsticks. He agreed and decided to "give me" as 
he used to call it, three verses of eacn song (although for one reason or 
another ne sang more than three verses of the Geganggie-bird Song, the Djudo-
Djudo Song and the Water Song). He accompanied himself rythmically by tapping 
his fingers against the caravan table and completed the song cycle of his clan 
in two successive afternoons. In between each song he spoke a few words to 
mark the transition from one theme to the next. These are referred to as "text 
link". 
This tape then suited our purpose and the following weeks we spent on 
translating and discussing the song words. As many a word remained open for 
discussion and interpretation, for reasons to be discussed below, I went 
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through the text a second time three months later with the same informant and 
his brother. The translation of the following pages and the 167 notes are the 
result of these discussions. 
In their "Notes on Songs of Arnhem Land", an introduction to a disc with 
Songs of the Blyth- and Liverpool River area, L. and B. Hiatt, differentiate 
the song words in three types, a differentiation which is also applicable to 
the text of the Wurgigandjar song cycle. These three types are: 
a) Words used in ordinary discourse. Such words occur infrequently. 
b) Words with analogues in ordinary discourse and 
c) words from the past, which the authors describe as belonging to the "special 
language of the dead" (Ibid.: 2), whereas the Djinang informants usually 
said that these words "belong to our Dream". They form the largest 
proportion of words in the songs and it is exactly this third type of word 
which makes a "translation" in the usual sense of the word a difficult 
undertaking. Some words of this type do not have a meaning at all while 
others evoke a range of thoughts, emotions and mythological occurences from 
the Dreamtime rather than expressing a single, fixed meaning, which is 
clear for everybody. 
A further characteristic of the text of this song cycle is that every 
song contains a number of different names for the same dreaming, names which 
are either synonyms, or words referring to a special quality of that dreaming. 
For example the word ganabibi in the first song (North-west Monsoon: Bara) 
is synonymous to Monsoon, while gulabogbog also means Monsoon but especially 
refers to a certain feature of the approaching monsoon time, namely the 
building-up of clouds (see note 3 of the song in question). Another point to be 
mentioned is the repetition of words in each song: many a word of the first 
verse is repeated in the following verses. Where such is the case I repeat 
the translation of these words and, if applicable, also the corresponding note. 
The songs are presented here in the same order in which the informant has 
sung them and this order corresponds for the greater part with the idea of the 
gradual transition between the dry-wet polarity, as described in 4.3 (in this 
section I have also mentioned some variations, among others the fact that 
sometimes the cycle starts with Monsoon, which is also the case here). 
The songs have been numbered in Roman numerals, whereas capitals have been 
used for the notation of the verses. For the sake of references and cross-
references I have also numbered every line, so that for example the notation 
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"Ill A2" refers to a word of Song III, verse A, line 2. The AIAS-classification 
of this tape is A2863a. 
Song 
Song 
Song 
Song 
Song 
Song 
Song 
Song 
Song 
Song 
Song 
Song 
Song 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
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VI 
VII 
VIII 
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XI 
XII 
XIII 
North-west Monsoon ( ага) 
Stringy Bark (Gundui) 
Sugar Bag (Djareware) 
Crow (Wagire) 
Mewal (Spiritual Being) 
Mere (Spiritual Being) 
Geganggie bird 
Djudo-Djudo bird 
Possum (Narge Narge) 
Cabbage Palm (Gulwere) 
Mud Cod (Morgol) 
Bream Fish (Wurdebal) 
Water (Gape) 
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WURGIGANDJAR SONG CYCLE. 
Song I : North-west Monsoon (Bara) 
A. 1. 
2. 
waidpar ' 
monsoon 
djibulga 
monsoon 
ganabibi 
monsoon 
muwalal * 
monsoon 
3. gulabogbog ' bilga ' 
monsoon grass 
(monsoon makes 
it grow) 
4. wanarambal bangandjar 
name of a name of a 
plant fish (food) 
2) B. 5. muwalal 
monsoon 
6. пза:пда ' 
look 
djambor'djile 
wakes up 
ьліЬпа 
rain and wind 
from the 
south-east 
3) 
7. djabilo'djine nja:nga 
makes earth look 
cold (wind 
and first 
rains) 
8. gurdjarmur 'djine 
the earth is 
getting too hot 
nga:nge 
look 
djambor 'dji 
wakes up, s 
up (rain i s 
wanavambal 
name of a 
plant 
rare 'ngani 
no meaning 
le") 
tands 
comi 
djibulga 
monsoon 
ng) 
bilga ' 
grass 
(monsoon makes 
i t grow) 
mwminjba ' 
shell 
muwalal ' 
monsoon 
wolog'djile 
(wulma) 
standing up 
naitnait'djiU ,8> 
sun has made the 
earth too hot 
gundur'djile 
thunder sings out 
djabilo'djine 
makes earth cold 
(wind and f irst 
rains) 
mima 
rain and wind 
from the 
south-east 
i ) 
С. 9. waidpar 
monsoon 
10. gori'ngele 
hot and 
sticky 
(many 
clouds) 
ganabibi 
monsoon 
waidpar 
monsoon 
1) 
4) 71 
11. gulobogbog ' njatnge ' 
monsoon look 
12. manbargbarg mara'uadjidja 
monsoon monsoon 
„umrùnjbaV 
shell 
ganabibi 
monsoon 
dji 'rimele ' 
l i t t l e white 
bird 
djibulga 
monsoon 
9) 
djeladid ' 
very hot, no 
rain 
waidpar 
monsoon 
1) 
, . . , . , 10) 
djt 'ггтеіе ' 
l i t t l e white 
bird 
djibulga 
monsoon 
!!!9$§5.fJ9!3§29Di 
1. The first of several names referring to Monsoon. The others in this 
Monsoon text are: ganabibi, djibulga, muwalal, gulobogbog, manbargbarg 
and mara'wadjidja, 
The informant explained that the meaning of these words was "Bara" 
(Monsoon); or sometimes said that these words "all belong to Bara". 
2. Informant: "Bara makes 'thunder-noise', starts 'growling'". 
3. Informant: "Bara is making clouds; the rain clouds are building up". 
4. Informant: "Bara is making white clouds everywhere". 
5. A kind of grass (probably Beach-helmet); it starts growing in Monsoon-time. 
6. Also referring to the food inside the shell. 
7. Informant: "Mere (the Cult Hero) is looking for Bara (Monsoon)". 
8. Informant: "The sun has made the earth and everything on it very hot, 
there is no water anymore, you burn your feet when you are walking". 
9. Informant:"The sun makes the earth very hot, no wind. Clouds make it 
sticky hot". 
10. Informant: "A little white bird form the saltwater place (sea). 
Djambarbinggu-Marangu (the Sugar Bag clan of the Djambarbinggu-speaking 
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people) sing him, a dreaming for all Marangu (Sugar Bag - people)". 
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djinere 
now (from here) 
evbennerdje 
I am going to sing 
Qundui 
Stringy Bark 
evbevmevdje 
I am going 
to sing 
Gundui 
Stringy Bark 
Bara djibonge 
Monsoon (is) coming 
bidjing 'djige 
moving (Monsoon winds 
make the branches of 
the Stringy Bark moving) 
dering 'djige 
he (Stringy Bark) is singing out. 
(the Monsoon winds makes the branches 
of stringy barks moving. Then they 
"sing out": grrrrr grrrrr grrrrr... 
Song II: Stringy Bark (Gundinga, Gundui) 
A. 
B. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
gundinga 
stringy bark 
gordji largo 
stringy bark 
ba:rdigudur 
stringy bark 
borderò 
stringy bark 
largo largo 
(hollow) 
stringy bark 
garaparapa 
stringy bark 
bidjing'djine ' 
moving 
2) largo ' 
• 4) wacngem ' 
he talks 
bidjing'djine ' 
moving 
dunggulmere ' 
red place 
largo largo ' 
stringy bark 
nja:nge 
look 
dunggulmere ' 
red place 
dering 'dji le ' 
sings out 
nja:nge 
look 
bidjing 'djine ' 
moving 
gordji 
stringy bark 
gordji-gudorpo 
stringy bark (?) 
nja:nge 
look 
ro'wangga 
stringy bark 
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2) 1) 
7. gordji largo largo ' bidjing'djine ' пз'а:пде 
С. 9. 
10. 
stringy bark 
noa:nge Чгра ' 
stringy bark (?) 
3) dunggulmere 
red place 
balaidjngo ' 
stringy bark 
9) 
11. bardodorg ' 
(?) 
12. bidjing 'djine ' 
moving 
moving 
djam 'djine 
(he) stands 
upright 
djar 'djine 
(he) stands 
upright 
djiber djiber 
stringy bark 
dering'djile 
sings out 
5) 
look 
nja:nge 
look 
7) rere 'djine 
gravel pi ace 
gaio :pancla 
stringy bark 
nja:nge 
look 
дшухратара 
stringy bark 
3) dunggulmere 
red place 
gordji gudorpo 
stringy bark(?) 
djarn 'djine 
(he) stands 
upright 
bardoro 
stringy bark 
1. The branches of the stringy bark trees are moving because of the wind. 
Informant: "Gundui (Stringy Bark) sings out: grrrrr grrrrr grrrr. 
2. The first part of this word is, like the previous one, gordji, most 
probably meaning "wood". The whole word was translated as Stringy Bark 
and further specified as "hollow inside". 
3. This word refers to the red, dry gravel places in the higher parts of 
the Wurgigandjar country, the "home" of the stringy bark trees. 
Informant: "Stringy Bark stands up in gravelplace". 
4. Sound of the branches of the stringy bark trees, moved by the heavy 
wind. Informant: "Gundui (Stringy Bark) sings out from Bara (Monsoon)". 
5. See note 4. 
I am not sure whether "stringy bark" is an exact translation as the 
first part of this word, nja:nge means "look" in Djinang. But the 
informant said that this word was like gundui (stringy bark) and that 
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it was the name of one of the Wurgigandjar men (like for example gundinga, 
see Al of this Stringy Bark text). 
Like dunggulmere (see A2 and note 3). Asked about the difference between 
both words the informant said: "djunggulmere is the name for the place 
where stringy barks stand upright, rere'djine is the gravel itself". 
(However -djine, as in rere'djine is the ending of a verb, so I am not 
sure about this interpretation either). 
Balaidj is the name for a ceremonial stick which is used in the Maradjiri 
ceremony. See for example 5.3.1: Sugar Bag dance, scene b. 
Informant: "He (Stringy Bark) sings out, bardegodorg are words from him". 
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djinere 
now (from here) 
Gundui 'ngere 
from Stringy Bark 
en'ga 
him 
erbermerdje 
I am going to 
Gundui 
Stringy Bark 
gorbe 
house 
sing 
jele 'djiridje 
he (Sugar Bag) 
moves about 
bambole 
(wood of) 
Stringy Bark 
Djareware 
Sugar Bag 
ga:d¿ige 
he hold him 
erbermer 'dje 
I am going to 
sing 
(Sugar Bag moves into the Stringy Bark to make his home there). 
Song III: Sugar Bag (Djareware) 
mala nambira 1) 
group (of honey 
bees) inside 
(the stringy 
bark tree) 
2. mari-uana ' 
sugar bag 
тагг-иапа 
sugar bag 
3) 
2) 
malga 
ceremonial s t r i n g 
gal'pan 
sugar bag 
'djindere 
sugar bag 
jargjarg'djile ' gamapal ' 
(Mere) moves sugar bag 
him (dances with 
t h i s s t r i n g ) 
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3 . 
4 . 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
gimapal ' 
sugar bag 
balina ' 
Î 
bongbere ' 
Stick 
gianccpal gitmapal 
sugar bag 
rtgalga 'djine 
nose of honey 
bee (?) 
dja:mer'dje ' 
nose of honey 
bee 
2) 
sugar bag 
nja.-nge 
look 
nyoi 
inside 
(a hole) 
banga banga 
? 
ba ra r 'djile 
put s t i ck 
inside (the 
stringy bark) 
maία nambire ' 
bees inside 
stringy bark 
warbamrba 'djine 
honey bees swarming 
off to c o l l e c t food 
djam 'jene 
nose of honey 
bee 
malga ' 
ceremonial string 
balara jargjarg 'dji 
dividing the group 
ngaramul'djile ' 
honey bees f ly 
ins ide 
mari~uana ' 
sugar bag 
nja:nge 
look 
g\ 
ngata 'djine ' 
black ants 
eating sugar 
bag 
maZa nambira ' 
bees ins ide 
str ingy bark 
balara jarggarg' 
nagara 
honey bees 
jurdo jurdo 
sugar bag 
(the food, wild 
honey) ins ide 
9) 
ngata 'djine ' 
black ants 
eating sugar 
bag 
nja:nge 
look 
banga banga 
? 
'djile11) 
dividing the group of 
honey bees into two 
parts 
I . " ) 
of 
gwnapal gionapal 
sugar bag 
5) 
honey bees into two 
parts 
11. wajrbaiixirba 'djine 
honey bees 
swarming off 
to collect food 
ngujungaramol 'djile 
honey bees make home 
(inside a stringy 
bark tree) 
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1. mala means "group"; in this context the word refers to a group of honey 
bees (compare the translation of R.M. and C.H. Berndt, respectively 1962 
and 1970: 29-51. Both translate mala as "clan"). тштЫте » inside. 
Informant: "A big mob of nagara (honey bees) inside gundui (stringy 
bark)". 
2. To this word the informant added: Tucker (food) inside bambuZe-place 
(stringy bark tree), djareware (sugar bag) lies down there. This 
indicates that the word in question, mañ-uarta,refers to sugar bag 
(wild honey) as food. 
3. The name malga refers to ceremonial strings made of bushrope with down 
interwoven in it. malga belongs to the decoration of the Maradjiri pole 
(see 6.2.2). 
Informant: "Mere (Cult Hero) made that string and called it malga; from 
him we got it. He said: this malga belongs to Djareware (Sugar Bag)". 
4. Mere danced with malga and therefore nowadays people have to do the 
same. The informant's translation "moves him" also refers to the final 
stage of the Maradjiri when the decorated pole is carried to the 
ceremonial ground. Then the women who walk in front of the procession 
keep long strings, which are attached to the top of the pole, in their 
hands (see 6.3.3). 
5. Sugar bag as food (compare Al, mari-uana, and note 2). 
6. Informant: "nagara (honey bees) look inside bambù (stringy bark) and 
then start crying ooooh, ooooh Then they make their home there and 
put tucker (food) inside". 
7. The informant described this word by saying: "(Sugar Bag is) sometimes 
alive, sometimes dead", an explanation which I do not understand properly. 
References to death also occur in the songs of Crow, Mere and Bream and 
are danced in Sugar Bag (stringy barks are chopped down; see 5.3.1), Crow 
(crows eating the decaying flesh of a dead body; see 5.3.3) and Bream 
(fish is caught and thrown ashore; see 5.3.4). 
8. This is the name for a stick which is used to collect and eat wild honey 
with. The stick was first used by the Cult Hero who named it bongbere. 
Djinang translation: "spoonstick". 
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10. 
11. 
Informant:" Mere looked (inside the tree) and said: oh, ngata'nginenge 
(black ants) there, they are eating djareware (honey). From there we 
sing their names". 
One of the several names for the "nose" of the honey bees. 
This division is rendered In the Sugar Bag dance; see 5.3.1, scene b, 
Figure 9. 
Text link to Crow: 
djinenge Djareware 
this one Sugar Bag 
Wagwag 
Crow 
Wagwag 
Crow 
nid 'nòinidje 
is sitting 
Djareware' ngimje 
from Sugar Bag 
(...I am going to 
sing Crow) 
Song IV: Crow (Wagire) 
A. 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
dauerberere ' 
certain dance 
act 
njelng'djine ' 
certain dance 
act 
dauer'njinidja ' 
? 
berere'djile6) 
dance act of 
Crow 
ergebene 
I am going to 
leave him 
beplang 'njinidje 
eating while 
sitting 
dawerberere ' nja-.nge 
certain dance look 
act 
dœxirmadj( 
erbermer'dje 
I am going to sing 
Wagwag 
Crow 
Tmadja ' сіашегиагаіаьхі 
spearstick spearstick 
raimang ' govi'ngele 
"tree place" on top 
nja :nge 
look 
bulogmelemele ' 
white down 
crow 
of 
marangu 
name of the 
Sugar Bag clans 
raimang ' 
"tree place" 
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В. 5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
С. 9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Notesj 
moloin ' 
dead body 
djilarainj'boigo 
(Mere speaking) 
bulogbulogmeleme 
bamgele ' 
(Crow) touching 
(the dead body) 
'ngele1^ 
lei) 
white down of Crow 
(as A4) 
nja:nga 
look 
raimang ' 
"tree place" 
nja:nga 
look 
5) 
тагтапд ' 
"tree place" 
berere 'djile ' 
dance act of 
Crow 
Crow^ 
) 
raimang ' 
"tree place" 
guro 'ngele 
on top 
12) 
dauargal 'дета ' 
Crow 
gwro 'ngele 
on top 
nQa:nge 
look 
njatnga:: : : 
look 
melda:njeta:nde ' 
(description of Crow's 
eyes) 
berere 'djile ' 
dance act of Crow 
guro'ngele 
on top 
raimang ' berere'djile 
"tree place" dance act of 
Crow 
dauor 'mararigu 
bulogmelemele ' 
white down of crow 
dawar'mccrangu ' 
13) 
This word refers to a dance act in which Crow is rubbing his hands. (See 
5.3.3, Crow dance scene c). According to the informant the first part of 
this word, douer, is a word from the Djambarbinggu language and refers 
to (white) down (of Crow in this context; see also A4 and note 7 of 
this song), douer appears in several other words of this song and might 
be a synonym of Crow, or at least a word pointing to a certain feature 
of this bird, namely its white down under its black feathers. 
Again referring to a dance act of Crow. The informant's imitation of this 
act resembled a part of the Crow dance of the Maradjiri, namely when Crow 
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approaches the dead body very cautiously (see 5.3.3, scene a). 
3. This spear, which the informant used to call "spearstick", belongs to 
Crow who gave it to the Djinang. The Songman said that the name for this 
spear is madjamadja, the second part of the word in question. The first 
part, douer, most probably refers to Crow (see note 1). 
Informant: "Wagire (Crow) is boss for this (spearstick)". 
4. Possible translation: Crow is perching (on a branch), dower refers to 
Crow, 'njinidje is form of the verb "to sit"; (compare "Text link to 
Crow" given above). 
5. Exact meaning unknown to me. Considering the other words of A3 and the 
informant's explanation, given in notes 8 and 9, the possible meaning 
of this part might be that Crow is perching on top of a tree (where a 
corpse is exposed on a platform). 
6. As note 1. 
7. Informant: "Wagire (Crow) outside black, inside white, ra:mm (down)". 
8/9. A corpse is placed on top of a tree (platform-exposure) and Crow plants 
his feet in order to eat its flesh. Informant: Wag Wag (Crow) hold him, 
that dead body, he eats his flesh). As I have understood it, the words 
moloin bamgele describes this action, which is danced in the Maradjiri 
(see 5.3.3, scenes a and b). 
10. Informant: "Mere is singing and says:'I make him understand'". 
11. Informant: "Wag Wag (Crow) is looking (watching Mere), from Mere he (Crow) 
got bunggul (ceremony)", {mei = eye). 
Interpretation: Crow watches Mere performing a death ritual; the 
latter shows the former how to sing and dance for a dead person (see 
also note 10). 
12. One of the names Mere gave Crow. 
13. Again this word consists of two parts: douer and marangu. As the first 
part is associated with Crow (see note 1) and the latter refers to the 
name of the Sugar Bag clans the word might point to the fact that this 
bird belongs to these clans (Crow is for example also one of the themes 
of the Djambarbinggu-Marangu song cycle; compare 4.4). 
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Text link to Mewal: 
from Wag Wag'ngeve 
from Crow 
Mewal 
Mewal 
Wag Wag'ngeve 
from Crow 
bunggul 
song 
erbermerdje 
I am going 
to sing 
erbermerdje 
I am going 
to sing 
Mewal 
Mewal 
Song V: Mewal (Spiritual being, "Devil-Devil") 
A. 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
B. 5. 
6. 
7. 
mewal'moro ' 
Mewal 
'rtadibo'nadibo ' 
dance act of Mewal 
bogo'bara'ringo ' 
? 
'nabido'nabido ' 
dance act of Mewal 
bogo'marapala ' 
? 
mewal'moro ' 
Mewal 
'bogo 'baraja11 ^ 
? 
ngapinda: 'lia ' 
leaving (Djinang 
countries) and 
looking back over 
his shoulder 
galnge 'bala 'Ian ' 
Mewal 
mewal'moro ' 
Mewal 
raigo 'raigo 
certain dance act 
of Mewal 
galnge 'raiman ' 
white skin (covered 
with down) 
'bogo'bara'ringo ' 
? 
djalginmoro ' 
walking 
galnge'ra:man ' 
white skin (covered 
with down) 
galcamr'galamar ' 
? 
'nabido'nabido ' 
dance act of Mewal 
nja:nga 
look 
'nadobo 'nadibo 
dance act of Mewal 
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12) 
С. 8. galnge 'ыагЬгІЬгІ ' 
certain description 
of Mewal 
9. galnge 'revidje ' 
gravel pi ace everywhere 
7) 10. 'ЪодоЪата'тіпдо 
? 
11. galnge'ra:man ' 
white skin (covered 
with down) 
12. mewal'moro ' 
Mewal 
'bogobara 'pingo ' 
? 
galnge 'djalbarbar 
name of a stick 
'bogobara 'ringo 
? 
7) 
nja:nge 
look 
mewal 'moro 
Mewal 
1) 
2) 
пдаргпааЧга ' 
leaving (Djinang 
countries) and 
looking back over 
his shoulder 
'bogobara'ringo 
? 
7) 
Notes Mewal: 
Meaning of suffix -moro unknown. Informant: "(These beings are)all 
Marangu-Mewal". He described them as "spirits" and "Devil-DeviIs" in 
English and used the Djinang words mali and birimbir as well (compare 
Warner, 1937/1958, who also mentiones the name birimbir and describes it 
as the totemic soul of man). 
Informant: "He (Mewal) is going, looking back at Djimbi and Bambildjare; 
dances there. He is looking for everybody". Djimbi and Bambildjare are 
the two parts of which the Wurgigandjar-Nongere country is composed. 
Djimbi is described as "men's country", Bambildjare as "women's country"; 
that is, the former belongs to the male members of the Wurgigandjar-Nongere 
segment, the latter to the female members. This division has been 
described in 3.2. 
A characteristic way of walking of these Mewal beings. 
Mewal making certain dance motions with the upper part of his body. 
Meaning unknown. The first part of this word, galnge-, which also 
appears in other words of this Mewal text, was translated as "skin". 
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Informant: "Skin (of Mewal is) the same like Mere (spiritual being, 
theme of the next song); wild bugger, tricky one". It might be possible 
that the word galnge used as a prefix refers to Mewal or to a certain 
feature of this spiritual being (Compare for example the text of Crow 
where the word dawer, also used in severa! words as prefix, has a 
similar function in relation to Crow. This is explained in note 1 of the 
Crow Song). 
6. galnge: skin; ra:man: white down (see Crow Song, notes 1 and 7). 
Informant: "Everywhere (on Mewal's skin) ra:mm (white down)". 
7. Exact meaning unknown. Description of the informant: "Mewal runs away, 
goes into the jungle place, sometimes he runs to gravel pi aces. When he 
sees people, he runs away, he is frightened, his head becomes hot (?)" 
He also said that the Djinang word for bogo (the first part of this 
word) is bemere, which means "forehead". Then he imitated Mewal by 
turning his forehead to the right and to the left like somebody who is 
looking around. 
8. Exact meaning unknown. Informant: "That means (that) Mewal is saying 
he:::::he:: : ::he:: :::". At the same time the informant gave an imitation 
of the way Mewal is looking around (see note 7). Most probably this word 
is connected with Mewal's trick to lure somebody in the jungle where 
the victim will lose himself. By making this strange sound Mewal catches 
the attention of a lagging member of the group. When that person walks 
in his direction Mewal would run away a little and then make the same 
sound again. In this way the person is lured further until suddenly he 
finds that he is lost in the jungle (see 3.2). 
9. Meaning unknown. Informant's explanation similar to the one given in 
note 7. He added: "Mewal is getting hot, his forehead is getting hot; 
Mere (Cult Hero) has sung it (this word), for blackfella's". This 
explanation indicates that this word, bogomarapala, is one of those 
words which dates from the Dreamtime and has no meaning in the ordinary 
language. 
10. Mewal turns his head and shoulder looking intensely to the left and to 
the right. 
11. Meaning unknown. Informant only said that Mewal ran away (note 7). 
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12. Informant: "In Djinang we say melwa:bet wild bugger". The first part of 
this word, galnge, refers again to Mewal (compare note 5). 
13. galnge refers to Mewal, reridje to "gravel country". Informant: "Gravel 
place, country belongs to him (in Djimbi)". 
Text link to Mere: 
gere 
allright 
Mewal er'gobene djinenge 'djiwulingeban 
Mewal I bin leaving this one quick 
erbermerdje Mere berme 'ne 
I am going to sing Mere sang 
gorbe gorbe 
home, home 
country 
gui'pene 
long way 
ma 'nge minje galme 
(exact meaning unknown. Informant: "Place where the 
sun is going down". Combined with earlier explanations 
it is most likely that this text refers to the fact 
that Mere came from his own country, a long way (from 
the east), and was travelling to the west, to where the 
sun is going down. Compare 3.2). 
erbermerdje 
I am going to sing 
gere eimom 'ginege 
allright I have to finish 
(this song) 
Song VI: Mere (Spiritual being; "Devil-Devil") 
1. 
2. 
3. 
nga:'djine ' 
(Mere is ) crying 
rolpo rolpo ' 
? 
gurime 'ringo ' 
from a long way 
he came 
2) 
walgogo 'djine ' 
worrying 
nja:nge 
look 
nga:djine ' 
crying 
genere 
cry 
ngan'didjarpenele ' 
he smells a decaying 
body 
raibxirtiuart ' 
bald (Mere has no 
hair on his scalp) 
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7) 
name of the Island 
where Mere started 
his travels 
61 
rabtxartoart ' 
bald (Here has no 
hair on his scalp 
nga: 'djtne ' 
(Mere is) crying 
nga: 'djine ' 
(Mere is) crying 
. , . 5) 
дшпте'ггпдо ' 
from a long way he 
came 
ngan'didjarpenele ' 
he smells a decaying 
body 
murungga ' 
name of the island 
where Mere started 
his travels 
nga: 'сцгпе ' 
(Mere is) crying 
6) 
ratidoriwart ' 
bald (Mere has no 
hair on his scalp) 
. , . 5) 
from a long way 
he came 
nga: 'ajine ' 
(Mere is) crying 
8. nga:mxntangtang'djile ' 
breasts (of the female 
Mere) going UD and down 
(when she is dancing) 
6) 9. rabwarttíart ' 
bald (Mere has no 
hair on his scalp 
4) 
10. ngan'didjarpenele ' 
he smells a decaying 
body 
,10) 
'bemere 
"saltwaterplace" 
4) 
ngan'didjarpenele ' 
he smells a decaying 
body 
g\ 
bombii'djare ' 
part of the 
Wurgigandjar-Nongere 
country 
nga:'djine 1) 
(Mere is) crying 
nga:man 'tangtang 'djile 
breasts (of the female 
Mere) going up and down 
(when she is dancing) 
β) 
11. nga: 'djine ' 
(Mere is) crying 
nca:nge 
look 
. , . 5) gurvme 'nngo ' 
fron a long way he 
came 
12. gunerine И ) 
name of place in 
Burara country 
13. raiwariMart*' 
bald (Mere has no 
hair on his scalp) 
nga: 'djtne ' 
(Mere is) crying 
nga: 'djine1' 
(Mere is) crying 
12) 
name of place in 
Burara country 
13) 
balpenara ' 
name of a certain 
area 
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14. 
15. 
bindjtwa ' nga: 'djzne ' 
name of a certain area (Mere is) crying 
djugar'bularbular wagai'ngole ' 
the route Mere followed name of a certain 
(from the east to the area 
west) 
marola 'gala ' 
name of a certain area 
nja:nga 
look 
Notes Mere: 
The informant described Mere at one time as male, at another time as 
female. As for the first word of this text the informant used the word 
gardidi (Sister) to describe the person who was crying. He also said: 
"gardidi came from Murungga, saltwater place (see also 3.2); called 
names everywhere: Djimbi, Bambildjare, Mungguwa, all names (of countries). 
Made children, from there Aborigines". 
She is crying for the countries she left behind during her travels. 
(In 3.2 I have discussed the Mere brother and Sister pair in more detail). 
Informant: "Mere is singing out (lamenting): eh eh eh....aaaaaah...; 
worrying for his country". The same informant illustrated this attitude 
at another occasion when he showed me parts of (his) Wurgigandjar-Nongere 
country. At Djimbi Creek, an area full of sacral significance, he started 
to cry. Afterwards he explained that he was crying for his country and 
"worrying too much" for it. (A detailed description of this day's walk 
has been given in 4.3). 
Exact meaning unknown. Informant pointed to his eyes and said that Mere's 
eyes were filled with tears. 
ngandi = skin, flesh; djarpenele = smelling. While travelling in 
Wurgigandjar country Mere smelt the decaying flesh of a corpse. The 
informant added: "He smelt dead body; you take him (corpse) to burial 
place, flesh rotting, we say (in Djinang) ngandi епзо¡merdeene, I smell 
him". 
Mere came from an island called Murunga. It is described as a "saltwater 
place" located far to the east, "where the sun comes up", and is most 
probably a mythological place (see also 3.2). 
At another occasion informants said that Mere was lame in one leg too. 
Mere's place of origin. See note 5 and also 3.2. 
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8. nga:man refers to breasts, tangtang'djile to the up- and downward 
movements of the breasts of the female Mere while she is dancing. 
9. An important act of the Mere Brother and Sister pair was the division of 
Wurgigandjar-Nongere country in two parts: Djimbi and Bamblldjare. The 
former became "men's country", the latter "women's country (see also 
3.2). At Bamblldjare the Sister danced. 
10. Location unknown to me. Informant: "Saltwater place, Sugar Bag lies down 
there (that is. Sugar Bag finished his journey there). From there he 
cried for Djimbi, Bamblldjare, Malidjal (the rfurgigandjar country he 
left behind). This place close up to (Djelaworwor) Murungun country. 
Djareware (Sugar Bag) and Gundui (Stringy Bark) finished there". 
According to this information Bemere is located somewhere north-west 
of Wurgigandjar territory in Burara country where Sugar Bag and his 
companions ended their journey. 
11. 12, 13, 14, 15. 
Some of the places Mere visited when he travelled westwards. The informant 
described them as Burara, Nagara and Anbara country. 
16. An important place near the Cadell River. Mere made a billabong there. 
í§í$_lÍQ!s_52_Q§95Q99Í§_bÍ!Ií!¿ 
djinenge 
this one 
erbermerdje 
I am singing 
Mere 
Mere 
ergocbedje 
I am going to 
leave him 
erbermere 
I sang 
time'dje day 
long time, day 
djinenge 
this one 
erbermerdje Gelauun 
I am going to (other name for 
sing Geganggie bird) 
Gelawun 
Geganggie 
erbermerdge 
I am going to 
sing 
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VII: Geganggie bird 
gon-ge bulumbulo ' 
white "hair" (on Geganggie's 
forehead) 
memen 'djecmabo ' 
bamboo spear 
2) 
' пдете ' laindjad'djine ' 
Geganggie perches high up in 
the Stringy Bark tree, his home 
buluar'ngama'ngama'djile ' 
Geganggie is building his nest 
2) 
' пдете 'laindjad 'djine ' 
Geganggie perches high up i n the 
Stringy Bark t r e e , his home 
4) 
babadel 'moro ' 
white paint 
5) 
'gujpdji'djerwalg'djine ' 
sets up his "home" in the tree 
gon-ge bulumbulo ' 
white "hair" (on Geganggie's 
forehead) 
4) 
babadel'moro ' 
white paint 
djumundur' 
gravel 
8) 
6) bulwar 'ngama 'ngama 'djile 
Geganggie is building his nest 
2) 
'ngere ' laindjad 'djine ' 
Geganggie perches high up in the 
Stringy Bark tree, his home 
reridje 'bamgele ' 
(Geganggie) belongs to the 
gravel pi ace 
malagaga ' 
? 
4) babadeldel 'moro ' 
white paint 
4) babadel'moro 
white paint 
2) 
'ngere'laindjad'djine ' 
Geganggie perches high up in 
the Stringy Bark tree, his home 
doban'djile ' 
builds his nest in hollow 
part of a tree 
2) 
'ngere'laindjad'djine ' 
Geganggie perches high up in the 
Stringy Bark tree, his home 
butoar 'ngama 'ngama 'djile ' 
Geganggie is building his nest 
djiwar 'gurunge le 
sitting down at the top of a 
tree 
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12. bar 'nandù 'matai 
13. 
11) 
perching where the stringy 
bark flower blossoms 
djele 'nedje 
on top he perches 
gon-ge bulumbulo ' 
white "hair" (on Geganggie's 
forehead) 
(Having sung the usual three verses the informant said that he was 
going to sing three more verses of this Geganggie bird Song. He 
introduced these verses as follows): 
D. 14. 
djinerua: ngerdje 
here, I am 
talking 
erbermerdje 
I am going to 
sing 
gon-ge bulumbulo ' 
white"hair" (on 
Geganggie's 
forehead) 
meme'djamabo ' 
bamboo spear 
djinenge 
here 
ergenggon 
I have to 
pick up 
babadel'moro 
white paint 
erua:ngerdje je le 
I am talking more 
Gelavnm Geganggie 
Geganggie Geganggie 
' 'ngere 'ngaman 'ngaman 'djil< 
Geganggie is building his 
nest 
bulwar'ngamxn'ngamxn'djile ' 
Geganggie is building his nest 
fi) 
15. 
16. djiwar 'gurunge le 
s i t t ing down at the 
top of a tree 
gon-ge bulumbulo 
white "hair" (on 
Geganggie's 
forehead) 
ι \ 4) 
' babadeIdei 'moro ' 
white paint 
17. 'ngere 'laindjad 'djine 'тете 'djamabo 2) ,3) 
Geganggie perches 
high up in the 
Stringy Bark tree, 
his home 
bamboo spear 
bulwar 'ngaman 'ngaman 'djile 
Geganggie is building his 
nest 
6) 
3) E. 18. тете'djamabo ' 
bamboo spear 
bulwar'ngaman'ngaman'djile ' 
Geganggie is building his nest 
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19. djiwar 'goro 'nge le 
sitting down at the 
top of a tree 
20. bamandi 'matai И ) 
perching where the 
stringy bark flower 
blossoms 
21. babadeldel'moro ' 
white paint 
njatnga 
look 
gon-ge bulumbulo 
white "hair"(on 
Geganggie's 
forehead) 
1) 
5) 
'gurdji 'djevwalg 'djine ' 
sets up his "home" in the 
tree 
bamandi 'matai ' 
perching where the 
stringy bark flower 
blossoms 
F. 22. reridje'bam'gele 
(Geganggie) 
belongs to the 
gravelplace 
7) 
2 3. gon-ge'bulumbulo 
white "hair" (on 
Geganggie's 
forehead) 
24. тете 'djamabo ' 
bamboo spear 
1) 
'bumbono ' 
name of a 
country 
baba 'de Ids l'moro 
white paint 
4) 
djalgpe 'nengele 
building a nest 
14) 
djalag 'mora ' 
name of a country 
2) 
'ngere ' laindjad 'djine ' 
Geganggie perches high up 
in the Stringy Bark tree, 
his home 
25. bulumg'ngaman'ngaman'djile ' 
Geganggie is building his nest 
!Ü9Í§§_CE93!]99Í§_bÍCd¿ 
1. gon-ge: forehead. The informant associated the word bulumbulo with white 
down. Both words describe a feature of Geganggie's appearance. 
2. Informant: "Geganggie (is) standing near his home (nest). He is talking: 
gagagagagaga... and carries a spear and a woomera. He gave this spear and 
woomera to mavbming (FF) and from him to gondjere (F). From there he 
(Geganggie) sings (the word in question)". The informant described the 
word ngere with the Djinang word gorbe, which means "home", and 
translated laindjad'djine as "standing". 
Spear and woomera of Geganggie (see note 2). 
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4. The informant elucidated the meaning of the first part, babe, by pointing 
to his shoulder blades. He said that there Geganggie was "white like 
дсакхпипдди (white clay used for decoration)". 
5. gordji: wood (compare Song IIA, 2 and note 2 of this Geganggie Song). 
Informant: "(Geganggie) gets wood and makes bed (nest) for himself, makes 
camp on top of a tree". Asked to specify the tree he said: "Any tree 
but ffundui (stringy bark tree) is boss". 
6. ngame : on top (of a tree in this context). The informant added that 
Geganggie built his nest inside the tree. 
7. reridje: gravel pi ace (compare Song II C, 9, and Song V C, 9 and note 
13 of this song). To describe the meaning of the second part of this 
word, 'bamgele, the informant said that the bird "put his foot" there 
and that he "stands on gravelplace, belongs to him, (this gravelplace) 
is his Dreaming place. There (grow) stringy barks, (Geganggie) makes his 
house inside (these trees)". The expression "put his foot there" has 
been used at other occasions as wel! and seems to refer to the fact that 
a dreaming in question has been (or is living) at certain places. 
Another informant once mentioned a place "close to Milingimbi" where a 
footprint of Mere could be seen. Footprints of spirits are also recurring 
themes on Djinang barkpaintings. 
8. djumundur was described as reridje, "gravelplace" (note 7). 
9. Meaning unknown to me. Informant: "Gravelplace, bottom". Considering this 
information in combination with explanations as given in notes 7 and 8 
this passage may refer to the fact that Geganggie, perching high up in the 
tree, flies down and walks about on the gravel. 
10. doban: hollow log. In this context it refers to the hollow part of the 
stringy bark tree in which Geganggie builds his nest. In the Maradjiri 
one of the ceremonial artifacts represents this doban (see 6.2.2, 6.3.3 
and figure 35). doban is also the name for the large hollow log used for 
the final disposal of the bones of the deaths. The suffix 'djile refers 
to a verbal form. Informant: "Geganggie makes doban, his home". 
11. The last part of this word, matai, means "blossom" and the informant 
specified this further by saying that it was the blossom of wurgi, the 
stringy bark flower. Geganggie informed the other Oreamtime beings that 
this place belonged to him: "matai'ngere" (this blossom belongs to me; 
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'ngere is possessive pronoun). 
12. A place Mere visited on his trip. I was unable to find out why this place 
is mentioned in this song, or where it is located. 
13. Located in Gunwinggu-country. Mere sang this name. The informant also 
mentioned that a "Bad Cold Dreaming" was associated with that place. 
14. Informant: "Geganggie takes (uses) djalg (bark) to build his nest". He 
added that the small hollow log used in the Maradjiri (as the nest of 
Geganggie) is made from the same bark. 
ífí$.lÍD!í.$9-ít!?-^lr^.QJy^9:9Jy^9i 
geœ 
allright 
ergobene djinere 
I am leaving now 
(the Geganggie song) 
er 'start 'djige 
I am going to start 
(Djinang conjugation 
of the English verb 
"to start" 
Djudo-Djudo erbermerdje 
I am going to sing 
Song VIII; Djudo-Djudo. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
djudo-djudo 
Djudo-Djudo 
2) 
bundurmen'tene ' 
dance act of Djudo-Djudo 
дагадага 'ngoljo 
(name sung by Mere) 
Djimbi ' 
part of Wurgigandjar 
country 
'wurbar'burdja:rina:: 
reference to the fact 
tnat Djudo-Djudo is 
unable to speak 
η ja .·:.·;.· 
look 
jale 'gambol 'mere 
? 
jali-jali 'mana 
? 
("word belongs to 
Djudo-Djudo) 
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2) 3) 
bundurmentene ' jale 'gorribol 'теге ' 
dance act of Djudo-Djudo ? 
gaia-gaia 'djimbi 
jale 'wajptjar 'ngore 
? 
7) 2) bundur 'mentene ' jale 'gambol 'mere 
dance act of Djudo-Djudo ? 
6) 
3) 
gaia-gaia 'ngoljo ' 
(name sung by Mere) 
,· 6) gaia-gaia 'djimbi 
? 
3) 
jale'gambol'moro ' 
• , 7 - 4 ) 
дага-дага'ngoljo ' 
(name sung by Mere) 
bundurmentene ' 
dance act of Djudo-Djudo 
galanjan 'burdje 'rina ' 
(Djudo-Djudo) burnt his 
tongue while eating hot 
honey 
gaia-gaia 'ngoljo ' 
(name sung by Mere) 
5) 
vurbar'burdja:'rina ' 
reference to the fact 
that Djudo-Djudo is 
unable to speak 
jale 'gombol 'mere 
? 
3) 
2) 
bundur 'mentene ' 
dance act of Djudo-
Djudo 
bundur 'mentene 
dance act of 
Djudo-Djudo 
2) 
3) 
jale 'goinbol 'mere ' 
bundur 'mentene 
dance act of 
Djudo-Djudo 
2) 3) 
jale 'gombol 'mere ' 
'galanjan'burdje'rina ' 
(Djudo-Djudo) burnt his 
tongue while eating 
hot honey 
djudo-djudo 
Djudo-Djudo 
Djimbi ' 
Djimbi 
9) 
'muru'burdja'rina ' 
(Djudo-Djudo) burnt 
his beak 
gaia-gaia djimbi 
? 
6) 31 
jale 'gombol 'moro ' 
дага-дага'пдоІзо ' 
(name sung by Mere) 
4) 
дага-дага'ngoljo ' 
(name sung by Mere) 
bundur 'mentene 
dance act of 
Djudo-Djudo 
2) 
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15. jale'bordjaidj'bordjaidj 'galanjan'buvdja'rina ' 
? (Djudo-Djudo) burnt his 
tongue while eating 
hot honey 
5\ 
16. wurbar'burdja'rina ' 
reference to the fact 
that Djudo-Djudo is 
unable to speak 
D. 17. burbar'dja'rina 
reference to the fact 
that Djudo-Djudo is 
unable to speak 
18. gatanjan 'burdja 'rina ' 
(Üjudo-Djudo) burnt 
his tongue while eating 
hot honey 
9) 
19. muru'biœdja'rÎna ' 
(Djudo-Djudo) burnt 
his beak 
jale 'bordjaidj 'bordjaidj ' 
дага-дага азгтЬг ' 
jale 'bordjaidj 'bordjaidj ' 
ÍÍ9Í§§.9Jy^9~Qjy^9Í 
1. Informant: "Djudo-Djudo is dancing at Djimbi". 
Z. Djudo-Djudo's way of dancing. This typical dance has been described in 
5.4.2. The informant described bundur as "leg" and explained that the 
Djudo-Djudo dance is an imitation of the way this bird "get up on a 
tree". Unfortunately I have never seen the bird in question and therefore 
I am unable to grasp the exact meaning of the informant's statement. 
3. Meaning unknown. It is one of the many words of which informants say that 
it conies from the Dreamtime (Mere sang it) and that "it belongs to 
Djudo-Djudo; we just sing". The Songman of this cycle, my main informant 
here, associated the word with the bird's way of walking and dancing (see 
note 2), another Djinang with the nest of Djudo-Djudo: "(The) nest he 
makes, on top (of a tree), sometimes gulwere (cabbage palm, Song X)". 
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Several months later, when this text came up for discussion again the 
Songman of these songs described the first part of the word, ¿ale, as 
"home" or "house", so I am inclined to think that the association with 
the bird's nest is the correct one. 
4. One of the names Mere gave Djudo-Djudo while singing at Djimbi. 
5. In the Dreamtime Djudo-Djudo ate hot honey and burnt his tongue, which 
is why he can no longer speak (see 3.2, M5). Informant: "No langos 
(language), no tongue, burnt it. Crow says 'wag...wag... ', Geganggie 
(bird) says 'gagagaga....gagagaga....', but Djudo-Djudo no tongue, no 
proper word, wurbar'burdja'rina (is) the word (which) belongs (to) him". 
6. Informant's description: "Djudo-Djudo is dancing at Djimbi". He compared 
gaia-gaia with the proper Djinang goa-goa which means "come (along)", and 
said that a "big mob of spirits, mere", came to Djimbi. This may refer 
to the fact that the bird Djudo-Djudo is a messenger for Mere (as a class 
of spiritual beings, see 3.2). Wien people see a little bird of this 
species they know that the Devil-Devil spirits are not far away (see 
2.3). The probability of this interpretation is reinforced by the informants 
explanation of the next word (note 7). 
7. Informant: "Djudo-Djudo is dancing, mere, big mob, come up for Djimbi". 
8. galanjan refers to "sugar bag", burdja'rina to the fact that the bird 
in question burnt his tongue. The latter part of this word also appears 
in the second word of A3 and the first words of C12 and C13. 
9. muru refers to the beak of Djudo-Djudo; burdja'rina'. see note 8. 
10. Informant: "he (Djudo-Djudo) walks up". Possible explanation: Djudo-Djudo 
is walking up a tree to his nest. Here too the informant described the 
first part of this word, ¿aîe, as "home" (nest) of this bird (compare 
note 3). 
Ι§ΪΪ_11θ!$_£9_!ί2Ι§!ί?ϋ 
dji-nepe er 'start'djige Djudo-Djudo'ngere ergo'bene 
from here I am going to start from Djudo-Djudo I am leaving 
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djinere 
from here 
erbermerdje 
I am going to sing 
Narge Narge 
(name of this 
particular possum) 
er 'mar:где 
I get him 
Song IX: Possum (Narge Narge). 
A. 1. Narge-Narge 
Possum 
3) 2. djirgala'bongo 
climbing a tree 
3. bobo'ga:nge 
inside 
4. Narge-Narge 
Possum 
4) 
jalem 'bo : I 
his nest 
1) 
5) 
bogo'tara'tara ' 
djirgala 'bongo ' 
climbing a tree 
2) 
mei 'wene ' 
he is looking 
for 
garedja 'bolo 
sitting in 
his nest 
ba:mendo:rore 6) 
gurmt 'jene 
he finds it 
Narge-Narge 
Possum 
Б. 5. Narge-Narge 
Possum 
6. Narge-Narge 
Possum 
7. Narge-Narge 
Possum 
3) djirgala'bongo 
cliitibing a tree 
djirgala'bongo 
climbing a tree 
garedja:bolo 
sitting in his 
nest 
3) 
'gombemga: 'menge ' 
white feet (of Possum) 
ba:mendo:rore 6) 
л 
'gombemga: 'menge 
white feet (of Possum) 
8. djirgala'bongo gulwere'ga:djine 
climbing a tree climbing up the 
cabbage palm tree 
(to look for food) 
9. ba:mendo:rore ' ngere'guringa'dja ' 
10. ba: mencio: rare 
7 
6) Narge-Narge 
Possum 
Narge-Narge 
Possum 
2) 
djirgala'bongo ' 
climbing a tree 
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С. 11. ba:mendo:rore ' Narge-Narge garedja:bolo 
? Possum sitting in his nest 
12. ba:mendo:roTe ' Narge-Narge bobo'ga:nge ' 
? Possum inside 
13. djirgala'bongo ' gare'bulga ' nja:nge 
climbing a tree name country look 
31 
Narge-Narge djirgala'bongo ' Narge-h 
Possum climbing a tree Possum 
Notes_PossunK 
1. Possums live in hollow parts of trees and therefore the Djinang 
associate their nests with the hollow log (doban) used for the final 
disposal of bones. Informant: " gorbe enga, dobanu;: his home (is) the 
hollow log. 
2. mei: eye (see also Song IV, B6 and note 11). Informant: "He (Possum) is 
looking for (his) Home". 
3. Possum climbs the tree in which he has made his nest. 
4. The informant explained that this word was the same as the common 
Djinang word ngatmbire, which means "inside". 
5. Literal meaning unknown. Informant's description: "He is talking inside 
(complaining about the heat, saying:) 'eeeeh, me bin hot', his forehead 
(feels) hot, like headache". 
6. Again the informant explained that Possum's head was hot and also said 
that Mere had sung this name (which usually means that the word has no 
specific meaning). As I have not observed rituals in which Possum 
played an important part I am unable to grasp the significance of my 
informant's explanations as given in this note and the previous one. 
7. gombere: hand. Informant: "Possum's hands (his forefeet) are white, from 
white paint, gamammggu (white ochre)". 
8. gulwere: cabbage palm. Possums feed on cabbage palm fruits (compare 2.3). 
Informant: "He (Possum) climbs him (cabbage palm) for food, plums. From 
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eating plums in gulwere (cabbage palm) he goes back to his home". 
9. Informant: "Mere is singing (these names). Possum is dancing". 
10. Name of a country with which Possum is associated. Location unknown to me, 
î§ï5_llDLî9.ÇÊbbage_Palni 
djine 
here 
Gulwere 
Cabbage Palm 
Narge-Narge 
Possum 
Gulwere 
djinere 
from here 
Gulwere 
ergobene 
I am leaving 
erma:rdje 
"I get him" 
erma:где 
I am going 
"to get" 
Song X: Cabbage Palm (Gulwere). 
A. 1. bulo 'bulo 'djine 1) rarendj-i 'bebene 2) meli-nj 'ngartngart 
Cabbage Palm may 
cause troubles 
dja:rendjine ' 
standing upright 
rendjibor'gare ' 
Cabbage Palm 
dardnrda 'djine ' 
sound of branches 
when the wind is 
blowing 
4\ 
marinjbun'bara ' 
Cabbage Palm (as 
trouble maker) 
wind blowing 
a branch of 1 
tree 
gulwere 
Cabbage 
Palm 
. .6) 
тагагпз ' 
Cabbage Palm 
down 
this 
n¿a:nge 
look 
4) 
marinjbun'bara ' 
Cabbage Palm (as 
trouble maker) 
marinj о 'mono 
Cabbage Palm (as 
trouble maker) 
branch of Cabbage 
Palm 
marinjbun'bara ' 
Cabbage Palm (as 
trouble maker) 
dja:rendjine ' 
standing upright 
dja:wor'gunbalgunbat 
palmleaves 
rendjibor 'gara ' 
Cabbage Palm 
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dja:wor'gunbaIgunbaI 
paImi eaves 
marinjo'mono 
Cabbage Palm (as 
trouble maker) 
bulólo 1) gulweve bulo 'bulo 'djine 1) 
(exclamation ?) Cabbage Cabbage Palm may 
Palm cause troubles 
5) 
rendjibor'gara 
Cabbage Palm 
djaoMT 'gurgmenge le 
branch blown down 
djauorda 'djine 
branch fal l ing 
bulo 'bulo 'djine 1) 
Cabbage Palm may 
cause troubles 
me levgaingai 'prim 
place where many 
cabbage palm grow 
8) 
marinjo 'mono 
Cabbage Palm (as 
trouble maker) 
gulambadjarin'djcne 9) 
rendjibor 'gara 
Cabbage Palm 
5) 
rendjibor 'gam 5) 
place in Djinba country Cabbage Palm 
djawor 'gurgmenge le 
branch blown down 
gulwere 
Cabbage Palm 
bulo 'bulo 'djine ' 
Cabbage Palm may 
cause troubles 
nja:ngene 
look 
gulwere 
Cabbage Palm 
marinjbun'bara ' 
Cabbage Palm (as 
trouble maker) 
marinjo 'mono 
Cabbage Palm (as 
trouble maker) 
gulwere 
Cabbage Palm 
djil'pem1Q) 
name of a swampy 
area south-east 
of Maningrida 
g\ 
gulambadjarin'djene ' 
place in Djinba country 
marinjodjare'njene ' 
Cabbage Palm growing 
there 
dja:wor ' guribalgunbal 
palmi eaves 
marinjo 'mono 
Cabbage Palm (as 
trouble maker) 
'malngurgur ' 
swampy area 
gulwere 
Cabbage Palm 
rendjibor'gara ' 
Cabbage Palm 
mala murungun ' 
Murungun people 
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17. marinjo 'mono 
Cabbage Palm (as 
trouble maker) 
5!о?§§_С?Ь|2аде_Ра1пк 
1. Informant: "In the Dreamtime Cabbage Palm was a man who fought everybody, 
a real trouble maker". He described the tree in question as wanna'djine, 
a big one, and characterized it as "cheeky" because its fruits causes 
diarrhoea when not prepared properly (see note 4). He added: "when we 
make trouble, we say 'bulo-bulo-bulo'". 
2. This theme of the wind blowing in the trees is also to be found in the 
btringy Bark Song (Song II), whereas C.H. Berndt (1970: 1312-1313) 
mentiones this theme in her discussion of the so-called Mudai cycle. This 
song cycle belongs to Djambarbinggu-speakers and resembles this cycle 
of the Wurgigandjar clan (compare note 4, Chapter 4). 
3. The informant specified the places wnere cabbage palms grow: "along 
waterplaces, fresh water". 
4. The informant described the first part of this word, marinò, as "trouble", 
and translated the other words of this text which also begin with marinj 
as gulwere: Cabbage Palm in his capacity of "trouble maker" (see also note 
1)· 
5. Mere was the first one to experience the "cheeky" character of Cabbage 
Palm when he ate its fruits: "We sing rendjibor'gara because Mere (has) 
sung (it) before. Mere ate plum (the fruits of the cabbage palm) and from 
there got too much shit, from there he sang njane djalgnge: him cheeky 
bugger". 
I noted down a similar explanation several months later when this 
text came up for discussion again, whereas another informant also 
associated this word, rendjibor'gara, with Cabbage Palm as "cheeky bugger". 
This case is illustrative of many words in this cycle of which informants 
say that such words "are sung by Mere", that they do not belong to the 
ordinary present-day speech, that they have no (literal) meaning and 
that they just belong to the dreaming in question. However when such words 
are sung they often recall the same association of thoughts. 
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6. Again Cabbage Palm as "trouble maker". 
7. Informant: "When you sit down near gulwere-places (cabbage palms) you 
listen and hear 'dadadada dadadada '., from the wind". A similar 
explanation was given in Song II, notes 1 and 4, in connection with the 
heavy wind blowing in the branches of stringy barks. 
8. Name of a place in the country of the Djinba-speaking people, where 
according to the informant many cabbage palms grow. 
9. This place is called Gulambar'dje. Djinba territory is located south-east 
of the Djinang country (see also Warner, 1937/1958: 40 and 50), a swampy 
area, which the informant called the "home" of the cabbage palms. 
10. Again the informant referred to a swampy area south-east of the Djinang 
country, which belongs to the Djinba-speaking people. 
11. The informant called this place a Gunabibi place. Cabbage Palm plays an 
important role in Gunabibi ceremonies. 
12. Name of an area where many cabbage palms grow. Location unknown to me. 
13. mala: group (or clan, compare Song III, Al and note 1). Мигипдкп: name 
of a clan whose most important dreaming is Morning Star. The informant 
said that Cabbage Palm, as a dreaming, belongs to the following groups: 
Uurgigandjar, Murungun and Djinba. To understand the significance of 
such an explanation one would have to observe a Gunabibi ceremony 
organized by one of these groups as Cabbage Palm, apparently shared by 
these groups, is of great importance in this ceremony. 
Text link to Mud Cod. 
gere 
allright 
djinenge 
from here 
Gulwere 
Cabbage Palm 
ergobene 
I am leaving 
(behind) 
erma:midje goieban 
I am going to get fish now 
erbermerdje 
I am going 
to sing 
Morgol 
Mud Cod 
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ngerang 
mine (my) 
gülugubmg 
dreaming 
Margot 
Mud Cod 
erbermerdje 
I am going to 
sing 
Gulwere 
Cabbage Palm 
gulugulung 'ngirinje 
our dreaming 
ergobene 
I am leaving (behind) 
Song X I : Mud Cod (Morgol). 
A. 1. 'djalmanda'djalmanda 1) 
2. mabinga :Ibinga: Ibi 
description of 
mud cod 
3) 
3. 'djalmanda'djatmcmda 1) 
wuro 'gurog 'djine ' 
jumping 
2) 
wurogwicrog 'djine ' jumping 
nja:nge 
look 
mabinga:Ibinga:Ibi ' milmel'pene ' 
descr ipt ion of 
mud cod 
"sal twater" 
mud cod 
1) B. 4. 'djalmanda'djalmanda ' moigun'bandai'djine ' nja:nge 5) 
Ь. датдагдатдаг'азгпе ' 
laying down (in dried 
up "waterplace", 
billabong) 
gudoworo 'djam 'djine 
description of Mud 
Cod swimming in the 
stream 
8) 
7. 'djardjardjo :role 10) 
(Mud Cod is) dying 
because the creeks 
are running dry 
gape wung-guidj 
running water 
ngoromuropa:nda ' 
Mud Cod 
gedel 'mengele И) 
jumping away, to 
another place 
look 
galgal 'mengele ' 
"pushing" the fish 
out, to another place 
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8. mabinga :ЪЪіпда: Ibi 
description of 
Mud Cod 
••3) gudotíoro'djam'djine ' 
description of Mud Cod 
swimming in the stream 
10. 
11. 
'djalmanda 'djalmanda 
wunguidj 
running water 
1) 
ngoromuropa:nda 
Mud Cod 
9) 
12. тогдип 'bandai 'djine 
(Mud Cod is) dying 
because the creeks 
are running dry 
5) 
wurouuTog 'djine 
jumping 
njuna:dje 
running water 
2) 
gudowovo 'djœm 'djine 
description of Mud 
Cod swinming in the 
stream 
moigun 'djele 'djile 
jumping around 
galgal 'mengele ' 
"pushing" the fish 
out, to another place 
' датдагдатдаг'азгпе ' 
laying down (in dried 
up "waterplace", 
billabong) 
Notes Mud Cod: 
1. The informant called this "(the) big name for (the) monigai (ceremony, 
dance) of Morgol (Mud Cod)". 
2. Mud Cod is jumping around. 
3. The informant described this creature as "very slippery (slimmy)" and 
compared it with a piece of soap: "when you keep him (a mud cod) in 
your hana, he jumps out of it (he slips from your hands)". 
4. The informant compared this creature with mud cod. It also jumps around 
in the mud of the tidal creeks and rivers, however it is smaller than 
mud cod and also belongs to "saltwater", whereas mud cod belongs to 
"freshwater". The Djinang sometimes used them as bait. 
5. This situation occurs towards the end of the dry season when the creeks 
and billabongs have almost no water left in them and the fish are trapped 
and close to death (see also 2.3 and 3.5). 
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6. gœmgcœ'dje refers to "waterplaces" like billabongs and creeks, the 
habitat of mud cod, bream (the theme of the next song) and other fish. 
7. The first rains of the wet season "push" the fish out into the crowing 
creeks and give them a new lease of life. This word, galgal'mengele, 
refers to the "life saving" act of the running waters. 
8. gudoworo: small rapids in the creeks, apparently favorite spots of mud 
cod and bream, djam'djine: the informant mimics with his hand how fish 
swim. He added that the fish is trying to swim upstream. 
9. rigore: nose; muropa.-nda: "big name" for mud cod. This is to indicate 
that this creature is swinming upstream near rapids, his "nose" against 
the stream. 
10. Informant: "same place, gwdouoro-place (see note 8), Mud Cod is jumping 
around there". 
11. Mud Cod is jumping around because Mere is trying to grasp him. Mud Cod 
jumps from one place to the other, trying to escape. In this context 
the informant again compared mud cods with soap, which also slips from 
your hands. 
Text link to Bream Fish: 
djinere 
here now 
erbermerdje 
I am going to sing 
erma:где 
I get 
Wurdebal 
Bream Fish 
ermom 'ginege 
"I finish him up" 
(I shall sing 
Bream Fish) 
Bo:gebe 
Bream Fish 
djene 
here 
Song XII: Bream Fish (Uurdebal). 
A. 1. goje'ngargalgal 
little fish 
1) • r 2) 
goo e 'mapama ' 
"home" of the fish 
goje'garagpa 
Bream Fish 
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3) 4) 
djawoma-.r'pa ' 2. gape'lolo'djine ' djœxma-.v'pa ' goge'wupduiribir'nga 
water is running (?) "home" of Bream Fish Bream Fish 
3. batu 'ngargalga 5) 
4. goje'ngargalgal 
little fish 
5. nja:nge 
look 
В. 6. wunguidje 
running water 
7 j - / 4 ) 
7. djati}oma:r'pa ' 
"home" of Bream 
Fish 
1) 
9) 8. goje'burdul'mere ' 
fish swimming near 
rapids; upstream 
9. go je' ngargaIgal 
little fish 
1) 
go je 'ngargalgal ' 
l i t t l e fish 
nja:nge 
look 
gedel'mengele' ) 
jumping away, to 
another place 
galgal 'mengele 
"pushing (the 
fish) out" 
go je'ngargalgal ' 
l i t t l e fish 
djawoma:r'pa ' 
"home" of Bream 
Fish 
4) 
djœûoma:r'pa ' 
"home" of Bream Fish 
ba:rumbar'lugolugo ' 
place in Wurgigandjar 
Guragngere country 
bo:golo:golo ' 
7 
2) 
go je 'mapama ' 
"home" of the fish 
nja:nge 
look 
(§[ΐ9[ί_£§?£_ϋΰ!ί1 djinere 
here now 
(from here) 
erbermerdje 
I am going to sing 
wa:nemepn 
(the) same one 
Воде 'be 
Bream Fish 
Wurdebal 
Bream Fish 
C. 10. galgal'mengele njudnanj 'dje 
"pushing (the fish) stream 
out" 
go je 'ngargalgal 
little fish 
1) 
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11. 
13. 
14. 
nja:nge 
look 
12. batu 'ngargalga 
Bream F i s h / l i t t l e 
f ish 
5) 
9) 
дозе 'burdul 'mere ' 
f ish swimming near 
rapids; upstream 
go je 'ngargalgal 
l i t t l e fish 
1) 
goje 'wumggo 'bwingo 
Bream Fish 
nja:nge 
look 
дозе 'mapama ' 
"home" of the fish 
доз'e 'galbira ' 
"home" of the fish 
(perhaps Dreaming place) 
6) ba : nanibar ' lugo Zugo ' nj a : nge 
place in Wurgigandjar- look 
Guragngere country 
D. 15. goje 'ngargalgal ' 
l i t t l e fish 
16. njudnanj 'dje 
stream 
• r 2) 
дозе 'mapama ' 
"home" of the f ish 
galgal'mengele 
"pushing(the f ish 
out" 
17. batu 'ngargalgal ' goje'galbire ' 
Bream F i s h / l i t t l e 
f ish 
home" of the f ish 
18. ba:nambar'lugolugo ' goje 'ngargalgal ' 
place in Wurgigandjar- l i t t l e f ish 
Guragngere country 
Notes Bream Fish: 
9) 
goje 'burdul 'mere ' 
fish swimming near 
rapids; upstream 
goje 'wurdu 'bimga 
Bream Fish 
njtde: lg'djine 
? 
11) 
goje, the first part of this word, means fish. Several words of this text 
begin with goje and the informant translated most of them with the title 
of this song: Wurdebal (Bream Fish). So apparently these words, which all 
have in common the first part, are synonyms. A few of the words beginning 
with goje- refer to certain locations where these fish can be found. 
Place where bream fish can be found. Informant's description: "gorbe 
wurdebal: home (place) of bream fish". 
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3. gape: water (theme of the next song); the informant associated the second 
part of this word, lolo'djine, with running water and described the 
meaning of the combination of both parts as: "wurdebal (bream) following 
the running water". 
4. Informant: "gorbe enga (his home); any place, inside water". 
5. Literal meaning unknown to me. Informant: "batu is wurdebal (bream); 
ngargalgal, little fish. Mere said these names". 
6. The first part of this word, ba.-nambar refers to Ba:nam'bordje, a place 
located in the wurgigandjar-Guragngere country. Again I do not know the 
meaning of the second part as the informant explained that this was just 
a name sung by Mere. The word probably refers to a dreaming place for 
Bream Fish, which is located in the Wurgigandjar country of the Guragngere 
segment (During a trip to Nanggalala, east of the Wurgigandjar territory, 
we travelled through Guragngere country and at a certain place one of my 
Djinang companions informed me about the presence of a Bream Fish-
dreaming place there). 
7. Breams, mud cods and other fish are jumping around in the water. This word, 
as well as two others (galgal'mingele and vunguidje), appear both in Mud 
Cod, Song XI, and in this Song, Bream. The informant also referred to the 
word gudoworo, with which he specified that these scenes happen near 
rapids (see Song XI, notes 8 and 10). 
8. Meaning unknown to me. The informant said: "bemere (forehead) gegaperme 
("water is coming")". It probably means that Bream Fish is swimming 
upstream as it resembles a word in the Mud Cod text which menti ones how 
Mud Cod puts his "nose" in the stream (see Song XI, notes 8 and 9). See 
also next note). 
9. Fish are trying to swim upstream near rapids. Here the informant compared 
this word with gudoworo-ρλace, small rapids in creeks (Song XI, notes 8 
and 10), and added that "he (Bream) stands up (while) water is coming 
(running)". 
10. The informant called galbira "country" of Bream and said it is located 
in Wurgigandjar-Guragngere country, so it might refer again to the name 
of a dreaming place for Bream (see also note 6). 
11. My efforts to understand the exact meaning of this word were unsuccesful. 
Informant: "he (Bream) is running for waterplace". 
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Text link to Water: 
djinenge 
from here 
ngcœe 
I 
задгге 
Djarabili 
name Djarabili (the name of the 
(my name is) songman and main informant 
of these texts) 
erbermerdje Gape 
I am going to sing Water 
Gape erbermerdje 
I am going to sing 
топгдаг 
ceremony, song 
ngerang 
mine 
Song XIII: Water (Gape) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
wunguidjma 
running water 
gamer 'wara 
water 
'dj^ada3) 
name of a fish 
goje'njunga ' 
fish is yours (Mere 
speaking to a 
pelican) 
mundja 'djine 
(it is) dark; 
nighttime 
wunguidjma 
running water 
galgal'mengele 
(water is) 
"pushing" 
2) 
goje'njunga ' 
fish is yours 
speaking to a 
pelican) 
bulia 
catfish 
gargam'bar 
darkness 
,1) 
(Mere 
djulo 'rave 
running water 
goje'njunga ' 
fish is yours (Mere 
speaking to a pelican) 
djanailpandi 
name of a fish 
mundja 'mundja 'djine 
(it is) dark; nighttime 
waradal 'nja:ne ' 
nighttime, shortly 
before sunrise 
B. 6. mundja 'mundja 'djine waradal 'nja:ne 
(it is) dark; 
nighttime 
4) 
nighttime, shortly 
before sunrise 
gargam 'bar 
darkness 
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bera'bera'djine ' 
the day is beginning 
to break 
djurga:ngele ' 
he (pel ican) i s 
f i sh ing 
wela:'rinja 
name of pelican 
mundja 'mundja 'ajine 
( i t i s ) dark; 
nighttime 
4) 
waradal'nja:ne ' 
night t ime, shor t ly 
before sunrise 
2) goje'njunga ' 
f i sh is yours 
(Mere speaking to 
a pelican) 
2) 
goje'njunga ' 
f i s h is yours 
(Mere speaking 
to a pelican) 
mundja 'mundja 'djine 
( i t i s ) dark; 
nighttime 
buroro ' 
Milky Way 
buroro ' 
Milky way 
nandja 
name of pelican 
djitrga:ngele ' 
he (pelican) is 
f i sh ing 
wamjung 'be 
name of (the same) 
pelican 
beva 'beva 'djine ' 
the day is 
beginning to break 
. , . 2) goje'njunga ' 
f i s h is yours (Mere 
speaking to a 
pelican) 
'ganago 
name of saltwater 
f i s h (food for 
pelican) 
dimba'dimba ' 
water, abounding 
in f i s h 
wca>aldal'nja:ne ' 
nightt ime, short ly 
sunrise 
9) 
benggebengge'djile ' 
(see note) 
being'djile 
moving 
wela: 'vinja 
name of (the same) 
pelican 
nandja 
name of pelican 
nja:nga 
look 
'djigada ' 
name of a f i s h 
djurga:ngele ' 
he (pelican) is 
f i sh ing 
gargam 'bar 
darkness 
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D. 17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
E. 24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
buroro ' 
Milky Way 
being'djile 
moving 
galgal'mengele ' 
(Water is ) 
"pushing" 
djilperr}0} 
name country 
benggebengge'djile ' 
(see note) 
njonam 
water 
dimba'dimba ' 
water; abounding 
in fish 
njonam 'guro 'bele ' 
water ("pushing") 
paperbark 
nja:nge 
look 
dugo 'dugo 'mengele 
moving (plants) 
along 
vunguidjma 
running water 
djiilo:'ra:re19} 
water 
benggebengge 'djile ' 
(see note) 
wungguidjma 
running water 
buroro 
Milky Way 
ma :Ingorg'ngorg ' 
name country 
flQOYIWPn 
water 
galgal'mengele ' 
(water i s ) 
"pushing" 
buroro ' 
Milky Way 
wungguidjma 
running water 
9) 
benggebengge 'djile ' 
(see note) 
buroro 
Milky Way 
guro'bilinj ' 
paperbark 
дозе 'njunga ' 
fish i s yours (Mere 
speaking to a pelican) 
13)
 1 4 ) 
giligiligiligili'gele 'djalir ' 
sound of the running 
water 
bundcœca' ' 
a species of 
cabbage palm 
, j · 17) r a : 'redje ' 
name of plant 
djambor'dambor 
paperbark 
wungguidjma 
running water 
да :mer 'wa: ra 
water 
"push"! 
9) 
benggebengge 'djile ' 
(see note) 
balango'ra 
name of plant 
18 
'marda:bal 'marda:bal 
paperbark 
galgal 'mengele 
(water i s ) "pushing" 
wunguidjmn 
running water 
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29. giligiligiligili'gele ''djalir ' 
sound of running "push" ! 
water 
F. 30. muli'dje20) 
fishing-net 
31. ga:ngele ' 
(see note) 
32. nandja 
name of pelican 
33. djurga:ngele ' 
he (pelican) is 
fishing 
34. ngarda:'la ' 
(see note) 
35. • , · 2) goje'rijunga ' 
fish is yours 
(Mere speaking 
to a pelican) 
ga:ngele ' 
(see note) 
nandja 
name of pelican 
djurga:ngele ' 
he (pelican) is 
fishing 
wurbololo 
pelican 
. , . 2) goje'njunga ' 
fish is yours 
(Mere speaking 
to a pelican) 
djiga: 'da 
catfish 
muli 'dje 
fishing-net 
djurgacngele 6) 
he (pelican) is fishing 
nandja 
name of pelican 
21 
goje'njunga ' 
fish is yours (Mere 
speaking to a pelican) 
23) 
ganago ' 
saltwater fish 
• , • 2 ) 
fish is yours (Mere 
speaking to a pelican) 
36. dj omul'pandi 
fish 
37. waradel'nja:ne 
nighttime, shortly 
before sunrise 
mundja 'mundja 
darkness 
dji Idji Idji Idji I 
call of a bird 
beva 'beva 
daybreak 
r j - 24) 
'dee ' 
38. 'gabo 
little bird 
(see preceding word) 
G. 39. gabo-gabo'djile 
gabo-gabo (bird) 
is "talking" 
'ganara 'jergjerg 'miri 'nge 
(see note) 
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25) 
40. ngora'wergwerg'djile 
(see note) 
41. djurga:ngele ' 
he (pelican) is 
fishing 
42. belng'djile 
moving 
43. wungguidjma 
running water 
44. gulambar 
name of country 
(see Song X, BIO 
and note 9) 
45. wungguidjma 
running water 
26) 
gabo-gabo 'mengele 
gabo-gabo fishing 
nja:nge 
look 
djilpem ' 
name country 
birga 'birga 'djile 
water running 
gilgilgilgil ' 
sound of running 
water 
djui>ga:ngele ' 
he (pelican) is fishing 
buroro 
Milky Way 
wungguidjma 
running water 
ma :Ingorg'ngorg 
name country 
njonarn 
water 
11) 
Notes Mater: 
The running water carries all kind of species associated with water, such 
as several species of fish, paperbark trees and a number of plants. In 
the Dreamtime all these species were brought on earth by heavy rains and 
the water brought in its stream plants, trees and fish, forcing them along 
and putting them in their proper places where they live nowadays. All these 
species connected with water originate from the Milky Way, which is 
considered to be a big river (see also 3.5). A slightly different 
explanation was given in Song XI, Mud Cod, note 7, where the informant 
(in relation to the same word) only mentioned that the running water 
"pushed" the fish, which was in danger because of the drought, into the 
rapidly growing creeks. 
The informant said that the proper Djinang expression is goje njungo'nge, 
which literally means "(the) fish (is) yours". He added: "Mere told 
Nandja (the pelican of this song, see В 7): 'The fish belongs to you'". 
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This pelican is fishing and the names of the fish he catches are mentioned 
in this Song (see for example A3, A4, C12 and C13). 
3. As mentioned before this song is especially associated with the Hollow 
Log ceremony (3.5) and the names of the various fish, of which this word 
is the first example, "all belong to Doban-time (the time of the Hollow 
Log ceremony)". The fish of this Song are painted on the hollow log 
coffin. 
4. The text of this Song contains several words which describe the gradual 
transition from complete darkness to sunrise. See A4, A5 and B7. 
5. Informant: "At that time everybody wakes up, for cooking; sun is coming 
up (rising)". 
6. The pelican catches the fish with his big beak. This beak is associated 
with a fishing-net the Djinang use. See Song XIII, F30 and note 20. The 
informant mentioned that Mere had given several names to this pelican: 
nandja (most used), wela:rinja (both B7), wamjungbe (B9) and wurbololo 
(F33). 
7. Informant: "Waterplace, too much fish. Mere said that word, dimba'dimba, 
big mob of water". (Reference to water from the Milky Way). 
8. The Milky Way is a river; running water. It contains all kinds of fish 
(and other species connected with water). Informant: "Buroro (Milky Way) 
get him big mob of fish. From there the fish came down to the billabongs 
(the rains "pushed" the fish from there down into the billabongs and 
creeks); па:тепдеге lidjing'ga:nge ("from on top he - the rain - bin 
give us them")". 
9. Informant about this word: "Gape (the water) is running everywhere, push 
fish along, paperbark, gulweve (cabbage palm), everything, everywhere". 
10. This place is located in the country of the Djinba speaking people. It 
is also mentioned in Song X (Cabbage Palm), CIO. Informant: "Home probably 
dreaming place) for Milky Way; tribes (Djinang and Djinba) close together 
because they share Gulwere (Cabbage Palm)". 
11. This place is also mentioned in the Cabbage Palm Song (see Song X, C13 
and note 11). 
12. Name of a big paperbark, carried by the water from Djil'pern (place-name, 
see note 10) in Djinba country to the Djinang country. 
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13. Several verses of the Water-song finish with this sound, which the 
informant described as "the water bin talking". The sound is sung in a 
soft, high voice, and is immediately followed by the word djalìr, a word 
which is accented. 
14. The running water is "pushing" (moving along) all kind of species (see 
note 1). 
15. njonam refers to "water" (see D21); guro'bele to the paperbark tree. 
Informant: "(The) water is moving (along) paperbark trees". 
16. The informant explained that bundarar is the name for "....gulwere (cabbage 
palm), but a long one" and that the name gulwere is used for a "short 
cabbage palm". He also said that many of these (long) cabbage palms are 
to be found in Wolgebimere (Wurgigandjar-Guragngere country). 
17. English and Latin name unknown to me. Apparently it is a water-plant as 
the informant added that it "belongs to cabbage palm and paperbark". 
18. Another name for the same paperbark. Here the informant added that, 
strictly speaking, this species belongs to the Gorbmorbmal clan. In 2.1 
I have explained that this clan has only one childless man and two old 
women left in it and that this clan is now considered as "one" with 
Wurgigandjar, although the dreamings of Gorbmorbmal (such as Paperbark) 
are still recognized as belonging to this clan. 
19. Informant: "gape (water), like mngguidj (running water)". 
20. This fishing-net is associated with the beak of the pelican. It is a small 
net which is swept through the water, similar to the way the pelican 
uses his beak to catch fish. The net is ceremonially used in the Hollow 
Log ceremony, in the course of which some nets are broken and put into 
the hollow log, together with the smashed bones. 
21. Informant: "He (the pelican) holds it (the fishing-net)". 
22. Most probably referring to the habitat of the fish. Informant: "gorbe 
goje enga (the home of the fish), freshwater and saltwater". 
23. This species was described as the "saltwater copy of wurdebal (bream 
fish)", also aligned with the Dua moiety. Food for the pelican. 
24. This bird is called gábo-gabo; species unknown to me. The informant 
described it as a small black bird, which "belongs to the water". It 
plays a part in the Hollow Log ceremony, where women sing out its name 
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while the men are breaking the fishing-nets (compare note 20). 
25. Meaning unknown. Informant: "Mere bin talk, singing that name for gabo-
gabo (name of the bird in question)". 
26. Informant: "The bird {gabo-gabo) is singing out".Then he imitated its 
warbling and said that the male participants of the Hollow Log ceremony 
do the same when they dance with the fishing-net described in note 20). 
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GLOSSARY 
Technical terms 
billabong: Australian-English for small lake or pool. 
clapsticks: two sticks of resonant wood clapped together by a singing man 
(R.M. Berndt, 1952: 310) 
corroborée: general term used by Australians for (public) Aboriginal dance 
performances. 
didgeridoo: hollow wooden musical instrument into which a man blows to provide 
an accompaniment to singing and dancing (Ibid.). 
dilly bag: general term for certain indigenous twined baskets used by both 
men and women (Ibid.). 
dreaming: Aborigines use this word to refer to their totems when they speak 
English. The Wurgigandjar also used sometimes the term "dream" when 
referring to their main totem. Sugar Bag (cf. in: "Our dream has told 
us long time ago . . . . " ) . 
dua: one of the two moieties in the dual organisation. 
jiridja: one of the two moieties in the dual organisation. 
malga: ceremonial string, amongst others used in the Maradjiri ceremony. 
rangga: sacred emblems. 
shade: ceremonial hut or shelter. 
sugar bag: Australian-English for wild honey. The Wurgigandjar use the term 
Sugar Bag to translate the name of their main dreaming, called Djareware 
in Djinang*. 
Names of clans and language groups. 
Burara: terms used by eastern Arnhem Landers (among whom the Djinang* to refer 
to several languages of the Blyth River area (see Hiatt, 1965: 1-2). 
*) Refers to other words in this Glossary. 
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Djambarbinggu: name of a language spoken in north-east Arnhem Land. 
Djardewitjibi: one of the Djinang*-speaking clans belonging to the Djinang 
community at Maningrida (Jiridja moiety). 
Djelaworwor: name of a Wulagi*-speaking clan belonging to the Djinang* 
community at Maningrida (Jiridja moiety). 
Djinang: name of a language spoken by a number of clans in north-east 
Arnhem Land, among whom the Wurgigandjar*. 
Guragngere: one of the two segments of the Wurgigandjar clan (see Nongere). 
Marangu: name of an aggregation of clans who all have Sugar Bag as their 
main dreaming. These clans are to be found among several language 
groups (Djambarbinggu*, tfagilag*, Djinang* and Burara*). The Marangu 
or Sugar Bag clan of the Djinang-speaking people is called Wurgigandjar . 
Marangu clans are Dua*. 
Mildjingi: name of a Djinang -speaking clan belonging to the Djinang 
it 
community at Maningrida (Jiridja moiety). 
Murungun: name of clans to be found among Wulagi*-speakers and Djinang -
speakers. Probably Murungun clans form an aggregation of clans 
comparable with that of the Marangu* clans. Van der Leeden (1975) 
menti ones the name Murungun as a sub-moiety (south-east Arnhem Land). 
Murungun clans are Dua. 
Nongere: one of the two segments of the Wurgigandjar clan (see Guragngere). 
Wagilag: name of a language spoken in eastern Arnhem Land (Djinang information). 
Wulagi: name of a dialect or language in northern Arnhem Land, closely 
related to the Djinang language. 
Wurgigandjar: name of the clan who owns the Maradjiri ceremony under 
discussion in this book. The clan is sub-divided in two segments, called 
Nongere* and Guragngere*. Its members speak the Djinang* language. This 
clan belongs to an aggregation of clans, to be found among several 
language groups, who all have bugar Bag as their main dreaming. This 
aggregation of Sugar Bag clans is called Marangu . The relationship 
between the Wurgigandjar (= Djinang-speaking Marangu) and the other 
Marangu clans is mainly religious. The dreaming-clusters of these Marangu 
clans are related to one another (2.1.3). 
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The Wurgigandjar form an alliance community with two Djinang speaking clans, 
called Djardewitjibi* and Mildjingi* and with two clans belonging to the 
Wulagi* speaking people, called Djelaworwor and Murungun (2.1.2). These two 
types of relation of the Wurgigandjar, namely on a clan (religious) level and 
on an alliance level can be visualized as follows: 
clan level alliance level 
Marangu 
(Wagilag-speakers)1 
Marangu 
(Djambarbinggu-
speakers) 
Mildjingi 
(Djinang-speakers) 
Djardewitjibi 
(Djinang-speakers) 
WURGIGANDJAR 
Djelaworwor 
(Wulagi-speakers) 
Murungun 
(Wulagi-speakers)/ 
Marangu 
(Burara-speakers) 
Names of rites 
Bugabud: post-burial rite (exhumation of bones). 
Dada: post-burial rite (purification with leaves from a fire) 
Doban/Lorgon: post-burial rite (Hollow Log rite; bones are smashed and put 
in a hollow log coffin). 
Gunabibi: secret ceremony of high ritual value, exclusively Dua . 
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Jabuduruwa: secret ceremony of high ritual value, exclusively Jirldja . 
Lorgon: see Doban. 
Marndiella: an initiation ceremony. 
Maradjiri: :Birth-pole rite" (Djinang characterization). 
Maraiin: secret ceremony of high ritual value, either Dua or Jiridja*. 
Wandjir: post-burial rite (purification with water). 
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STELLINGEN 
1 De ontwikkeling van de Maradjiri van "post-burial" rite tot 
"life-symbolic" rite en de daarmee samenhangende structurele 
veranderingen binnen deze rite tonen aan dat Aboriginal religie 
dynamisch is en in staat is adequaat te reageren op externe invloeden. 
2 Een verdere bestudering van het fenomeen Mere - of van verwante 
begrippen in Arnhem Land - en de relatie van dit fenomeen tot andere 
totemistische wezens lijkt van wezenlijk belang voor het verkrijgen 
van een beter inzicht in de denkwereld van de Aborigines. 
3 Hoewel Worsley's kritiek op "the overstructuring" van het Australische 
materiaal niet onterecht is, gaat hij te ver wanneer hij stelt dat 
de totems van een sociale groep geen logische ordening bezitten en ze. 
in plaats van een "ordered totality", omschrijft als "agglomerative, 
arbitrary and fortuitous". 
(Peter Worsley: Groóte Eylandt Totemism and Le Totêmieme aujourd'hui; 
in: The Structural Study of Myth and Totemiem (ed. E.R. Leach, London, 
1967). 
4 Terecht merkt de Aboriginal Land Commission op (par. 568) dat 
"To deny Aborigines the right to prevent mining on their land is to 
deny the reality of their land rights". 
(In: Identity, vol. 3, no. 4. 1977: 29). 
5 De geringe belangstelling van de Nederlandse publiciteitsmedia voor 
Australië is niet in overeenstemming met de groeiende betekenis van 
dit werelddeel in de huidige tijd. 
6 Antropologische studies van zgn. "primitieve" religies hebben vaak 
meer inzicht verschaft in de Europese denkwereld van het moment van 
onderzoek dan in de bestudeerde religies. 
7 Het vertalen van religieuze concepten vormt een van de grote problemen 
binnen de Antropologie van de Religie omdat, zoals Evans-Pritchard 
opmerkt, we ons niet alleen moeten afvragen "..what the word we so 
translate means to the natives but also what the word by which it Is 
translated means to the translator and his readers". 
(E.E. Evans-Pritchard: Theories of Primitive Religion. Oxford, 1977: 13). 
8 Het feit dat begrippen als totemisme, fetishisme, mana en taboe een 
vertrouwde klank hebben binnen de antropologie betekent nog geenszins 
bekendheid met de ervaringswereld waarvan de begrippen een uitdrukking 
zijn. 
9 Het veelvuldig gebruik van omschrijvingen als "natuurvolkeren" en 
"stenen tijdperk mensen" in volkenkundige films draagt er toe bij 
dat de techniek van de 20ste eeuw nog vaak gebruikt wordt om 19e 
eeuwse ideeën en opvattingen te verspreiden en in stand te houden. 
10 In verstrooiende t.v.-programma's (quiz, spelletjes, forums) alsmede 
in reclamespots verschijnen steeds vaker bekende Nederlanders die 
hun bekendheid enkel en alleen lijken te danken aan het feit dat ze 
veel te zien zijn in verstrooiende t.v.-programma's (quiz, spelletjes, 
forums) alsmede in reclamespots. 
11 Wie zegt: de proefschrift stelling 
moet nodig op de helling 
kan er niet van beschuldigd worden iets ongerljmds beweerd te hebben. 
Stellingen bij het proefschrift "Maradjiri - A modern ritual 
complex In Arnhem Land, north Australia" van A.P. Borsboom. 



